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Abstract

The Sprigg Site is located within the Lincoln Home National Historic Site, Springfield, Illinois.
In anticipation of restoration activities at this site, Fever River Research conducted
archaeological excavations in both 1997 and 2003 at this site. In 1997, the investigations
focused on that area of the site adjacent to the house. Later, in 2003, the investigations focused
on the rear yard in anticipation of the reconstruction of a privy and carriage barn. The
investigations documented the evolution of the house and surrounding yardscape, and have
resulted in the recovery of a wide range of artifacts from a variety of encapsulated middens and
subsurface features (particularly cisterns and privy pits). The artifacts recovered during these
investigations not only document the lifeways of the nineteenth century occupants at this site, but
allow for some relatively new interpretations of the Sprigg Site. Based on these investigations,
the Sprigg Site appears to initially have been occupied earlier than previously thought, and the
early occupant at this site conducted a variety of metalworking and woodworking activities
within a building located along the rear alley.

Cover: The handpainted Staffordshire dog was recovered from an early midden located within
the rear yard of the Sprigg Site during the 2003 investigations. It is reproduced here at its actual
size. Although such items often functioned as a child’s toy, they also were used as decorative
knick-knacks or “mantel art” by adults during the early to middle nineteenth century.
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Introduction

The Sprigg house is located in Lot 15, Block 7, E. Iles Addition to Springfield, Illinois
within the Lincoln Home National Historic Site, which is administered by the Department of the
Interior, National Park Service. Designated Historic Structure 11 (HS-11), the Sprigg house is
considered a contributing element within the Lincoln Home National Historic Site National
Register District (see Figure 1). The Master Plan for the Lincoln Home National Historic Site
calls for the recreation of the circa 1860 streetscape of the Eighth and Jackson Street intersection
(National Park Service 1970). With this in mind, besides the Lincoln Home proper, the National
Park Service has recently restored the Dean House (HS-13), the Arnold House (HS-20), the
Corneau House (HS-2), and has reconstructed barns and privies at the Arnold and Corneau
houses—all structures located at or near this significant intersection. During the late 1990s, the
Sprigg house also was restored to its circa 1860 character, and is currently occupied as National
Park Service (NPS) office space. Additionally, in 2003, a carriage house (or urban barn) and a
privy were reconstructed on the rear of the lot behind the Sprigg house. This report summarizes
the results of the archaeological investigations conducted by Fever River Research (Springfield,
Illinois) for the Lincoln Home National Historic Site (and the National Park Service) at the
Sprigg site.

Previous archaeological excavations conducted by the National Park Service around the
Sprigg house and its rear yard had determined the presence of a variety of subsurface
archaeological resources at this site that contribute to our understanding of the lifeways of the
mid-century inhabitants of Springfield, and thus the archaeological component of this site (which
has been designated 11SG1280) has been considered eligible for listing on the National Register
of Historic Places (as per Criterion D).1

In consultation with the Preservation Services Division of the Illinois Historic
Preservation Agency (IHPA) and the National Park Service (NPS), a program of scientific data
recovery was implemented to mitigate the adverse affects of the proposed house, barn, and privy
construction activity at the Sprigg site within the Lincoln Home National Historic Site,
Springfield, Illinois. In early 1997, the National Park Service contracted with Fever River
Research, as a sub-contractor with Fischer-Wisnosky Architects, Incorporated (FWAI), to
conduct “evaluative testing” of the Sprigg site—particularly that area around the house. At that
time, it was the intent of the National Park Service to begin the restoration of the Sprigg house,
and upon completion of the house, remove the non-historic garage located on the rear of the lot
and begin the reconstruction of a circa 1860 carriage house and privy. It was not until the
summer of 2003 that Fever River Research was able to initiate field investigations along the

1 The archaeological site associated with the historic Sprigg house (HS-11) is defined as Lot 15, Block 6, Elijah Iles
Addition to the City of Springfield, and has been identified by the Illinois Archaeological Site number 11SG1280,
which is the Smithsonian Institution’s Trinomial System for identifying archaeological sites. The first number refers
to the state (in this case, the “11” refers to Illinois), the second set of letters refers to the county (in this case, the
“SG” refers to Sangamon County), and the third number refers to the actual site documented within that county.
Additionally, the National Park Service refers to the Sprigg house as the Lincoln Home National Historic Site’s HS-
11 (or Historic Structure 11).
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alley beneath the floor of the recently demolished garage. The objectives of the archaeological
research conducted at the Sprigg site was to 1) to assess the integrity of the subsurface
archaeological resources in the area around the house, carriage barn, and suspected privy, 2) to
determine the character of the circa 1860 house, carriage barn and privy to assist with the
proposed reconstruction, and 3) to identify other circa 1860 landscape features (such as
walkways, fencelines, trash pits, and other activity areas) once associated with this mid-century
dwelling.

This report outlines the research strategy and results associated with the archaeological
testing and subsequent mitigation of the archaeological resources encountered during the course
of these multi-year investigations. Although all the work described here was conducted by Fever
River Research (under the direct supervision of Floyd Mansberger, principal investigator), the
first phase of the project (the 1997 fieldwork) was conducted under subcontract with Fischer-
Wisnoski Associates, Inc. (FWAI) of Springfield and the second phase (the fieldwork carried out
in 2003) was conducted under direct contract to Fever River Research.2

2 The 1997 fieldwork was conducted under the Indefinite Quantities Contract No. 1443CX603097002, Title III
Archaeological Services, Sprigg House [between FWAI and the National Park Service]. The 2003 fieldwork, and
the funding for the report preparation, was conducted under Purchase Order #P6530030678 with Fever River
Research.
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Figure 1. Location of Lincoln Home National Historic Site, Springfield, Illinois (U.S.G.S.
topographic map, Springfield West, 1998).

Lincoln Home
National Historic Site
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Figure 2. Location of the four-block Lincoln Home National Historic Site (outlined in red)
within the City of Springfield, Sangamon Co., Ills. (Hall 1855). This is the first published
map of the city of Springfield. The Lincoln Home neighborhood was located on the
southeast side of the quickly expanding town. The central business district was arranged
around the state capitol building (her outlined in green).
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Figure 3. Location of the Sprigg House (HS-11) and Sprigg Site (outlined in red) within the
greater Lincoln Home National Historic Site, Springfield, Illinois.
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Figure 4. View of the four-block Lincoln Home neighborhood as it appeared on the 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield,
Illinois (Ruger 1867). The Lincoln Home, located at the northeast corner of Jackson and South Eighth Streets, is located
immediately to the right of the number “29.” The Sprigg house is circled in red.
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Figure 5. Two views of the Sprigg house prior to the National Park Services 1997 restoration of the dwelling. The image at
the left is the front of the house (looking west), and at the right is the rear of the house (looking east) (FWAI 1995:3.59, 3.61).
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Figure 6. Two views of the Sprigg house prior to the National Park Service’s 1997
restoration of the dwelling. The image at the top is the north elevation of the house
(looking south), and at the bottom is the rear and south elevations of the house (looking
northeast) (FWAI 1995:3.58, 3.60). The building at the right in the lower photograph is the
Miller house.
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Figure 7. Sprigg site plan prior to the 1997 restoration project (FWAI 1995:3.53). The
Sprigg house and 1920s garage is located on Lot 15. The Miller house is located on Lot 14,
and the Corneau site (Lot 16) was vacant at that time. South Eighth Street is at the bottom
of the image, whereas the alley is at the top of the image.

LOT 16LOT 15LOT 14
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Historical Context

The Sprigg House is located on Lot 15, Block 6, of Elijah Iles’ Addition to the town of
Springfield.3 As originally platted, the lot measured approximately 40’ (north/south) by 150
(east/west) and faced east fronting South Eighth Street. The Sprigg house was situated one lot
south of the intersection of South Eighth and Jackson Streets. A wide alley was located to the
rear of the property. Elijah Iles was an early Springfield merchant and landowner who, in 1821,
donated land with Pascal Enos, which resulted in the laying out of the original town plat and
formation of the original town’s public square. Iles’ Addition to the town of Springfield, which
was later to become Lincoln’s neighborhood, was platted in 1836. Table 1 summarizes the
current knowledge regarding the chain-of-title for the Sprigg Site.4

Shortly after the neighborhood was platted (in February 1837), Sangamon County resident Foley
Vaughn purchased from Elijah Iles the two lots forming the northeast corner of Block 7 (Lots 15
and 16). Vaughn paid $262 for these two lots (or $131 per lot). Slightly over two years later, on
June 15, 1839, Foley Vaughn and his wife Emeline used these two lots (and Lot 1, Block 3 of J.
G. Gray’s Addition to Springfield) as collateral for a mortgage taken out with Erastus Wright, a
lawyer and trustee for the school commissioners and agent for the inhabitants of what was to
become Springfield Township (Township 15 North, Range 5 West). The mortgage was
apparently paid off, and released by Wright, on January 4, 1841.

Presently, little is known about Foley Vaughn (and his wife Emeline) other than he was a
relatively early local resident and contractor (Power 1876:49). In March 1838, in an effort to
secure the relocation of the Illinois State Capital to Springfield, Vaughn was one of 138 local
citizens that personally signed a note for over $16,600 to insure the construction of the necessary
capitol building. Vaughn also ran for sheriff of Sangamon County in 1837, a race in which he
finished last among three candidates for the job (Sangamo Journal, August 11, 1837; as cited in
Bearss 1977:90). As a contractor, one of the jobs that his firm had completed—probably during
1838 or 1839—was grading along the Northern Cross Railroad right-of-way during its initial
construction.5 Apparently, Vaughn also operated an auction business in 1837, and was a

3 As originally laid out, lots in Block 6 were 40’ wide (north/south) by 152’ long (east/west). The survey of Iles
Addition, which was conducted by James Watson, the Deputy Surveyor of Sangamon County, was filed with the
County on April 11, 1836. The plat was entered on June 22, 1836 (Sangamon County Deed Book J, page 69; as
cited in Bearss 1977:13).

4 The chain-of-title information and much of the history summarized here was taken from Bearss (1969) as well as
Fischer-Wisnosky Architects, Inc. (FWAI 1995). Ed Russo authored the historical and/or archival portion of the
historic structure report prepared by FWAI in 1995.

5 The Northern Cross Railroad, which was an outgrowth of the late 1836 Internal Improvement System initiated by
the State of Illinois, was designed to connect Quincy in western Illinois to the Indiana State line (passing through the
Military Tract as well as Springfield and the greater Sangamo Country). Fortunately for the inhabitants of
Springfield, construction of the Northern Cross Railroad was initiated prior to the economic collapse of 1837.
Surveys of the right-of-way began in November 1837, and the first rail was laid at Merodosia (on the Illinois River)
six months later. As Angle (1935:144) notes, “by the summer of 1839 the track had been laid for twelve miles east
of the Illinois River, and grading was in progress in the neighborhood of Springfield.” The rail line was completed
to Jacksonville by January 1840. It was not for another year before the line was completed to Springfield. The first
train arrived in Springfield on February 15, 1842 (Angle 1935:144).
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defendant in a lawsuit in 1844 (FWAI 1995:2.3). By 1844, the Vaughns had moved to Logan
County, Kentucky (Bearss 1977:89).6

Table 1.

Simplified Chain-Of-Title for the Sprigg Site (Lot 16, Block 6)
(Compiled from FWAI 1995)

GRANTOR GRANTEE LOT NUMBER AMOUNT DATE
USA P.P. Enos 160 acres $200.00 November 7, 1823
P. Enos Elijah Iles 29 acres $100.00 September 2, 1825
Elijah Iles Foley Vaughn Lots 15 and 16 $262.00 February 3, 1837
Foley Vaughn Andrew Fountain Lot 15 $300.00 June 27, 1844
Andrew Fountain John Weber Lot 15 $450.00 September 18, 1851
John Weber Julia Ann Sprigg Lot 15 $970.00 February 11, 1853
Julia Ann Sprigg Herman Hofferkamp Lot 15 $1,500.00 March 24, 1869
Herman Hofferkamp Carl Mund Lot 15 $2,500.00 March 9, 1922

On January 12, 1841 (only eight days after paying off their mortgage), the Vaughns sold Lot 16
(location of the current Corneau house) to the trustees of St. John’s Roman Catholic
Congregation (Maurice Doyle, James Owings, and Michael Glenn) for the sum of $300.7 The

6 Foley Vaughn was enumerated within the 1840 Federal Census for Springfield (Sangamon County Genealogical
Society 1980:5). The 1840 Federal Census suggests that one individual within the Vaughn family was involved
with “commerce.” Although the 1850 Federal Census does not document Foley and his family, it does enumerate a
Jesse (a 40-year-old laborer) and Perry (a 16-year-old with no occupation listed) Vaughn living within Sangamon
County. The two Virginia-born Vaughns were living within the house of a Richard Barrett, a 28-year-old Kentucky-
born farmer (USCB 1850).

7 Citing Barringer (1966:30), Bearss (1969:52) indicates that Vaughn sold Lot 16 to a William Butler, who later sold
the property to George A. Hamilton in 1845. A quitclaim deed from Hamilton suggests that this may have some
validity (see Mansberger 2004). George Hamilton apparently was the first resident priest in Springfield, having
arrived in 1839. From Springfield, Hamilton attended missions within a large, sixty-mile radius. In 1840, Father
Hamilton apparently was transferred to Alton. Prior to moving to Alton, Hamilton “reported to his Bishop that there
were only nine Catholic families in the capital, and two other families in which the women were Catholics.
Altogether they were too poor to afford a church. In fact, the priest had difficulty in finding even a room for
services. During the preceding summer he had reported that there was only one suitable vacant room in town, and
since that had been built for a theater, and would doubtless be used for that purpose again, he did not think it
becoming that it should be devoted, even temporarily, to Devine worship” (Angle 1971:198-199). Angle (1971:199)
further notes that “however, the number of communicants increased steadily, and in mid-August, 1842, the Sangamo
Journal noted the presence in Springfield of Bishop Kendrick of St. Louis and two attending priests, come for the
purpose of dedicating ‘the neat Catholic Church, situate in the east part of the city.’” Angle (1971:199) suggests that
the church mentioned probably represented the church of St. John the Baptist, which was constructed on the south
side of Adams Street between Eighth and Ninth Streets. Other sources suggest that this church was not constructed
until slightly later. Bateman and Selby (1912:868) state that in 1845 it was Father George Hamilton (who had
returned from Alton only the year prior to continue his missionary work) who “succeeded in erecting a little church
on the south side of East Adams Street between Eighth and Ninth Streets, known as the church of ‘St. John the
Baptist.’ That his position was not a sinecure is apparent, from the fact he attended Sugar Creek, Horse Creek, Bear
Creek, South Fork, Taylorville, Jacksonville, Postville, Turkey Prairie and Virginia in addition to Springfield….”
Another source notes that this church was not constructed until 1846, when, under the guidance of Father Philip
Conlon, the parish constructed their first church of the south side of Adams Street, between Eighth and Ninth
Streets. With an increased growth in membership, plans for a second church were developed in 1856. This second
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Vaughns apparently held on to the adjacent Lot 15 until June 27, 1844 when they sold it to
Andrew Fountain (of Hamilton County, Ohio) also for the sum of $300. The sale price of $300
per lot was considerably higher than the $131 per lot that Vaughn had paid only a few years
earlier—and may suggest that improvements had been made on each lot by that date. Little is
known about Andrew Fountain. FWAI (1995:2.4) suggest that he “may have been a speculator
in real estate for he never appears to have lived in Springfield, though he may have had some
family or business connection to the city.” Fountain owned the property for an additional seven
years.

Previous historical research has suggested that both Lots 15 and 16 were unimproved during the
Vaughn family’s ownership. FWAI (1995:2.3) states “that these were vacant lots is supported by
the fact that Reverend Charles Dresser purchased a lot known to be vacant across Eighth Street
for $210 at about the same time.” Nonetheless, others have noted that a price of “$75 for a
single unimproved, non-corner lot was standard in Iles’ 39-acre Addition at that time” (Wiss,
Janney, Elstner Associates 1988:4). As such, it is not unreasonable to suspect that these two lots,
when purchased by Vaughn in 1837 for the sum of $262, may have been improved to a limited
degree—potentially with a small cottage. At any rate, by the time Vaughn sold the lots off
individually, for the sum of $300 each, it is suspected that a small house was present at that time.
Although the person who purchased Lot 15 in 1844 from Vaughn was a non-Illinois resident
(who at that time was a resident of Ohio; his name was Andrew Fountain), it could be argued
that a small cottage was constructed on the property sometime between 1837 and 1844. As will
be discussed below, the archaeological evidence strongly suggests that this lot was improved by
circa 1840.

In September 1851, Fountain sold Lot 15 (and its potential improvements) to a local Springfield
individual named John B. Weber (also variously spelled Webber) for the sum of $450. FWAI
(1995:2.4) suggests that, shortly after purchasing the property, John Weber constructed a small
cottage on Lot 15. As noted by FWAI (1995:2.5), “Bearss believes that Weber then erected a
one-story cottage on the lot. This theory is supported by the fact that Weber sold the property to
Julia Sprigg less than seventeen months later for $970, more than twice what he had paid for it”
(Bearss 1977:97).

John Weber was born in Shepherdstown, Virginia in April 1810. John and his wife Sarah (nee
Woltz) moved to Springfield (with their two children) in April 1836. While in Illinois, the
family had an additional eight children. John was 41 years old when he and his wife Sarah
purchased this lot (and its potential improvements) in 1851. According to Power (1876:761),
Weber “was engaged in the manufacture of cabinet furniture in Springfield and at Howlett, now
Riverton, from 1836 to 1841, when he lost his left hand by a buzz saw. Weber was appointed by
the legislature of 1842 and ’43 to copy the land records of the state in numerical order, which

church, which was dedicated in early 1859, was located at the northeast corner of Seventh and Monroe Streets. It is
a possibility that the trustees of the Catholic parish housed their resident priests at the location of the adjacent
Corneau house (Catholic Church Vertical File, Sangamon Valley Collection, Springfield, Illinois). Hamilton
apparently “went east” in May 1846 where he died (Bateman and Selby 1912:868).
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kept him employed until 1849.”8 Power (1876:761) continues by noting that Weber “then went
to California, and returned in 1851.” Apparently, Weber was in partnership with brothers Daniel
and Jacob Ruckel, in their furniture, cabinet, coffin making business for a short while (in circa
1838. Together, Weber and the Ruckels purchased several lots in Iles’ Addition for development
(FWAI 1995:2.4, 2.29; Bearss 1977:132; Sangamo Journal 1838).9 In 1849, beckoning to the
call of the California gold rush, John Weber and Frederick Dean (husband of an Eighth Street
neighbor) and 18 other Springfield inhabitants traveled to California to pursue their fortunes. By
late 1851, John Weber had returned to Springfield and was “financially comfortable enough to
purchase the still-vacant Lot 15 from Andrew and Louisa Fountain for $450.” 10

The 1850 Federal Census enumerated the Weber family. At that time, the head of household was
the 39-year-old Sarah. Conspicuously absent (and apparently abiding his time in the California
gold fields at that time) was John Weber. Sarah, noted as being from Virginia, was listed with a
real estate value of $750. She was living with her children: A. J. (a son, 9 years of age), George
P. (7 years of age), James (4 years of age), Amanda M. (3 years of age) and Cornelia (1 year
old). All children had been born in Illinois. Immediately next door was the 39-year old Amanda
Weber and her family. She, too, was absent a husband (apparently on the same trip to the
California gold fields) (USCB 1850).

As FWAI (1995:2.4) note, “Bearss’ biographical sketch of Weber and his brothers, George and
Jacob, suggest they were men quick to become embroiled in disputes. [In the year 1840,]
George Weber, editor of the Illinois Republican, the ‘capital city’s Democratic newspaper,’ and
his partisans ‘were involved in an infamous brawl caused by politics.’”

A mob led by Sheriff Elkin, late one afternoon after work broke into the
Republican’s Fifth Street office. The three Weber brothers, then living on North
Fifth, were eating supper when they learned of the disturbance. They rushed to
the scene, where they were joined by Stephen Douglas, a number of “Republican”
employees, and sympathizers. Within a few minutes the “lawless invaders” were
routed from the office. After regrouping, the mob, urged on by Sheriff Elkin,
accousted [sic] John B. and George Weber as they were walking along a street.
Elkin, approaching George Weber from behind, felled him with a blow to the
head with a heavily-loaded whipstock. John, a born fighter, assailed Dr.

8 During the middle 1840s, Weber “was quartermaster in the last expedition of the Mormon war of 1846” (Power
1876:761). Additionally, during the Civil War, “he was clerk in the commissary department in raising the first six
Illinois regiments for the suppression of the rebellion” (Power 1876:761).

9 Jacob and Daniel Ruckel were both born in New York City in the early to middle 1810s. Daniel arrived in
Springfield in the fall of 1836, and his brother arrived the following spring of 1837. According to Power
(1876:632), “when the two brothers came to Springfield they engaged in cabinet-making, and about 1840 went to
Sangamo, where they run [sic] a saw mill and manufactured cabinet furniture, which they continued about three
years, and returned to Springfield. Jacob Ruckel afterwards changed to upholstery, and is now dealing in paper
hangings of every variety, and resides in Springfield, Ill.” Daniel Ruckel died in Springfield in April 1854 (Power
1876:632).

10 John Weber’s wife (Sarah) died on August 5th, 1866. Weber again married in November 1867. His second wife
was Mrs. Nancy J. Dodds Drennan. In later life, Weber settled “adjoining Pawnee.” John Weber died in 1889
(Illinois State Journal 1889; Power 1876:761).
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Meriman, “who was reputed to be the most proficient devotee of the so-called
‘manly art’ in Springfield.” Rushing the doctor, John Weber butted him in the
stomach with such force that he himself was decked. Jacob Weber, seeing his
brother prostrate on the street, and supposing him dead, whipped out a knife and
plunged it into Sheriff Elkin. The sheriff collapsed and was carried home. This
ended the riot (FWAI 1995:2.5; Weber 1930).11

In February 1853, only 18 months after purchasing the property, Weber sold Lot 15 (and the
improvement on the property) to recently widowed Julia Ann Sprigg for the sum of $970—over
double the recent sale price of the property. Julia’s husband, John Chambers Sprigg, had only
recently died in 1852.12 As such, as noted by both Bearss (1977) and FWAI (1995), it would
appear that a major construction event occurred during these 18 months. Whether this represents
the initial house construction and/or improvement on the property, or the improvement of a pre-
existing structure is not known. Nonetheless, the interpretation prior to the existing research is
that the initial improvement to the property (i.e. the construction of the original Sprigg house)
occurred at this time [circa 1851].

John Chambers Sprigg was the youngest of twelve children born to Joseph and Ann (nee Taylor)
Sprigg.13 Soon after the birth of their youngest son in January 1812, the Sprigg family settled in
southern Illinois (location currently unknown). At the age of seventeen, the young John Sprigg
was admitted to West Point Military Academy in September 1828. At the time of his discharge
in June 1830, John Sprigg gave his official residence as Belleville, Illinois. The twenty-year-old
John Chambers Sprigg had married the fifteen-year-old Julia Ann Remann in June 1832.
Eventually, John C. and Julia Ann Sprigg were to have six children born of their marriage. At
what point the young Sprigg family moved to Springfield is not known. The family had
relocated to Springfield by 1847, for it was in that year that John Sprigg was elected Sangamon
County Justice of the Peace (Illinois State Journal 1847).

The 1850 Federal Census indicates that John Sprigg was a 39-year-old bank clerk from Maryland
with a real property value of $300. At that time, he was living with his 35-year old German-born
wife (Julia A.), their children Margaret (16), Fred R. (13), John C. (7), Anne E. (4), Zachary

11 Jacob Weber was charged with assault, defended by a young Springfield attorney named Stephen A. Douglas, and
was acquitted (FWAI 1995:2.5; Weber 1930). Weber was later to be elected County Sheriff, a position he held from
1854 to 1856 (Power 1876:761).

12 Prior to purchasing this property, the Sprgg family was renting a house; house payments to a Mr. Jones amounted
to $12 per month (Estate Record, File 1003, “John C. Sprigg.” Sangamon County Probate.)

13 Joseph C. Sprigg was born in 1760 (presumably in the Baltimore, Maryland area) and died in 1821. When he
died, he left his widow and several young children (FWAI 1995:2.6). John Chambers Sprigg, his youngest child,
was born on January 27, 1812. The family arrived in southern Illinois (apparently Vandalia?) in 1813 (FWAI
1995:2.6-2.7). FWAI (1995:2.6) and Wright (n.d.) raise the question as to whether Joseph Sprigg was related to
Samuel Sprigg—governor of Maryland from 1819 to 1822. As FWAI (1995:2.6) states, “Governor Sprigg’s
brother, William, was originally a friend and political ally of Illinois Territorial Governor Ninian Edwards, who had
also been born in Maryland.” William Sprigg was appointed one of three Illinois federal judges in 1813. FWAI
(1995:2.6) notes that “it may have been this family connection which prompted another Sprigg, Joseph C. (born
1760), to move to Illinois.”
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Taylor (2) and Isabella (3 months).14 All children had been born in Illinois. Additionally, a 25-
year-old female from Vermont named Amanda Pinken was living within the home. Entries in
the 1850 census each side of the entry for his house were the Conrad Lock, William Jennings,
John Condell and Jesse Robinson. During the early 1850s, John Sprigg was elected to the board
of trustees for the First Presbyterian Church (JISHS 1955:61). Additionally, Sprigg was the
secretary of the newly founded Marine Bank (Illinois State Journal 1851).15 John Sprigg
apparently died prematurely in late 1852 and was buried in Springfield’s Hutchinson Cemetery.
He was later relocated to Oak Ridge Cemetery (FWAI 1995:2.6-2.7).

Julia Ann Remann arrived with her parents in Vandalia, the newly established Illinois capital, in
December 1820. Only recently that same year, the family had emigrated from Germany.16 The
Springfield Remann family clearly was connected politically and socially in prominent
Springfield and Illinois society. Mary Black Remann, widow of Julia Remann Sprigg’s brother,
Henry, lived in the next block north. Both Mary Remann and Julia Sprigg “became close friends
with Mrs. Mary Lincoln” (FWAI 1995:2.7).17 Additionally, Josephine E. Remann (born April

14 The 1850 Federal Census indicates that John and Julia Sprigg’s children were named Margaret H. (16 years old),
Fred R. (13 years old), John C. (7 years old), Ann E. (4 years old), Zachary T. (2 years old), and Isabella (3 months
old). All six children had been born in Illinois. The nearest neighbors, as suggested by the census, were Conrad
Lock and John Condell (USCB 1850). Margaret Sprigg was to eventually marry William Cowgill who was a
successful Springfield real estate agent (Power 1876; Illinois State Journal 1855; Inter-State Publishing Company
1881:651-652). The Cowgill family eventually relocated to Spokane, Washington.

15 Another co-founder of the Marine Bank “was Jacob Bunn, financial manager of Abraham Lincoln’s presidential
campaign and close Lincoln family friend” (FWAI 1995:2.7).

16 The Remanms (of Reiden, located in Hanover) were members of the “Ernst Colony” (FWAI 1995:2.7; Brink,
McDonough and Company 1878:48-49). Frederick Remanns was a thirty-eight-year-old butcher who died
prematurely in 1822, and upon his death he left three children—Frederick, Jr., Sophia, and Julia. According to
Stroble (1992:25), Sophia’s daughter (Olivia Whiteman) “was later famous because her childhood playmate was
Tad Lincoln”—suggesting that Sophia moved to Springfield at some early date. Frederick Remann, Jr., was a
successful Vandalia businessman and politician (Brink, McDonough and Company 1878:48-49). Frederick, Jr. was
“a devout and consistent member of the Presbyterian Church [and], after the dissolution of the Whig Party, he
readily and heartily identified himself with the Republican Party… and was frequently selected by his political
friends as their standard-bearer” (Brink, McDonough and Company 1878:48-49; as cited in FWAI 1995:2.7). At
some point in time, Frederick, Jr. was elected to the Illinois legislature. Frederick, Jr., whose wife’s name was also
Julia, died in 1873 in Vandalia. At the time, he was president of the National Bank at Vandalia (Stroble (1992:26).

17 Mrs. William Black’s diary (dated February 28, March 30 and May 17, 1852) mentions Julia Sprigg on three
separate occasions. This diary was kept from January through May 1852 (JISHS 1955:69). William Black was
Mary Black Remann’s brother (and apparently the Black and Remann brother/sister combinations married one
another?). In her diary, Mrs. Black states that

[Julia] had dark eyes and black hair, and was considered pretty by her friends. Her daughter, Julia,
often babysat with the younger Lincoln boys, and on more than one occasion packed “a white
muslin gown to spend the night with Mrs. Lincoln when Lincoln was out of town.” Julia was
delighted to do so for she had a good time when she was with Mrs. Lincoln. In Julia’s words, “she
was the kind of woman that children liked, and children would be attracted to her.” Mrs. Sprigg
and [daughter] Julia were visiting in Vandalia when the Lincoln’s left Springfield for Washington
in February 1861. After Mrs. Lincoln became First Lady, she exchanged letters with Mrs. Sprigg
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1842 in Vandalia) married Albert S. Edwards—grandson of prominent lawyer, state legislator,
and territorial governor Ninian Edwards and cousin to Robert Todd Lincoln (FWAI 1995:2.11;
Power 1876:278-279).

The first depiction of the Sprigg house occurs on the 1854 City of Springfield map (McManus
1854). The house is similarly illustrated on the 1858 city map (Sides 1858). Both the 1854 and
1858 City of Springfield maps depict a similarly shaped, rectangular frame structure (presumably
a house) on the front of the lot. This structure has a small rear wing (with a square footprint)
extending off the west side of the building. Unfortunately, there is no way to determine whether
this is a single or two story structure at this time. A second building (presumably a carriage
house or urban barn with a square footprint) was located on the rear property line fronting the
alley. Of particular interest with the 1854 and 1858 city maps is the relationship of the house
and Eighth Street. The early dwelling illustrated on both of these maps appears to have a setback
considerably larger (or deeper) than the adjacent Corneau house.

The Springfield City Directory and Sangamon County Advertiser for 1855-56 (Birchall and
Owen 1855) note that a Miss Julia Sprigg was living within a house located on Eighth Street at
the corner of Jackson Street. At that time, Charles Corneau was not listed in the directory, and a
tailer named Abner Wilkinson apparently was also living at “Eighth Corner Jackson”. It would
appear that at that date (1855) Wilkinson was living in the Corneau house, and the widow Sprigg
was living in the adjacent Sprigg house. The adjacent Miller residence was not yet constructed.
The 1857-58 Springfield City Directory (Winters 1857) noted that Mrs. Sprigg, a widow, was
living on the west side of Eighth Street between Jackson and Edwards Streets, and Charles
Corneau, a druggist was living at the southwest corner of Eighth and Jackson Streets. By this
date, the tinner and stove dealer A. Miller had apparently constructed his house immediately
south of the Sprigg residence—as he is also listed as living in a house on the west side of Eighth
between Edwards and Jackson Streets. The 1859 Springfield City Directory (Buck and Kriegh
1859) indicates that the widow Julia Sprigg was still residing in a house on the west side of
Eighth Street between Jackson and Edwards Streets. An “F. B. Sprigg,” is listed as a painter
boarding on the west side of Eighth Street between Jackson and Edwards—presumably the
location of his mother’s house. The 1860-61 Springfield City Directory (Barker 1980; Williams
1860) notes that Mrs. Julia A. Sprigg and Frederick R. Sprigg (a Painter) both resided at what
was then 52 South Eighth Street (located between Jackson and Edwards Streets). Additionally,
the city directory noted that John C. Sprigg, a salesman for E. B. Hawley and Company, resided
in a house on the west side of Eighth Street between Jackson and Edwards Streets—presumably
the same location as his mother and brother.

The 1860 Federal Census documented Julia Sprigg as a 44-year old female born in Baden,
Germany. At the time, Julia had a real estate value of $1,200 and a personal estate value of
$200. Living with her at the time were her children, Fred (a 26-year old painter), John (a 17-year
old clerk), Anna (16 years old), [Zachary] Taylor (listed incorrectly as 22-years of age instead of

Unfortunately, this reference to both a mother and daughter named Julia Sprigg does not appear to agree with the
archival information, as there is no younger Julia enumerated in either the 1850 or 1860 Federal census returns for
the Sprigg household. During these years, these two families apparently lived in a close but undetermined location
in the neighborhood (FWAI 1995:2.8).
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his then 12 years of age), and young Isabella (9-years-old). Although Julia is listed as having a
real estate value of $1,200, she and her family are listed as living within the Allen Miller
household.18 Miller, a 32-year-old leather dealer, had a real estate value of $3,000 and personal
estate value of $4,000. Besides his wife (Clarissa) and three young children (ages 2 to 6 years of
age), a Miranda and James Keyes (aged 28 and 30, respectively), and a Josephine Meirs (aged
17), also were living within this relatively large “household.” James Keys also had a relatively
high real estate value of $5,000 and personal property value of $4,000 listed within the 1860
census. It is difficult to explain why three separate families—each with substantial real estate
values—were living under the same roof in 1860. Perhaps Miller was operating a boarding
house at this time? If so, why was the widow Sprigg living in the house adjacent to her
property? Was she in the process of remodeling her house at that time? These questions
currently remain unanswered.

Figure 8. Detail of the 1860 Federal Census illustrating the Allen Miller “household”
which appears to have consisted of three separate families (Miller, Keys, and Sprigg)—all
of which owned real estate. The Miller residence is the historic dwelling located
immediately to the south of the existing Sprigg house.

In 1866, the Minimum Tariff of Rates Adopted by the Board of Fire Underwriters documented
five dwellings along the west side of South Eighth Street between Jackson and Edwards Streets
(West side of Block 6) at this date. The Sprigg house, rated as a Class D dwelling with an
insurance value of $1.00, was the highest rated building on this side of the street at that time.
The Miller house (located on Lots 13 and 14) was rated at $0.75, whereas the adjacent Corneau
house (located on Lot 16) was rated at $0.85. One must wonder why this small structure,
apparently without a carriage barn, was rated so high for insurance purposes?

18 The Miller House is that structure located immediately south of the Sprigg house, and is currently awaiting
preparation of an Historic Structure Report and restoration.
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In 1867, immediately prior to their sale of their property, the house and improvements were
illustrated in [Bird’s Eye View of] Springfield, Illinois (Ruger 1867). This early view of
Springfield depicts a long, narrow, one-story, gable-front structure facing South Eighth Street.
The 1872 (Beck and Pauli 1872) and 1873 (Koch 1873) panoramic views of Springfield both
illustrate a similar long and narrow, single story structure. It is interesting to note, that the Beck
and Pauli (1872) illustration hints at the presence of a potentially pedimented false front, similar
to that associated with a commercial building. None of the three images appear to document a
barn or carriage house to the rear of the property, as suggested by the earlier 1854 and 1858 city
maps.

The Sprigg family (consisting of the widow and her children) continued to live at this location
through 1869. The widow Sprigg sold the property for $1,500 to Herman Hofferkamp in 1869.
Upon selling their Springfield property, the Sprigg family (Julia and her sons Frederick and
John), left Springfield. Julia Remann Sprigg died on February 15, 1898 in Omaha, Nebraska of
“Structural Diseased Heart” (FWAI 1995:2.9).

Herman Hofferkamp was of German descent, having emigrated from Germany with his two
brothers, George and John, during the 1850s (FWAI 1991; Temple1984). Herman Hofferkamp
was born in Hanover in October 1841. The newly married Herman Hofferkamp and his wife,
Rachel, lived for a short while with his brother George at Eleventh and Monroe Streets. Shortly
after their marriage, George Hofferkamp purchased a house on South Eighth Street (what is
today known as the Harriet Dean House; next block north of the Sprigg Site), and the two
families moved into this dwelling. In March 1869, Herman Hofferkamp purchased the widow
Sprigg’s residence, and the family apparently moved into that dwelling. Herman worked for a
short time as a drugstore clerk , but soon went into business with his brother George as co-owner
of a livery stable. The 1870 Federal Census indicates that he had two children by this date
(William and Charles E.). FWAI (1995:2.10) note that “sometime between 1874 and 1879,
Hofferkamp made a two-story addition to the east end of the cottage.” The 1880 Federal Census
indicates that Hofferkamp’s family had increased in size, and that he now had four children by
this date. The two new children were Harry and Mary E, and no other individuals were listed in
the household at this date (such as servants, which were common among his neighbors)
(Hofferkamp Estate Record, File 11327, Herman Hofferkamp). Hofferkamp, who suffered from
rheumatism, retired from the livery stable business in 1888 (at the age of 50). At that time, he
applied for a military pension, citing “disabilities incurred during the Civil War” (FWAI
1995:2.10). Later that same year, Hofferkamp, a staunch Democrat, was nominated and elected
to the position of Sangamon County Coroner in November 1888.

Although Herman Hofferkamp retained ownership of his house at 507 South Eighth Street, he
vacated his house in early April 1893 to occupy the more famous Lincoln Home located across
the street. With the election of a Democrat governor (John Peter Altgeld), the lucrative position
of Lincoln Home custodian was taken away from the previous custodian Osborn Oldroyd. At
that time, although Robert Todd Lincoln had lobbied for his cousin Albert S. Edwards to have
the position, Governor Altgeld appointed Herman Hofferkamp to the position. As FWAI
(1995:2.11) notes, “despite Robert Lincoln’s lobbying, Hofferkamp was appointed by Altgeld,
giving some indication of his political strength.” In early April 1893, Herman Hofferkamp, his
wife and two youngest children moved into the Lincoln Home. During the four years that
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Herman Hofferkamp occupied the Lincoln home, his son William occupied his family home
across the street (the Sprigg house). Unfortunately for the Hofferkamp family, the Democrats
only held the governor’s office for one term. With the defeat of Governor Altgeld by Republican
John Tanner, the spoils of the Lincoln Home custodian position again returned to the Republican
Party, and Herman Hofferkamp and family vacated the Lincoln Home. After a few year absence,
Hofferkamp relocated into his previous residence at 507 South Eighth Street on July 1, 1897.

Besides the previously noted Beck and Pauli (1872) and Koch (1873) bird’s eye views of
Springfield, several depictions of the property during the Hofferkamp ownership exist. During
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, the Sanborn fire insurance maps depict the
structural changes that the house and outbuildings underwent during the Hofferkamp occupation.
The 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts a house greatly enlarged from its 1873 appearance.
By 1884, the house had been completely rebuilt with the construction of a large two-story side-
gable addition onto the front of the original dwelling. This large addition was probably
constructed during the latter 1870s or early 1880s by or for the Hofferkamp family.19 By 1884, a
large two-story wing (with full length front porch) had been constructed onto the front of the
house. By this time, with the construction of this new wing, the front setback had been
substantially decreased, with the front porch extending well past the front of the adjacent
Corneau house. The large rectangular rear wing of the Sprigg house, which probably represents
the early house depicted on the 1854 and 1858 city maps, was still only one story in height. A
small, service wing and rear porch extended off the rear of the house. Although a carriage house
or urban barn was not depicted on the 1884 Sanborn map, a narrow, single-story frame structure
extending across the rear of the lot is present. This frame building, although located in a setting
generally associated with carriage houses and/or small urban barns, was not noted as such.20

The 1890 Sanborn map depicts a house very similar to that illustrated in the 1884 Sanborn map.
Although the house has apparently remained little changed over these six years, the 1890
Sanborn fire insurance map depicts the construction of a large, two-story carriage house along
the rear of the property (and nestled within the northwest corner of the lot). The narrow shed
present earlier (in 1884) still stretches across the remainder of the alley along the rear of the
property.

The 1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire insurance maps exhibit subtle differences in both the house and
carriage barn details. Both the 1884 and 1890 Sanborn maps depict the north wall of the front of
the house as being in line with he north wall of the rear wing. Similarly, the rear service wing is
in line with the main body of the early house. The 1896 Sanborn map depicts the north wall of
all four sections of the house (the Hofferkamp addition, the main body of the house, the rear
“canopied” porch, and the summer kitchen) having a different setback from the north property
line. Although the footprint of the 1896 rear yard outbuildings is similar to that illustrated in the
1890 map, the length to width ratio of the carriage barn of 1896 is slightly smaller than that

19 The current interpretation is that this wing was constructed sometime between 1874 and 1879. (FWAI 1995).

20 It is interesting to note, though, that the two-story frame structure located along the rear of the alley and associated
with the adjacent Corneau House, also is not indicated as a carriage house. This structure was documented in 1890
as being a carriage house. Carriage houses are indicated on the Sanborn fire insurance maps with a large “X” across
the footprint of the building.
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illustrated in 1890. Similarly, the 1896 Sanborn map depicted a 1½-story structure compared to
the two-story carriage barn documented on the 1890 map. Taken literally, this may imply that
the earlier barn noted on the 1890 Sanborn map had been replaced with a slightly different sized
structure by 1896.

The 1917 Sanborn map depicts yet another footprint for the house. This map depicts the north
wall of the Hofferkamp addition, main body of the house, and the “canopied” porch, all aligned,
and the slightly narrower summer kitchen located closer to the property line. The 1917 Sanborn
fire insurance map suggests that the carriage house or houses once present at this location had
been demolished by this date and a large single story frame shed had been constructed across the
width of the lot. Incorporated onto the front (or east side) of this new shed was an open canopy
that measured approximately 10’ by 13’ in size. The shed was estimated at approximately 20’ in
width (FWAI 1995:3.6).

Rachel Hofferkamp died in the family home in December 1919. By this time, Herman was also
ailing. In March 1922, Herman Hofferkamp sold the large, single-family house at 507 South
Eighth Street to Carl and Rose Mund for the sum of $2,500. In August of that year, Hofferkamp
made out his will, and on October 7, 1922, being of poor health and at the age of 80-years, took
his own life while in the basement of his son’s hardware store (FWAI 1995:2.13).

Carl Mund was listed in the 1907 Springfield city directory as “the hatter” at 231½ South Sixth
Street. The previous year, a Joseph Mund—potentially Carl’s son or brother, was listed as “The
Hatter” at the same address. Mund apparently married about the year 1912 and lived on North
Sixth Street through their purchase of the Hofferkamp house. City directories during the
subsequent years continue to list Carl Mund as a hat manufacturer and repairer. The 1923
Springfield city directory is the first to indicate Mund living at 507½ South Eighth Street. The
address implies that the large, single-family house may have been broken into two apartments at
about this time period. In July 1923, Carl Mund had mortgaged his property for the sum of
$6,800 (plus the purchase price of $2,500). This was refinanced in April 1924 for the sum of
$7,735 (FWAI 1995:2.15). It was apparently at this time (circa 1923) that the older Hofferkamp
house underwent “extensive alterations” and the home was converted into a two-family
apartment comple (FWAI 1995:2.13). Shortly after remodeling and/or taking out this mortgage,
the Munds sold the property and relocated to North Sixth Street in 1923. The 1924 city directory
lists Mund as a “Real Estate Agent” and manager of the Eagle Hat Company.

The Munds sold the remodeled house to Inez Messinger in July 1923. Messinger, in turn sold
the property to George Bergen in April 1924. Bergen owned the property for over ten years prior
to his conversion of the house from a two-family rental property to a four-family rental property.
In 1938, Bergen modified the upstairs apartment, converting it into three smaller apartment units.
Bergen continued to own the house through December 1945.

The 1941 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts the rear wing of the house, which previously was
illustrated in 1917 as only one story in height, as having been pushed to a full two-stories in
height. Additionally, the older rear service wing had been dismantled and a full width rear porch
constructed onto the rear of the house. The narrow, single-story front porch also had been
dramatically widened and raised to a full two stories in height. The 1941 Sanborn fire insurance
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map depicts a house with a much larger setback from Eighth Street than previously noted in 1917
(suggesting that the entire house may have been picked up and relocated to a position slightly
farther west—an interpretation that has been substantiated by the archaeological investigations;
see following discussion). With the relocation of the house, a more uniform setback along
Eighth Street had been attained. By this date, a new tile garage had been constructed across the
rear of the property. Unlike the earlier outbuildings which hugged the rear property line, this
garage was setback from the alley to facilitate the turning radius needed by modern automobiles
within the tight alley.

Over the next twenty-five years, the house changed ownership four times prior to the Federal
government’s purchase of the property in March 1975 and inclusion of the structure into the
Lincoln Home National Historic Site. Throughout this period, the house remained a four-unit
rental property. During the early years of management by the National Park Service, this
structure functioned as temporary housing for a variety of employees. Finally, in October 1993,
the building was vacated in order to complete the historic structure report and to initiate the
restoration of this building (FWAI 1995).
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Figure 9. Detail of the 1854 City of Springfield, Sangamon County, Illinois map illustrating
the intersection of South Eighth and Jackson Streets, Springfield, Illinois (Potter 1854/
Hart and Mapother 1854). The Sprigg house and the Lincoln Home have been indicated
for clarity. At this time, a single gable-front structure, with an L-shaped footprint, was
documented on Lot 15, Block 7 (location of the Sprigg house).
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Figure 10. The Sprigg site as illustrated on the 1858 City of Springfield, Sangamon County,
Illinois map (Sides 1858). The Sprigg site is outlined in red, whereas the Lincoln Home site
is outlined in blue. Note that the Miller house, soon to be constructed on Lot 14
immediately south of the Sprigg hosue, was not present as yet.
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Figure 11. Detail of the 1867 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield (Ruger 1867) illustrating the location of the Sprigg House (Lot 15,
Block 7), Springfield, Illinois. The Sprigg House is the smaller circled house on the left; the Lincoln Home is the larger circled
house on the right. The Corneau house is to the right of the Sprigg house, whereas the large Miller residence is to the left of
the Sprigg house. At this time, the house at the Sprigg Site appears to be a small, one-story, gable-front cottage. No
outbuildings appear illustrated on this view at the Sprigg Site. By this date, Eighth Street had completely infilled with houses,
forming a mature city landscape.
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Figure 12. Detail of the circa 1872 Map of Springfield (Beck and Pauli circa 1872)
illustrating the Sprigg house (circled in red) and the intersection of Eighth and Jackson
Streets (looking northwest). To the right of the Sprigg house is the Corneau house, and to
the left is the large Miller residence. The Lincoln Home is at the upper right of the image
(and number “30”).

Figure 13. Detail from the 1873 Bird’s Eye View of Springfield, Illinois (Koch 1873)
illustrating the Sprigg house and the intersection of Eighth and Jackson Streets (looking
southwest). The Sprigg house is the small, single-story dwelling set back from the street
and tucked between the Corneau and Miller houses. The Lincoln Home is located across
the intersection from the three dwellings (here identified with the number “12”). Note how
a small carriage house is located at the Corneau site, but not at the adjacent Sprigg site.

The Sprigg House
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Figure 14. Detail of the 1876 map of Springfield, Illinois. Unfortunately, the Corneau
house (and much of the west side of Eighth Street immediately to the north), has been
partially obliterated by a tear in the historic map (and the poor re-alignment during the
map’s restoration). At this time, the Corneau house appears to have been occupied by a
“W. Breese,” and unfortunately, it appears that this map does not document secondary
structures such as barns.
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1884 1890 1896

1917 1941 1952

Figure 15. Comparison of 1884, 1890, 1896, 1917, 1941, and 1952 Sanborn fire insurance maps illustrating the east half of
Block 7, Elijah Iles Addition to the City of Springfield (FWAI 1995:2.26-2.28). The Sprigg house and related outbuildings are
highlighted.
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Previous Archaeological Investigations at the Sprigg Site

Relatively extensive archaeological research has been conducted within the four-block National
Historic Site surrounding the Lincoln Home. This work has been summarized in Alan Osborn’s
Archaeological Overview and Assessment of Lincoln Home National Historic Site, Sangamon
County, Illinois (2001).

Excavations were conducted at the rear of the Sprigg House in 1986 prior to the construction of a
rear porch onto the west elevation of the house. National Park Service (NPS) staff trained in
para-archaeology by the National Park Service conducted this work. At that time, the NPS staff
documented the presence of two buried brick pavements and/or surfaces below the existing
ground surface (Dunham n.d.; Sprigg House Historic Structure Maintenance Log n.d.). FWAI
(1995:3.3) stated that “this information suggests that the area at the west elevation of the house
was not initially a porch, but rather a canopy roof over a brick-paved area connecting the house
with outbuilding #1. Further analysis suggests that a porch was not constructed at the west
elevation of the house until after 1922 when the house was enlarged into a stacked duplex.”
More on this later.

In 1992, staff from the National Park Service’s Midwest Archaeological Center (MWAC,
Lincoln, Nebraska), under the direction of Dr. Vergil Noble, conducted limited archaeological
investigations within the rear yard of the Sprigg House. At that time, the MWAC staff excavated
four 1m by 2m test units and encountered a variety of middle-nineteenth century features within
the yard. The crew returned again in 1993, and excavated an additional six excavation units.
Two pit features (Pits A and B), a privy, and several brick foundation and/or pier remnants were
identified at that time. Additionally, the MWAC crew identified two encapsulated middens
behind the existing house. The two pit features, which were described as large basin-shaped,
ovoid refuse pits, were located immediately adjacent to the rear garage in close proximity to the
privy pit also identified by the field crew. Figure x is a plan map of the MWAC investigations.

In 1997, Fever River Research conducted extensive archaeological excavations around the
perimeter of the Sprigg House prior to the initiation of restoration activity. These investigations
documented the evolution of the house, the rear service wing, and immediate inner yard activity
area. Besides documenting several episodes of structural foundations, the investigations
documented two cisterns, two wells, and an early, encapsulated midden. Additionally, a wide
variety of artifacts dating from the early years of occupation were recovered from the
encapsulated midden. As part of the 1997 investigations, Fever River Research re-located the
previously discovered privy complex discovered by the MWAC investigations, exposed this
structure, and excavated half of the feature. Although two letter reports summarize the work
conducted by Fever River Research at this site in 1997 (Mansberger 1997a, b), funding was not
available at that time for the preparation of a formal report.
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Figure 16. In 1986, prior to the construction of a new porch off the rear of the Sprigg
house, National Park Service staff excavated the pier locations and documented the
presence of two buried brick surfaces. These pictures document that 1986 fieldwork
(Lincoln Home National Historic Site, photographs).
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Figure 17. The upper view illustrates the NPS staff member excavating for the porch’s
central pier. The lower photograph illustrates the documentation of the upper and lower
brick pavements by the NPS crew during the 1986 excavations of the northern porch pier.
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Figure 18. This photograph documents the southern pier excavation conducted by NPS
staff in 1986. .

Figure 19. Plan view of the Midwest Archeological Center excavations at the Sprigg site
during 1992 and 1993 (Noble 2002:15).
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Results of the Current Archaeological Investigations

Fever River Research’s investigations at the Sprigg site were initiated in mid-April 1997. At that
time, the front (circa 1870s, non-historic) addition and large two-story porch that was once
present on the Sprigg house had been demolished down to their foundation walls in anticipation
of the future restoration of the building. The NPS contracted with Fever River Research to
monitor the removal of the foundation walls, a task that was accomplished by the NPS staff with
the aid of the park backhoe. The results of this work was detailed in a letter report to the NPS in
June1997 (Mansberger, Letter Report, June 11, 1997).

In mid-June 1997, Fever River Research initiated more substantial fieldwork around the Sprigg
house. This work continued through early July 1997. The goal of these investigations was to
investigate that area of the site that was to be impacted by the planned construction of the new
house foundations and underground utility lines. At that point in time, all the non-historic fabric
of the Sprigg house had been removed, leaving the original unroofed dwelling. Besides the
removal of the front wing and large front porch noted above, all the porches had been removed
from the building, as well as the second story (and roof) that had been constructed over the
original single story structure. Approximately four weeks were spent hand excavating a series of
test units around the perimeter of the extant house. Toward the end of this phase of work, a
backhoe was used to excavate along the north side of the extant house, exposing the foundations
of an earlier episode of building construction that had been identified during the earlier hand
excavations. Besides documenting the evolution of the foundation system associated with the
Sprigg house, these investigations determined that the early Sprigg house had been relocated
from an earlier (or original) position situated closer to Eighth Street and the northern property
line to a location slightly to the rear (west) and south of its original location. Additionally, these
investigations documented the size and configuration of the rear service wing (and a suite of
related wells, cisterns, drains, and walkways) that was once a part of the original structure.

Additionally, during late June 1997, staff from Fever River Research removed the backfill from
two of Noble’s 1992 excavation units (1992-2 and 1992-4) located within the rear yard of the
property. In these two excavation units, Noble had identified the south half of a privy pit.
During the current investigations, a third 1m by 2m excavation unit (Test 13) was positioned
immediately to the north of the previously excavated units in hopes of exposing the north half of
this deep privy shaft. At this time, the feature was only exposed in plan view. A letter report
dated July 10, 1997 documented the results of the investigations that had been conducted during
the month of June 1997 by Fever River Research (Mansberger, Letter Report, July 10, 1997).

During the month of August 1997, field crew from Fever River Research returned to the Sprigg
site to complete investigations in, and around the foundations of the house, as well as to excavate
the previously exposed privy pit. At this time, the original Sprigg house had been raised and
rolled off its foundations, and was resting in the lot immediately to the north of the house site (on
Lot 16, location of the Corneau Site).21 Working with the NPS staff, Fever River Research
monitored the removal of the deteriorated Sprigg house foundations and basement floor, as well
as the excavations required for the new foundations and basement being constructed for the

21 The Corneau house had, as yet, not been relocated to Lot 16 (Block 7) and was still located on the lot immediately
north of the Lincoln Home. See discussion in Mansberger (2004).
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restoration project. During this process, much to our surprise, several significant features (such
as the original foundation walls of the house, the foundations of an interior fireplace, as well as
the base of a cistern) were discovered beneath the current basement floor of the Sprigg house.
With the removal of the existing foundations, the NPS crew constructed the new foundations for
the house, returned the Sprigg house to its new foundations, and proceeded to restore the house
to its circa 1860 appearance. Details of the work conducted by Fever River Research during
August 1997 were documented in another letter report (Mansberger, Letter Report, September
11, 1997).

Figure 20. View of the Sprigg house as it was moved off its early twentieth century
foundations, and prior to the completion of the subfloor basement archaeological
investigations. Present in the photograph are NPS staff members Linda Suits, Timothy
Townsend, and Fran Krupka. View is looking north/northwest.

It was not until June 2003 that the field crew returned to the Sprigg Site. By this time, the
exterior of the Sprigg house had been completely restored, and the interior had been rehabilitated
for office use (which was occupied by NPS staff). At that time, the focus of the investigations
became the reconstruction of the barn and privy that were once present on this lot. With this in
mind, two one meter by two-meter excavation units were dug to determine the character of the
fill along the rear property line. The location of these test units were placed in hopes of
encountering structural remains of the early barns as determined by archival evidence
(particularly the Sanborn fire insurance maps). Upon completion of the two hand-excavated test
units, the services of a backhoe were acquired and the overburden stripped in a large block
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excavation to expose the underlying features. These machine excavations removed the
overburden down to the upper surface of what was defined as an Upper Midden. From this
point, hand excavations proceeded by shovel scraping through the remaining middens and
exposing features. As the following discussion notes, the physical remains of multiple carriage
houses and/or urban barns, as well as numerous privy pits were discovered during this process.
All features were excavated using standard hand excavation techniques. The completion of this
work was not accomplished until late July 2003, and the results were summarized in a letter
report (Mansberger, Letter Report, July 20, 2003).

During the course of the multi-year (1997 and 2003) investigations, several subsurface features
were discovered and excavated. These features, and their associated artifacts, document a wide
range of activities conducted at this site over the years. Features 1 through 41 were identified
during the 1997 field investigations. Similarly, Features 42 through 55 were identified during
the 2003 field investigations. Each of these features is discussed below.

Table 2
Subsurface Features Identified At The Sprigg Site

(Post holes were not assigned feature numbers)

FEATURE
NUMBER DESCRIPTION

DATE RANGE
(Construction To –
Abandonment)

1997 Work
1 Brick Foundation Wall (Main) ca. 1840 to ca. 1922
2 Brick Foundation Wall (Porch) ca. 1840 to ca. 1875
3 Brick Foundation Wall (Addition) ca. 1875 to ca. 1922
4 Pit ca. 1922
5 Wide Builder’s Trench ca. 1922
6 Stoneware Drain ca. 1922
7 Existing House Foundation ca. 1922
8 Small Cellar Extension ca. 1874
9 Gas Line Trench ca. 1940
10 Sewer Line Trench ca. 1880-1920
11 Unidentified Trench ca. 1880-1920
12 Cellar Walls ca. 1840
13 Cellar Fill ca. 1875 and ca. 1922
14 Builders Trench ca. 1840
15 Builders Trench ca. 1922
16 Unassigned number
17 Fireplace Foundation (Service Wing) ca. 1840-ca. 1860
18 Replacement/Infill Wall ca. 1860-ca. 1875
19 Lower Brick Pavement ca. 1840-ca. 1875
20 Cistern Collector/Filter ca. 1840-188080
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21 Cistern Drain Tile Trench ca. ca. 1875-1890
22 Cistern Stoneware Drain Tile ca. 1922
23 Brick Lined Cistern ca. 1875?
24 Brick Pier ca. 1865-ca. 1890
25 Upper Brick Pavement ca. 1875-ca.1922
26 Brick Pier ca. 1880-ca.1922
27 Brick Pier ca. 1880-ca.1922
28 Brick Pier ca. 1880-ca.1922
29 Brick Pier ca. 1880-ca.1922
30 Plaster Rubble ca. 1880-ca.1922
31 Fill Inside service wing walls ca. 1875
32 Privy ca. 18455-1865
33 Well ca. 1840-ca.1875
34 Fireplace Foundation (In Cellar) ca. 1840-ca.1922
35 Pile of Brick ca. 1922
36 Brick Pad/chimney foundation ca. 1880
37 Early Cistern (in cellar) ca. 1840-75
38 Furnace Foundation ca. 1880
39 Brick Rubble/Pavement ca. 1860-ca.1875
40 Brick Walk ca. 1840-ca.1875
41 Well ca. 1890/96 to ca. 1922
42 Brick pavement/drain ca. 184-ca.1875
43 Lower midden ca.1840-ca.1875
44 Upper midden ca.1880-ca.19220
45 Pit (Dr. Noble’s Pit A) ??
46 Pit (Dr. Noble’s Pit B) ??

2003 Work
47 (2003-1) Brick Perimeter Foundation ca. 1885-1895
48 (2003-2) Brick Piers Unknown
49 (2003-3) Brick Perimeter Foundation Ca. 1895-ca.1925
50 (2003-4) Privy pit ca. 1840-ca.1870
51 (2003-5) Shallow Pit ca. 1895-ca.1925
52 (2003-6) Privy Pit ca. 1885-ca.1905
53 (2003-7) Combination Privy and Ash Pit ca. 1840-1885
54 (2003-8) Rectangular brick foundation t ca. 1840-1865
55 (2003-9) Brick Perimeter Foundation (garage) ca. 1922-2000
56 (2003-10) Pit (Brick Pier?) ca. 1865-ca.1885
57 (2003-11) Oval Brick-Lined Privy ? [Corneau Site] Unknown
58 (2003-12) Privy Pit ? [Corneau Site] Unknown
59 (2003-13) Privy Pit ? [Corneau Site] Unknown
60 (2003-14) Pit Unknown
61 (2003-15) Brick Walkway ca. 1880s-1920s?
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Feature 1

Feature 1 represents the brick perimeter foundation of the original building located on the front
of Lot 15 (which has been identified as the Sprigg site). Hand excavations conducted around the
perimeter of the existing house foundations (especially along the north and west walls of the
existing structure) during the early phases of this project documented the presence of intact
subsurface foundation remains dating from an earlier (circa 1840) structure. These foundation
remains were first encountered within test units located along the north (Test 3) and west (Test 6)
sides of the existing dwelling.

The foundation walls represented by Feature 1 were constructed of soft-mud, handmade brick
laid in a relatively soft, lime mortar (lacking any significant amounts of Portland cement). No
spread footing was present. These two-wythe thick walls were approximately 8-9” (20-23cm)
thick. In areas of the building that lacked cellars, these foundations walls were shallow and
extended only 25-35cm below the contemporary (circa 1840) ground surface—which had been
raised approximately 25-35cm above the pre-1840s ground surface by placing sterile subsoil and
topsoil fills on the earlier, stable surface. Along the eastern end of the early Sprigg house, the
foundation walls appear to have been constructed by excavating a builder’s trench through
approximately 25-35cm of relatively sterile fills laid upon the undisturbed topsoil (see Figure x).
In contrast, along the rear of the house, in that area of Test 15, it appears that this early fill had
been placed around the previously constructed foundation walls. The foundations of the
structure in those areas where a cellar was present were obviously much deeper, and extended to
a depth of approximately 3’0” (91cm) below the pre-1840s, original ground surface.
Considering the approximate 12” (30cm) of construction era fill, it would appear that the original
basement floor within the original Sprigg house was only approximately 4’0” (122cm) below the
circa 1840 exterior living surface.

The excavation of Test 3 (located along the north side of the existing structure near its northwest
corner) indicated that intact cellar fills and the north foundation wall associated with an early
building extended beneath the existing house foundations and basement floor. Similarly, the
excavation of Test 6 (located along the west wall of the existing structure near its northwest
corner) documented the presence of a similar brick foundation wall, complete with fireplace
foundations intact. During this initial period of discovery, it was believed that these foundations
might represent an earlier structure that predated the Sprigg house—which at that time was
thought to have been constructed in circa 1850. Further hand excavations along the north and
east sides of the existing building documented a relatively well-preserved set of subsurface
foundations that appeared to mirror the footprint of the Sprigg house foundations in circa 1990
(just prior to the removal of the front wing).. Subsequent backhoe investigations along the north
side of the existing dwelling prior to the relocation of the house, and beneath the existing
basement floor after the relocation of the house, further confirmed the presence of this intact
foundation system.

Upon completing the hand excavations around the existing house, a small backhoe was used to
remove the overburden along the north side of the existing house foundation to the depth at
which the circa 1840 cellar’s brick foundation wall was exposed (Test 18). From this depth, we
mapped the foundation remains and excavated a sample of the fill that was located between the
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two foundation walls (see discussion of Feature 13). Within this area, two episodes of fill were
apparent. The upper fill was a loose, unconsolidated brick rubble and mortar that contained
minor amounts of soil. The artifacts from within this fill included a variety of early twentieth
century items consistent with the circa 1922 suspected date of this remodeling episode. This fill
extended to the base of the existing foundation wall. At that level (at the base of the existing
foundation wall), a compact surface was encountered that represented a level surface or floor
once associated with the use of the cellar. Beneath the base of the existing foundation wall, we
encountered approximately 6-8” (15-20cm) of compact fill that appears to have been deposited
during the middle to late nineteenth century. This fill contained mortar and brick fragments
(demolition debris), as well as a wide range of household trash typical of the period circa 1850-
1875. These artifacts were similar to those recovered from the fill located around the fireplace
foundation located beneath the existing concrete cellar floor (Feature 34; see discussion below).

Excavations in the basement documented wall remnants associated with the early structure.
These wall remnants documented the southwest corner of the early structure. Approximately
three to six courses of the base of the foundation walls (with cellar fill) remained intact beneath
the existing concrete floor. As the rear service wing foundations were considerably shallower
than those associated with the main body of the house (which had a cellar), the wall remnants of
the service wing in this area had not been preserved. Artifacts found on the compact dirt floor of
this cellar included redware and transfer printed tablewares typical of the middle nineteenth
century. Additionally, besides the foundation walls, the base of a fireplace (Feature 34), a cistern
(Feature 37), and a well (Feature 33)—all associated with the initial period of construction—
were found intact beneath this 1920s basement floor.

Once this earlier foundation system was finally figured out, it became clear that it did, indeed,
mirror the above ground structure—only it was offset approximately 2’ to the north and 9’ to the
east of the existing house foundations. As such, the early Sprigg house appears to have been
constructed in a slightly different position on the lot than it currently was resting. As the
Hofferkamp addition (represented by Feature x) was also present in an earlier manifestation, it
would appear that the Sprigg house was picked up, moved two feet to the south and nine feet to
the west, sometime after the circa 1875 construction of the Hofferkamp addition. The most
likely time for this relocation is during the circa 1922 remodeling episode conducted by the
Mund family. The fill within the old cellar (beneath the existing concrete floor) and associated
with this original set of foundations suggests that the house had been raised sometime prior to the
house being moved. As such, it appears that the house may have been raised, and the cellar
partially filled, in circa 1874 when the Hofferkamp addition was constructed onto the front of the
house. It is possible that the small, second cellar (see Feature x)—which was constructed to
house a large gravity-fed furnace—also was constructed at this same time.

As originally constructed, the Sprigg house consisted of three segments, each becoming
progressively smaller as one proceeded away from Eighth Street to the west. The first, and most
formal section of the dwelling, measured approximately 24’ wide by 18’ in length; there was no
cellar beneath this portion of the dwelling. The midsection of the house measured approximately
16’ long (east/west) by 17’ wide. A porch extended the full length of this wing along its south
side. A cellar, which was accessed via a bulkhead entranceway that was itself accessed by way
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of a trap door within the adjacent porch deck, was located beneath this wing.22 The
archaeological investigations indicated that a fireplace was once present along the west wall of
this wing. The western-most wing of this structure, referred to here as the kitchen or service
wing, measured approximately 11’ long (east/west) by 14’ wide (north/south). A slightly larger
fireplace than the one present in the adjacent wing was located along the western wall of this
wing. Although some speculation exists that this wing may have been an addition onto the
original structure (as represented by the eastern two wings of the building), that area of the
structure that would have addressed this question (the junction of the rear service wing and main
body of the house) had not been preserved. Nonetheless, all archaeological evidence present
suggests that there was a continuous perimeter foundation between the two sections of the
building, and thus it was constructed in a single episode.

Feature 2

During the initial monitoring activity associated with the removal of the foundations associated
with the Hofferkamp addition, the remnants of two brick walls were noted beneath this section of
the Sprigg house. Subsequent excavations indicated that one of these walls represented the
eastern wall of the original Sprigg house prior to its relocation to its current setting (see
discussion above). The second set of brick walls represent the remains of multiple small porches
and/or steps once located on the front of this house immediately in front of the original front
(eastern) door.

Feature 2A is a U-shaped brick perimeter foundation wall that was constructed using a double
wythe of brick (approximately 8” or 21cm wide). Although the contact between the two had
been destroyed, the foundation wall appears to have originally abutted the eastern wall of the
original house foundation wall. Only a single course of brickwork remained intact throughout
much of this feature, as well as the adjacent eastern wall of the house foundation (Feature 1).
Feature 2 measured approximately 5’2” (1.57m) along its east/west axis by 7’2” (2.18m) along
its north/south axis. This brick foundation probably represents a raised platform or porch located
immediately in front of the original entranceway to the building. One or two frame steps were
probably located immediately to the east of this platform. The stratigraphic profile through this
feature suggests that it was original to the dwelling.

After an undetermined amount of time, the brick perimeter foundation identified as Feature 2A
was partially dismantled and/or removed, and backfilled around. At this time, two short
segments of new brick wall (identified as Feature 2B) were constructed. These walls were 8”
(21cm) wide. The leading edge of the first row of brick was located approximately 2’2” (65m)
from the outer edge of the house foundation wall. Similarly, the leading edge of the second brick
wall was located approximately 5’1” (1.55m) from the house foundation. All that remained of
both “walls” was a single course of brickwork. A thin lens of humic soil, with several small

22 Generally, entrance to a basement cellar such as that located beneath the early Sprigg house was via either an
exterior bulkhead entranceway (often incorporated into the deck of a covered porch), or by way of an interior
stairway. Often, formal basement cellars such as this one was accessed by both an interior and exterior
entranceway. FWAI (1995:3.12, see also Figure 3.27 and Drawing Sheet No. 12, First Floor Framing Plan) noted an
opening within the floor framing along the west wall of the extant Sprigg house, which may have housed stairs
leading into the basement. If present at that location, it would appear that these stairs would have been located
adjacent to the fireplace that was also present within this wall.
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artifacts within it, was associated with this surface. Although the earlier Feature 2B appears to
represent the remains of a platform, these later two brick walls (Feature 2B) appear to represent
starter steps for two steps (one 2’ wide, the other 3’ wide). If this is true, it would appear that the
original porch system was removed and replaced with more simple steps.

Although low in number (as expected with front yard artifact assemblages), the distinctive
artifact assemblage collected from around the porch foundations is typical of materials deposited
during the late 1830s and 1840s. These artifacts compliment the early assemblage material
collected from around the rear of house, and contribute to an interesting discussion of the pre-
1850s household assemblage used by the occupants of the Sprigg House. With the construction
of the Hofferkamp addition in circa 1874, Features 2A and 2B were encapsulated beneath the
new wing.

Feature 3

Feature 3 is a brick foundation wall associated with the circa 1874 addition constructed onto the
original house by the Hofferkamp family. This large U-shaped foundation, which measured
approximately 26’0” (7.92m) north/south, extended the house approximately 18’0” (5.49m) to
the east—completely encapsulating the earlier porch foundations discussed above (Features 2A
and 2B). Although the southwest corner of this foundation wall was destroyed, the northwest
corner indicates that the foundation wall abutted the northeast corner of the original house
foundation—with the inner edge of the new wall aligning with the outer edge of the older wall.
As such, the addition was offset approximately 9” (23cm) from the original house. A similar
offset is suspected for the southwest corner of the addition.

Like the earlier foundation walls discussed above (Feature 1), these foundation walls were two
wythes thick (approximately 8” or 21cm) and constructed using a soft, lime mortar (lacking
significant amounts of Portland cement). The original brick used in the construction of this wing
were typical of late nineteenth century, probably machine-made, brick (moderately well fired
with five sanded surfaces and a sixth that exhibited evidence of having been screeded across).
Unlike the earlier walls, though, this foundation wall had a single course spread footing. The
base of the foundation was approximately 10-18” below the existing ground surface. Although
this foundation wall was relatively intact along the north and eastern portions of the addition, the
south wall was badly disturbed by a deep trench (Feature 5). Along the south wall, an area had
been re-built constructed with hard Portland-rich mortar in contrast to the softer lime mortars
used throughout the remainder of the foundation. This area probably represents a repair
associated with the above-noted utility trench (Feature 5). A concentration of artifacts
(consisting of middle nineteenth century crockery jugs, milk pans, glass bottles, and glass
tablewares (see Appendix x for an inventory of these artifacts) consistent with a middle 1870s
date was found in the narrow builder’s trench located between the old wall and the 1870s
replacement wall.

Feature 4

Feature 4 is an irregular, roughly circular pit (approximately 2’8” or 80cm in diameter) located
beneath the Hofferkamp addition. The original excavation of this pit resulted in the destruction
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of a portion of Feature 2A and 2B. This shallow pit contained brick rubble, asbestos pipe
covering, and cast iron pipe fittings. This pit probably was excavated and filled during the
construction activity associated with the installation of hot water or steam heat into the building.
In circa 1905, the City of Springfield installed a municipal steam heating service to this
neighborhood. With this system, steam was supplied to the house by one of two underground
steel pipes that would have supplied heat to interior radiators. The City of Springfield
maintained this system through 1954. At that time, most houses that were utilizing this
municipal heating source installed their own domestic boilers to supply the necessary hot water
or steam. Although FWAI (1995:3.50) document the presence of radiators within the early
Sprigg house, they do not document the presence of the two-pipe underground distribution
system entering the house. At the adjacent Miller House, these underground steam pipes were
noted entering the property from the alley. Although archaeological evidence of the two-pipe
underground steam system was not noted in the field, the underground water and sewer systems
entered and/or exited the house along the south side of the dwelling—in an area where little
archaeological investigation was conducted.

Feature 5

Feature 5 is a relatively deep, flat-bottomed builder’s trench located along the southern edge of
the Hofferkamp addition—within its relocated position. The floor of this trench is level and
located approximately 2’0” (61cm) below the base of the older, original house wall located
immediately to the north. This trench appears to have been excavated alongside the foundation
wall of the newly relocated Hofferkamp addition. Although the function of this relatively wide
trench is unknown, it may simply represent a wide builder’s trench associated with the
construction of the new foundation walls in circa 1922.

Feature 6

Feature 5 is a molded stoneware drain that traverses the perimeter of the house. The downspouts
leading from the gutters are connected into this drain. This drain system dates from the post
1922 remodeling. It is suspected that this drain flows to the sanitary sewer system that runs
down the center of South Eighth Street. Both storm and sanitary sewers are still connected
within this neighborhood.

Feature 7

Feature 7 is the brick perimeter foundation of the existing house. Below grade, this two-course
wide wall was constructed of salvaged brick—much of it being soft-mud brick probably
salvaged from the earlier foundation. Above grade, on the exterior, the wall was constructed
using rusticated, wire-cut, vertically scored, burgundy-colored, face brick. Discussing the
foundations of the existing Sprigg house, FWAI (1995:3.11) suggests “the outside wythe of brick
[from the original house foundations] was removed (above grade) and replaced with the existing
scored face brick.” Similarly, although FWAI (1995:3.24-3.25) notes that “this scored brick
rests on a shelf composed of the original brick which remained in place just below or at grade,”
the archaeological investigations suggest that the entire foundation wall associated with the
original house had been demolished and re-laid with salvaged brick at a new location. Like the
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earlier foundation system, and unlike construction methods in use in circa 1922, no spread
footing was associated with this foundation wall system. Although FWAI (1995:3.11) suggested
that the absence of Portland cement in the mortar used in constructing these foundation walls
suggested a pre-1900 date of construction, it is suspected that these foundation walls were
constructed in circa 1922. Unlike the earlier foundation walls discussed above (Features 1 and
3)—which had butted juncture between the Hofferkamp addition and the main body of the
original house, this detail in this foundation wall consisted of an integral corner (suggesting a
single episode of construction).

Feature 8

Feature 8 is a small, irregularly-shaped cellar expediently excavated beneath the front half of the
original Sprigg house during the later years of its life. This cellar measured approximately 8’0”
(2.44m) wide (east/west) by 16’6” (5.03m) long (north/south) and was excavated out from
beneath the existing structure to enlargement the original basement. This cellar was an irregular
area that had been carved from the unexcavated crawl space beneath the house after a portion of
the original east basement cellar wall had been removed. This new cellar area was floored with
hard-fired brick (of the extruded variety) laid in a herringbone pattern (similar to the upper brick
pavement within the rear of the house) on a bed of Portland-rich mortar. Located near the
southern end of this brick-floored cellar “room” was a circular depression, with evidence of in
situ burning, that represented the location of a large, coal-burning, gravity-fed furnace (Feature
38). It appears that this furnace was installed prior to the abandonment of the nearby cistern and
the raising of the house grade.23 It is suspected that this series of events (the construction of the
new heating plant, the raising of the house, the leveling off of the yard, the abandonment of the
old cistern, the construction of a new cistern, the removal of the old summer kitchen, and the
laying of the upper brick pavement) may have occurred circa 1875 when the large new addition
was constructed onto the front of the house by the Hofferkamp family. Artifacts found within
this cellar suggest that this cellar “room” was filled during the circa 1922 construction of the
existing foundation walls.

This hot-air, gravity furnace system was fired with coal which produced coal ash and clinkers as
waste. Very little, if any, coal ash or clinkers were found associated with the early midden
around the Sprigg house. In contrast, domestic coal ash and clinkers appear to have been
associated with a later nineteenth and early twentieth century component at this site—and appear
to have been associated with this furnace system. These coal ash and clinker deposits appear
stratigraphically above the lower brick pavement, and in relatively high percentages beneath the
upper brick pavement. The circa 1905-15 installment of the municipal steam heating system
probably cut down substantially with the production of coal ash and clinker waste. With the re-
introduction of hot water boilers in 1954 (with the abandonment of the city’s municipal steam
heating system), coal was used considerably less as a fuel (having been replaced by natural gas).

23 The presence of very light amounts of coal ash and clinkers within the top of the filled cistern that was once
located next to the southwest corner of the ca. 1840 house suggests that the heating plant was put in immediately
prior to the house being raised and the abandonment of this cistern. Similarly, the presence of a clipped paving
brick representative of a herringbone patterned pavement (similar to the upper brick pavement behind the house)
within the cistern fill suggests that this cistern was filled when the house was raised and the upper brick pavement
laid in place.
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Feature 9

Feature 9 is a twentieth century natural gas pipeline trench that runs in an east/west direction
along the north side of the existing house. This gas line trench originates along South Eighth
Street and travels to a point near the rear of the existing house. It was noted in both Tests 2 and
12.

Feature 10

Feature 10 is a sewer line trench with a molded stoneware drain tile. It was noted in Tests 2, 3,
and 12 along the north side of the existing house.

Feature 11

Feature 11 is an unidentified utility trench that was noted along the north edge of Test 2. This
feature represents an east/west trending trench that probably was associated with the adjacent
Corneau property located immediately to the north.

Features 12-13

Feature 12 represents the brick perimeter foundation walls associated with the original Sprigg
house cellar or basement (see also discussion of Feature 1). These walls were noted along the
north side of the existing house, as well as beneath the concrete basement floor of the existing
house. These foundation walls are part of the more extensive perimeter foundation system
associated with the original Sprigg house and identified above as Feature 1. These walls were
constructed of brick, two courses wide, and were heavily whitewashed on their interior surface.

Feature 13 represents the fill within the original cellar of the Sprigg house. Although this fill
was relatively sparse beneath the floor of the existing house basement, it was relatively well
preserved along the north side of the existing house (particularly within Tests 3, 9, and 12).
Along the north side of the house, two distinctly different episodes of fill were associated with
this cellar basin. The lower fill consists of 8-10” (20-25cm) of deposits lying on the floor of the
cellar—and extending completely across the entire floor of the cellar (and beneath the existing
house’s basement floor). This fill (identified as Feature 13A, represents materials deposited on
the floor prior to the abandonment of the original foundation system. This fill may have been
deposited when the house foundations were raised, or when the small interior cellar room
(Feature 8) was constructed for the hot-air furnace—all of which may have occurred at the same
time (circa 1874 or slightly later).

The upper fill associated with this feature occurs in a narrow band along the north side of the
existing house. This fill (identified as Feature 13B) represents backfill placed between the newly
constructed brick foundation walls and the original, abandoned foundation walls. This material
dates from circa 1922 and contained a variety of older artifacts mixed in with early twentieth
century materials.
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Features14 and 15

Feature 14 represents the builder’s trench associated with the original house construction and the
brick perimeter foundation associated with that structure (Feature 1). Feature 15 represents the
builder’s trench associated with the new house foundations (Feature 7) as constructed in circa
1922.

Feature 16 (This feature number was not assigned.)

Features 17 and 18

Feature 17 is a U-shaped brick foundation located at the rear (along the western wall) of the
service wing of the original Sprigg house. Although this foundation wall was constructed with
similar brick as that used in the surrounding perimeter foundation walls (Feature 1), the two wall
systems were not integral, but abutted one another.24 Unlike the surrounding perimeter
foundation wall supporting the house (which was only two course in width measuring 8-9” or
20-23cm wide), this foundation was constructed three-courses wide (approximately 12-13” or
30-33cm). This feature, which represents the remains of a potential cooking fireplace once
present within the original Sprigg house, was 6” (15cm) off center in its placement within the
west wall of the rear service wing.

The back or outside wall of the chimney and firebox measured 5’4” (1.62m) in length. The
chimneystack projected 2’1” (64cm) to the outside of the structure (allowing the firebox to be
flush with the interior wall). The inside of the firebox measured approximately 3’2” (97cm)
wide. The inside edge of this foundation wall was set back from the inside surface of the
surrounding perimeter foundation wall by the width of a single brick (approximately 4” or 10cm.
As such, the firebox depth, as measured from the edge of the fireplace foundation was
approximately 1’6” (46cm), and as measured from the inside plane of the surrounding perimeter
foundation wall was approximately 1’10” (56cm). The interior edge of the fireplace foundation
probably indicates the location of the interior wall plane—and thus suggests that the foundation
walls extended past the interior wall plane by approximately 4” (10cm). The interior walls of the
“firebox” were square, and did not suggest the presence of outward slanting walls associated
with a Rumford fireplace.

This fireplace foundation was constructed upon the same surface as the surrounding perimeter
foundation walls (Feature 1), and suggests that this fireplace was an original feature to the rear
service wing—and thus the Sprigg house. Although this feature was built at the same time as the
original house, it was demolished considerably earlier than the surrounding perimeter
foundations (Feature 1). When the fireplace and associated chimney were demolished, the
foundation was removed down to the early midden (approximately 1’10” or 56m below the

24 The independent nature of the fireplace foundation may have had a functional explanation, as it allowed for the
maximum expansion and contraction of this masonry wall (due to the extreme temperature variations due to the fire
in the firebox) without deterioration of the surrounding perimeter foundation walls. Having said this, though, it may
simply have been a function of the masons constructing the perimeter foundation walls and the fireplace chimney at
two different periods of time during the construction of the house. One of the first tasks of the mason would have
been the construction of the house foundations. The mason may not have laid up the chimney and fireplace until the
house had been framed—thus the butt joint between the two foundation systems.
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existing surface), and the gap between the two opposing sections of perimeter foundation infilled
with a single-course wide brick wall. This later wall had a single brick spread footing and was
identified as Feature 18. Although the date of demolition of this feature is not known, it may
have occurred at the same time that the house (and the surrounding grade) was raised. It was at
that point in time that the upper brick pavement also was constructed. The removal of this
fireplace and its associated chimney also document the formal remodeling of the kitchen—and
although the family may have retrofitted the traditional fireplace with a cast iron cook stove prior
to the removal of the fireplace, the formal removal of this feature clearly indicates the
remodeling of the kitchen and the permanent installation of a cast iron cooking stove.

Feature 19

Feature 19 is the remains of multiple brick pavements and/or surfaces variously referred to as the
“lower brick pavement,” which is located within the rear of the house immediately adjacent to
the south and west side of the Sprigg house’s original service wing. At least four distinct areas
of brick pavement were noted within the rear of the original Sprigg house, in that area located
adjacent to the southwest corner of the service wing. These areas, identified as Areas A through
D, appear to represent different building episodes. All of these brick “pavements” represent
single coursed of brick work laid on a surface without the use of mortar.

One of the earliest episodes of construction appears to be Area A, which consists of a band of
brick that extends in a westerly direction approximately 7’0” (2.14m) from the edge of the west
wall of the service wing (and the west edge of the adjacent well, Feature 33). This band of brick
is approximately 1’6” (46cm) wide for the first 3’6” (1.07cm), and steps in to a width of 1’1”
(33cm) for the remaining 3’6” (1.07m). The northern edge of the two sections are aligned, and
situated approximately 1’6” (46cm) south of the suspected southwest corner of the service wing.
Although the function of this narrow pavement of brick is unknown, it may have functioned as a
drain sloping away from the adjacent well (Feature 33). That area located immediately south of
Area A was paved in an irregular manner, and may represent at least two or three episodes of
paving. It appears that this area (identified as Area B) represents a potential walkway that has
been expanded upon. Potentially, the fragmentary remains of a walkway (with narrow brick
edging formed by brick placed on their sides (and similar to the brick sidewalk identified in the
2003 investigations within the rear yard) heading due west from this pavement is also present.
Area C was a distinct brick walk (identified separately as Feature 40) that extended from the
west end of Area A in a westerly direction. Area D, identified as that area located north of Area
A and wrapping around the west side of the rear service wing, was a poorly preserved pavement
laid in a herringbone pattern. This pavement appears to have abutted Area D, the cistern filter
(Feature 20), as well as the perimeter foundation of the service wing (Feature 1) and the fireplace
foundation (Feature 17). Upon the removal of the fireplace foundation during the mid nineteenth
century, the herringbone pavement adjacent to the fireplace foundation, and within that area
where the fireplace chimney had once stood, was paved over in brick of varying sizes laid in an
irregular, running bond pattern. This suggests that this section of herringbone brick laid within
the lower pavement appears to have been laid down prior to the removal of the fireplace and
chimney complex.
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Excavations were also conducted along the south side of the existing house. The single backhoe
trench was placed approximately 8’ from the southwest corner of the existing house. This test
indicated that a single brick pavement—potentially representing the lower brick pavement,
extended partially along the south side of the existing building (see discussion of Upper brick
pavement, Feature 25).

FWAI (1995:3.3), citing the archaeological evidence garnered by the NPS 1986 investigations,
comments that “the area at the west elevation of the house was not initially a porch, but rather a
canopy roof over a brick-paved area connecting the house with outbuilding #1. Further analysis
suggests that a porch was not constructed at the west elevation of the house until after 1922 when
the house was enlarged into a stacked duplex” [See discussion in Conclusions section].

Feature 20

Feature 20 was a small, D-shaped, brick-lined, flat-bottomed basin located along the western
wall of the original rear service wing, adjacent to the southwest corner of this structure.
Although the function of this feature is not completely certain, it may have functioned as a
cistern filter. This feature was contemporary with the early service wing and the lower brick
pavement. Unfortunately, this feature was badly disturbed and/or cut through by both a narrow
drain line trench (Feature 21) as well as a more recent conduit of stoneware drain tile (Feature
22, which connected to the existing cistern). As such, the northern half of this feature had been
completely obliterated. Extrapolating from the half that remained in place, this feature appears
to have measured approximately 3’ (91cm) wide (north/south dimension along the service wing
wall) by 3’4” (1.02m) long (east/west dimension through the center of the basin). The basin had
a single-course brick floor and single-course brick wide side walls. The east wall was straight
and the opposite walls were curved forming the distinctive D-shaped plan. Presumably, the brick
side walls originally extended above the level of the surrounding brick pavement. Both the floor,
and the interior wall surfaces were coated with a soft lime mortar. The floor, which was
approximately 5” (12cm) beneath the level of the surrounding brick pavement, sloped slightly to
the west away from the service wing wall. A small gap, approximately 4”(10cm) wide, was
located in the west wall of the feature. Although no drain tile was present in this gap, a thin lens
of mortar extended to the west past this gap. It is not clear whether this mortar represented the
remains of a near surface water conduit connected to and leading away from this feature, or was
associated with the later Feature 22. The center line of both this feature and the nearby cistern
(Feature 23) are aligned along an east/west axis—and strongly suggest that these two features
may have been associated. Although the brick-lined cistern represented by Feature 23 appears to
post-date Feature 20, it may indicate that Feature 20 represents a new cistern constructed in the
location of an earlier, less substantial structure.

Although the existing cistern (Feature 23) does not appear to date to the pre-1850s period, there
is some evidence that an earlier cistern was once present and associated with the early service
wing at this location. The strongest evidence for an earlier cistern is the presence of the cistern
filer or collector once located along the west wall of the circa 1840 cottage. Apparently, a
downspout once connected to an overhead gutter entered this above-ground structure carrying
water from the service wing roof into a cistern through this feature. Although the exact function
of this feature is not entirely clear, this small feature probably contained a series of gravel and
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charcoal layers which functioned as a filter for the water prior to its deposition within the cistern.
Although the drain that originates at the west end of this feature argues against the following
interpretation, it is also possible that this small subsurface feature may have functioned as a short
term, cold storage container similar to an ice-box. Similar features have been documented at
other pre-Civil War sites in Illinois. In either case, this brick feature sloped downward towards
the west, presumably towards an earlier cistern located in that direction. No evidence of this
earlier cistern has been observed. Presumably the existing cistern (Feature 23), which was larger
and deeper than the original, was constructed in the same location as the original, completely
obliterating any evidence of the earlier feature which was once associated with the early
occupation period of the site.

Features 21

Feature 21 is a subsurface drain tile trench that runs east/west through Tests 4 and 5. This drain
line is represented by a trench that measures approximately 12” (30cm) wide. This trench was
first defined at the level of the lower brick pavement (Feature 19)—which this trench appears to
cut through. The base of the trench, which has the impression of a circular drain tile in it, was
located approximately 1’8” (51cm) below the surface of this brick pavement. Besides cutting
through the lower brick pavement, the construction of this drain line trench obliterated the
northern half of the cistern collector (Feature 20) and cut through the brick foundation wall of the
early service wing (Feature 1). It appears that the cistern collector (Feature 20) may have been
open when this trench was excavated—and the cistern collector and recently excavated drain line
trench backfilled at the same time. In turn, the drain line was cut through by the circa 1920s
construction of the existing house foundations (Feature 7) as well as the most recent brick cistern
(Feature 23). The drain tile that was once present in this trench had been previously removed.
Fill within this trench was relatively loose rubble and included minor amounts of plaster (painted
red and blue), and middle-to-late nineteenth century artifacts. It appears as if this drain line
trench post dates the rear service wing but pre-dates the 1920s existing house foundations.
Apparently, there may have been an intermediate episode of construction between the two? May
argue for the reality of the early Sanborn fire insurance maps which suggest that the early service
wing was either relocated and/or incorporated into a different late century structure or
completely replaced with another structure. It is very unusual to have had someone dig out this
trench to salvage the drain tile.

It is interesting to note that this trench cuts through the early foundations of the summer kitchen
and the brick filter, and in turn, was cut through by both the existing house foundation and the
existing cistern. As such, it would appear that this drain line was installed after the demolition of
the original service wing and connected the original cistern to the main body of the house while
in its forward location. This suggests that the original service wing documented by the adjacent
foundations was demolished prior to the circa 1874 raising of the house grade. This is
substantiated by the fact that the upper brick pavement clearly caps the service wing foundations
and yet predates the circa 1922 house location.
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Feature 22

Feature 22 is a drain line tile that runs east/west through Tests 4 and 5 with its western end
dumping its contents into the top of the nearby cistern (Feature 23). The eastern end of the drain
tile rests upon the disturbed brick walls of the cistern collector (Feature 20) and the western wall
of the rear service wing (Feature 1). The eastern end has a wye at the end and appears to have
terminated at the present house foundations (Feature 7)—suggesting that this drain line was
constructed in circa 1922 when the existing house foundations were constructed. This drain line
was constructed using 6” (15cm) diameter molded salt glazed stoneware tile typical of the early
twentieth century.

Feature 23

Feature 23 is a large, brick-lined cistern located immediately to the rear of the existing Sprigg
house. The mouth of the cistern was uncovered immediately upon the initiation of excavations
in Test 5. Upon further excavation, the cistern defined itself as a brick-lined shaft approximately
6’6” (1.98m) in diameter. The walls of the cistern were one brick wide and covered with a
relatively flat brick dome. A circular opening into the top of the cistern’s dome was
approximately 1’10-11” (56-58cm) in diameter. As originally constructed, this opening into the
top of the cistern was approximately 12” (30cm) from the surface of the opening to the inside of
the cistern. When originally constructed, the contractors cut through the lower brick pavement.
After completing the construction of the cistern, the feature was backfilled with a yellow silty
clay subsoil fill and a thin cinder rich humic midden appears to have developed. Shortly
thereafter, the mouth of the cistern was raised an additional two courses of brick (approximately
6” or 15cm), the mouth re-plastered with a hard Portland-rich mortar, a thin bed of purple cinders
was laid down, and the upper brick pavement laid around the mouth of the cistern.

The construction of this cistern appears to date fairly late in the history of the site. This cistern
post-dates the original construction of the rear service wing (Feature 1) as well as the cistern
collector (Feature 20) and even the later drain line (Feature 21—whose function is unknown).
Additionally, this cistern post dates the substantial development of a midden on the lower brick
pavement. Having said this, this cistern appears to pre-date the construction of the upper brick
pavement (Feature 25) by some years. Sometime shortly after construction of the cistern, the
brick throat was raised two bricks in height and the upper pavement (Feature 25) was laid—all of
which occurred prior to the circa 1922 construction of the existing house foundations. As such,
it would appear that this cistern was constructed after the circa 1874 remodeling episode but
prior to the circa 1922 remodeling episode—and may have replaced an earlier cistern at this
same location. This cistern probably was abandoned immediately after the circa 1922
remodeling episode. This cistern may have been constructed sometime between 1890 and
1896—as suggested by the changes in the Sanborn fire insurance maps, and would have been
associated with the reconfiguration of the rear service wing. By this time, the original service
wing had been demolished, and a new potentially detached summer kitchen (with canopied brick
pavement) constructed.

Although we have only excavated the top 20cm of the fill within the mouth of this feature, we
suspect that it contains post-1920s materials. This feature, although it is a significant resource,
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was not impacted by the construction activity, and was preserved in place. Any future research
could assess the depth and methods of construction used in the construction of the base of the
feature.

Feature 24

Features 24 is a brick pier located to the rear of the existing house. It was discovered during the
excavation of Test 11. This pier was approximately 1’10” (56cm) square. The top of the pier
was uncovered approximately 30cm below the existing ground surface, and only two courses of
brickwork were present. Similarly, the base of this pier appears high in the soil profile and
suggests that this pier was associated with a structure that post-dated the rear service wing (or
summer kitchen). This pier seems to have been demolished when the existing house foundations
were constructed circa 1922. Unfortunately, no obvious mate to this pier was found in that area
immediately to the south (in Tests 4, 7, or 8) where a similar pier should have been located if this
was associated with a rebuilding of the rear service wing. Nonetheless, the two brick piers
identified as Features 26 and 27—which align with the northern finished edge of the upper
pavement—may have been associated with this rear service wing configuration (which
corresponds fairly well with the 1917 Sanborn map).

Feature 25

Feature 25 was defined as the upper brick pavement discovered in the rear yard immediately to
the rear of the existing house. This pavement, as well as the lower pavement beneath it, were
first identified by NPS para-archaeologists in the middle 1980s during the construction of the
three nearby porch piers.

This fairly extensive brick pavement was encountered at a depth of approximately 6” (15cm)
below the existing surface. This pavement was constructed using a relatively hard red brick laid
in a herringbone pattern in a sand bed. The north edge of the pavement is finished with a single
course of brick laid in a running bond pattern. Features 26 and 27 appear to form an east/west
line located approximately two meters south of the northwest corner of the existing house. These
two piers may document the location of the south wall of a late nineteenth century service wing
that postdates the earlier service wing (Feature 17) (and potentially depicted in the 1917 Sanborn
map). Running along the southern edge of these piers was the brick edging associated with the
north edge of the upper brick pavement. Similarly, the south edge of this brick pavement is
located approximately 3’3” (1.00m) south of the southwest corner of the existing house
foundations. Unlike the northern edge of the pavement noted above, the south edge was created
by a brick laid on edge. From north to south, this upper pavement measures approximately 20’0”
(6.10m) in width. This southern edge of the upper brick pavement approximates the location of
the southern property line for Lot 15.

Although both the north and south edges of this upper pavement was relatively well preserved,
the east and west edges have been severely compromised. The eastern edge of this pavement
was cut through by the circa 1922 construction of the existing house foundations. As such, it
would appear that this upper brick pavement pre-dates circa 1922. The excavation of Test 14
along the southern edge of the house (approximately 8’ or 2.44m east of the southwestern corner
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of the existing house foundations) suggests that a brick pavement and/or walk extended along the
southern edge of the existing house an undetermined length. It is unclear as to whether this
represents the upper or lower brick pavement. This test indicated that a brick pavement had
originally extended at least this distance to the east, and that the pavement had been rebuilt at
some point in time. Similarly, the western edge—although not as fully explored as the eastern
edge—has been impacted by more recent activities. Little is currently known about the western
edge of this brick pavement.

Features 26-29

Features 26 through 29 represent brick piers associated with the rear of the Sprigg house.
Features 26 and 27 are small piers that appear to form an east/west line located approximately
two meters south of the northwest corner of the existing house. These two piers may document
the location of the south wall of a late nineteenth century service wing that post dates the earlier
service wing (Feature 17) (and documented on the 1917, and potentially 1896 Sanborn maps).
Feature 26, which was located in Test 7, was constructed on the ruins of the earlier brick
fireplace foundations (Feature 17). Similarly, Feature 27, which was located in Test 5, was
constructed on the top of the cistern’s (Feature 23) brick dome. Both brick piers were shallow
(with their bases only 12-14” or 30-35cm below the existing surface) and approximately 9”
(23cm) square. Running along the southern edge of these piers was a brick edging associated
with the north edge of the upper brick pavement.

Feature 28 is a brick pier located approximately 6’ (1.82m) south of the line noted above (with
Features 26 and 27). The outer edge of this pier is located 7’8” (2.33m) from the edge of the
existing house’s western wall. This pier, which is only 9” (23cm) square, was constructed on the
surface of the underlying upper pavement. The weight carried by this pier was sufficient to
displace the upper brick pavement. Although the function of this pier is uncertain, it may have
functioned as a porch pier for the post-1922 configuration of the Sprigg house.

Feature 29 is an L-shaped brick pier located in the MWAC excavation unit 1993-2. The corner
of this pier was situated approximately 1’4” (41cm) south, and 8’6” (2.60m) west of the
northwest corner of the existing Sprigg house. This L-shaped pier represents the corner of a
nearly full-length porch once located along the western wall of the existing house. This pier
does not align with nearby Feature 28, suggesting that at least two sets of full length porches may
have once been present on the post-1922 Sprigg house.

Feature 30

This feature was first discovered by MWAC archaeologists during the excavation of test 1993-2.
At that time, NPS archaeologists noted the presence of a thin lens of “sand” at the base of their
unit. The excavation of Test 11 during 1997 indicated that this concentration of “sand” actually
was a concentration of decomposed plaster rubble located at a depth of 40cm below the surface
(and associated with the early occupation surface.
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Feature 31

Feature 31 consists of the fill located within the interior of the area enclosed by the rear service
wing perimeter foundations. Only a small area of this fill was preserved. This fill , which was
deposited at the time the wing was abandoned and demolished, relatively loose, and not
compacted (suggesting that it had been protected from the weather—as if beneath a porch—for
some time). This fill was deposited against the existing house foundation, and thus would
suggest that it was deposited in circa 1922 (which seems late considering the original rear service
wing probably was demolished earlier during the 1890s?). The artifacts within this fill suggest a
pre-1922 date of demolition for this structure. Of particular interest was the presence of painted
plaster with both bright red and blue pigments present.

Feature 32

Feature 32 is the privy pit first discovered by the MWAC field crew in 1992 and investigated by
Fever River Research in 1997. After the backfill from the earlier MAC excavation units (west
half of 92-2 and all of 92-4; which had been dug by Dr. Vergil Noble) was removed exposing the
south half of this feature, a new excavation unit (Test 13) was dug to expose the north half of the
feature. Subsequently, the south two-thirds of the feature was excavated.

In plan view, the feature consists of a rectangular shaft that measures 5’7” (1.70m) east/west by
approximately 4’0” (1.22m) north/south. The north edge of the privy pit is parallel to and
immediately adjacent to, the property line separating Lots 15 and 16. The north/south estimate is
only an approximation, as we did not excavate the north half of the feature sufficiently deep to
reach the underlying shaft. The privy pit had straight walls with square corners. Subtle remains
of the wood lining (1” thick oak?) were intact towards the base of the feature. The floor of the
privy pit was unlined. As this privy pit was rectangular with its long axis running east/west, it
may have been a “two-seater” with its doorway facing south. Unfortunately, no evidence of a
walkway has been encountered in this area. Another potential problem with this interpretation is
the presence of two large trash pits situated immediately south of the privy pit (previously
documented by Dr. Vergil Noble).

The fill from within the privy pit documents several different activities. Sitting on the base of
the feature was a thin lens (less than 5-6” or 13-15cm thick) of dark, organic-rich soil which
contained a wide range of seeds.25 This fill (Zone I), which also contained numerous patches of
white lime, represents decayed human fecal matter. Sitting on top of the fecal matter was a thin
deposit of ash, charcoal, eggshell, ceramics and glass typical of mid-nineteenth century
household trash (Zone II). An occasional brick fragment (representing demolition debris) was
also present. Capping the fecal and household trash deposits at the base of the privy was a thick
deposit of compact topsoil fill (silty clay loam). Although this fill (Zone III) had an occasional
fragment of brick, subsoil, or other cultural mottling present, very few artifacts were found in
this fill deposit. Zone III represents an effort to close-up the privy pit after it was abandoned.
Capping this thick deposit was a layer of subsoil fill with an occasional clean brick suggestive of
construction activity (Zone IV). No artifacts were found in this fill. On top of this subsoil fill
was approximately 18—20” (45-50cm) of cinder ash, wood ash, brick (demolition debris),

25 Flotation samples taken from this fill have isolated a wide range of these seeds.
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eggshell and artifacts (Zone V) intermixed with dark brown silty loam topsoil, which contained
few artifacts (Zone VI). Zone V had a high artifact density typical of kitchen and/or hearth
cleaning deposits (kitchen slop-bucket deposits). Our preliminary analysis of this fill, which
represents some of the last deposits placed within this feature, suggests that it dates from the
middle to late nineteenth century (circa 1855-75). As such, it would appear that this privy was in
use during the circa 1860 period of interpretation—and may have been capped at about the time
the Hofferkamp remodeling occurred (in circa 1875).

Figure 21. View of the primary artifacts recovered from Feature 32 (privy). These
artifacts included black glass liquor and medicine bottles, aqua medicine bottles, fluted
tumblers, predominately all white ceramic tablewares, a Rockingham-glazed pitcher, and
an unusual saltglazed small jar. The finely potted white-paste vessel at the far left has a
distinctive pearlware glaze and a unique tea-bowl shape—and may represent an early (pre-
1840) waste bowl. The item in the left foreground is a salve or toothpaste jar. In contrast,
the secondary context tablewares consist of predominately transfer printed and hand
painted wares.

The sequence of fill zones suggest that this privy originated at, or was constructed when, the
ground surface was at or near the early, pre-settlement surface. The fill sequence also suggests
that this feature functioned as a receptacle for human waste (as a privy). At some point in time,
well after it had been constructed and used for several years, the privy was cleaned out (i.e. the
fecal material removed and probably taken to an off-site location), and the pit was re-used for the
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dumping of household trash and some demolition debris. After that had occurred, compact
topsoil with limited artifacts (a fill similar to that spread across much of the adjacent Corneau
lot), was deposited in the top of the privy pit. Subsequently, the pit was used for the deposition
of construction debris, predominately subsoil and clean brick—and some slumping of the walls
occurred at that time. Finally, a substantial amount of household trash with cinders and wood
ash was deposited in the hole (potentially after some time had passed and the feature had settled),
which was then capped with a dark brown silty topsoil with minor artifacts (redeposited midden).
The organics decomposed and the feature settled, only to be filled again with subsoil and clinker
fills.

Feature 33

Feature 33, which is believed to be the remains of an early well, was defined as a deep, circular
pit that measured approximately 3’5” (1.04m) in diameter. This well, which appears to have
been robbed of its brick lining, was located along the south wall (immediately adjacent to the
southwest corner) of the original service wing. This well was cut in half by the construction of
the existing brick foundation wall (which was constructed in circa 1922). This feature, which
was filled with re-deposited topsoil, was capped by the upper brick pavement present within the
rear yard, suggesting that it had been abandoned prior to the raising of the grade around the
structure (presumably during the circa 1874 remodeling episode). Although the upper 8-12” (20-
30cm) of fill contained the disturbed cinder-rich midden similar to that found throughout the area
overlying the lower brick pavement, the lower fill within this unlined circular shaft contained
mixed subsoil (including greenish gleyed soils typical of very deep subsoils), topsoil, and small
bedrock fragments suggesting that the shaft was being filled when another nearby deep shaft
(such as the adjacent well identified as Feature 41) was being excavated.

Incorporated into the lower brick pavement, and extending from the near center of this well, was
a single course of uniformly laid brick work that was easily distinguished from the surrounding
brick pavement by its pattern (see Feature 42). Although the function of this brickwork is
unknown, it may have functioned as a short section of surface drain associated with a pump,
which was positioned over the well.

This well was located within the immediate rear yard (within the 6.5’ or 2m band along the rear
of the house) and was constructed upon during the restoration of the house. Although the feature
has not been completely excavated, it has been excavated to a level even with the base of the
existing foundation. At this level, the fill within the feature contained sterile subsoil deposited in
the well at the time of its abandonment. Assuming that the new construction activity does not
extend significantly deeper than the level of the existing foundations, then the construction
activity will have no affect on this resource. As such, no further work is recommended for this
feature. Nonetheless, the lower deposits in this well should be considered worthy of
preservation.

Feature 34

Feature 34, which was discovered beneath the concrete basement floor, represents the base of a
fireplace foundation. This foundation supported a ground floor fireplace located along the west
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wall of the central room within the main body of the house. This fireplace and chimney
foundation was situated, slightly to the south, off-center of the centerline of the main body of the
house. The wider distance in the wall space to the north of the fireplace corresponds with an
opening within the original floor framing suggesting the presence of interior steps leading into
the basement cellar were once at this location. This fireplace and chimney complex measured
5’0” (1.52m) in length by approximately 2’1” (64cm) in width. The distance between the two
sidewalls (corresponding to the approximate size of the overhead firebox) was approximately
2’11” (89cm). The sidewalls were square to the rear firewall without any evidence of a Rumford
firebox. Whereas the two sidewalls were three bricks wide (12” or 31cm), the rear wall of the
foundation was only 2 courses wide (9” or 23cm). Although the back wall of this fireplace
foundation was only 2 bricks wide, it was constructed against the inside wall of the house
foundations. As such, the fireplace in this section of the building—unlike the earlier Feature 17
firebox, which actually projected outside of the building—projected completely into the room in
which it faced. The foundations of this fireplace are slightly smaller than the foundations that
were once associated with the service wing fireplace (Feature 17), suggesting that this fireplace
may have functioned solely as a heating fireplace while that in the service wing was a cooking
fireplace.

Feature 35

Feature 35 represents a row of brick resting on their sides and irregularly aligned. These brick
were not laid in mortar, but simply resting on the cellar floor in front of the fireplace foundations
(Feature 34). The brick appear to represent the last of a pile of brick salvaged from the
surrounding foundation walls, and immediately prior to the rebuilding of the new foundations in
a slightly different location in circa 1922. These brick exhibited a whitewashed interior surface.

Feature 36

Feature 36 represents a shallow brick pad located beneath the concrete basement floor, and
suspected as representing the base of a chimney (See Figure x).

Feature 37

Feature 37 is an early cistern that was discovered beneath the basement floor after the removal of
the concrete flooring in this area. Upon initial discovery, this feature consisted of a large, 3”-
thick smear of debris adjacent to the corner of the early foundation discovered within the
basement. With limited shovel scraping, the feature quickly defined itself as a distinctive,
regular circle that measured 3’9” (1.15m) in diameter. This feature was discovered in a location
adjacent to the southwest corner of the main body of the house. More specifically, the center of
the feature was located approximately 5’6” (1.68m) south and 1’10” (57cm) west of the
southwest corner of this circa 1840 cottage. This would have positioned this cistern immediately
adjacent to the southwest corner of the porch once fronting the south side of this wing of the
house. Although the date of construction is not known for this feature, it appears to have been
constructed during the early years of occupation of this building—potentially during the initial
construction episode. Although discovered beneath the basement floor of the existing house,
over 2’ (61cm) of this early feature was still intact.
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The construction of this cistern consisted of multiple layers of lime mortar applied directly onto
the slightly out flaring subsoil walls. No brick lining was present. As originally constructed, the
cistern appears to have extended to a depth of approximately 6’5” (1.95m) below the circa 1840
ground surface. The base of the cistern was a mortar-lined basin. Evidence from within the
feature (in the form of mortar lining that had spalled from the brick dome and brick fragments
from the dome itself) indicated that the cistern had been capped with brick dome (constructed
with a single brick width). It is not known whether this brick dome extended above the original
ground surface or was completely covered by soil—as is more typical with later cisterns.

Fill within the cistern consisted of four distinct fill zones. The upper-most fill (Zone I) consisted
of nearly all coal ash (white in color) and an occasional small clinker and fragment of coal. The
next fill zone, Zone II, consisted of re-deposited topsoil midden with few artifacts. This fill
contained a variety of kitchen debris (including bone, charcoal, coal ash, and lots of egg shell).
The presence of a rim-fire cartridge suggests a post-1870ish date of filling. Zone III consisted of
topsoil midden intermixed with demolition debris (which included a variety of brick from the
overhead dome and mortar from both the dome and sidewall lining. The base fill (Zone IV)
consisted of water-deposited silts. Sitting within the base of this feature was a fragment of clean
brick representing a clipped corner from a brick representing waste discarded during the
construction of a herringbone brick pavement. This herringbone brick pavement may represent
either 1) the infill pavement constructed around the service wing fireplace prior to the raising of
the house in circa 1874, or 2) the upper brick pavement laid in circa 1922.

Based on the artifacts recovered from within this feature, it would appear that the abandonment
of this cistern occurred in circa 1874 when the house was raised—and prior to its shift in
location. The artifacts from the feature were very similar to those that were collected from the
fill around the west foundation wall—and collaborates this circa 1874 date of abandonment.
Although the artifact density was light, the items included a variety of glass and ceramic artifacts
dating from the middle nineteenth century. Except for a single bottle (embossed “GILLETTE /
CHEMICAL WORKS / CHICAGO”), all bottles were pontiled and actually indicate an earlier,
pre-1860s, date of manufacture. Research in Chicago city directories indicates that Paul Gillette
first appears as an “agent [for] flavoring extracts” in the 1863 city directory. In 1865, Gillete
appears as a “manufacturer flavoring extracts, hair oils, etc.” and in 1866 he is listed as a
“chemical works.” Subsequent listings for Gillette in 1867, 1869, and 1871 indicate he has
transformed into the Gillette, McCulloh and Company—producer of chemicals, flavoring
extracts, and perfumes. A strict interpretation of the embossing on this bottle would suggest that
it was produced in the middle 1860s (circa 1865-1867). Several fragments of a small whiteware
cup plate or saucer, decorated with an unusual ribbed rim, were also present. Similar decorated
sherds have been found in the surrounding midden, and have been identified as the “Ribbed
Raspberry With Bloom Pattern” which was registered by J. and G. Meakin in circa 1860
(Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:71). Another relief-decorated saucer from this cistern was
decorated with the “Framed Leaf Pattern,” which was registered by Samuel Alcock and
Company in circa 1849-51 (Dieringer and Dieringer 2001:82). One of the more interesting
ceramic items recovered from this feature was the upper third of a salt glazed stoneware canning
jar. Not only was a similar whole stoneware jar found in Feature 53 South (a coal ash or cinder
pit adjacent to a privy pit), but sherds of a stoneware jar from Feature 53 crossmended with the
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jar fragments recovered from this cistern. As such, it would appear that this cistern and Feature
47 North probably were filled at about the same time.

It would appear that this cistern was demolished at the same time that the Sprigg house was
raised in height and/or remodeled—potentially in circa 1875. At that time, the house was
apparently raised to improve the grade around the house (and/or to improve head room within
the cellar), the cooking fireplace was removed and replaced with a cast iron cooking stove, a new
coal-fired, forced-air furnace (located within its own newly created cellar room) was added to the
house, and much of the interior was redecorated. The fill within the feature documented a
sequence of events which began with the construction of the cistern, which eventually was re-
lined, and later abandoned. Upon abandonment, topsoil fill and construction debris were
discarded into the large pit, the overhead dome then collapsed into the pit, and then household
kitchen debris consisting of a variety of relatively older items was discarded into the pit. At that
point in time, the filled pit may have sat undisturbed for a number of years, then—in preparation
of the construction of the new foundation system—the top half of the pit was excavated (and
much of the material broadcast around the perimeter of the lowered pit edge) to a level even with
the new basement floor (in circa 1922)—resulting in the wide 3”-thick smear of debris
surrounding the cistern at the time of discovery. The pit was then capped with a new concrete
floor.

Feature 38

Feature 38 is the foundations and/or subfloor flue system for a gravity-fed, hot air furnace that
was placed within the house sometime during the late nineteenth century—potentially during the
circa 1874 remodeling conducted by the Hofferkamp family. This furnace was constructed
within a small area excavated beneath the house and floored with brick to create a new cellar
specifically to house this furnace [See discussion of Feature 8]. The foundation consists of 2’3”
(68cm) diameter depression with a 4-5” (10-13cm) wide band of burned soil along the outer edge
of the depression. Although the surrounding floor is paved with brick (laid in a herringbone
pattern), the base of this depression is not paved. A 1’7” (50cm) wide by 1’4” (41cm) long,
brick-paved trough slopes into the base of the circular depression from the floor along the
western edge of this trough. This paved trough functioned as an air intake into the base of the
circular, cast iron or sheet metal furnace that rested within the circular depression. This furnace
was fired by coal. An area immediately to the east of the circular depression was covered with
black soot (from the chimney).

Feature 39

This feature is an irregular brick pavement and/or pile of brick scattered adjacent to the west wall
of the original service wing. These brick, roughly laid in a running bond with long axis parallel
to the house wall, were probably laid after the removal of the brick fireplace and chimney once
located here. A variety of artifacts and broken brick were present on the surface of this
“pavement,” which was poorly and irregularly laid. Additionally, lots of cinders and clinkers
were associated with this surface—which corresponds with Surface III in Test 3 (See discussion,
Feature 25).
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Feature 40

Feature 40 is the remains of a brick walkway contemporary with the lower brick pavement
within the rear yard of the site. The brick, which were laid in a running bond pattern, were of the
soft mud variety similar to those used in the lower pavement as well as in the original house
foundations (Feature 1). Potentially two distinct episodes of walkway construction were noted
within this lower pavement. The best-preserved segment of walk was the later section which
began at a distance of approximately 7’0” (2.15m) from the western edge of the service wing
(and suspected edge of a frame porch) (in Test 16). This section of walk begins at the edge of a
disturbed earlier brick pavement and extends in a due westerly direction towards the alley. It
measured approximately 3’7-8” (1.09-1.12m) wide and was not edged. The southern edge of
this walkway was located approximately 5’5” (1.65m) south of the southern edge of the original
rear service wing.

The earliest, and most disturbed section of walk was incorporated into the irregularly laid lower
pavement within Test 16 (see discussion, Feature 19). This section of potential walkway was
short (only about 2’2” or 65cm of the walkway was intact) and abutted the eastern end of the
previously noted walkway. This earlier section of walkway was approximately 4’0” (1.22m)
wide and its southern edge was located approximately 1’6” (46cm) south of the later walkway.
Although difficult to decipher the brick pattern within the lower pavement, this walkway may
have abutted a narrower 3’0” (92cm) wide section of brick walkway that formed a corner and
turned to the south at this location. This earlier walkway was constructed abutting a short
section of what may have been a surface drain (Feature 42; which drained away from the early
well). It would appear that this earlier walkway was partially removed and a slightly narrower
walk was re-laid in a different location sometime during the early years of occupation at this site.

These early brick walkways appear to have been constructed sometime during the early
occupation of the house, circa 1840-60. These walkways probably lead from the western edge of
a porch constructed on the service wing to a frame outbuilding (workshop, carriage house and/or
privy complex) located on the rear of the property.

Feature 41

Feature 41 was a brick lined well located in Tests 16 and 17. The well appears to be a
replacement for the earlier well located nearby (Feature 33). The outside diameter of this brick-
lined shaft is 3’1” (94cm), whereas the interior diameter of the well shaft was 2’6” (76cm). The
top of the ring of brick forming the mouth of the well was level with the lower brick pavement
suggesting that it was abandoned when the grade was raised and the upper pavement was laid
(sometime during the later nineteenth century; circa 1874). In other words, the well was
contemporary with the early brick pavement. Fill within the top of the well was fairly modern
indicating that the fill within the well has been actively settling over the years. The construction
of this well is unusual as the brick are laid on edge (without the use of mortar). This feature was
not excavated.
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Feature 42

Incorporated into the lower brick pavement, and extending from the near center of this well, was
a single course of uniformly laid brick work that was easily distinguished from the surrounding
brick pavement by its pattern (see discussion of lower brick pavement, Feature 19). Although
the function of this brickwork is unknown, it may have functioned as a short section of surface
drain associated with a pump, which was positioned over the well. An alternate interpretation is
that these wall sections represent the north half of a pair of wing walls or supports for steps
leading into the porch overhead (see discussion, Feature 19).

Features 43 and 44

Towards the rear of the existing house, in that area of Test 3, the excavations documented at least
three distinct surfaces (not counting the present one) (see Figure 34). The lowest surface
(located at approximately28-30” or 70-75cm below the existing surface) represents the original
ground surface, which was an unplowed, black, silty clay topsoil with little to no artifacts
present. An occasional fragment of brick, and large piece of bone, were the only artifacts to be
noted on this surface. At 10-12” (25-30cm) below the existing surface is a thin, variegated
topsoil located over a yellowish brown subsoil fill. This surface was associated with original
house in its forward location. At the back of the early house, this surface was associated with a
brick pavement. The artifacts associated with this lower living surface has been identified as the
Lower Midden (Feature 43). At approximately 5-6” (13-15cm) below the existing surface there
existed a thin lens of reddish brown cinders overlaying a thin mantle of yellow subsoil fills. This
cinder-rich midden probably was associated with the upper brick pavement and house during the
late nineteenth and very early twentieth centuries—and has been identified as the Upper Midden.
(Feature 44). The upper brick pavement is capped with a series of post 1920s fills.

The lower midden within the front yard, immediately surrounding the front steps, contained a
variety of small artifacts that predated the middle 1850s, and included straight pins, egg shell,
blue and black transfer printed whitewares, very thin window glass, milk glass buttons, bone, as
well as hand painted London Urn shaped cups. This midden was not associated with the original
ground surface, but had developed on a stable surface capping approximately 30-35cm of
relatively sterile topsoil fill. This suggests that the early Sprigg house was one of the earlier
structures—if not the earliest structure—to have been constructed on this lot.

In the area of Tests 7 and 8, these surfaces were very well defined based on the presence of brick
pavements. The original, circa 1840 ground surface (consisting of an unplowed, dark brown to
black, silty clay loam) was located approximately 90cm below the existing ground surface.
Other than an occasional brick fragment, no artifacts were noted on this surface. Overlaying this
early ground surface was approximately 30cm of mixed topsoil and subsoil fills. The topsoil fills
contained an occasional fragment of brick and bone. Additionally, an occasional lens of wood
ash and charcoal were present. These deposits were laid down in a reverse stratigraphic
sequence—and probably originated from the hand excavation of the nearby cellar during the
original construction of the Sprigg house cellar. This fill episode was capped with topsoil, which
included a middle nineteenth century (circa 1840-80) midden (Feature 43). In Test 7 and 8, this
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fill sequence was capped with a brick pavement. Capping this lower brick pavement was
approximately 20-25cm of topsoil fill and/or midden accumulation that included a considerable
amount of coal, cinders, and coal ash, and clinkers. This fill has been identified as the Upper
Midden (Feature 44), which was capped with a herringbone brick pavement laid in sand during
its late life. The upper midden probably dates from circa 1880 through the 1920s. As with Test
3, a post 1920s midden developed over this brick surface.

Features 45 and 46

Features 45 and 46 represent two large pits discovered within the rear yard by Dr. Noble in his
1992 excavations (Test 92-1; Noble 2002:29-31). These pits, which were noted as being “basin-
shaped, ovoid refuse pits,” were not re-investigated, and lay just outside of the 2003 excavation
block. According to Ahlman (2004:31), these pits contained artifacts that fell “within the
temporal span of circa 1830 through the 1870s, except for the amethyst-tinted glass that was
manufactured from the 1880s to the 1910s.” Ahlman (2004:31) had two possible interpretations
of these features: 1) “the features date from the 1880s, with the earlier artifacts still retained in
use until that later time of deposition,” and 2) “the amethyst-tinted sherds simply were deposited
in the pits sometime later by intrusion… [and] these features could be securely placed into a
temporal period ranging from the 1860s to the early 1870s.” It is interesting to speculate that
these pits represent discard of earlier Sprigg family materials at the time the property was taken
over by the Hofferkamp family (in 1869), or during the circa 1875 remodeling suspected as
being undertaken by the Hofferkamp family.

Feature 47 (Feature 2003-1)

This is the first feature number assigned during the 2003 field investigations. Feature 47 is a
shallow, brick perimeter foundation that was first encountered within Test 2003-1. This
foundation wall is approximately 9” (23cm) or two-brick wythes wide, and no spread footing
was present. The foundation wall formed an L-shaped footprint with two separate sections.
Although the north wall of the north portion of the building was not present (probably having
been destroyed by the construction of Feature 9), this northern wing appears to have measured
approximately 22’4” (6.8m) long (east/west) by approximately 17’3” (5.25m) wide
(north/south). The southern wing of this structure measured approximately 14’0” (4.25m) in
width (east/west) by an unknown length (north/south). The west wall of both sections of this
building were aligned and situated along the western property line at the alley’s edge. Evidence
suggests that this perimeter foundation wall replaced a set of brick piers and/or wooden posts
that were only partially preserved (see discussion of Feature 48). Several posts were noted
beneath this perimeter foundation wall along the west property line. Similarly, at least three
sections of the wall extended beneath the base course of the surrounding perimeter foundation
wall forming short piers that extended beneath the base of the wall. These piers were 9” (23cm)
square and extended beneath the perimeter foundation wall. It is possible that the brick piers
lying beneath the perimeter foundation wall represent more substantial supports underlying the
location of the overhead structural posts—and were contemporary with the overlying perimeter
foundation. Along the western edge, the perimeter foundation walls were discontinuous and
constructed between the upright structural posts (now represented by post molds).
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This set of perimeter foundations document the frame carriage barn and attached shed that was
located on the property during the late 1880s and early 1890s, and documented on the 1890
Sanborn fire insurance maps. It is not known whether the underlying posts and/or piers represent
a separate structure, or just the previous incarnation of the existing structure. We have identified
this as Outbuilding 3. A distinctive lens of burned straw appears to have been associated with
this structure, suggesting that a substantial fire may have occurred within this building—
potentially resulting in the total destruction of the barn—and thus its rebuilding. This lens of
charred straw capped several features within the vicinity. Feature 4 (a privy) was located
immediately inside the structure and centered along the southern wall of the carriage house or
barn. The presence of the burned straw lens suggests that this feature pre-dates this building.
Similarly, this structure post-dates Features 6 and 7 (two earlier privy pits) and Feature 8 (a
chimney foundation).

Feature 48 (Feature 2003-2)

Feature 48 represents a series of shallow brick piers located beneath the brick perimeter
foundation identified as Feature 47. These brick piers probably represent a remodeling episode
that consisted of the removal of the decayed ends of the structural posts and their replacement
with brick piers. At the same time, the surrounding brick perimeter foundations were
constructed between the upright posts (and potentially the southern wing was added). See
discussion of Feature 47, above.

Feature 49 (Feature 2003-3)

Feature 49 is the remnants of a perimeter brick foundation that post-dates Feature 47.
Unfortunately, only a small segment (representing a portion of the eastern and northern walls
with the northeastern corner) of this structure was identified. This structure appears to have been
approximately 1’5” (43cm) shorter (east/west) and at least 2’0” (61cm) longer (north/south) than
the earlier structure represented by Feature 47. This perimeter foundation was only 9” (23cm)
wide, and only two courses of brickwork were intact along this wall segment. No spread footing
was present. This may represent remains of the carriage house/barn identified by the 1896
Sanborn fire insurance map, which depicts a structure slightly wider and shorter than that
documented on the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map. We have identified this as Outbuilding 4.
Unfortunately, the size of this building was not determined based on the archaeology. A shallow
pit feature identified as Feature 5 was located along the eastern wall of the structure, and it
appears that it was contemporary with this building, which was demolished by 1917. Potentially,
the burned straw floor was associated with this structure, and not the earlier one.

Feature 50 (Feature 2003-4)

Feature 50 is a large, rectangular pit with insloping walls and flat bottom located immediately
adjacent to the brick perimeter foundation wall identified as Feature 47 (and representing the
remains of Outbuilding 3). At the scraped surface, this feature measured approximately 4’5”
(1.34m) north/south by 6’4” (1.94m) east/west. This pit extended to a depth of 3’5” (1.05m)
below the scraped surface. Although the southern edge of this feature abutted the brick
perimeter foundation wall identified as Feature 47, this pit potentially pre-dates this structural
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feature. Two shallow rectangular depressions with sharp, square edges and flat bottom (and
filled with coal dust) were located on both the west and east sides of the pit. These flat-bottomed
depressions may represent the location of sill plates set into the ground and supporting a
superstructure. Near the base, the feature defined itself as a rectangular pit approximately 4’0”
(1.22m) by 2’0” (61cm) in size. The feature had straight, but slightly insloping walls with a
relatively flat bottom. The west end stepped down slightly deeper than the eastern end, was
irregular and pocked with distinctive pointed cuts suggestive of a pointed shovel—as if the
original excavator had initiated another cut deeper but decided to stop mid-effort.

The base of this feature (Zone VII) consisted of organic-rich humic fills that included a variety of
seeds typical of fecal deposits. Although this fecal zone contained a low density of artifacts, the
top of the fecal deposits (Zone VI) contained a variety of demolition debris including glazed
window glass, brick, and mortar fragments, as well as lots of coal (many of which were very
large pieces). A large, unidentified iron object was found on the base of the feature. The
artifacts that were recovered from this feature included a high percentage of male-oriented
artifacts (cups, pipes, metal, whiskey bottles, and tumblers). A fragment of porcelain tableware
(or potentially a figurine fragment) cross mended with a similar fragment from the upper levels
of Feature 47 (2003-6). The secondary capping fills (Zones III, IV, V, as well as VI) is a very
gritty and/or cinder-rich deposits. Zone III appears to represent a relatively sterile, silty clay cap,
which is in turn, overlaid by a distinctive lens of burned straw (Zone II). This burned straw
represents the remains of a floor associated with a building that had apparently burned. This lens
of burned straw was found in several locations of this large excavation block, and appears to
have been associated with either Feature 47 (Outbuilding 3) or Feature 49 (Outbuilding 4). Privy
pits identified as Features 4, 6 and 7 all appear to pre-date the burned floor, whether it represents
Outbuilding 3 or 4.

The distinctive shape and presence of fecal material in the lower fills of this feature suggests that
this pit functioned as a privy. The distinctive industrial fill and male-oriented artifacts suggests
that this feature may have been associated with a rear-yard workshop. Based on the artifacts
within the feature, and as this feature originated high in the soil profile (at least 35cm above the
circa 1840 ground surface and within a cinder rich midden), it would appear that this privy pit
represents a relatively late nineteenth century feature, which was abandoned sometime after circa
1865-70.

Feature 51 (Feature 2003-5)

Feature 51 was a shallow, rectangular pit located adjacent to the eastern wall of Feature 49
(Outbuilding 4). At the scraped surface, this feature measured approximately 3’0” (91cm)
east/west by 4’3” (1.30m). The largest portion of this feature extended to a depth of 1’2” (30cm)
below the scraped surface. A slight depression in the feature dipped to 1’4” (41cm) below the
scraped surface.

The upper fills in this feature were predominately black cinder ash and clinkers with little soil
matrix (Zone I). The burned straw floor noted above (and capping both Features 4 and 6) (Zone
II) cuts across the top of this feature suggesting that this feature also pre-dates this structure—or
was contemporary with the burning episode. Immediately beneath this burned floor (represented
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by Zone II), was a zone of mixed topsoil, subsoil and artifacts with numerous cinders and coal
ash inclusions. The floor of this feature included a thin black, organic and coal rich deposit
(Zone IV). Laying on the base of the feature was several sheets of fibrous asbestos—potentially
contemporaneous with Feature 4, which dated to circa 1905-10). A small area that extended
beneath the flat floor of this feature was identified as Zone V, which consisted of a light brown,
fill with inclusions of yellow clay subsoil and brownish topsoil fills. This zone contained a
considerable amount of wood ash, charcoal, eggshell, and small artifacts typical of kitchen slop
waste. This small area, with its distinctively different artifacts, probably pre-dates this larger
(and much later) pit.

The lack of fecal material within this feature, and its distinctive fill, suggests that this feature was
not a privy, but functioned in some other capacity (such as an interior storage pit). This feature
was filled at a relatively late date—potentially about the time that the tile garage was constructed
(during the early twentieth century).

Feature 52 (Feature 2003-6)

Feature 52 was a relatively large and deep rectangular pit that had functioned as a privy. At the
scraped surface, Feature 52 was a relatively large ovoid stain that measured approximately 5’0”
(1.52m) north/south by 5’3” (1.60m) east/west. At the scraped surface, the eastern edge of
Feature 52 cut through the western edge of the adjacent Feature 53. The base of this feature was
approximately 4’2” (1.27m) below the scraped surface. The upper levels of this feature were
capped with the burned straw floor noted above.

The excavation of this feature indicates that two separate episodes of wooden boxes were present
within the feature—representing two episodes of construction and use for this feature. The
larger, and earlier vault was constructed of vertical 1” x 6” (2.5 x 15cm) softwood planks tied
together at the base with a similar 1” x 6” plank on the inside of the vault. This method of
construction was similar to that used in Feature 7 South (see following discussion). The outer
fill behind this lower box contained several good-sized transferprint whiteware sherds (blue and
black) suggesting a pre-1850 date of construction for the initial phase of this feature. One
transferprint sherd from this feature was identified as the Cologne pattern and had the backstamp
of the Ralph Stevenson and Son pottery which was in operation for only a few years between
circa 1832 and 1835 (Godden 1964:597). The later (or upper) vault was constructed with
horizontal softwood planks (of approximately the same size as that used in the lower box) tied
into approximate 3” square corner posts set inside the box. The horizontal wood planks and
interior corner posts of the second wooden box were well preserved in the upper levels of the
shaft.

At its base, the pit measured approximately 2’8” (81cm) by 4’6” (1.37m) in size. The sidewalls
indicated that this pit had been excavated with a straight tile spade. The lower (and earlier) box
measured approximately 2’8” (81cm) by 4’2” (1.26m) in size. The upper or interior (and later)
box measured approximately 2’3” (68cm) by 3’11” (1.20m) in size. The floor of the upper box
was at approximately 2’4” (71cm) below the scraped surface. Although the boxes were of
slightly different sizes, the north edge of the two vaults was located in the same position—as if
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set against the wall of a structure. Several large planks appear to have been placed over the top
of the lower box fills prior to the construction (or addition) of the upper box.

The fill within the upper box consisted of two primary fill zones. The upper most fill (Zone I)
consisted of mixed topsoil and/or midden deposits with a considerable amount of purplish cinder
inclusions. Several large pockets of purple cinders were present in this fill zone. Zone I
represents a late capping and/or filling episode associated with the abandonment of the feature.
This fill zone had a relatively low artifact density, and no mortar or plaster was present.
Artifacts recovered from within this fill zone included a variety of artifacts that included wooden
pencils, both glass and stone marbles, and a wood-handled iron monkey wrench.

Zone II was an obvious fecal zone with heavy artifact density. This fill zone was located at the
base of the second wooden box. Besides the numerous seed typical of the fecal deposits, minor
amounts of egg shell, clinkers and wood ash was also present. Although the artifacts were
numerous and relatively whole in this fill zone, they exhibited a lot of mechanical damage upon
being dumped into the pit—and may actually have been broken prior to deposition within this
feature. The artifacts were found concentrated within a cone centered along the north wall—
suggesting that the doorway to this privy was probably located along the southern wall of the
structure. An occasional brick and plaster fragment was also present in this fill. Besides
numerous ceramic and glass tablewares, artifacts from within this fill zone included buttons,
slate pencils, stone and Bennington marbles, numerous lamp chimneys, bone, and a handsaw. A
soda water bottle marked “Johnson & Peterson, Springfield, ILL.” was also present. The
artifacts from this zone appear to represent a house cleaning episode dating from the early to late
1890s—and as such, may have been associated with the Hofferkamp family.

Zone III was a relatively clean deposit of topsoil fills located beneath the base of the upper
wooden box. This fill zone is associated with the failure of the original wooden box, and the
slumping of the sidewalls. The top of this zone contained a large concentration of window glass
(representing demolition debris with much of the glazing still intact) and minor amounts of
demolition plaster. This debris appears to represent demolition debris associated with a
construction event and/or remodeling event—potentially associated with the circa 1874
Hofferkamp remodeling? Otherwise, these dark organic fills were relatively low in artifacts.
Unlike the upper fills (Zone I and II), clinkers were in very low number within this fill zone.

Zone IV represents the fecal deposits at the base of the original wooden box. Although artifacts
were few in number, a small concentration of artifacts was present in the northwest corner of the
pit. These artifacts included a black glass bottle (with base marked “W. McCully and Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa.) and an ironstone saucer marked “Burgess & Goddard.” Additionally, minor
amounts of charcoal, wood ash, and seeds were present in this fill.

Feature 52 was a relatively large and deep wood line shaft that probably functioned as a privy.
Although the date of construction of this feature is not known, and the builder’s trench contained
a low density of artifacts, those that were present included a variety of circa 1840s artifacts
(predominately transfer printed whitewares). The original wooden box, or privy vault, contained
few primary artifacts. After several years of use, this privy pit was apparently rebuilt by slipping
a slightly smaller wooden box into the original, decayed box. The floor of this second box was
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perched high and showed evidence of a irregularly cleaned out bottom. Several planks appear to
have been placed flat on the fill of the lower box prior to the installation of the second, later box.
The fill within the upper box contained many more primary artifacts that appear to date from the
1880s and/or early 1890s.

Feature 52 represents a privy pit that had been rebuilt. Appears that the initial construction of
this feature may have been relatively early—prior to 1850, and that this feature probably
replaced an early privy pit located nearby (and identified as Feature 53 South). The final filling
and abandonment of this feature occurred at a much later date—sometime during he early to late
1890s.

Feature 53 (Feature 2003-7)

Feature 53 represents the remains of a large, complex feature located beneath the northeast
corner of the tile garage—and cut through by this early twentieth century structure. Besides the
tile garage, Features 47 and 49 (representing Outbuildings 3 and 4) were constructed on this
feature. The northeast corner of Feature 47 (representing the circa 1880s carriage barn) had been
constructed over this feature and dramatically settled into it, causing structural damage to the
building. Additionally, several large posts cut into this feature.

At the scraped surface, this feature measured approximately 6’10” (2.08m) square, and it appears
to have been cut through by the adjacent Feature 52. Additionally, two large posts cut into this
feature. Initially, a cross section trench was laid out running east/west through the approximate
center of the feature. Upon partial excavation, it became clear that the feature was divided into
two separate vaults—one located to the north of the profile line and the other to the south of the
profile line—and with the existing profile line straddling the wall separating the two vaults.
Upon determining that our profile line was poorly situated (as it was located immediately above
the wall separating the two vaults), a new profile line was established bisecting the feature into
an east and west half to better facilitate the drawing of a feature profile. Although the two vaults
were considered contemporary, the subsequent excavation identified the north vault as Feature
53 North, and the south vault as Feature 53 South (and identified as Vaults 3 and 4, respectively).

The excavation of the south vault (Vault 4) of this feature indicated that the construction of the
paired north and south vaults had impacted upon an earlier pit (and identified as Vault 2).
Although only a small portion of this earlier pit had survived, it appears to have represented a
rectangular pit that extended approximately 3’6-9” (1.07-1.14m) deep, and measured 3’0” wide
(91cm) by an unknown length (having been cut through by Feature 53 South). An interesting
assemblage of pre-1850 artifacts (potentially representing late 1830s and/or early 1840s items)
was found in association with the remnants of what was an early privy pit. The artifacts included
fragments of a handpainted (monochrome green) whiteware plate with scalloped edge, and a
large fragment of a black transfer printed whiteware plate with a backstamp that read “ADAMS /
BOLOGNA.” Fragments of other ceramic tablewares decorated with the Bologna pattern were
recovered during the investigations of the Corneau site (Mansberger 2004). The impression of
vertical oak planks was noted within the sidewalls of this feature. Fragments of plaster (with
rived lath impression) and very thin window glass were noted within this fill. This probably
represents the remains of a privy pit that was constructed during the late 1830s or early 1840s—
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during a time period when the same individual owned both Lots 15 and 16, and only a single
house may have been present on the two lots.

Similarly, the excavation of the north vault (Vault 3) of this feature indicated that the
construction of the paired north and south vaults also had impacted upon another earlier pit (and
identified as Vault 1). This pit into which the wooden box of this vault was placed measured
approximately 3’4” (1.02m) wide by 4’7” (1.40m) in size. Although very little evidence of the
wooden box was intact, it appears to have measured approximately 3’ (91cm) by 4’ (1.22m) in
size. These two early vaults (Vaults 1 and 2) were constructed side-by-side, but probably were
not contemporaneous—with one vault representing a replacement for the other one. Both vaults
appear to have functioned as privy pits.

Sometime during the later nineteenth century—well after Vaults 1 and 2 had been filled—the
occupants of the Sprigg house constructed a much larger, double-vaulted privy that nearly
obliterated the earlier pits. Each of the two vaults (Vaults 3 and 4) measured approximately 2’0”
(61cm) wide by approximately 4’6” (1.37m) in length, and were separated by 4-5” (10-13cm) of
cinder fill. These two side-by-side vaults extended to a depth of approximately 3’6” (1.07m)
below the circa 1860s ground surface. These two wooden vaults were set into a pit that had been
excavated considerably wider than necessary—and was a factor of the earlier privy pits. The pit
into which these vaults was placed measured 6’0” (1.83m) north/south by 4’9” (1.45m)
east/west. Both Vaults 3 and 4 were constructed with horizontal softwood (pine) plank sides
connected to corner posts. The presence of two, side-by-side corner posts within the northwest
corner of the north vault reaffirms the presence of two northern vaults.

The fill in the north and south vaults (Vaults 3 and 4) varied considerably. Within the south
vault, the fill was fairly homogeneous and consisted predominately of white coal ash, clinkers,
and small fragments of coal, with very few artifacts. A considerable amount of calcined bone
was also present in this fill. Many of the artifacts that were found within this vault appear to
have originated from the earlier privy (noted above), having been re-deposited into this vault
with the collapse and/or failure of the wood plank wall separating the two features. No fecal
materials were present in the fill of this south vault. In contrast, the fill in the north vault was
more typical of a privy pit. The upper fill represents secondary capping episodes, with heavy
concentrations of coal ash, and re-deposited midden materials. At the base of this upper capping
fill, a large concentration of window glass (representing large panes of glass, approximately 9”
by 10” in size) was present. Immediately beneath this glass, the fills changed to a humic, seed-
rich fecal zone with minor amounts of eggshell, charcoal, and lots of small seeds. Primary
artifacts were concentrated within the base of the feature. The artifacts within the lower fills of
the north vault, which contained a considerable amount of wood ash and lime, were concentrated
along the central north edge of this feature and appear to have been located beneath the wood
lining—suggesting that the lower fecal and artifacts were associated with the earlier north vault
(Vault 1). The upper box associated with the northern vault contained far less artifacts.

Finally, at yet a later date, these two vaults were abandoned and a small, shallow vault
approximately 2’0” square was constructed within the west end of the northern vault. This vault,
(Vault 5), the last in the series, was apparently unlined, and was in use during the very late
nineteenth century.
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Feature 53 appears to represent multiple episodes of privy construction. The earliest sections of
this feature represent two early (pre-1850s) privies that were abandoned, and long forgotten,
when a much larger, double-vaulted privy was constructed at the same location. The double
vaulted privy remained in use for many years. An alternate interpretation is that Vaults 1 and 4
were contemporaneous, with the north vault (Vault 1) eventually being replaced with a new
wooden box (Vault 3). The fills within the north and south vaults of this feature strongly suggest
that these two vaults (Vaults 3 and 4), although contemporary, had two distinctly different
functions. Although the current property line separating Lots 15 and 16 is located to the north of
Feature 7, the character of these features might suggest that an informal property line division
was located along an east/west line separating the north and south halves of Feature 7. As such,
each set of features would represent privies—one for Lot 15 and the other for Lot 16.
Unfortunately, this interpretation does not appear to hold up, as the fills in these two sets of
features appear to be distinctively different. The north two vaults appear to contain distinctive
fecal material on their bases—suggesting that these features were indeed privy pits. In contrast,
the southern two vaults appear to have a distinctive non-fecal, cinder-rich fill. Although these
southern vaults may have functioned as a form of sump or drain for the adjacent privy pit, this
seems unlikely as the base of each vault is at the same level. It seems more likely that they
simply served separate functions—one vault for the disposal of human waste and the other for
the disposal of cinder ash from the adjacent house. By the time these privies were constructed, it
would appear that a new form of waste (coal ash) was becoming a problem. By this date, the
disposal of cinder waste in adjacent yards had reached a point of saturation, and temporary on-
site storage (and eventual disposal off-site) had become necessary.

Vaults 1 and 2 were probably associated with the earliest carriage house and/or barn located at
this site (Outbuilding 1), which was documented on both the 1854 and 1858 city maps. These
two privies would have been located near the northeast corner of that structure. And, when was
this double-vaulted feature constructed and in use? Clearly, Vaults 3 and 4 of this feature appear
to have been abandoned, and capped, during the construction of the perimeter brick foundation
walls identified as Feature 47 (Outbuilding 3), which appears to have been constructed sometime
between 1884 and 1890. This is consistent with the fact that artifacts from Vault 3 crossmend
with artifacts from the early cistern (Feature 37)—which probably was filled in the mid to late
1870s. It seems possible that this privy and coal ash waste disposal system was located at or
near the northeast corner of the frame shed that extended across the lot on the 1884 Sanborn fire
insurance map (Outbuilding 2), and was capped immediately prior to the construction of
Outbuilding 3 sometime during the late 1880s. Although the date of construction of this feature
is not known, it would seem unlikely that it was constructed much earlier than the middle
1860s—with an approximate 10-year use life for each of the privy vaults. As such, the large
shed documented on the 1884 Sanborn map, and this privy pit complex, may have been
constructed during the late 1860s (circa 1869) when the Hofferkamp family purchased the
property. If this interpretation were correct, then Feature 52 would have been in use during the
late 1880s through the 1890s—and would have been located within Outbuilding 4.
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Feature 54 (Feature 2003-8)

Feature 54 is located near the far northwest corner of the lot, immediately west of Feature 6. The
northern edge of this feature is situated approximately 1’ (30cm) south of the property line
separating Lots 15 and 16. The western edge of the feature is located approximately 6’-7’ (1.82-
2.13m) east of the rear property line and the adjacent alley.

This feature is a single brick wide (approximately 4” or 10cm) perimeter foundation wall that
formed a very small rectangular foundation. In plan view, the foundation measures 24” (61cm)
wide by 36” (91cm) long with the long axis of the feature oriented east/west and parallel with the
adjacent property line separating Lots 15 and 16. All that remains of this feature is a single
course of brickwork. The bricks used to construct this feature are a relatively soft, uniform-
sized, hand-struck brick typical of the pre-Civil War period. These brick were laid up without
the use of lime mortar. Instead of mortar, the brick were laid in a ¼” bed of yellow silty clay
soil. The clay mortar may have functioned as a heat tolerant (or refractory) binder, and thus
reflect the potential function of this foundation.

Upon initially uncovering this feature, and prior to excavation, based on its size, location, and
characteristics, it was thought that it probably represented an early, brick-lined privy shaft. To
our surprise, there was no subsurface shaft associated with this feature, and the brick represented
the remains of a shallow perimeter foundation wall. The limited fill present between the walls of
the feature consisted of small fragmentary brick, minor amounts of coal, and an occasional
artifact.

This feature was constructed upon a thin, apparently pre-existing midden which had formed
directly on the original pre-settlement ground surface. This midden was thinner beneath the
feature than immediately adjacent to the outside edge of the feature—suggesting that the
activities associated with the production of this midden probably continued after the construction
of this feature. This midden, which was a light to dark brown silty clay, had a very gritty texture
with substantial inclusions of charcoal, coal, metal, and pockets of both wood and coal ash. The
metal fragments present included a variety of forged items including pintles, hinges, as well as
nails. Several tools were also present in this midden and included files, drill bits, gimlets, and a
drawknife (see discussion of Lower Midden). Also of interest with this midden, and a very
distinctive aspect of it, is the volume of salt glazed stoneware containers (jars and/or bowls) that
are present. These stoneware containers were very fragmentary, had been heated to a high
degree, and were apparently fire-shattered. Additionally, a fair number of slate writing pencils
were also present. This distinctive midden (with its coal ash, iron waste, tools, cinders, and fire-
shattered stoneware jars) was concentrated around Feature 8 and thinned out towards the south
and east. This midden abruptly ended near the brick wall associated with Feature 47 (or more
likely, the earlier wall depression located beneath it; see profile).

Based on the diversity of artifacts present, and the distinctive character of the midden (iron
waste, tools, and cinders) scattered around the periphery of this feature, it would appear that both
woodworking and metalworking were practiced in the general vicinity of this feature. The metal
working activity included a variety of typical blacksmithing activities, as well as more
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specialized non-ferrous metal working activities (such as working brass, copper, and lead; see
following discussion). Based on the size and location of this feature in relationship to this
distinctive midden, this feature appears to represent the remains of a large chimney, a blacksmith
forge and/or hearth, or even the base of a cupola furnace (used to melt cast iron). Although this
feature probably was not constructed during the initial occupation of the site (as evidenced by the
thin midden lying beneath it), it would appear that it was constructed shortly after the site was
initially occupied. If this feature represents the remains of a blacksmith forge or cupola furnace,
it would appear that this does not represent the earliest forge present at the site—as coal, coal
ash, and cinders are present within the underlying midden. Although this may not represent the
earliest forge at the site, it clearly represents an early, pre-Civil War structure (dating from circa
1840-1860).

Several events have impacted this feature. At some point in time, the placement of a large post
(approximately 4”/10cm by 6”/15cm in size and set into a hole approximately 13”/34cm by
16”/40cm in size) impacted the northeast corner of this small structure. This post (which
probably represents physical remains of either a fence line, or more likely, a post-in-ground
structure) seems to pre-date an adjacent brick pier (which had settled irregularly into the post
hole). The brick pier clearly is a structural component associated with either the re-building of
the structure represented by the post, or a later building. It seems probable, that this post and
brick pier were associated with Outbuilding 4 and/or 5.

Feature 55 (Feature 2003-9)

Feature 55 is a brick perimeter foundation wall. This feature is 9” (23cm) wide and constructed
with a hard, Portland-rich mortar. The foundation wall formed a footprint of a building that
measured 20’1” (6.12m) wide (east/west) by approximately 38’9” (11.8m) long (north/south).
This foundation wall, which did not have a spread footing, supported an extruded tile wall.
Feature 55 represents the foundation remains of the tile garage, which was only recently (in
2003) demolished. This structure represents minimally the fourth (and potentially the sixth)
major outbuilding located on the rear of this lot (and identified as Outbuilding 6). This garage
(which is not documented on the 1917 Sanborn map, but is present on the 1941 Sanborn map)
was constructed sometime during the early years of the twentieth century. The most likely date
of construction is sometime shortly after the circa 1922 remodeling of the house by the Mund
family. Unlike the earlier rear-lot outbuildings (which had their western walls adjacent to the
rear property line), the western wall of this structure was situated approximately 5’6” (1.68m)
east of the rear property line and the adjacent alley. This setback from the rear property line was
necessary for a car’s turning radius to maneuver the narrow alley and park in the garage.

Feature 56 (Feature 2003-10)

Feature 56 was noted upon cleaning out the north half of Feature 52, which appears to have cut
through the southern edge of this feature. In plan, the existing southern edge of Feature 56 and
the northern edge of Feature 52 coincide.

In plan, Feature 56 was approximately 3’0” long and minimally 1’0” wide. Whether this width
was complete, or truncated by Feature 52 is unclear. Feature 52 extended to a depth of
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approximately 2’0” (61cm) below the scraped surface (and the circa 1840 ground surface). On
the east end of the feature, a 2” (5cm) depression with mortar and sand impressions appears to
indicate the presence of a robbed brick pier positioned along the eastern end of this trench. The
fill within the feature consisted predominately of clean topsoil fills capped by a cinder-rich
midden. Nonetheless, a few artifacts were found within the lower fill of this feature. These
included remains of a Gothic paneled condiment or pickle jar and a relief decorated plate
(Morning Glory Pattern) manufactured by James Edwards during the circa 1860s, and suggesting
a circa later 1860s or 1870s date of construction for this brick pier (and thus the building).

Although this feature does not appear to represent a privy pit, a thin lens of seeds—typical of a
privy pit—was found along the floor at the west end. These seeds probably originated from
within the adjacent Feature 52, which was a privy potentially contemporaneous with the
construction of this brick pier. This brick pier probably represents an early outbuilding—the
most likely candidate being Outbuilding 4. Unfortunately, the artifacts found within the fill
appear to pre-date the suspected construction of Outbuilding 4 (which, most likely, was in the
post-1890 to pre-1896 period). As such, it would appear that this pier may have been associated
with the earlier manifestation of Feature 52—and would suggest that the pier was associated with
a building that pre-dated Outbuilding 4 (as well as Outbuilding 3?). In either case, it would
appear that the privy represented by Feature 52 probably was located within a larger outbuilding
such as a carriage house or large shed (which extended the width of the lot) represented by
Feature 56.

Feature 57 (Feature 2003-11)

Feature 57 represents the remains of a relatively large, brick-lined, oval pit located along the
property line separating the Sprigg and Corneau sites. Located on Lot 16, and extending beneath
the unexcavated area to the north of the current excavation area, only the south edge of this
brick-lined pit was exposed. In plan, this oval pit appears to be approximately 5’0” (1.52m) long
(east/west) by an unknown width. The walls of this pit were lined with brick laid on their sides.
This brick-lined, oval pit is similar to other middle-to-late nineteenth century privy pits noted
within Springfield. Similar, oval brick privies (albeit with the brick laid in a normal running
bond) were present at the nearby Dean site, as well as at the Lincoln Presidential Library and
adjacent Parking Garage sites. This feature remains unexcavated and represents a significant
subsurface resource warranting protection.

Feature 58 (Feature 2003-12)

Feature 58 represents a relatively large, square to rectangular pit located along the property line
separating the Sprigg and Corneau sites. Located on Lot 16, and extending beneath the
unexcavated area to the north of the current excavation area, only the south edge of this pit was
exposed. In plan, this pit appears to be measure 3’0” (91cm) wide along its east/west axis. It
extends an unknown distance to the north. Feature 57 appears to cut into this feature, suggesting
that Feature 58 pre-dates Feature 57. This feature possibly represents a middle to late nineteenth
century privy associated with the Corneau site. This feature remains unexcavated and represents
a significant subsurface resource warranting protection.
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Feature 59 (Feature 2003-13)

Feature 59 represents a relatively large, rectangular pit located along the property line separating
the Sprigg and Corneau sites. This pit is located within the far southwestern corner of Lot 16,
and extending beneath the unexcavated area to the north of the current excavation area. Only the
south edge of this pit was exposed. In plan, this pit appears to be measure approximately 5’
(1.52m) along its east/west axis. It extends an unknown distance to the north. This pit, or an
adjacent post, appears to cut into Feature 58. Artifacts recovered from the scraped surface of this
pit suggest that it dates from the late nineteenth or early twentieth centuries, and probably
represents a privy pit abandoned during that time period. This feature, which was associated
with the Corneau site, remains unexcavated and represents a significant subsurface resource
warranting protection.

Feature 60 (Feature 2003-14)

Feature 60 represents a fairly large, oval-looking pit located along the eastern edge of the rear
yard block excavation. This pit, which was not excavated, potentially represents one of the two
pits previously identified by Noble (Pits A and B, Noble 2002, Ahlman 2002). Ahlman (2002)
interpreted these features as trash pits. This pit remains unexcavated and represents a significant
subsurface resource warranting protection.

Feature 61 (Feature 2003-15)

Feature 61 was a section of disturbed brick sidewalk discovered within the very rear of the
Sprigg site. This walk was 2’4” (71cm) wide, and was edged each side with a brick laid on its
long side. Unlike Feature 40, which ran at a true east/west bearing out of the rear of the early
house, this walkway was set askew to the cardinal direction, running west on a bearing slightly
north of west. This brick walk was relatively high in the profile, and was cut through by several
of the later nineteenth century rear-yard outbuildings. Both sets of subsequent brick perimeter
foundation walls (representing Outbuildings 3 and 4) cut through this walk. It would appear that
this walkway was leading from the rear of the original Sprigg house to a potential privy (such as
the location approximating Feature 50), or to a doorway located within the eastern wall of
Outbuilding 2.
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Figure 21. Corneau Site (Lot 16) and Sprigg Site (Lot 15) site plans illustrating the various block excavations conducted on
these properties by Fever River Research. The Sprigg site investigations were conducted in 1997 and 2003, and are the focus
of this report. The Sprigg site Block I (excavated in 1997) exposed the house foundations and immediate inner yard whereas
the Block II investigations (conducted in 2003) exposed the limited remains of the carriage house or urban barn and privies.
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Figure 22. Base map illustrating the area excavated by Fever River Research during the 1997 and 2003 investigations. That
area located in and around the house was excavated in 1997. That area to the right, along the rear of the lot, was excavated in
2003. A small area of the 2003 block excavation represents that area of the adjacent Corneau site that was investigated in
August 1998 (see Mansberger 2004).
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Figure 23. Site plan illustrating features discovered within the front yard of the original
Sprigg house—which corresponds to that area beneath the existing front porch and
Hofferkamp addition. The initial investigations at this site noted the presence of
foundations from an earlier building beneath the front porch and the Hofferkamp addition
(as well as along the north side of the building). Subsequent investigations determined that
these foundations represented physical remains of the Sprigg house and Hofferkamp
addition in an earlier (and more forward on the lot) location.
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Figure 24. Detail of the east wall of Feature 1 and the remnants of the early porch
foundations (Feature 2A and 2B). These foundations were located beneath the circa 1874
Hofferkamp addition. Feature 4 (a late nineteenth century pit) is also visible, having
impacted the corner of Feature 2A. This view is looking to the north.
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Figure 25. Plan view illustrating two episodes of construction associated with the front
porch of the original Sprigg house. Feature 2A represents the larger U-shaped brick
perimeter foundation. The later Feature 2B is a much less substantial pair of brick pads
which may have supported a set of steps. Also illustrated are the original house
foundations (Feature 1), the current house foundations (Feature 7), the original
Hofferkamp addition foundations (Feature 3), a potentially builder’s trench associated
with the circa 1922 foundation construction (Feature 5), and a late nineteenth century pit
(Feature 4)—which impacts the southwest corner of Feature 2A.
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Figure 26. Cross section through the early front porches (Feature 2A and 2B) at the Sprigg house. Feature 2A is the earlier
brick perimeter foundation wall, which is overlain by Feature 2B, which is two brick pads.
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Figure 27. Detail of the excavation units located immediately adjacent to the rear of the existing Sprigg house. This figure
illustrates Dr. Nobles 1993 excavation units (i.e. Test 93-2) and those excavated in 1997 by Fever River Research.
Additionally, the major features discovered in this area are also indicated—and include the rear of the original service wing
(complete with fireplace foundation), two wells, a brick-lined cistern, a potential cistern filter, and a couple of brick piers.
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Figure 28. Detail of the features discovered within the upper levels of the excavation units located immediately adjacent to the
rear of the existing Sprigg house. These features included a brick pavement (Feature 25), a cistern, and several brick piers.
The brick pavement, which appears to have been constructed during the later years the Sprigg house sat at its earlier location,
had been badly disturbed by the 1920s rebuilding of the house.
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Figure 29. Detail plan illustrating the rear of the original Sprigg house service wing (western wall). This includes the original
perimeter brick foundations (Feature 1), the fireplace (Feature 17), the suspected original well (Feature 33), and the potential
cistern collector or filter (Feature 20). Sometime during the early life of the building, the cooking fireplace was removed, and
the short segment of brick wall was laid up between the two opposing sections of foundation wall. The function of the large
brick pier to the left (Feature 24) is unknown.
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Figure 30. Three views of the excavation of Feature 1—the original Sprigg house perimeter foundation. The image at the far
left depicts the discovery of the western wall of the service wing in Test 6. This photograph was taken prior to the discovery of
the lower fireplace foundation wall. The view is looking north. Note the sloppy brick pavement and the infill brick wall. The
center image is after discovery of the lower fireplace foundation, and with the infill wall still in place (also looking north). The
image at the far right depicts the original foundation walls along the north side of the existing dwelling (looking east along the
north side of the house).
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Figure 31. Plan view of Test 3, which was excavated in hopes of locating the intersection of
the rear service wing foundation and the main body of the house. Although this
intersection was located, it had been disturbed during the circa 1920s demolition activity.
It was not possible to determine if the rear service wing was original to the house, or
represented a later addition onto the original structure. Note location of Sectional views A-
B and C-D.
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Figure 32. After completing the hand excavations, a backhoe was used to open up the
entire north side of the house to better understand the early foundation system. This
backhoe trench exposed the rear two-thirds of the original house foundations.
Unfortunately, the foundations associated with the front third of the house were in poor
condition and only partially preserved. Note the location of Sectional lines A-B and C-D
(which are illustrated in the next two figures).
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Figure 33. Sectional views through the north side of the existing house foundation and the
original house foundations, along the north side of the existing house.
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Figure 34. Sectional view through the original house foundations at the rear service wing.
Top view is located in the far northwest corner of house (Test ?); lower is west wall of Test
3 near disturbed northeast corner of service wing. Four distinct living surfaces were noted
in these profile walls.
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Figure 35. Plan view and photograph illustrating the enlarged cellar (Feature 8) with its
herringbone brick floor and hot-air, gravity furnace foundation (Feature 38). In the
photograph, north is to the right.
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Figure 36. Uncovering the upper brick pavement (Feature 25) and the mouth of the brick-
lined cistern (Feature 23).
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Figure 37. Detail plan illustrating the southwest corner of the original Sprigg house service
wing with fireplace (Feature 17), the cistern collector or filter (Feature 20), the drain line
trench (Feature 21), the stoneware drain line (Feature 22), the original well (Feature 33),
and the series of lower brick pavements and walkways surrounding these features. This
was a complex activity area with numerous overlapping features.
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Figure 38. Multiple views of the cistern, cistern filter, and related features—Sprigg site,
1997. The top view is facing west, the lower left view is facing north, and the lower right
view is facing west.
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Figure 39. Profile illustrating the late nineteenth century brick-lined cistern identified as Feature 23. This cistern may have
been constructed to replace the earlier one after the house was raised in circa 1874-80. During the later nineteenth or very
early twentieth century (prior to the relocation of the house), the throat was raised and a new brick pavement was laid around
the mouth of the cistern.
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Figure 40. Sectional view through the brick cistern collector or filter (Feature 20) illustrating its relationship to the drain
trench (Feature 21), the stoneware drain tile (Feature 22), the lower brick pavement (Feature 19), and the upper brick
pavement (Feature 25).
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Figure 41. Multiple views illustrating the upper pavement (Feature 25) beneath the existing Sprigg house porch being exposed
and mapped. Both views are looking north.
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Figure 42. Plan and profile of Test 14, located along the south side of the existing Sprigg
house. This test documented the fragmentary presence of the upper brick pavement
(which has been identified as Feature 25) at this location. Note how the pavement’s edging
has been partially displaced and/or rebuilt.
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Figure 43. Plan and profile of the early privy (Feature 32) first discovered by Noble in
1992.
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Figure 44. View of Feature 34 (fireplace foundation) and Feature 35 (stacked pile of brick)
discovered beneath the basement floor of the existing Sprigg house. Note the concrete
floor, which capped the features, at the left. Present is field crewmember Catherine
Boatner. View is looking south.
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Figure 45. Plan of basement excavations illustrating portion of Feature 1 (original cellar foundation walls), Feature 34
(Fireplace foundation walls), Feature 35 (stacked pile of brick), and Feature 37 (early mortar-lined cistern). The two
additional foundation walls were associated with the existing Sprigg house foundations (and date to circa 1922).
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Figure 46. Sectional view illustrating the original cistern (Feature 37) in relationship to the early ground surface. This figure
incorrectly depicts the cistern originating at the circa 1840 ground surface, whereas it probably originated from the top of the
fill surface approximately 30-40cm above this surface.
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Figure 47. View of cistern (Feature 37) and well (Feature 33) during excavation.
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Figure 48. Two views of the brick sidewalks at the Sprigg site. The left view depicts Feature 40A, which was discovered
adjacent to the rear of the house in 1997. This brick walk was oriented due east/west and had no edging present. The right
image depicts Feature 40B, which was discovered in the rear yard during the 2003 investigations. This walk is canted slightly
off due west and has a brick edging. It is believed that these two walks represent two different episodes of construction.
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Figure 49. Profile and photographic details illustrating the complex stratigraphy located
immediately behind the existing Sprigg house (in that area of Test 7 located beneath the
house’s porch). The dark soil at the base of the photograph is the original ground surface,
which is capped by 30cm of combination topsoil and subsoil fills and a brick pavement—
which is in turn capped with cinder-rich fills and another brick pavement. The upper
brick pavement, is capped with post 1930s fill. It is suspected that the lower pavement
dates from the original house construction and persists through circa 1875. The upper
brick pavement may have been constructed sometime after circa 1875 and persisted
through the circa 1922 remodeling.
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Figure 50. East wall profile of test unit 2003-2, which was excavated in the rear yard near the alley in hopes of uncovering
evidence of one of the late nineteenth century carriage houses at this site. This test documented the complex stratigraphy
associated with the rear yard landscape. Approximately 5 to 6 surfaces (counting the existing ground surface) were present.
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Figure 51. Three views of the progression of the rear yard excavations in the summer of
2003. The top left is a view during the excavation of the test units. The top right image is
during initial backhoe excavations, and the bottom image is after shovel scraping through
the lower midden and defining the subsurface features at that level.
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Figure 52. Plan view of the rear of Lot 16 illustrating the limits of the various hand and machine excavations, as well as the
structural foundations and pit features.
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Figure 53. Plan view of the rear of Lot 16 illustrating the limits of the block excavations, as
well as the pit features and posts identified at the base of the lower midden.
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Figure 54. Plan and profile of Feature 50 (2003-4), a mid-nineteenth century privy.
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Figure 55. Top picture depicts Feature 50 (2003-4) during excavation. The bottom picture
depicts the primary artifacts present in this feature. This assemblage is very different from
the domestic assemblage noted in Feature 6. This potentially male-oriented assemblage
contains cups, drinking glasses, medicines, canning jars, large chemical bottles, a chamber
pot, and a single ale bottle.
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Figure 56. Profile or sectional view of Feature 51 (2003-5) illustrating its relationship to Feature 47 (2003-1) and Feature 49
(2003-3). This shallow, rectangular pit probably was associated with the structure represented by Feature 49 (2003-3).
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Figure 57. View of Features 6 (top of image) and 7 (bottom of image) upon initial definition
at the scraped surface. The view is looking west with James Yingst is in the background.
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Figure 58. Plan view of Features 52 (2003-6) and 53 (2003-7) (top) and profile of Feature
52 (bottom). Feature 52 was a large and deep privy pit that had evidence of two episodes of
interior wooden boxes—suggesting that the privy had been rebuilt after falling into
disrepair. The lower box had few artifacts, but those present appear to have dated from
the circa 1850s-70s. The upper box was filled with a variety of artifacts dating from the
1870s, 1880s, and early 1890s. Note the different scales for each drawing.
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Figure 59. Feature 52 (2003-6) during excavation (top). Numerous glass chimney globes
were present in this feature. The bottom photograph illustrates three varieties of these
chimney globes.
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Figure 60. View of the primary artifacts from Feature 52 (2003-6), with the ceramics at
top, and the glass at the bottom. This is a domestic assemblage dating from the early 1890s
through circa 1900.
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Figure 61. Comparison of food jars from Feature 53 (2003-7 South) (bottom) and Feature
52 (2003-6) (top). The examples from Feature 53 (top) are wax seal glass jars.
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Figure 62. Two profile views through Feature 53 (2003- 7)—a very late nineteenth or early
twentieth century privy pit that appears to have cut through a much earlier privy pit
(dating from the 1840s?). This privy pit had two distinctively different wood lined vaults
which appear to have functioned differently—with one box holding human waste and the
second box holding furnace waste (coal ash and clinkers).
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Figure 63. Sketch map (top) illustrating the location of the five individual vaults that
comprised Feature 53 (2003-7). Vaults 1 and 2 appear to represent pre-1860s privy pits.
Vaults 3 and 4 represent a contemporary late nineteenth century (circa 1870s-80s) privy
and adjacent coal ash disposal pit. Vault 5 represents a short-term, expedient, late
nineteenth or very early twentieth century privy. Bottom view is a photograph of the
feature during excavation with field crewmember Julie Senger.
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Figure 64. Primary artifacts from Vault 3, Feature 53 (2003-7 North). This material
appears to have been deposited in this feature during the later 1880s or early 1890s.

Figure 65. Profile illustrating Feature 56 (2003-10). This pit was cut through by Feature
52 (2003-6) during the mid-nineteenth century. It is suspected that this may represent the
remains of a brick pier.
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Figure 66. Plan view illustrating the complex character of the pits, posts, and foundations located within the far northwestern
corner of Lot 15. Features 57 (2003-11), 58 (2003-12), and 59 (2003-13) probably represent privy pits associated with the
adjacent Lot 16 (and the Corneau site). Feature 57 appears to represent a substantial, brick-lined oval privy dating from the
middle nineteenth century. The small rectangular brick foundation identified as Feature 54 (2003-8) has been variously
interpreted as the base of a chimney, blacksmith’s forge, or possibly even a small cupola furnace.
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Figure 67. View of Feature 54 (2003-8) during excavation with the view looking west.
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Figure 68. Detail illustrating the relationship of the rear walkway (Feature 61) in
relationship to the various fill episodes located within the rear yard. This large post, which
possibly was associated with Outbuilding 4 or 5, actually cut through and/or disturbed the
brick walkway.
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Figure 69. Detail illustrating the relationship of a series of posts and brick walls located
along the rear property line. Post A is the earliest structural feature in this series. This
post, which originated at a level just above the circa 1840 ground surface, was associated
with the initial component at the Sprigg site. This post may represent a structural post
associated with Outbuilding 1, or a post associated with a fence line that abutted that
outbuilding. Capping this post was a thin deposit of cinder ash and coal, potentially
representing re-deposited midden material. Capping this thin lens of material was a brick
perimeter foundation wall—which probably represents remains of Outbuilding 2 and 3
(dating from the circa 1880s and 1890s). Cutting through this brick perimeter foundation
wall was Post B, which originated at or near the existing ground surface. This post was
probably associated with Outbuilding 5 (which was a long, narrow structure documented
on the 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map. The concrete pavement in the alley was poured
around the structural post associated with this structure.
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Summary and Conclusions

This report summarizes the results of archaeological fieldwork conducted at the Sprigg Site, an
urban house lot located in Springfield, Illinois. The archaeology at this site resulted in the
excavation of a major portion of this potentially late 1830s or early 1840s urban habitation.
Although these investigations focused on data to assist with the restoration of the house and
outbuildings at this site, the research has yielded a variety of information relating to the middle
nineteenth century lifeways in this community. Additionally, these investigations have resulted
in a relatively well-understood site plan documenting the evolution of this urban lot throughout
the nineteenth century. Such urban projects in Illinois have been rare.

Site structure (defined as the spatial relationship of the subsurface features, middens, and surface
artifact scatters present at a site) is an important variable in interpreting an archaeological site,
whether rural or urban. A site’s size and complexity (as determined by the number,
diversity/variety, and super-positioning of features) all contribute to addressing a suite of
questions related to the various activities conducted at a particular site. Documenting the
entirety of a site’s plan is one of the more basic tasks undertaken by the archaeologist. As Bareis
and Porter (1984) has emphasized so well with prehistoric sites’ research in Illinois’ American
Bottom region, this strategy generally can not be accomplished by hand excavating a series of
small excavation blocks, and is best conducted with earth-moving machinery resulting in large
block excavations. Much of the historical archaeology conducted during the 1980s and 1990s
was at rural sites, which have permitted this large-scale block excavation with the use of heavy
earth-moving machinery. Such a strategy has allowed for the complete excavation of farmstead
sites and the mapping of all subsurface features associated with such sites. For many years
though, this strategy was often accomplished without any detailed understanding of the surface
distribution of artifacts in the plow zone at rural historic sites. Unfortunately, many nineteenth-
century structures and associated activity areas at rural sites do not have a subsurface component
and are difficult to discern without an understanding of these surface deposits. Past
archaeological research in Illinois generally has failed to understand the complex structure of
nineteenth century sites, having often focused on the more substantial, artifact-rich deposits
associated with the domestic component. These investigations often fail to understand the
complexity of surface middens and activity areas at the site, particularly those associated with
non-domestic activities.26

These studies indicate that the distribution of artifacts on the surface of a site are complementary
to the subsurface features, and together these two data sets result in a much better understanding
of activities conducted at a particular site. During the 1980s and early 1990s, several
archaeologists discussed the structure of rural sites using these complimentary data sets. One of
the first to characterize the structure of these rural sites was Moir (1987, 1988). Studying rural
sites in Texas, Moir (1987:23) noted that yard use “did not appear to be uniform, but varied with
distance and orientation to the dwelling.” Moir (1987, 1988) further contrasted the “Modern
Yard” (structured by the twentieth century introduction of electricity and the internal combustion

26 The strategy used during this research has developed from work conducted by Randall Moir in Texas (Moir 1981,
1982, 1983, 1984, 1987, 1988). Moir, whose work was influenced by Lewis (1976, 1977) and Ferguson (1977),
emphasized the interpretive value of sheet refuse or middens. According to Moir (1987:23), “sheet refuse emerged
as the most predictable, substantive and all pervasive archaeological resource found on these [farmstead] sites.”
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engine) and the “Pre-Modern Yard.” According to Moir, the “Pre-Modern Yard” was an
extension of the primary living spaces located in the house and contained a variety of activity
areas that were associated with the acquisition of water (wells and cisterns), food preparation
(smoke houses, summer kitchens, as well as butchering areas), food storage (earthen cellars and
storage pits), general maintenance (outdoor laundry areas), waste disposal (trash pits, privies, and
surface middens), and general storage (wood/coal storage sheds)—not to mention the agricultural
activity areas associated with these rural farmsteads.

Further discussing the “Pre-Modern Yard,” Moir (1987, 1988) distinguished between the Active
Yard (which was further divided into the Inner Yard and the Outer Yard) and the Inactive Yard.
According to Moir, the Inner Yard is that area immediately adjacent to the house (0-9m as
defined by his Texas research) and was an activity area associated with the processing of foods
and laundry immediately adjacent to the kitchen door. Covered porches often blurred the
distinction between inside the house and outside the house. Such activity areas are generally
associated with a low to moderately dense concentration of domestic artifacts. According to
Moir, the Outer Yard (which extended from approximately 9m to 22m from the house) was
associated with a variety of detached outbuildings and activity areas associated with domestic
tasks. Commonly located within the Outer Yard are wells, summer kitchens, exterior cellars, and
privies. In Texas, wells (which were located 4m to 12m from the house) often divided the Inner
and Outer Yards. In contrast, privies averaged slightly over 17m from the house (with a range of
1m to 24m). Moir’s Inactive Yard was located from 20m to over 200m from the house and
contained a variety of non-domestic, agricultural outbuildings and activity areas. On the
average, the barn was located 20m to 80m from the house (Moir 1987, 1988).

Similar strategies for characterizing the structure of farmsteads in Illinois have been proposed.
Rogers (1986:185-203), working with farmstead sites in southern Illinois’ Pope County, defined
three separate concentric zones surrounding a farmhouse, each zone representing various activity
areas. Zone A (which was located in a band approximately 13m to 27m around the house)
contained the domestic activity area and included the house, well, and cistern. Zone B (which
was located with an average radius of 40m to 120m around the house) contained the major
agricultural outbuildings such as barns, and corncribs. Zone C (with an average distance of
200m to 400m from the house) was associated with miscellaneous agricultural features such as
stock wells, hay storage facilities, and specialized processing areas. Discussing rural sites in
western Illinois’ Adams and Pike Counties, Blank-Roper (1987:1-9) simply contrasted domestic
and non-domestic activity areas. Schroeder (1990) also utilized this approach on central Illinois
farmsteads.

During the late 1980s, Fever River Research fine-tuned the laboratory and field strategy for
analyzing the surface scatters and attempted to redefine the various activity areas around the
rural site using terminology established earlier by Moir (Mansberger and Halpin 1991). At that
time, Moir’s terminology was slightly expanded upon and redefined. During this research, the
components of the typical farmstead were identified as Inner Yard, Outer Yard, and Barn Yard
(replacing Moir’s Inactive Yard). Additionally, a fourth activity area was defined—the Low
Activity Yard. The Low Activity Yard generally contains a very low artifact density of
Foodways Service and Personal items and generally equates with the formal front and side yards
associated with a house. These areas are generally associated with formal gatherings and both
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leisure and recreational activities. Applying these methods to the farmsteads located along the
Northern Border Pipeline, Fever River Research identified three basic farmstead plans: the
House Central Plan, the Non-House Central Plan, and the Courtyard Plan.27

Unfortunately, the spatial layout and character of the urban house lot during the nineteenth
century in Illinois has not been studied with as much vigor as contemporary rural sites. The
following discussion attempts to discuss the Corneau Site in terms of the spatial activity areas
identified during the previous rural household studies. Clearly, the rural and urban environments
were very different during the nineteenth century. In a rural setting, seldom is the structure of
the farmstead hindered by the size of the plot of ground occupied by the farm family. In these
rural settings space is practically infinite. Farmsteads often are large in size, and more often
structured by non-cultural features such as topography. In contrast, in an urban setting, space is
much more structured and finite. Townsites in Illinois are generally characterized by relatively
uniform sized plots of ground laid out along a regular grid of platted streets. Rectangular lots
located in towns such as Springfield, although they often vary in size, were relatively small
compared to contemporary rural farmsteads. These rigidly structured lots were confining, and
made choices relating to the site structure much more limited than their rural cousins choices.
Generally, houses were located fronting the formal street and the support activity areas were
located to the rear of the lot. Nonetheless, there does appear to have been some variability in the
structure of these urban sites, and there exists a need to characterize the urban house lot activity
areas as has been accomplished with the rural sites. With this in mind, four primary activity
areas have been defined for these urban lots, and will be discussed in relationship to the changing
character of the Sprigg Site. These activity areas, discussed in relationship to the dwelling itself
(which is the primary activity area at these sites), include 1) the Low Activity Yard (often
referred to as the Front and Side Yards), 2) the Inner Yard, 3) the Mid Yard, and 4) the Outer
Yard. Large urban lots, generally associated with the more elite of society, often have very well
defined functional spaces or activity areas. In contrast, as the lot size becomes smaller, the
distinctiveness of these discreet activity areas becomes blurred (as the activity areas begin to
overlap).

The features (and associated artifacts) associated with the Sprigg House Site contribute to our
understanding of the lifeways of the pre-Civil War occupants of this neighborhood –and as such,
will help address several research questions regarding early lifeways within the greater National
Historic Site, as well as the region as a whole. The data of particular interest that these features
supply are discussed below in terms of the various research questions outlined below.

27 The House Central Plan appears to represent an early mode of production associated with the earliest immigrant
families in Illinois. The duality between male and female work areas discussed by Glassie (1968, 1975) and others
(ie. Moir 1987, 1988) does not appear to be as prominent as they state at these farmstead sites. Although there is a
duality between the central house (female activity area) and the outlying agricultural outbuildings (male activity
areas), the outlying agricultural structures are scattered completely around the house—often intermixed with female
related outbuildings. In contrast, the Non-house Central plan has distinctive domestic and agricultural activity areas
associated with the farmstead that represent opposing areas of the site. These farmsteads exhibit a distinctive
separation between the female household and male agricultural activities. Many of the Non-House Central plans
exhibit a linear layout that conforms to the local topography or cultural landscape features (such as a road). By the
late nineteenth century, the Courtyard plan was touted as the ideal and most efficient farmstead layout. This plan
organized the domestic household and opposing agricultural work areas around a central courtyard.
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The Lot or Building Site

When originally platted, the lots within Iles’ Addition were established at what was thought to be
a respectable 40-foot width and 152-foot length. These lots each contained approximately 6,080
square feet (or 0.14 acres) of living space—which was more than adequate for both a working
class and young professional or merchant family during the 1830s. Houses such as those
constructed during the initial years of occupation in this neighborhood—even those occupied by
the young merchant and professional class, —were relatively small by modern standards, and fit
snuggly on these lots (as witnessed by the side-by-side character of the Sprigg and Corneau
houses). Additionally, a significant factor in the layout of these blocks was the presence of a
relatively wide alley running down the center of the block allowing access to the rear of the lots,
and thus the potential for constructing ancillary structures (such as carriage houses or urban
barns) along the rear of the property. Urban barns allowed for the care and maintenance of a
family horse, as well as for a family’s cow (for a ready supply of milk) and an occasional pig or
two (for meat). Unfortunately, by the 1850s, and the growth of the merchant and professional
class in Springfield, houses began to enlarge dramatically in size. By the 1850s, the construction
of such houses as the Dubois house (located only a couple of lots to the south) required the use
of more than one lot to accommodate the dwelling. Although the 152’ depth of these lots was
generally well suited to these 1850s houses, the 40-foot width was a bit too narrow.

When Iles platted his addition to Springfield, a part of which was to become Lincoln Home
National Historic Site, he overlaid a rigid grid system of streets and alleys over a natural, rolling
prairie that was located on the outskirts of the already extant community of Springfield. The pre-
settlement topography of this region was characterized by a gently rolling topography (generally
with prairie grass vegetation) separated by fingered drainages (that were often timbered).
Although much of Illinois’ pre-settlement prairie lands were extremely flat, those around
Springfield had minor relief and were not the perfectly flat surfaces the early city developers
would have preferred for laying out their streets. Nonetheless, the flat grid of streets was
constructed over the natural topography, and required subtle land modifications—often referred
today as land sculpting—consisting of the slight reduction in knolls and filling of adjacent
swales.

Today, when one views the Lincoln Home neighborhood, one sees a relatively flat ground
surface that belies the 1830s and 1840s character of the neighborhood.28 During the nineteenth
century, two processes were ongoing that resulted in the creation of the landscape as we now
know it: 1) single episode events of filling generally associated with major construction episodes
such as the construction of the original Sprigg house, and 2) the gradual accumulation of debris
over time (particularly kitchen, hearth, and/or furnace cleanings) broadcast in a yard. Both
processes have had a significant impact on the raising of the grade around an urban dwelling
such as the Sprigg house.

28 In discussing the grade around the existing Sprigg house, FWAI (1995:3.2) states that “it is probable that the
grade has been filled in gradually over time since the first improvement was made to the lot.” Archaeology suggests
that this is, in essence, true, but that the process was not as “gradual” as suggested by FWAI (1995).
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During the initial construction phase, cellars, wells and cisterns were excavated and the soils
from these excavations re-deposited across the lot. In some cases, low areas were filled, but
more likely, the soils were banked around the perimeter of the newly constructed house. Such
was the case at the Sprigg site. Immediately prior to, and/or during construction of the Sprigg
house, at least 10-14” (25-35cm) of mixed topsoil and subsoil fill were deposited over an old
ground surface (at least within the front and mid-sections of the yard). This fill may have
represented a leveling of the lot prior to the construction of the house. As to the origin of the fill,
the most likely explanation is that the materials were excavated from the original cellar hole
during construction and re-deposited in the surrounding yard. The brick perimeter foundation
walls in those areas lacking a cellar were constructed in a trench that had been cut through this
fill. At the Sprigg site, the original circa 1830 ground surface was an unplowed, dark black, silty
clay loam typical of prairie soils in Illinois. Very limited artifacts (consisting solely of minor
amounts of bone and brick) were present on this early ground surface, suggesting that the early
Sprigg house represents one of the first occupations on this lot. Subsequent rebuilding activities
(such as the circa 1875 wing constructed by the Hofferkamp family) resulted in the re-deposition
of soils around the yard, and the continuation of the process. By the time the house was
relocated to its present setting in circa 1922, this process of yard leveling appears to have been
complete.

The second process ongoing during the majority of the nineteenth century that contributed
dramatically to the leveling of the landscape was the disposal of everyday trash within the yard.
Although cultural practices differ between groups (particularly Yankees and Southerners) with
regard to waste disposal practices, whether intentional or not, household waste (consisting of
kitchen slop buckets and hearth cleanings) often was deposited or broadcast within the rear yard
of a dwelling. After several years of this practice, the surrounding ground surface begins to
accrete—particularly in low-lying areas. With the introduction of coal as a fuel source (and the
resultant production of coal ash and clinkers as a waste product), the amount of household waste
increased dramatically and this processes intensified.

By the late nineteenth and/or very early twentieth century, due to these two processes, the ground
surfaces around houses in this neighborhood (as well as surrounding urban neighborhoods) were
beginning to overtake the houses themselves, as well as the surrounding alleys and streets. By
this time, not only had the yards become level, but the surfaces within the whole yard were
beginning to aggrade substantially. These aggrading surfaces became a problem for the
occupants of the Sprigg house at a fairly early date, as it appears that the early Sprigg house was
probably raised during the circa 1875 remodeling conducted by the Hofferkamp family.
Similarly, these raised yards began to create drainage problems for the city engineers. Whereas
early streets were designed to have water drain off of them, they now became low-lying areas
where water accumulated, necessitating the rebuilding and/or raising of the street and alley
levels. Combination storm and sanitary sewers (constructed to dump into the natural
drainageways that once crossed the neighborhood unimpeded) were constructed in the 1860s to
alleviate some of this problem.29 But by circa 1900, street and curb levels were quickly rising
also.

29 Combination storm and sanitary sewers were constructed down the center of South Eighth Street in the middle
1860s. Two-foot diameter brick sewer lines laid up South Seventh Street in 1869. Similarly, two-and-one-half-foot
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Low Activity Yard

As the name implies, Low Activity Yards are areas of limited activity. The limited activity may
be a function of the physical isolation and/or distance from the main habitation, or to a cultural
isolation (as with a formal front or side yard). Front and side yards, which were generally visible
to the passing public, were often landscaped spaces set aside from everyday work-related
activities. Activities that were more likely to take place in these areas were often of a leisure
nature and more formal (and public oriented) in character.

As originally constructed, the Sprigg house had a very respectably sized Low-Activity or “Front”
Yard. The front of the Sprigg house, as originally constructed, was located 28’ (8.55m) west of
the public sidewalk. This was considerably farther west than the adjacent Corneau house, which
was situated approximately 11-12’ (3.35-3.65m) from the adjacent city street and sidewalk. This
large setback is well documented in both the 1854 and 1858 city maps, which illustrates the
Sprigg house substantially farther back than the adjacent Corneau house. Typical of these 1850s
neighborhoods, was the great variability in the formal setback for houses along these streets.
Some houses (such as the early Lincoln home, and the houses located immediately to the north
of it) were constructed with little to no setback. The front of these houses was situated very near
to the existing sidewalk edge. In contrast, houses such as the large, upper-class dwelling
constructed for the Shutt family (as well as the Sprigg house) had substantial setbacks. Although
greater setbacks for larger and/or taller houses makes some sense, trying to explain the erratic
nature of the pre-Civil War streetscape with regard to housing setbacks is difficult. Clearly, a
variety of factors (both cultural and functional) were in play.

The construction of the large, two-story addition onto the front of the original Sprigg house
resulted a substantial change in the house’s setback from the street. With the addition of this
new wing onto the front of the house, the front of this newly configured house set approximately
10’ (3.05m) from the public sidewalk. Although more in keeping with the adjacent Corneau
house, the contemporary full length porch would have projected the house even closer to the
street. This near-street location of the enlarged Sprigg house persisted through circa 1922, when
the Mund family picked up the entire dwelling and relocated it slightly to the south and
substantially to the west—to create a more modern and uniform setback with the surrounding
dwellings.

Generally associated with Low Activity “Front” Yards is the main entrance to a dwelling. The
early Sprigg house appears to have had a substantial landing accessing the front door. This
landing measured approximately 5’2” by 7’2” in size. With the construction of the larger front
wing during the circa 1875 period, a narrow full-length porch was constructed onto the front of
the house. Although the addition of this full-length porch suggests a shift in use of this formal
front yard space, with potentially more leisure activity occurring at this location during the late
century than during previous times, the limited archaeological excavations within the front yard
did result in the recovery of a thin midden of early to middle nineteenth century artifacts.
Potentially, the front yard during the early years was utilized as leisure space without the aide of

diameter brick sewer lines were laid up South Eighth Street in 1865 (Department of Public Works, Sewer Maps).
These sewer lines are still in use today.
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a formal porch. During the 1920s remodeling, and the relocation of the house, a much wider,
two-story front porch was constructed onto the dwelling suggesting increased use of this activity
area. By the 1920s, two-story, brick sleeping porches on the front of a house were common in
Springfield, often adding prestige to the house and the family that occupied them.

Although low in number (as expected with front yard artifact assemblages), the distinctive
artifact assemblage collected from around the porch foundations is typical of materials deposited
during the late 1830s and 1840s. These artifacts compliment the early assemblage material
collected from around the rear of house, and will contribute to an interesting discussion of the
pre-1850s household assemblage used by the occupants of the Sprigg House.

The House Proper

Unfortunately, much of the original Sprigg house had been impacted by later remodeling
episodes. Nonetheless, the structural remains of the core of this early house (minus its roof and
rear service wing) and its additions were the focus of a major architectural study prior to the
archaeological investigations (FWAI 1995). Additionally, the archaeological investigations
yielded substantial new information regarding the structure of the original dwelling, and the
changes it underwent through the years. The combined architectural and archaeological research
has resulted in a fairly well rounded interpretation of the early Sprigg dwelling.

As originally constructed, the Sprigg house consisted of three segments, each becoming
progressively smaller as one proceeded away from Eighth Street to the west. The first, and most
formal section of the dwelling, measured approximately 24’ wide by 18’ in length. FWAI
(1995) suggests that this front portion of the structure consisted of a small entry hall (Room 1), a
large formal front room (Room 2), and a small room on the south side of the wing (Room 3).
The function of the small room (Room 3) is unknown. There was no cellar beneath this portion
of the dwelling. The midsection of the house measured approximately 16’ long (east/west) by
17’ wide. This section of the house probably consisted of a single room (Room 4). A porch
extended the full length of this wing along its south side. A cellar, which was accessed via a
bulkhead entranceway that was itself accessed by way of a trap door within the adjacent porch
deck, was located beneath this wing.30 The archaeological investigations indicated that a
fireplace was once present along the west wall of this wing. The western-most wing of this
structure, referred to here as the kitchen or service wing (and previously referred to as the
summer kitchen), measured approximately 11’ long (east/west) by 14’ wide (north/south). A
slightly larger fireplace than the one present in the adjacent wing was located along the western
wall of this wing. Although some speculation exists that this wing may have been an addition

30 Generally, entrance to a basement cellar such as that located beneath the early Sprigg house was via either an
exterior bulkhead entranceway (often incorporated into the deck of a covered porch), or by way of an interior
stairway. Often, formal basement cellars such as this one was accessed by both an interior and exterior
entranceway. FWAI (1995:3.12, see also Figure 3.27 and Drawing Sheet No. 12, First Floor Framing Plan) noted an
opening within the floor framing along the west wall of the extant Sprigg house, which may have housed stairs
leading into the basement. If present at that location, it would appear that these stairs would have been located
adjacent to the fireplace that was also present within this wall. The doorway leading into this stairway may have
opened into the middle room, or possibly into the rear service wing. If this doorway opened into the central room, it
would suggest that the rear service wing may have been an addition onto the original structure—and that this central
room originally functioned as the kitchen.
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onto the original structure (as represented by the eastern two wings of the building), that area of
the structure that would have addressed this question (the junction of the rear service wing and
main body of the house) had not been preserved. Nonetheless, all archaeological evidence
present suggests that there was a continuous perimeter foundation between the two sections of
the building, and thus it was constructed in a single episode.

FWAI (1995:3.4) suggested that the small rectangular rear “wing” of the early house, as
documented on the 1854 and 1858 city maps, represents an independent, small, square structure
at the northwest corner of the original house. FWAI speculated that this small structure, which
probably functioned as a laundry shed or summer kitchen, had a canopy roof connecting it to the
west face of the cottage and was aligned with the north façade of the house. According to them,
this “building” was “clearly indicated on the 1884 Sanborn map as a one-story building with a
wood shingle roof. There was a door opening indicated at the east end of this structure. The
north façade of this structure was depicted aligning with the north façade of the 1851 [sic]
cottage, which, in spite of conflicts with some of the later maps, was the most probable location.
However, to date no evidence has been discovered to accurately locate or identify this feature.
Additionally, this Sanborn and others indicates a solid wall extending from the northeast corner
of the outbuilding to the northwest corner of the cottage

Both the 1854 and 1858 city maps indicate a dwelling with an attached rear service wing. This
rear service wing has its north wall in line with the north wall of the main body of the house.
Nonetheless, FWAI (1995:3.4) state that a “second framed structure, probably a laundry shed or
summer kitchen, first shows up on the 1854 city map…. This structure has a canopy roof
connecting it to the west face of the cottage and is aligned with the north façade of the house. Its
depiction makes it appear to be an attached portion of the house.” In 1995, FWAI (1995:3.4)
wrote that “to date, no evidence has been discovered to accurately locate or identify this feature
[the rear service wing or summer kitchen].” The archaeological research conducted in 1997
documented the early service wing depicted on the 1854 and 1858 city maps and clearly
determined that it had been attached to the main body of the house, at least along the north
elevation of the building. Unfortunately, the south elevation wall of the original service wing
had not survived.

Gable-front houses were fairly rare in early Springfield, with side-gable cottages (such as the
adjacent Corneau house) being much more prevalent. This house form represents a sharp
contrast to the side-gable houses, such as the adjacent Corneau house, which typically were
associated with southern families. Similarly, the distinctive recessed rear porch is somewhat
unusual in design. Several possibilities come to mid regarding the design and/or plan of the
early building. The first is that the early Sprigg house was a small, front-gable dwelling typically
associated with northern and/or New England—Yankee—families during this 1840-60 period.
Springfield is located on the southern edge—within a culturally mixed region—that geographers
have referred to as New England Extended. Generally, gable-front houses of the circa 1840
period were constructed with Greek Revival decorative elements—and small one or 1 ½-story,
gable-front, Greek Revival cottages were fairly common within the northern half of Illinois
during this period. The second possibility is that this small gable-front structure was constructed
in anticipation of the future construction of a larger, side-gable addition onto the front of the
building. Such an addition—such as that constructed by the Hofferkamp family—would have
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transformed the small front gable house into a more traditional I-house with rear service wing.
The third possibility is that this small gable front structure was not constructed as a dwelling, but
as a small commercial structure. Its gable front orientation and unusual setback may be
indicative of this function.

The original Sprigg house was constructed predominately with locally procured materials.
Framing materials used throughout the original building appears to have been vertically sawn
oak. The original cottage framing consisted of an over-sized hewn oak sill. The sill was notched
and the sawn floor joists rested within these notches. The walls were constructed with heavy
timber frame employed large hewn corner posts connected to the sill (and presumably the upper
plate) by mortise and tenon joinery. The space between each of the original studs was filled in
with brick laid in a soft, lime mortar lacking any noticeable amount of Portland cement. This
brick infill is known as brick nogging. Diagonal bracing (also connected with mortise and tenon
joiner) was at each corner of the building. Sawn oak studs were mortised into both the overhead
plate and lower sill. The exterior of the early house was covered with sawn weatherboard, no
exterior sheathing was present on the original house. The interior surface of the house was cover
with rived oak lath and plaster. Although the historic structure report does not give information
regarding the technology used to fabricate the lumber used in this house, a visual inspection of a
sample of the materials suggest that the lumber used in this structure was fabricated with a
vertical reciprocating saw—and that the lumber was both planked and edged with such a saw.
Such building characteristics strongly suggest a pre-1850 date of construction.

In contrast, the circa 1875 addition constructed by the Hofferkamp family used white pine
lumber, as well as a new “platform or balloon framing” joinery technology which employed long
studs running the entire height of the building, a simple “stick style” upper plate, and an inset
ribbon to support the ends of the upper story floor joists. An interesting aspect of this early
balloon frame structure was the fact that the studs were mortised into the lower sill plate. This
later addition had exterior sheathing beneath the outer weatherboard (FWAI 1995:3.20).
Materials used in this addition are believed to have been circular sawn [?].

Generally, subsurface archaeology gives only limited clues to the above-ground and/or interior
character of a dwelling. Nonetheless, several insights regarding the character of the early house
were gleaned from the excavations. One of the more interesting discoveries relating to the
interior of the early structure was the recovery of several fragments of brightly painted (red and
blue) plaster—suggesting that the interior of at least one of the rooms in this early structure had
been variously painted these two colors.

So, when was the house constructed, and for whom? FWAI (1995:3.1) suggest that the Sprigg
house, as it stood in the 1990s, consisted of “an original Lincoln era house with two major
additions.” They continue by noting that the house was “constructed in 1851, [and] substantially
enlarged in 1874/1879.” With the new archaeological information in hand, and reassessing both
the archival and architectural information available, it would appear that the early Sprigg house
probably pre-dates the 1851 date previously suspected. Although earlier interpretations suggest
that the original house was constructed by Mr. Webber in circa 1851-53, it seems likely that a
small frame structure was present on one or both of Lots 15 and Lot 16 during the very late
1830s and/or early 1840s. During these years, both lots were owned by Foley Vaughn, a local
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contractor/builder and would-be politician. The archaeological evidence (particularly the type of
ceramics recovered within the early midden on the two lots) strongly suggests that a pre-1851
component (and more likely a late 1830s and/or early 1840s component) was present at one or
both of the Sprigg and Corneau sites. It would appear that Vaughn improved the two lots with
one structure, occupied it for a couple of years while constructing a house on the adjacent lot. In
1841, Vaughn sold a house and lot on Lot 16 (representing the Corneau site) to representatives of
the local Catholic congregation. It would appear that Vaughn continued to live in the house on
Lot 16 for a couple more years prior to selling the Sprigg house (and improvements) and moving
to Kentucky in 1844. During Vaughn’s tenure at the two sites, a distinctive industrial midden
(representing blacksmith and/or specialized metal working activities) developed in the rear of
both Lots 15 and 16.

Although Illinois and the nation as a whole were experiencing an economic crisis after the Panic
of 1837, the speculative rush to make Springfield the new state capitol was fueling a major
construction boom at that time. Angle (1971:88-89) noted, “in spite of the general prostration
following the panic of 1837, Springfield was experiencing a boom. In the summer of 1838 a
Chicagoan asserted that real estate was as high as in his own speculative city… Moreover, it was
a boom which continued steadily, though not feverishly. In the summer of 1840 it was said that
no less than one hundred buildings were erected… [and] progress was constant during the next
two years.” Similarly Simeon Francis wrote that “the extensive building during the pressure of
’40 and ’41” resulted in “the many substantial improvements now making in different parts of
the city… ” (Angle 1971:89). Writing in 1842, Simeon Francis noted that “about one hundred
buildings went up last year [1841], and among them some beautiful and costly residences, and
extensive business houses… Of the residences, those of Messrs. Iles, Irwin and Brishall, in the
south part of the city, make the best appearance [and] the southwest quarter of the city has been
nearly covered over with houses within the last year…” (as cited in Angle 1971:89).

Clearly, the late 1830s and early 1840s were a period of rapid growth that witnessed a substantial
building boom for residential, commercial and institutional structures in Springfield. Whether
Vaughn constructed the early Corneau and Sprigg houses immediately after purchasing the
property in 1837, staggered their construction after purchasing the property, or waited a few
years to construct the houses, is not known. But it seems likely that both of these two houses
were sitting on their foundations by the time Vaughn sold Lot 16 in January 1841.

It is unclear as to who occupied this property during the later 1840s and very early 1850s, as it
was owned from 1844 to 1851 by a non-local landowner. From 1851 to 1853, John Weber—a
cabinetmaker who had lost his hand in a saw accident, purchased the house. Power (1876:761)
states that Weber “was engaged in the manufacture of cabinet furniture in Springfield and at
Howlett… from 1836 to 1841, when he lost his left hand by a buzz saw….” The archaeological
evidence strongly suggests the presence of a craftsman such as Weber at this site during the
initial years of the occupation, and one might speculate as to where Weber may have had his
Springfield cabinetmaking shop during the years 1836-41. Perhaps Weber occupied one of the
two houses owned by Vaughn during these early years? Perhaps Weber may have rented the
Sprigg house during the years prior to his purchase of the property? If so, Weber and his family
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may have had a relatively continuous occupation of the Sprigg site from circa 1836 through
1853.31

With this interpretation, it would appear that the Sprigg house may represent the earlier of the
two buildings. The artifact density and/or complexity of the early midden within the inner yard
of the Sprigg house was much greater than that associated with the nearby Corneau house.
Although this may be due to a variety of reasons, one possibility is that the activities at the
Sprigg house were more varied, longer lasting, and more intense than at the nearby Corneau
house. If the Sprigg house pre-dates the nearby Corneau house, then the small cellar identified
immediately behind the Corneau house, and later incorporated into the fabric of the structure,
may actually have been an inner yard cellar associated with the early Sprigg occupation.

Apparently, the Sprigg house remained little changed through the mid-nineteenth century. One
of the changes that probably occurred during the later 1850s, 1860s, or even early 1870s was the
removal of the cooking fireplace and chimney complex within the rear service wing. The
archaeological evidence would suggest that this occurred sometime prior to the subsequent
demolition of the entire service wing, and prior to the laying of the upper brick pavement. The
removal of the fireplace, and its replacement with a small chimney and cast iron cook stove,
represents a common evolution in nineteenth century kitchens. The 1867 Bird’s Eye View of
Springfield (Ruger 1867) depicts a house little different from its perceived 1854 and 1858
character.

With the arrival of the Hofferkamp family, though, substantial change appears to have occurred
to the house. It was not until circa 1875, that the Hofferkamp family constructed a new wing
onto the front of the house. This construction episode added a two-story wing to the front of the
house, and gave the dwelling a distinctively new side-gable appearance.

Although the circa 1875 Hofferkamp wing extended an equal distance north and south of the
original cottage by the 1990s, the 1884 and 1890 Sanborn fire insurance map suggests that it may
have been constructed originally with its north wall aligned with the north wall of the original
cottage—and with the south end projecting past the south edge of the original cottage. In other
words, the early configuration may have had a slight “L”-shaped plan, whereas the later
configuration may have had a “T”-shaped plan. Excavations along the north side of the house
(in Test 12) exposed a small fragment foundation wall that was represented only by a single
course, three-brick wide spread footing which appears to have been associated with the
Hofferkamp addition. This badly disturbed wall fragment sits high in the stratigraphic profile
(and thus is fairly recent in origin) and aligns with the north wall of the Hofferkamp addition.

31 It is also interesting to note that Weber’s loss of a hand made it into the published county history book (Power
1876). No doubt, such accidents were an all-too-often occurrence during the nineteenth century, and the fact that his
accident was recorded in the county history is of note. Similarly, his appointment as a state “scribe” shortly after his
accident suggests the community’s benevolent efforts to take care of this family in need. Perchance, the 1841
purchase of the house on adjacent Lot 16 by the Catholic congregation was a way of assisting the young Weber
during his critical time of need? Also of interest, the 1850 Federal census indicates two Weber families living side-
by-side—potentially within the side-by-side Corneau and Sprigg houses? Unfotunately, Bearss (1977) suggest that
the three Weber brothers and their families were living on North Fifth Street. Another possible interpretation is that
the young Catholic priest George Hamilton was living within the adjacent Corneau house during these years. More
research is needed regarding the pre-1851 tenants of both the Corneau and Sprigg houses.
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Similarly, it appears to align fairly well with the brick pier found in Test 11. Together, these
three structural features suggest that the north wall of the circa 1840 house was once flush with
the north wall of the Hofferkamp addition as well as the rear service wing. If so, it would appear
that this realignment occurred sometime after the publication of the 1890 Sanborn fire insurance
map and prior to the 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map. It is interesting to note that the brick wall
fragment found in Test 12 was constructed on a thin clay lens. Incorporated into this clay fill
was a badly deteriorated steel pipe (1½” to 2” in diameter) that probably represents the first gas
service to the house. Considering that the house once had gas lighting fixtures, it is not
unreasonable to suspect that this gas line was installed sometime during the middle nineteenth
century. This fill had been deposited over the surface from which another trench had been cut
(presumably the sewer line trench). Among other things, this sequence of events suggests that
the house was raised during the middle to late nineteenth century and possibly realigned with the
earlier Hofferkamp addition.32

Table 1

Summary of Sprigg House Modifications

Original 1-story dwelling constructed ca. 1838-1842

Original barn demolished and new shed constructed ca. 1860-1875

2-story wing on front of original house constructed,
grade raised, fireplace in service wing removed,
hot-air furnace possibly installed in new
basement “wing,” new cistern and well constructed,
and new barn constructed ca. 1875-1880

Rear service wing completely removed, hot-air furnace
probably installed in new basement “wing,” new
summer kitchen constructed, upper pavement
installed, Hofferkamp addition realigned, and
new barn constructed ca. 1890-1910

Addition of Second Story on rear wing, reconfiguring the
house to a duplex, demolishing summer kitchen,
moving house, new garage constructed ca. 1922-1924

Reconfiguring the upstairs into three rental units ca. 1938

32 The city’s original gas lighting company was chartered in 1855. Coal gas lines were already in the Eighth Street
and Jackson Street area before the Lincolns left Springfield in 1861. Since the gas mains were already in place in
the South Eighth Street right-of-way when the Hofferkamp addition was built circa 1874, it is reasonable to
conclude that the gas piping found could possibly date from the original construction.
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As noted above, this wing projected well into the Low Activity or “Front” Yard. Besides the
construction of this front wing, several additional changes occurred to the Sprigg house at, or
about, this same time period. Besides the construction of the front wing, the house also
experienced the expansion of the basement, construction of the new heating plant, the raising of
the house, the leveling off of the yard, the abandonment of the old cistern, the construction of a
new cistern, and the laying of the upper brick pavement. It appears that the furnace was installed
slightly prior to the abandonment of the nearby cistern and the raising of the house grade.33 It is
suspected that this series of events may have occurred circa 1875-1880 when the large new
addition was constructed onto the front of the house by the Hofferkamp family.

The 1884 and 1890 Sanborn fire insurance maps depict a building footprint similar to that
documented by the archaeological record as well as the 1854 and 1858 city maps—with the
addition of a wide porch extending the length of the service wing along its south side. Of special
interest with these two Sanborn fire insurance maps is the fact that the porch appears to be L-
shaped, connecting the eastern end of the service wing with the western end of the main body of
the house—and with the north end of the open porch enclosed. As such, FWAI (1995:3.10) state
that “the earliest construction at the west end of the house was probably not a ‘porch,’ but rather
a canopy roof extending between Outbuilding #1 [the summer kitchen or rear service wing], and
the 1851 [sic] cottage. The close proximity of the outbuilding seen on the Sanborn maps and the
squarish ell seen on the city maps, taken together, may suggest that the squarish ell is actually the
outbuilding connected to the house with a canopy roof.” This is not inconsistent with the
archaeological evidence that has survived; unfortunately, the presence of the south wall of the
service wing (which has not survived) would be necessary to determine whether the original
service wing was a detached outbuilding (connected by a porch, as suggested by FWAI), or a
connected outbuilding (with a south facing porch).

Somewhat, later—potentially in the early 1890s through 1910s, several additional changes
occurred to the house. One of these was the complete removal of the old rear service wing and
the reconstruction of a new summer kitchen complex—complete with a covered brick pavement
(representing the upper pavement). Unfortunately the bird’s eye views of the house do not
illustrate the rear half of the house well—and the lack of a wing in this location at that mid-
century date does not necessarily mean it was not present at that time. The 1884 and 1890
Sanborn fire insurance map depicts a rear service wing that does not appear to conform to our
perceptions of this service wing—even with the fireplace removed. These two Sanborn maps
appear to document a small single story service wing approximately 13-14’ square connected to
the main body of the house (which is also only one story) by a covered work area. Although the
north wall was completely enclosed (creating an approximate 7’ wide breezeway), the south end
was completely open. It seems as if the earlier, and original service wing was dramatically
altered and/or demolished by the time the 1884 Sanborn map was published. Whether this early

33 The presence of very light amounts of coal ash and clinkers within the top of the filled cistern that was once
located next to the southwest corner of the circa 1840 house suggests that the heating plant was put in immediately
prior to the house being raised and the abandonment of this cistern. Similarly, the presence of a clipped paving
brick representative of a herringbone patterned pavement (similar to the upper brick pavement behind the house)
within the cistern fill suggests that this cistern was filled when the house was raised and the upper brick pavement
laid in place.
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service wing was completely removed, or potentially detached, relocated approximately 7-8 feet
further west, and connected by a covered breezeway is unknown.

Both the 1896 and 1917 Sanborn fire insurance maps depict subtle changes compared with the
earlier 1890 and 1896 maps. The 1884 and 1890 Sanborn fire insurance maps depict the Sprigg
house with the north wall of the Hofferkamp addition, the main body of the house, and the rear
service wing all aligned in the same plane—with all three sections an equal distance from the
north property line. In contrast, the 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map depicts all three sections of
the house—as well as the north wall of the potential canopied porch—all exhibiting a different
setback from the north property line (and not aligned with one another). Clearly, the alignment
of the Hofferkamp addition and the main body of the house appears to be more accurately
reflected within the 1896 Sanborn map (with an equal offset of the front addition on each side of
the house)—and there appears to be no archaeological evidence for the aligned northern walls of
these two building sections as depicted within the 1884 and 1890 Sanborn maps. If one were to
trust the validity of the Sanborn maps, it would appear that the rear service wing of the Sprigg
house might have been extensively remodeled sometime between the years 1890 and 1896.
Whether the rear service wing (or summer kitchen) was simply picked up and relocated (and
lending credibility to the “canopied porch” interpretation) or completely rebuilt is impossible to
state with the information presently available. Nonetheless, archaeological evidence is present to
suggest the potential rear configuration depicted in the 1896 Sanborn map may, indeed, have
integrity. Brick piers (Features 24, 26 and 27) and the north edge of the upper brick pavement,
may document the presence of this structure. If, indeed, this is correct, then the archaeological
evidence would suggest that this new, attached outbuilding measured only 11’ (3.35m) in
width—which does not agree well with the exceptionally wide building depicted on the 1896
Sanborn map. On the contrary, though, this narrow outbuilding is reflected extremely well in the
1917 Sanborn map. As such, it would appear that the original service wing was probably
demolished sometime after 1890, but prior to 1896, and replaced with a substantial narrower
structure, which was associated with a fairly wide, and potentially covered, brick pavement. By
1941—and probably during the circa 1922 remodeling—this entire rear configuration was
removed and the house was raised to its two-story configuration.

The Sprigg house remained a single family dwelling from the date it was constructed (circa
1837-42) until circa 1922. In the early 1920s, the house was again remodeled, and at this time, it
was converted into a two-family dwelling (with an upstairs and downstairs living unit). This
remodeling was fairly substantial and included 1) adding a second story to the rear wing (which
was the original cottage), 2) reconfiguring the ceiling heights of the 1870s front addition, 3)
reconfiguring the floor plans, 4) the nearly complete replacement of all interior finishes (plaster,
doors, windows, and trim), and 5), major expansion of the basement.

FWAI (1995:3.2) states “in spite of the conflicting information presented in the panoramic views
concerning the location of the house, analysis of the other cartographic data and the physical
investigations indicate that no portion of the existing house, unlike some other house in the park
boundaries, has never been relocated on the site.” The archaeological investigations did indicate,
though, that late in the life of the house, and well after the circa 1875 construction of the
Hofferkamp addition, the Sprigg house was shifted approximately 2’ to the south and 9’ to the
west. The assessment of the Sanborn fire insurance maps suggests that this shift in house
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location occurred sometime after 1917 and prior to 1941. With this in mind, it would appear that
the house was shifted to the rear of the lot in circa 1922 when the Mund family significantly
remodeled the structure.

We must ask ourselves, why did the family go to so much trouble to shift the house to the west
and east? Although it would appear that the house was moved to the west to make room for the
new Hofferkamp addition in circa 1875, the archaeological investigations determined that the
move occurred well after the construction of this new addition. Apparently, the Hofferkamp
addition was constructed onto the early house without regard to the formal setback from the
street. The addition of the Hofferkamp wing onto the house circa. 1875 resulted in the front of
the house (with its narrow single story porch) sitting very near the front property line. Although
it would seem like a considerable amount of work, potentially, many years later in circa 1922,
the owners of the house attempted to improve on the inappropriate setback created in the 1870s
by the Hofferkamp addition. This seems doubtful. By the 1920s, two-story, brick sleeping
porches on the front of a house were common in Springfield, often adding prestige to the house
and the family that occupied them. As such, it would seem more logical that the Mund family, in
circa 1922, was more concerned with constructing a large two-story sleeping porch than with the
improper setback that had been present for many decades. We suspect that the house was
relocated to the west 9’ to accommodate the construction of the porch onto the front of the house
at that time. And the move to the south? The house was probably moved slightly to the south to
improve on the amount of space along the north side of the building, and to improve the access
to that part of the lot. It is possible that the Sprigg house location was laid out when both lots 15
and 16 were together and thus there was little concern for the lack of space between the two lots?
This may support the idea that the Sprigg house pre-dated the Corneau house by a short period of
time.

The Inner Yard

The Inner Yard is an exterior activity area located immediately adjacent to the house and/or the
service wing of the dwelling. This activity area functions as an extension of the interior kitchen,
and often a substantial covered porch separates the interior and exterior work areas. The Inner
Yard activity area tends to be less formal, less landscaped, and more private (or family oriented)
than the Low Activity Yard. The artifact density in this activity area is usually high with the
presence of a midden containing small-sized domestic items. Underfoot materials generally have
experienced extensive mechanical damage and thus are small in size. This activity area is
generally associated with water storage (cisterns), water procurement (wells), and exterior
storage facilities (cellars)—all of which were present at the Sprigg house and associated with the
early pre-1860s component. This activity area was tightly organized around the south and west
of the rear service wing.

Two wells were noted at the site, and appear to represent non-contemporary features. The
earliest well (Feature 33), which was an original feature of this site, was constructed of brick and
located immediately adjacent to the southwest corner of the rear service wing. A brick surface
drain (Feature 42; later incorporated into the lower brick pavement) may have drained the
wastewater that was dispensed from the pump once located over this well. This well was
abandoned and filled when the house grade was raised (perchance during the circa 1875
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remodeling). When this feature was abandoned, a new well (Feature 41) was constructed
nearby. When abandoned, the brick from the walls of the older well were salvaged.

The second well (Feature 41) was located only a few feet to the southwest of the original well,
and was in a similar setting but more removed from the original house corner. This well appears
to have been constructed circa 1875 and continued to be in use until the addition of city water
service was brought onto the property (sometime during the early years of the twentieth century).
The well was constructed with softmud brick laid on their long edge. Although the well may not
have been in use for many years prior, it appears as if this well was not filled until sometime
after the relocation of the house to its current location in circa 1922. City water, although
available to select inhabitants of the city by the 1860s, was not brought into most houses in this
area until the later part of the nineteenth century. Although difficult to determine, it would
appear that the city water was brought onto this site during the later 1880s (at the same time that
the original Corneau house was relocated to the rear of the adjacent Lot 15, and the newer
Brocker house was constructged). Future research might address the date that city water and
sewer hookups occurred at this house (and others within the park).

Immediately adjacent to the well (less than three feet away) and adjacent to the southwest corner
of the south porch of the middle section of the house, was a mortar-lined cistern (Feature 37).
Although the date of construction of this cistern is unknown, it probably was in place by the
1850s. Whereas the adjacent well served the inhabitants drinking water needs, the cistern
supplied the family with water for a variety of non-consumption needs (such as clothes washing).
The method of construction (mortar-lined walls with brick dome) would suggest that this is a
relatively early feature. Although potentially not original to the structure, this cistern was
associated with a relatively early component. If constructed during the early 1840s, this cistern
represents a relatively expensive and better quality product than contemporary wood-lined
varieties. (Mansberger 2003). Dating the abandonment and filling of this cistern is difficult.
This cistern was probably abandoned and/or filled at about the time the Hofferkamp family
conducted their remodeling episode (circa 1875), and/or when the house was raised (which may
have been at the same time)—and may have been the same time period that the original well was
abandoned. When the cistern was abandoned, a second cistern (Feature 23) was constructed
immediately west of the southwest corner of the rear service wing. The second cistern is of brick
construction, and represents a much more substantial structure. An above-ground filter (Feature
20), potentially constructed with this cistern, was located along the wall of the adjacent rear
service wing. The presence of this filter, if associated with this episode of cistern construction,
would suggest that this cistern (Feature 23) was constructed prior to the demolition of the rear
service wing.

Another feature of the Inner Yard at the Sprigg site was the large working porch located along
the south wall of the mid section of the original house. It is unusual that this porch is not
associated directly with the rear service wing, and might argue that the rear service wing actually
represents an addition onto the early Sprigg house. The early rear service wing was associated
with a brick pavement, and may lend credence to the “canopied porch and/or detached summer
kitchen” interpretation. Such porches were a necessary activity area that blurred the distinction
between inside and outside work areas. Many activities (such as laundry) would have been
conducted on this outdoor activity area. This porch measured approximately 6-8’ wide by 16’ in
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length. Immediately off the southwest corner of this porch was located the early cistern (Feature
37). At least one, if not two, episodes of brick walk lead from the rear porch west, towards the
alley and the suspected location of a privy.

Much of the Inner Yard activity area was capped early within the life of this structure by a brick
pavement. At least two distinct living surfaces (besides the original ground surface) were
identified in this area with both surfaces being associated with a brick pavement. The lower
brick surface, which was constructed in at least three separate episodes, appears to represent a
paved work area located along the south side of the rear service wing. Artifacts found on the
thin topsoil fill around the fireplace foundations and beneath this brick pavement suggest that the
original Sprigg House (and the associated summer kitchen) was constructed during the very late
1830s or early 1840s. Fragments of a turned and annular decorated pearlware mug, redware
bowls and jars, edge decorated plates and platters, as well as both black and blue transfer printed
whiteware teacups (with scalloped edges) were recovered from this early midden. Dr. Noble’s
excavations also recovered a good sample of this early assemblage (through the excavation of
test Units 93-2, 93-4, and 93-5). Based on this artifact assemblage and the limited archival
information available, it is our belief that the Sprigg House had been constructed by 1844
(potentially as early as circa 1837-40), predating the early 1850s date suggested by the earlier
historic structure report (FWAI 1995).

Often, small exterior cellars were associated with the Inner Yard (or more likely, the Mid Yard)
activity area. Such a cellar (Feature 3A) was found at the adjacent Corneau site. Small exterior
cellars, which were used for the storage of fruits, vegetables, root crops, and dairy products, were
common on contemporary rural sites—and a cellar was a necessary feature of most houses.
Although poorly documented in urban contexts, these Inner Yard cellars were surely an
important part of the pre-Civil War urban landscape also. Unfortunately, our knowledge of
urban sites (and this feature type) is limited. It is interesting to note that the original Corneau
house did not have a contemporary cellar beneath the house proper. The lack of cellars beneath
the dwelling was not uncommon, as common perception of the period was that decaying
vegetable matter produced gases (often referred to as “miasmas”) which resulted in disease—
thus the placement of the food storage cellar within the Inner Yard and not beneath the house
itself. Although a large portion of the Inner Yard activity area was not excavated at the Sprigg
site, a contemporary Inner Yard cellar was not located at the Sprigg site. Nonetheless, the early
Sprigg house had a very substantial brick-lined, basement cellar beneath the house proper. Such
a cellar represented a substantial improvement associated with the more well-to-do of society.

Mid Yard

This activity area functions somewhat as a buffer from the Inner and Outer Yard activity areas.
Specialized processing areas, gardens, and storage facilities (both above and below ground) are
often present. Research at other middle nineteenth century sites in Springfield suggest that this
activity area often contains activity areas and/or outbuildings typical of the Outer Yard activity
area associated with contemporary rural sites. Recent research in Springfield suggests that the
earliest privy pits were located more in a Mid Yard location, and with time, the privy pits are
relocated to the Outer Yard. Little of the Mid Yard activity area associated with the Sprigg site
was investigated by this archaeological research. Earliest privy pits associated with this site
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might have been located in the Mid Yard along the north property line—representing the first in
a string of features represented by Features 32, 50, 52, and 53. The presence of other features
(such as a summer kitchen, earthen cellar, and storage pits) are problematic.

Outer Yard

This area of the site is the farthest removed from the house, and often contains some of the more
foul smelling landscape features (such as urban barns, privy pits, and trash pits). Although the
agricultural component has been removed from the urban site, the nature of urban house lots as
“urban farmsteads” resulted in some of the rural, agrarian functions being carried on within the
urban house lot. Cows (for milk) and horses (for transportation were often housed within a
combination carriage house and urban barn. Similarly, chickens and other food-related animals
(such as rabbits) were housed within small outbuildings and/or sheds. The Outer Yard often
incorporated some of the functions of the rural Barn Yard typical of contemporary sites
(particularly the presence of the urban barn and/or carriage house combination). Similarly, non-
domestic, craft-related activity areas were often associated with the rear lot Outer Yard activity
area.

The two prominent structures associated with this activity area, as determined by the combined
archival and archaeological investigations, were a small barn or workshop and a privy.
Additionally, the archaeological investigations documented the potential presence of trash pits,
as well as thick deposits of cinders, ash, as well as household trash on the ground surface in this
area—resulting in the creation of distinctive surface middens. Rear yard lower midden: some
of the earliest artifacts were found in the lower midden in an area suspected as being located
against the east wall of a rear lot outbuilding. Similarly, there is a sharp break in the distribution
of the lower “blacksmith” midden (dispersed around Feature 8) which abruptly ends at the
suspected line of posts—as if inside a building.

Barn. Archival information clearly suggests that a frame outbuilding—presumably a barn—was
present at this location by 1854. The City of Springfield, Sangamon Co., ILLS. map (Hart and
Mapother 1854) suggests that a small frame structure was nestled within the northwest corner of
the lot. Although difficult to determine its size and configuration with any accuracy from this
map, this small structure appears to have been ever-so-slightly rectangular with its long axis
running east-west. With regard to the Sprigg site, the 1858 City of Springfield map (Sides 1858)
depicts a structure that is ever so much larger than that depicted on the 1854 map.

As mentioned above, both the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield maps depict a small outbuilding
along the rear of the property—presumably representing a carriage house or urban barn. This
barn does not appear documented on the 1867, 1870, nor 1873 bird’s eye views of the
community—with all three maps apparently illustrating no outbuildings behind the Sprigg
House. In 1884, the Sanborn fire insurance map suggests the presence of a small, approximately
12’ wide, single-story frame structure extending across the rear of the lot (FWAI 1995:3.5). This
narrow strucutre may have had either a shed roof, or gable roof with ridge line running the width
of the lot (north/south). This frame building, although located in a setting generally associated
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with carriage houses and/or small urban barns, was not noted as such.34 In contrast, the 1890
Sanborn fire insurance map depicts the potential addition of a larger, two-story carriage house
along the rear of the property. This Sanborn map indicates an address of 507 ½ South Eighth
Street for the stable at this date. Separate address deleted by the publication of the 1896 Sanborn
map. This carriage house persists through 1896, and had been replaced by a “shed” by 1917.

The archaeological visibility of the latter nineteenth century and early twentieth century
structures located on the rear of this lot are fairly high, whereas the visibilities of the earlier
(1840-1880) structures are low. As such, it has been difficult to determine the character of the
circa 1860 rear lot structures at this site

The archaeological visibility of the earliest structure on this lot is very limited. The remains of a
shallow (approximately 4” or 10cm deep) trench-like feature extending into the original ground
surface were located. This “trench” may represent the remains of a ground sill for the earliest
structure. This feature, which may represent the southeast corner of a frame or log structure, was
associated with some of the earliest artifacts recovered from this site. These artifacts included
materials consistent with an 1830s date.35 Unfortunately, little is intact of this early structure
making any assessment of structural size problematic. Nonetheless, assuming that this feature
represents the approximate southeast corner of an outbuilding that extended west to the alley and
north to the adjacent property line, this structure would have measured approximately 4.4-5.2m
/14’6”-17’0” wide (north/south) by 5.4-5.6m/17’9”-18’6” long (east/west). With its long axis
running east/west, it would appear that the presumed gable roof was similarly oriented east/west.
Two other features (Features 7 and 8) may have been associated with this early outbuilding.
Feature 7 is a large privy pit that appears to have been located along the eastern wall near the
northeast corner of the structure. This feature measured 3’ wide (north/south) by 5’6” long
(east/west). This privy may have actually serviced the family that occupied the Corneau House
during the late 1830s and early 1840s. Feature 8 was a 2’ wide by 3’ long single-wythe brick
“foundation” located along the suspected northern wall of this structure. This feature probably
represents the base of a chimney—potentially representing the remains of a blacksmith forge
(which was responsible for the heavy cinder, coal, scrap metal, and worked metal scattered
within the adjacent midden—which appears to have been confined to the inside of this early
structure. If this structure was constructed during the late 1830s and associated with the adjacent
Lot 16, then it is very possible that this structure was not a carriage house, but more in line with a
workshop—as a second carriage house was located at the northwest corner of Lot 16.

34 It is interesting to note, though, that the two-story frame structure located along the rear of the alley and associated
with the adjacent Corneau House, also is not indicated as a carriage house. This structure was documented in 1890
as being a carriage house. Carriage houses are indicated on the Sanborn fire insurance maps with a large “X” across
the footprint of the building.

35 During the later 1830s and early 1840s, both Lots 15 and 16 were owned by a Foley Vaughn. Presently, little is
known about Mr. Vaughn other than he was a local resident at the time (having helped secure the loan for the
building of the new state capitol building) and contractor (Power 1876:49). As a contractor, one of his jobs was
grading along the Northern Cross Railroad right-of-way. It was not until June 1844 that Lots 15 and 16 were
separated. Our current research hints at the possibility that Lots 15 and 16 were developed in early 1837 by Vaughn
and that the site may have been occupied by a blacksmith. Perchance the blacksmith debris may have been
associated with Vaughn’s construction business. More research needs to be conducted regarding Vaughn and the
early years of occupation at this site.
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The early structure on the northwest corner of Lot 15 corresponds with the location and general
configuration of the outbuilding documented on both the 1854 and 1858 City of Springfield
maps. Based on these 1854 and 1858 maps, the structure located behind the Sprigg family house
was slightly larger than the structure located behind the Corneau house, and measured
approximately 13’-14’ wide (north/south) by 17’-18’ long (east/west)—which is fairly consistent
with the archaeological record. This early building apparently was dismantled sometime during
the middle nineteenth century (post 1858 to pre-1867). Although this structure was documented
on the 1858 City of Springfield map, it does not appear to be represented on the 1867 bird’s eye
view of Springfield. If we were to interpret these maps literally, it would appear that the earlier
structure documented on the 1858 City of Springfield map was dismantled sometime between
1859 and 1867, and that during the middle to latter nineteenth century, no carriage barn appears
to have been located on this property.36 Although the accuracy and/or thoroughness of these
views are clearly questionable, they collectively raise the question as to the presence of (or lack
of) a carriage house on-site during these years.

By the early 1880s, a narrow, single-story structure appears to have been constructed along the
alley across the full width of the property. Based on the 1884 Sanborn fire insurance map, this
structure was approximately 14’ wide. The Sanborn map also indicates that this structure did not
function as a carriage house—and that no carriage house was present at that time on the property.
Based on the analysis of the mid-century bird’s eye views of Springfield, it would appear that
this structure was constructed sometime after circa 1873 (Koch 1873) and prior to 1884. The
archaeological remains of this structure consist of a series of deep postholes originating from just
above the original ground surface. Based on the archaeological evidence, this structure was
approximately 3.8m/12’6” wide. Two privies appear to have been located along the eastern wall
near the northeast corner of this structure (Features 6 and 10). Feature 10 is the earliest and is a
relatively small pit. In contrast, Feature 6 is much larger and appears to have been rebuilt at least
once during its life.37 There is some possibility that the potential chimney base (Feature 8) was
associated with the northern wall of this structure (and not the earlier structure discussed above).
As this was not a carriage house, and represented a relatively small, special purpose structure,
there is a possibility that this building would not have been represented on any of the bird’s eye
views of Springfield—and thus may have been constructed sometime prior to 1873 (and post
1859). Although the function of this building is not known, it may have functioned as a multi-
purpose storage shed and workshop.

Sometime between 1884 and 1890, the north end of this long, narrow structure appears to have
been dismantled, and a new 2-story carriage house constructed in its place. FWAI (1995:3.5)
suggests that the 1890 Sanborn indicates a barn approximately 15’ by 20’ in size. Based on the

36 No structure appears on the rear lot of this property on the 1867, 1870, or 1873 bird’s eye views of Springfield
(Ruger 1867, Beck and Pauli 1870, Koch 1873).

37 Feature 10 appears to have been abandoned in the later 1860s or 1870s. Feature 6 appears to have been
abandoned in the 1870s or early 1880s. Yet another privy and ash pit complex (Feature 7) appears to have been
constructed immediately adjacent to Feature 6 soon after its abandonment (and prior to the construction of the next
carriage house). Further analysis of the artifacts from these features will help assess the date of abandonment with
more accuracy.
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Sanborn fire insurance map, this structure measured approximately 17-18’ wide (north/south) by
22-24’ long (east/west). The archaeological record, consisting of a brick perimeter foundation,
supports this interpretation.38 The brick foundation walls document a structure that measures
approximately 5.25m/17’2” wide (north/south) by 6.78m/22’3” long (east/west)—which is very
consistent with the archival record. As the long axis of this structure is oriented east/west, it is
assumed that the ridgeline of the presumed gable roof was also similarly oriented. This structure
was constructed on a surface relatively close to the present ground surface. A privy pit located
approximately 2m east of the structure (and excavated in 1997 by Fever River Research) was
probably associated with this late nineteenth century structure.

The 1896 Sanborn fire insurance map indicates a series of rear yard structures very similar to that
documented on the 1890 Sanborn map. Nonetheless, subtle differences—which may or may not
be relevant—are present. Unlike the 1890 carriage house which was noted as being 2-stories in
height, the 1896 structure is indicated as being only 1 ½-stories in height. Similarly, although
the adjacent (and attached) shed remained the same size as indicated on the 1890 Sanborn map,
the existing barn has shifted slightly in size—measuring only 16’ by 21-22’ in size (slightly
smaller than previously indicated). Whether these subtle differences represent the construction
of a different carriage barn or not is open for discussion. Unless there had been some
catastrophic event (such as destruction by fire), why would anyone build a new carriage barn so
quickly? Archaeological evidence of a fire (burned floor) is present and apparently associated
with the earlier structure. Future research of city records might shed light onto the date of this
carriage house fire.

By the late 1910s (and publication of the 1917 Sanborn fire insurance map), the carriage barn(s)
had been dismantled and replaced by a large, single-story shed. This shed, constructed sometime
between 1896 and 1917, was approximately 21-22’ wide and extended the full width of the lot.
An open canopy (approximately 12’ by14’ in size) extended off the north side of the structure.
Archaeological evidence documented the presence of a post-in-ground structure that apparently
post-dates the structure with the brick perimeter foundations. At some point in time, short
sections of brick perimeter foundation walls were constructed between some of the upright posts
of this structure. It is interesting to note that this structure is slightly smaller than the earlier
one—consistent with the Sanborn maps. Whether this structure represents the slightly smaller
carriage barn documented on the 1896 Sanborn fire insurance maps, or the more substantial
“Shed” documented on the 1917 Sanborn map is unclear. Little archaeological evidence of this
shed was located; no privies appear to have been associated with this structure—suggesting that
indoor plumbing may already have been installed in the house?

Sometime between 1917 and 1941 (presumably within the 1920s), a large tile-walled garage was
constructed across the entire rear of the Sprigg lot (as well as part of the adjoining Lot 14). This
structure measured approximately 20’ wide by 65’ long. Unlike earlier structures on the back of
the Sprigg Lot, which were constructed upon the lot line, this structure had a “set-back” of
approximately 5’ from the alley. Although that portion of the building that extended onto Lot 14
had been removed, this was the same structure that was demolished by the National Park Service
in June 2003. Archaeological evidence of this structure (consisting of brick foundations laid in a
concrete mortar) was located during the current investigations.

38 The brick foundation for this structure was constructed over the privy/ash pit complex identified as Feature 7.
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To summarize, the current evidence for the circa-1860 rear yard structure at the Sprigg Site is
very limited. Unfortunately, the archaeological evidence is very poor for this early component.
One of the more likely sources of information for this early structure is the 1858 City of
Springfield map which suggests a structure approximately 13’-14’ wide by 17’-18’ long.
Although limited in scope, the archaeological evidence vaguely suggests that a structure
approximately 14’-15’ wide by 18’-19’ long was present; and that a privy was located along the
eastern wall at the northeast corner of this structure. With this in mind, we recommend
constructing a structure similar in size to the existing Corneau barn, and place that structure
along the rear property line (along the alley), but set sufficiently south to avoid the unexcavated
features along the line separating Lots 15 and 16 (see accompanying figure). With this
placement, the north wall of the barn will be located in line with the north wall of the adjacent
Sprigg House.

Privy. The privy is a specialized waste disposal pit used for the discard of human waste (urine
and fecal materials). Traditionally, nineteenth century privies consist of small buildings that
consist of little more than a seat or bench with a hole in it that accesses an underlying pit which
receives the human waste. Privies may be of a single or multiple (two- or even three-) seat
variety. Sometimes, paired privy pits indicate the presence of privies dedicated to male or
female use. During their use as privies, non-human household waste is often discarded within
the privy pit—particularly during the later years of use and/or capping activities associated with
the abandonment of the privy pit. Whereas the elite of society often has their privy pits cleaned
out (and the “night soils” removed off-site), the less affluent households often capped the older
and offensive privy pit with clean soil and excavate a similar, albeit newer pit immediately
adjacent to the older one. This differential behavior results in a very different archaeological
record between affluent and working class households. The archaeological signature of an
affluent urban household may indicate a low number of privy pits that appear to have been
cleaned out relatively frequently and reused; in contrast, the site associated with a working class
household often contains a series of abandoned privy pits in a line that represent the use and
abandonment of these features through the years as they were filled. Similarly, the privy pits
associated with the more affluent households often are associated with the use of more long
lasting building materials (such as brick as opposed to lumber).

The archaeological investigations at the Sprigg site documented a series of privy pits stretching
along the rear of the north property line. Many of these privies had obviously been rebuilt, and
potentially used over a long period of time. Determining the sequential order of these privies has
not been easy, and the interpretation is problematic at best.

Our model of nineteenth century privy pit locations would place the earliest privy pit within the
Mid Yard activity area associated with this site. If both Lots 15 and 16 were occupied by the
same family (the Vaughns) during the initial years of settlement, then the earliest privy pits are
probably to be found within the mid-yard along the south edge of Lot 15 (along the Lot 14-15
boundary). By the middle 1840s, and the establishment of the two lots as separate habitations,
then each lot would have had its own privy. The earliest privy pit documented at the Corneau
site appears to be Feature 33 (Corneau site feature number). This wood-lined privy pit is typical
of those associated with small, working class families during the middle nineteenth century.
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Whether earlier privy pits were located in a line further east of this feature is not known. What is
known is that later privy pits are located in line immediately to the west on the Corneau site.
One of these privy pits (Feature 57) is clearly brick lined and represents a substantial mid-
century privy pit more in keeping with a merchant-class family. There was some thought that
Feature 33 at the Corneau site did not have any seeds within the lower fill zones, and may have
functioned as a small cellar. Perchance, the early function of Feature 33 was not as a privy, but
as a small cellar—and the adjacent brick-lined privy pit represents the privy associated with the
circa 1850s and 1860s component. Only further archaeological investigations would address this
issue.

It is difficult to determine which is the earliest privy pit on the Sprigg site. It would appear that
the two earliest privies on this lot is represented by the two early vaults associated with Feature
53 (2003-7). Although little remained intact, a variety of transfer printed and painted ceramics
typical of the late 1830s and early 1840s were associated with the fills of these two privy vaults.
The next privy on this lot, based on the information presently at hand, may have been Feature 32
(which appears to have been in use during the mid-century). The next privy to have been
constructed appears to have been the side-by-side Vaults 3 and 4 of Feature 53 (2003-7). These
vaults had been constructed over the remains of the previously filled earlier vaults, at some point
during the circa 1870s (perchance during the circa 1875 remodeling conducted by the
Hofferkamp family?). These vaults appear to have been abandoned and/or filled during the early
to middle 1880s. From this point, it is difficult to determine which privy came next. The most
likely candidate is 52 (2003-6). This large privy pit is situated immediately west of Feature 53,
and continues with the normal east to west progression of privy pits in this yard. This privy pit
was also rebuilt at some point in time, and appears to have been filled during the late 1890s or
very early 1900s. The feature that is difficult to determine its position in this temporal
progression of privy pits is Feature 50 (2003-4). This privy appears to contain potential non-
domestic, male-oriented artifact assemblage from the middle-to-late nineteenth century. Fill
within this privy contains a substantial amount of cinders and metal representative of
blacksmithing activity—and may suggest that the blacksmithing and/or workshop component at
this site persisted for several years. This feature may have been contemporary with one of the
other privy pits at this site (such as later paired vaults of Feature 53, or the adjacent Feature 52),
or may pre-date both features. The general progression of increased depths and/or holding
capacity does not appear to hold true for these privy pits.

Although two-foot diameter brick (combination sanitary and storm) sewer lines were constructed
down the center of South Seventh Street in 1869, and similar two-and-one-half-foot diameter
brick sewer lines were laid down the center of South Eighth Street in 1865 (Department of Public
Works, Sewer Maps), the families at the Sprigg and Corneau sites continued to construct and use
outdoor privies throughout the nineteenth (and potentially even early twentieth) century. It was
not until the introduction of indoor plumbing that the use of exterior privies were abandoned.
Although the exact dates are not known, it is suspected that the Sprigg house was connected to
the sanitary sewer line running down South Eighth Street during the circa 1895-1915 period.
Future research in city records might shed some light as to the date these structures were hooked
into the city sewer system.
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Brick Walkways: Sometime during the middle nineteenth century, the rear yard of the Sprigg
property was raised slightly with fill (presumably during a major remodeling episode associated
with the entire property), and a new brick walkway was constructed.39 This brick walkway
(Feature 61; 2003-15) appears to angle from the rear door of the original Sprigg house, to a
location adjacent to Feature 50 (2003-4). This walkway was disturbed by the later nineteenth
century construction of the outbuildings documented on both the 1890 and 1896 Sanborn fire
insurance maps. It is possible that this walkway lead to a doorway located within either 1) the
south wall of the small carriage house documented on the 1854 and 1858 city maps, or 2) the
east wall of the shed that extended across the rear of the alley and documented on the 1884
Sanborn fire insurance map. In either case, it is possible that the walk lead up to the privy
identified as Feature 50 (2003-4) and the small hearth base identified as Feature 54 (2003-8)—
which was inside one or the other of these two buildings.

Trash Pits (?) and Middens. Noble (2004) identified two large potential trash pits within the
Outer Yard of the Sprigg site. These were located immediately south of Feature 32, and
apparently date to the second half of the nineteenth century. Sufficient excavations have not
been conducted on these features to discern their plan or profile—and thus their function.

Multiple middens were identified on the original ground surface with the Outer Yard activity
area. The lower midden in this area, although it contained a substantial number of domestic
artifacts (particularly table and tea wares), it had a distinctive, non-domestic character to it
(consisting of coal ash, coal clinkers, and unburned coal intermixed with a variety of metal
artifacts). This midden was discretely different from the more substantial Upper Midden (which
was generated from the discard of household heating waste from a coal burning furnace or
fireplace). As will be discussed below, this non-domestic midden probably represented craft
related blacksmithing activity. This blacksmithing appears to be the same midden located within
the southwestern corner of the adjacent Lot 16, and suggests that this early midden may have
been associated with the years Vaughn (a building contractor) owned the combined Lots 15 and
16. As such, it seems likely that Vaughn may have been operating a blacksmithing operation
within the Outer Yard of this urban lot during the late 1830s and/or very early 1840s.

The Artifacts

As one quickly discerns from a cursory inspection of Appendix II (the artifact inventory), a great
number of artifacts were recovered from the Sprigg site investigations. These artifacts document
a diverse, and often contradictory, lifestyle of the inhabitants of the property. Several themes
related to the recovered artifacts are discussed below.

Alcohol consumption and Temperance: Based on the presence of liquor bottles within the lower
midden, as well as within several of the early pit features, the consumption of alcohol apparently
was undertaken by some of the early inhabitants of the Sprigg site—as well as the adjacent
Corneau site. Personal and/or private consumption of alcohol is documented by the presence of

39 The most likely point in time for this remodeling is during the latter years of the Sprigg occupation (circa 1859-
1867). Apparently, the rear yard had been cleaned up and/or modernized by the time Herman Hofferkamp had
purchased the property in early 1869.
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numerous whiskey flasks, ale bottles, as well as wine bottles. The evidence of alcohol
consumption at this site, documents both private and/or individual consumption (such as whiskey
flasks) as well as more formal, social consumption of alcoholic beverages (as witnessed by the
presence of wine glasses and decanters). Alcohol consumption is also documented within this
early time period by the presence of heavily fortified medicines—such as the numerous bitters
bottles recovered from the site.

In contrast, some occupants of the Sprigg site seem to have seriously frowned on alcohol
consumption. A small temperance token was found within Test 7 (Lot 48) immediately adjacent
to the rear wall of the original house. This token was found in the lower midden in close
association to the lower brick pavement and rear kitchen wing—probably dating to a period of
time prior to 1850. Although presently not completely decipherable, the small token reads, in
part, “Temperance / leads to / health …” and “…from the fire…”. This token was pierced for
suspension on a cord or string, and it would have been worn around the neck of an individual in
support of the movement (and potentially to reinforce their personal desire to remain free from
alcohol).

During the summer of 1829, the anti-alcohol sentiments of Dr. Lyman Beecher were brought to
the attention of Springfield’s Reverend J. G. Bergen by Dr. Gershom Jayne (Bateman and Selby
1912:993). Bergen, who was a local pastor used Beecher’s material and presented a series of
consecutive sermons stressing the anti-alcohol teachings of Beecher. Soon thereafter, a
constitution for a temperance society was organized, and in 1834, the Springfield Temperance
Society was formed. The pledge of the Springfield Temperance Society was “to abstain from the
use, and use all lawful means to put a stop to vending and drinking distilled ardent spirits.”
Similarly, a Sangamon County Temperance Society was organized shortly thereafter. In late
1841, the reform movement known as the Washingtonians also organized a chapter in
Springfield, with its primary focus being “the intemperate class.” The pledge of the society was
“the undersigned, being desirous of carrying out the principles of temperance, do pledge our
honor that we will abstain from all intoxicating drinks.” As Bateman and Selby (1912:993) note,
“the high purpose of the society, and the fact that it was helpful and charitable to those who were
unable to keep their pledge on their first effort, doing their best to restore the weaker brothers of
their desire to keep their obligations, was a great help to the morals and general well-being of the
community.” It is interesting to note that William W. Pease—owner of the adjacent Lot 16 (i.e.
the Corneau site)—was the first Secretary of the Washingtonians. The presence of this token
within the rear yard of the Sprigg house suggests one of the early occupants of this house
probably was a member of either the Springfield Temperance Society or the Washingtonians.
Later organizations that had similar objectives included the Sons of Temperance/Daughters of
Temperance (both organized in 1848), the Temple of Honor, the Independent Order of Good
Templars (organized in circa 1851), and the Women’s Christian Temperance Union (Bateman
and Selby 1912:994-995). The impact of the national temperance movement, and its Springfield
followers, was felt by at least some of the residents of the Sprigg Site.

Political Affiliations: Several ceramic sherds from a brown transfer printed serving bowl were
recovered from the rear yard midden during the 2003 investigations. These sherds were
recovered from the lower midden that developed within the far northwestern corner of the lot—
potentially within a rear yard outbuilding during the later 1830s through early 1850s. These
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sherds were fragments of a plate that depicted the bust of William Henry Harrison and
commemorated his 1813 victory at the Battle of the Thames River. It was at this battle that U. S.
forces defeated the British and secured the Northwest Territory for the United States. Fragments
of a black transfer printed plate with a similar design were recovered from excavations on Block
1, Original Town Plat (City of Springfield) during investigations for the Lincoln Presidential
Museum (Mansberger 2001). John Tams at his Crown Works Pottery in England probably
manufactured both of these ceramic vessels. In 1840, Tams manufactured a variety of vessels
honoring both Henry Clay (“Star of the West”) and William Henry Harrison (“Hero of the
Thames, 1813”) for a relative who was a china importer in Philadelphia. These plates were
marked with a backstamp stencil that read “James Tams & Co. / Importers, Philadelphia.” Tams
produced this plate with three distinct borders–the plate from Block 1 was the “Wide Design of
Ferns in Black” border whereas the one from the Sprigg Site apparently was the “Wide Design of
Ferns in Brown” border.”. Philadelphia directories suggest that James Tams remained in
business as a china importer until circa 1848 (Larsen 1975:184). This plate, commemorates the
deeds of a prominent Whig politician during the 1840 election, and identified the family that
displayed this plate with the Whig party. Perhaps Vaughn was a Whig in his political views?

On-Site Trades/Craft Related Activities: One of the more exciting aspects of the investigations at
the Sprigg Site was the documentation of an early craftsman and/or tradesman working from the
Lincoln Home neighborhood. At this point in time, the urban environment such as that
represented by Iles’ Addition to the City of Springfield was a juxtaposition of residential
dwellings, small workshops, and even larger industrial structures (such as the nearby flour mill
located only a block to the south). Similarly, housing in such neighbors was often a a mix of
structures occupied by both working class and merchant class families, which were living and
working side by side. The development of homogeneous neighborhoods like those envisioned
today had not yet materialized.

Previously, no trades or light industrial activity had been documented for the Lincoln Home
neighborhood. The archaeological investigations at the Sprigg site (and to a lesser extent at the
adjacent Corneau site) resulted in the recovery of a wide variety of tools and light industrial
waste recovered from a distinctive midden located within the far northwestern corner of the lot.
This midden included light coal, cinders, tools, and a variety of worked metal, and discarded
metal items that probably were the result of a specialized metal and/or wood worker.

The archaeological visibility of this “workshop” was very limited.40 Even in this unplowed
urban environment, the archaeological visibility of this craftsman was ephemeral, and few
subsurface features were found that were directly associated with the craft or trade activities.
Conversely, the single feature associated with this activity was shallow and would have been
easily obliterated with plowing and/or any subsequent substantial construction activity. The only
feature clearly associated with this activity area was Feature 2003-8, which consisted of a small

40 Even larger, more commercial and/or industrial blacksmith shops seem to have a relatively ephemeral
archaeological “signature.” Archaeological investigations conducted by Fever River Research in downtown
Springfield for the Abraham Lincoln Presidential Museum (on Lot 1, Block 1, Original Town Plat) uncovered the
remains of a mid-nineteenth century commercial blacksmith shop. Although structural remains of a large building
were noted, and the remains of a single forge were documented, the number of artifacts associated with this site
component was limited (Mansberger 2001).
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rectangular, brick perimeter foundation that measured only 2’ by 3’ in size. The brick used in
this feature were laid up with a mud mortar, and the feature has been interpreted as a specialized
hearth, forge base, or possibly the base of a small cupola furnace. This feature appears to have
been located alongside the north wall of a small frame structure located within the Outer Yard
activity area. Although numerous posts were found in this same area, an obvious post pattern
representing the early structure was not discerned—suggesting that the building may have been
constructed on a simple mud sill. Additionally, a single privy pit (Feature 2003-4) was located
immediately to the south of the potential hearth/forge, and may have been located outside of the
structure along its south wall. It is also possible that this privy pit represents a slightly later
component. The most distinctive “signature” of this craft activity was the midden—which
contained a variety of charcoal, coal, clinker, waste metals, scrapped tools, as well as early
domestic artifacts.

The artifact-rich midden was concentrated within the far northwestern corner of Lot 15, but
extended slightly into the adjacent Lot 16. Additionally, this midden was low in the stratigraphic
profile, representing debris discarded and deposited at this location during the very initial years
of occupation at this site. As such, due to its early age and potential association with both Lots
15 and 16, it would appear that this material might have been generated by the occupant of the
site during the years the two lots were owned by the same individual—Foley Vaughn. Vaughn, a
local contractor/builder, is a likely candidate for the operation of a specialized workshop at this
location. It seems probable that Vaughn may have constructed a house and/or workshop on these
two lots prior to selling them and relocating to Kentucky in 1844. Another possible candidate is
John Weber who operated a cabinetmaking workshop at some unknown Springfield location
from 1836-1841, and apparently lived at this site from 1851-53. If, indeed, associated with
either Vaughn or Weber, the workshop was apparently short-lived.

Tools recovered from this midden suggest both woodworking and variety of metal working
(particularly blacksmithing) activities were conducted at this location. Tools are generally a well
cared for item, and as such, are generally poorly represented in the archaeological record.
Nonetheless, more tools were recovered archaeologically from this excavation than any previous
excavations in Illinois known by this author. Woodworking tools were more numerous than any
other type of tools, and included hammers, drill bits, planes, chisels, auger bits, saws, and even a
draw knife. The drawknife had a distinctive curved blade such as those used by coopers.
Although not traditionally associated with a woodworker, a “monkey wrench” was also
recovered from this site (and recovered from re-deposited middens in the upper levels of Feature
2003-6).

Although metal working tools were fewer in number, they, too, were present and included
multiple files. Unlike woodworking activities, which generally leave little waste in the
archaeological record, the metal working activities were represented by a wide range of waste
metal (iron, copper, brass, pewter, as well as lead). Particularly prevalent within this assemblage
of artifacts were a variety of cast iron stove plate fragments representing pieces of stove plates
that had been broken into relatively uniform sized fragments (roughly 6-8” in size). Many of
these stove “plates” had cast decorations.
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Although blacksmithing activities consist of hammer forging low carbon malleable iron (which
has a relatively high melting point), the work of a blacksmith included a variety of repair and
maintenance, as well as manufacturing, activities. An analysis of a small northern Illinois
community’s blacksmith’s account books from 1855 sheds considerable amount of detail as to
the work of a mid-century small-town blacksmith. This account book indicated that agricultural
implement repair and horseshoeing accounted for nearly 50% of the billings associated with that
particular blacksmith (Mansberger 1992).41 Although several horseshoes were recovered from
the Sprigg site, no horseshoe nails or any artifacts suspected as representing agricultural
implements were noted within this artifact assemblage. Similarly, buggy and wagon repair also
were significant money making activities for the blacksmith at this northern Illinois site (and
accounted for 25% of the billings for this smith). Several potential axle fragments and axle nuts
were recovered from the Sprigg site. Additionally, a large monkey wrench was recovered, and
may have been used to remove axle nuts. Also, the numerous woodworking tools recovered
from this site might reflect the woodworking activities associated with wagon and buggy repairs.
Other activities associated with this small town blacksmith in northern Illinois included tool
repairs (hoes, forks, picks, hammers, drills, wedges), supply manufacturing (such as nuts, bolts,
nails, staples, and rings), harness repair (which required leather working skills), repaired tires
(which required both metal working as well as specialized woodworking), and produced
architectural hardware. Several artifacts such as large forged nails and/or spikes, pintles, and
clasps were present in the Sprigg site assemblage. Blacksmiths often worked with a variety of
non-ferrous metals as well—but generally specialized in metals with a low melting temperature
(such as copper, brass, pewter, and lead). A wide variety of such metals (representing metal
waste from the manufacture of some unknown item) were recovered from the Sprigg site. One
artifact recovered from this site suggests a craftsman chisel cut a piece of sheet brass into a long
and narrow strip and then proceeded to roll it into a round rod by hammering. After completing
the task, and producing a brass shaft of the appropriate length and diameter, this craftsman chisel
cut the unfinished end of the brass strap from the rod. Also of interest were a variety of
brass/copper utensils (particularly spoons) recovered from the Sprigg site. The handles of these
copper utensils had been intentionally snapped from the spoon bowl, and the bowl flattened with
a hammer—perchance in anticipation of re-using the sheet copper in this small, flattened spoon
bowls. Several cast lead musket balls, and lead sprue, were also recovered suggesting that the
craftsman at this site was either casting lead balls, or potentially re-melting them for their lead
content. The presence of what appears to be lead printer’s type at both the Sprigg (see Lot 57)
and Corneau sites may suggest that the occupant of this site was melting old printer’s type for re-
use of the lead. Fragments of a brass casting, potentially representing the guide for a Babbitt
bearing, was also present in this assemblage.

The presence of the numerous cast iron stove plates broken into a relatively uniform shape has
raised the questions as to whether the craftsman at the Sprigg site might have been melting and
casting iron in a limited capacity. Most community blacksmiths were not experienced with
melting and casting iron, which required a completely different set of materials and technological
skills than regular blacksmithing required. Unlike the low carbon malleable iron used by the

41 The daily account book of an unidentified blacksmith from the community Vanceborough —later renamed
Pecatonica (Stephenson County)—was analyzed as context for the archaeological investigations conducted at the
Waddams Grove site. The Waddams Grove site represents the remains of a blacksmith shop and stagecoach stop
located along the Chicago-Galena road (Mansberger, Halpin, and Sculle 1992).
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smith, casting required an iron that was higher in carbon with a lower melting temperature.
Unlike malleable iron, cast iron is brittle and not malleable. Similarly, the technology to melt
and cast iron is considerably different from that used to heat and forge malleable iron. Forging
iron is generally conducted with the use of an open hearth, whereas melting iron is conducted in
an enclosed environment. It is doubtful that a smith could succeed in melting cast iron within an
open hearth generally associated with forging of iron. Casting iron also requires an additional set
of woodworking and pattern making skills. Nonetheless, such technology was not out of the
grasp of a late 1830s or 1840s smith—particularly one that required one-of-a-kind production of
specialized cast items (such as broken machinery parts).

By the 1830s, small cupola furnaces were in use for melting iron necessary for small casting
projects. In its simplest form, a cupola furnace is little more than a tubular smokestack lined
with a refractory material. Loaded with alternating layers of cast iron scrap and fuel (generally
coke), and with a sufficient draft (supplied by bellows or blowers), the coke burned hot enough
to melt the iron, which was tapped off the bottom of the furnace. Older versions of cupola
furnaces had been in use during much of the eighteenth century. The tapping of the iron off the
bottom of the cylinder was a relatively new concept, having been patented in 1794 by an
Englishman named John Wilkinson (Sanders and Gould n.d.:172). By 1820, bottom-tapping
cupola furnaces were in use in 1820 within Pennsylvania. Such furnaces could be manufactured
in a variety of sizes and could be easily manufactured by a local blacksmith.42

During the 1830s, the local blacksmith John Deere, who had settled in the northern Illinois
community of Grand Detour, developed a steel-edged, mould board plow that changed the
course of agricultural history in the nation. Archaeological research at the site of the Deere
blacksmith shop indicated that, during the 1830s, Deere had constructed a fairly large cupola
furnace for melting and casting iron at his shop (Broehl 1984:34). The archaeological evidence
of this cupola furnace was a “square base of brick” located a few feet from the forge foundation.
This archaeological feature, which was found associated with both slag and molding sand, has
been interpreted as the foundations for a “small cupola or iron melting furnace.” Surmising from
his knowledge of 1830s technology and from his knowledge of the availability of local materials,
Broehl (1984:34) states, “Deere could very well have built a small cupola of brick and that
within it, using pig iron, limestone and coke, he could have melted sufficient iron for any kind of
casting operation he wanted in the shop.”43 Such a furnace was well suited to small scale, yet
production casting, necessary with in an industrial shop.

42 The first commercially produced cupola furnace in America—the Colliau cupola furnace—was introduced in
1874, and quickly became very successful (Sanders and Gould n.d.: 177). By the mid-1870s, it was possible for the
local tradesman to purchase a pre-fabricated cupola furnace of almost any size. Prior to this time, the local
tradesman manufactured his own furnace from a variety of stock materials.

43 Broehl (1984) states that Deere constructed a small cupola furnace but proceeds to illustrate a fairly large furnace
within his drawings. Relative size is a function of context, and Deere’s furnace was clearly smaller than
contemporary industrial furnaces—but much larger than that interpreted for the small craftsman located at the
Sprigg Site. Deere’s furnace was actually a production furnace for producing moldboards for his plows; in contrast,
the Sprigg site furnace would have been a very small structure associated workshops specializing in the casting of
individual objects or small run production items.
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On a much smaller scale, a simple cupola furnace could consist of a couple of stacked iron pails
with their bottoms knocked out, lined with fire clay, and serviced by either a small bellow or
blower. Modern, small-scale cupola furnaces have small diameters (some as small as 7” in
diameter), are completely mobile, and fit the personal needs of the craftsman. Small furnaces
such as these are not suited for continuous, mass production of castings but more suited to
individual, custom casting needs.

Does Feature 8 represent the base of a small cupola furnace, or a more traditional blacksmith’s
forge? Unfortunately, the answer to this question eludes us. A craftsman at the Sprigg site could
easily have constructed a simple cupola furnace for melting and casting a variety of metals
(including not only iron, but also lead, copper, and brass). The presence of the cast iron—broken
into convenient sizes that could fit into a small cupola furnace—does raise the possibilities that
the craftsman at this site was at least attempting to melt and cast iron. Alternate explanations for
the presence of this cast iron is also available. The craftsman at this site may have simply been a
scavenger collecting cast iron for as salvage for re-sale to a local foundry. Unfortunately, this
does not explain the relatively uniform, and small, size of the cast iron fragments. Additionally,
unlike the excavations at the John Deer site, no evidence of casting sand or iron slag was found
at the Sprigg site. Small-scale, custom casting may not have produced much casting sand or slag
waste.

Another unusual artifact found within this same midden—and associated with the metal working
activity discussed here—was numerous salt-glazed stoneware sherds from at least one moderate-
sized stoneware jar. The unusual aspect of this jar is the fact that all the sherds from this vessel
exhibit evidence of having been shattered by over-exposure to heat. The vessels all have a dark
green color to their glaze, and nearly black paste color indicative of having been exposed to an
extremely hot (and oxygen reduced) environment, and as noted above, the sherds also exhibit
evidence of having shattered from thermal expansion. These glaze and paste characteristics
appear to have occurred after the initial manufacture, and suggest that they acquired these
characteristics while in use (and not during manufacture). Could it be that this vessel (or vessels)
was used as a container for holding molding sand, or possibly as a crucible for accumulating the
melted iron at the bottom of the small cupola furnace?

If such melting and/or casting of iron was being practiced by the craftsman at this site, the lack
of iron slag and casting sands suggests that this was a very limited activity—and that the
craftsman may not have been very effective in his attempts at melting iron. As noted above,
small furnaces such as that potentially present at this site were not suited for continuous, mass
production of castings but more suited to individual, custom casting needs. Nonetheless, the
variety of copper, brass, and lead within the midden suggests that the craftsman at this site may
have been much more successful casting those items.

Conclusions

To summarize, the archaeological investigations at the Sprigg site documented a variety of
significant subsurface resources that have contributed to our understanding of the nineteenth
century occupation of this property, and to the neighborhood and/or greater community as well.
The investigations within the front portion of the lot documented a complex set of features that
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greatly aided our understanding of the house and its evolution through the years. Similarly, the
investigations in the rear of the lot documented a no less complex (albeit extremely ephemeral in
character) set of features that documented the building and rebuilding of urban barns, sheds, and
privies. These features and their associated artifacts have assisted us in our discussion of activity
areas within the lot and how they have changed through time—and have lead to new
interpretations about the potential age of the Sprigg (and adjacent Corneau) house and the
presence of an undocumented craft industry (blacksmithing) carried out at this location.

These investigations have underscored the ephemeral character of the archaeological signature
associated with many early to middle nineteenth century structures—whether in an urban or rural
environment. Even relatively substantial structures such as the Sprigg house were often
constructed with foundations that were built at or near the historic ground surface. Limited post-
demolition activities (particularly plowing on rural sites) often obliterate evidence of these
simple structural foundations. Nonetheless, subtle evidence in the archaeological record, such as
the absence of fence line posts in a particular location, often hints at the presence of more
substantial aboveground structural features (such as the early Sprigg site carriage house).

The National Park Service has complied with their Section 106 obligations with regard to the
construction activities at the Sprigg site. It is our opinion that the investigations have
documented the subsurface resources within the construction zone sufficiently and have
mitigated the affect of any new construction in this area on the historic resources that were
discovered. As such, no further work is recommended within the area of the proposed
restoration and reconstruction work. Additionally, a large area of the Mid Yard activity area and
a small area of the Outer Yard activity area remain unexcavated. These areas have the potential
to contain a wide range of historic features (particularly privies) that also could contribute to our
understanding of the nineteenth century lifeways of this urban lot. Should any future ground
disturbing activity be planned in these areas, archaeological testing should be conducted prior to
the construction activity.44

44 One area of future archaeological research might be to further investigate the “trash pits” discovered by Dr. Noble
in 1992 within the rear yard. At present, it is not clear as to the function of these features, and their relationship to
the adjacent privies.
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Figure 62. Sketch map illustrating the configuration of the early Sprigg house in relationship to the miscellaneous features
(wells and cisterns) uncovered during the archaeological investigations. Upon entering this house from the front, one entered
a small entrance vestibule (Room 1). Immediately off the vestibule was Room 2, which probably functioned as a formal sitting
room or hall/parlor. It is suspected that a chimney and/or fireplace may have been present in this room. Room 3 was a small,
private room accessed from Room 2. The function of this small room is unclear; it may have functioned as a small bedroom or
storage space. Room 4 was a large room equal in size to that of Room 2. Although the function of this room is unknown, it
probably functioned as the primary bedroom. Room 5 represents the kitchen complex. Although this room may represent an
addition onto the original structure, it is believed to have been original to the dwelling. What is absent from this floor plan
sketch is the manner in which the basement cellar (which was located beneath Room 4) was accessed. A set of steps accessed
via a hatch within the rear porch deck was most likely present. A second set of steps may have been located on the interior,
along the north side of the fireplace in Room 4.
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Figure 63. Preliminary reconstructed site plan for the circa 1860 Corneau (Lot 16, bottom) and Sprigg (Lot 15 ; top) sites,
Lincoln Home National Historic Site, Springfield, Illinois (FWAI).
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Figure 64. Two views of the recently restored Sprigg house, as it sits on its original location
(December 2004).
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Figure 65. Two views of adjacent and also recently restored Corneau house, as it sits on its
original location (July 2004).
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Figure 66. View of the recently reconstructed privy and carriage house or urban barn at
the Sprigg site. The Corneau site privy and carriage barn is located in the background.
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Figure 67. Two views of the recently reconstructed privy and carriage house or urban
barn at the Corneau site. The Sprigg barn and privy are present in the background of the
upper image.
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Figure 68. Artifacts from the Sprigg site associated with an early nineteenth century
context include the saucer at top and the two plates below. The saucer has a backstamp
that reads “Stone China / Isola Belle.” The black transfer print plate has a backstamp that
reads “Bologna.” Both vessels are impressed “ADAMS.” Furniss, Wagner, and Wagner
(1999:43) states that “‘Bologna’, along with other patterns of the period, such as ‘Florence,’
‘Isola Bella,’ and ‘Venetian Temple,’ form something of a nineteenth century Italian Grand
Tour.” These same authors note that “‘Bologna’ figures prominently among items listed
on a July 29, 1836 shipping invoice,” and reaffirms our suggestion that this early midden
minimally dates to the early 1840s, if not the later 1830s. Also note the character of the
scalloped edge on all three vessels—also a trait of the 1830s and early 1840s.
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Sherds are actual size (plate greatly reduced)

Figure 69. Sherds from a brown transfer printed serving bowl manufactured by John Tams at his Crown Works Pottery in
England were recovered from the rear yard midden during the 2003 investigations (above; Vessel 1046). In 1840, Tams
manufactured a variety of vessels honoring both Henry Clay (“Star of the West”) and William Henry Harrison (“Hero of the
Thames, 1813”) for a relative who was a china importer in Philadelphia. These plates were marked with a backstamp stencil
that read “James Tams & Co./ Importers, Philadelphia.” This plate commemorates General Harrison’s 1813 victory at the
Battle of the Thames River where he defeated the British and secured the Northwest Territory for the United States. This
particular plate was produced with three distinct borders –this is the “Wide Design of Ferns in Black” border. Philadelphia
directories suggest that James Tams remained in business as a china importer until circa 1848 (Larsen 1975:184). Sherds are
actual size. Sherds from a similar black transfer printed plate were recovered from the Block 1 of the Original Town Plat
during investigations for the Lincoln Presidential Library and Museum (Mansberger 2001).
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Figure 70. Liquor bottles recovered from a circa 1880s-1890s context from Feature 6. The liquor bottles include a variety of
whiskey flasks and bottles, wine bottles (both German and non-German), bitters bottles, and dark green or black glass bottles
which probably held ales, hard ciders, and other items. Although this assemblage was probably deposited during the late
1880s or 1890s, it consists of earlier bottle glass (more typical of the 1870s?). Alcohol consumption, in its many forms, was
apparently relatively common with the late nineteenth century occupants of this site (the Hofferkamps?).
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Figure 71. This drawknife was recovered from the lower midden adjacent to Feature 54 (2003-8). This lower midden
contained a relatively high percentage of tools, documenting both woodworking and metal working activities.
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Figure 72. The heat shattered remains of at least one salt-glazed stoneware jar was found
within the rear yard midden associated with the metal working activity area (Vessel 1109).
It is possible that the craftsman working at this shop used such jars as crucibles for melting
various metals.
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Figure 73. Several Staffordshire animals were recovered from the Sprigg site
investigations. These included a spaniel (above, Vessel 1115 recovered from the rear
midden around Feature 7), fragments of what appears to be a cat (Vessel 449; recovered
from the privy), and a sheep (Vessel 425; also recovered from the privy). All actual size.
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APPENDIX I
LOT PROVENIENCE

SPRIGG SITE EXCAVATIONS (1997 AND 2003)

1997 Investigations

Lot Number Provenience
1 Unassigned lot number
2 Test 1, Fill inside original porch, Feature 2, Level 1
3 Test 1, Fill inside original porch, Feature 2, Level l, disturbed area
4 Test 1, Fill inside original porch, Feature 2, Level 1
5 Test 1, Fill inside original porch, Feature 2, Level 1; disturbed area
6 Test 1, Central Area
7 Test 1, Trench near center pier, east of extant house
8 Test 2, Level 1
9 Test 2, Level 2
10 Test 2, Level 3, Area 2
11 Test 2, Level 3, Area 3
12 Test 2, Level 3, Area 4
13 Test 2, Extension
14 Test 2, Backdirt
15 Test 3, Level 1
16 Test 3, Level 2
17 Test 3, Level 3, North 2/3
18 Test 3, Level 4, Zone A/B
19 Test 3, Level 4, Zone C
20 Test 3, Level 4, Zone E
21 Test 3, Level 5
22 Test 3, Level 5 Concentration of artifacts
23 Test 3, Level 6, Concentration of artifacts
24 Test 3, Feature [13?]
25 Test 3, Fill in lower basin near floor
26 Test 3, Profile Wall
27 Test 4, Level 1 (to top of brick pavement)
28 Test 4, Level 2, E1/2 (below brick pavement)
29 Test 4, Level 2, W1/2 (below brick pavement)
30 Test 4, Level 3, E1/2
31 Test 4, Level 3, W1/2
32 Test 4, Level 3, W1/2 (below old pavement and drain tile)
33 Test 4, Level 3, Northern portion
34 Test 4, Beneath lower brick floor
35 Test 4, North of drain tile, Original ground surface (60-65cmbs)
36 Test 5, Level 1
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37 Test 5, Level 1, Fill inside Feature 23 (cistern)
38 Test 5, Level 2, W1/2
39 Test 5, Level 2, E1/2
40 Test 5, Level 2, Trench fill
41 Test 5, Level 3
42 Test 6, Level 1
43 Test 6, Level 2
44 Test 6, Level 2, Area A
45 Test 6, Level 3, Area A
46 Test 6, Level 3, W1/2
47 Test 7, Level 2
48 Test 7, Level 3
49 Test 7, Level 3, Slope fill
50 Test 7, Level 4
51 Test 7, Fill in trench that cuts through cistern collector
52 Test 7, Cleaning around well, Feature [33]
53 Test 7, Adjacent to lower brick floor
54 Test 7, Below lower brick floor, N1/3
55 Test 7, Below lower brick floor, S2/3
56 Test 8, Level 2
57 Test 8, Level 3, W1/2
58 Test 8, Level 3, E1/2 (Slope fill)
59 Test 8, Level 3, 1984 disturbance (electrical utility trench)
60 Test 8, Level 4
61 Test 8, Level 5
62 Test 8, Level 6
63 Test 8, Level 7
64 Test 9, NE1/4, Brick floor
65 Test 10, Level 1, E1/2
66 Test 10, Level 1, W1/2
67 Test 11, Level 1
68 Test 11, Level 2
69 Test 11, Level 3
70 Test 11, Level 4, Outside of foundation wall
71 Test 11, Level 4, Inside of foundation wall
72 Test 11, Level 5
73 Test 11, East profile wall (25cmbs)
74 Test 12
75 Test 12, Lower topsoil fill
76 Test 13, SW1/4, Feature 32 (privy)
77 Test 13, N1/2, Level 1, 0-10cmbs, Backfill over privy (Feature 32)
78 Test 13, N1/2, Level 2, 10-20cmbs, Backfill over privy (Feature 32)
79 Test 13, N1/2, Level 3, 20-30cmbs, Backfill over privy (Feature 32)
80 Test 13, Level 4, 30-40cmbs
81 Test 13, Level 5, Area A, Undisturbed midden
82 Test 13, Level 5, Area B, Cinder concentration
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83 Test 13, Small area under old gas pipe to 55cmbs
84 Test 13, Small area under old gas pipe, 55-65cmbs
85 1992 Test Units 2 and 4, Backdirt fill
86 Test 4 and 5, South of drain tile below lower brick pavement
87 Test 4 and 5, Trench fill into cistern
88 Test 4 and 7, Level 1, Cistern (Feature 23)
89 Test 4 and 7, Level 2, Cistern (Feature 23)
90 Test 4 and 7, Mixed ash and topsoil, lower brick pavement
91 Well (Feature33), Level 1 (0-20cmbs)
92 Well (Feature 33), Level 2 (20-40cmbs)
93 Test 7 and 8
94 Old ground surface around NW corner Feature 32 (Privy)
95 Scraped surface, Front yard
96 Early midden, Front Yard, around front steps
97 Foundation wall, front of house
98 Scraped surface, NE corner of house
99 Unassigned number
100 Test 15, Level 1
101 Test 15, Level 2
102 Test 15, Level 2, Concentration of artifacts
103 Test 15, Level 3, Area 2 (ashy/cinder layer)
104 Test 15, Level 3, Cinder/ashy pocket north of brick wall
105 Test 15, Level 3, Disturbed area over brick wall
106 Test 15, Level 3, Disturbed area over drainage tile
107 Test 15, Level 3, Within trench by house
108 Test 15, Level 4, Area 1, Between house and brick wall (north wall of

service wing)
109 Test 15, Level 4, Existing building builder’s trench
110 Test 15, Level 5, Disturbed area (Utility line trench)
111 Test 15, Level 5, Between existing building and north wall of service wing
112 Test 16, Level 1
113 Test 16, Level 2, Disturbed area
114 Test 16, Level 2, Area under brick
115 Test 16, Level 3
116 Test 16, Level 4
117 Test 16, Level 4, Midden above ash layer, below second pavement
118 Test 17, Level 1
119 Test 17, Level 2, Disturbed area
120 Test 17, Level 2, Area below brick
121 Test 17, Level 3, Undisturbed area
122 Test 17, Level 3, Disturbed area
123 Test 17, Level 4
124 Test 13, N1/2, Cleaning up plan view to map feature (above Feature 32))
125 Feature 32 (Privy), S1/2, Level 1 (85-125cmbs)
126 Feature 32 (Privy), S1/2, Level 2 (125-220cmbs)
127 Feature 32 (Privy), S1/2, Level 3 (220-235cmbs), Top of fecal material
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128 Feature 32 (Privy), S1/2, Level 4 (235-245cmbs), Thin fecal layer at base
129 Feature 37 (Early Cistern), N1/2, Level 1 (0-35cmbs)
130 Feature 37 (Early Cistern), N1.2, Level 2 (35cm to base)
131 Feature 37 (Early Cistern), S1/2, Top fill
132 Feature 37 (Early Cistern), S1/2, Lower fill
133 Feature 37 (Early Cistern), cap sample
134 Balk between Tests 11 and 15
135 Test 18, Upper fill, Fill A (between two brick walls)
136 Test 18, Lower Fill, Fill B (between two brick walls)
137 Test 19. Level 1
138 Test 19, Inside early cellar, floor around fireplace
139 Cellar east end around furnace floor
140 Fill east side of house, backhoe work exposing cellar, second floor
141-150 Unassigned numbers

2003 Investigations

Lot Number Provenience
151 Test 1, Level 1
152 Test 1, Level 2
153 Test 1, Level 3
154 Test 1, Level 4
155 Test 1, Level 4, Black Organic Zone
156 Test 1, Level 5
157 Test 1, Builder’s Trench
158 Test 2, Level 1
159 Test 2, Level 2
160 Test 2, Level 3
161 Test 2, Level 3, Yellow-Clay Clinker Fill
162 Test 2, Level 4, Area A
163 Test 2, Level 4, Area B
164 Test 2, Level 4, SW1/4 of Test, behind brick wall
165 Test 2, Level 5
166 Test 2, Level 5, Post 1
167 General surface, backhoe excavations
168 Backhoe stripping, Upper fills
169 Backhoe stripping, Trench along east side of foundation wall
170 Backhoe stripping, Trench along south side of foundation wall
171 Feature 47 (2003-1), Scraped surface
172 Feature 47 (2003-1), Northeast corner, Scraped surface
173 Feature 47 (2003-1), Builder’s Trench
174 Feature 47 (2003-1), Southeast corner, Scraped surface
175 Profile wall, North of Feature 51 (2003-5)
176 Feature 59 (2003-13), Scraped surface
177 Upper midden, West1/2 of excavation block
178 Upper midden, Between Features 50 (2003-4) and 52 (2003-6)
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179 Upper midden, Around Feature 51 (2003-5)
180 Lower midden, Northwest quadrant, around Feature 47 (2003-1)
181 Lower midden, West1/2 of block
182 Lower midden, North of Feature 54 (2003-8)
183 Lower midden, Southwest corner of block, West of Feature 50 (2003-4)
184 Lower midden, Between Features 50 (2003-4) and 52 (2003-6)
185 Lower midden, Around Feature 51 (2003-5)
186 Lower midden, Defining posts along west edge of block
187 Lower midden, Beneath Feature 54 (2003-8)
188 Lower midden, Northwest corner of block
189 Feature 50 (2003-4), East1/2, Scraped Surface
190 Feature 50 (2003-4), East ½, Scraped Surface
191 Feature 50 (2003-4), East ½, Level 1
192 Feature 50 (2003-4), East ½, Level 2
193 Feature 50 (2003-4), East ½, Level 3
194 Feature 50 (2003-4), East ½, Level 4
195 Feature 50 (2003-4), East ½, Level 5
196 Feature 50 (2003-4), East ½, Level 6
197 Feature 50 (2003-4), Cleaning Profile
198 Feature 50 (2003-4), West ½, Zone I, II, III
199 Feature 50 (2003-4), West ½, Zone IV
200 Feature 50 (2003-4), West ½, Probably Zone IV, Back dirt
201 Feature 50 (2003-4), West ½, Zone V
202 Feature 50 (2003-4), West ½, Zone VI
203 Feature 50 (2003-4), West ½, Zone VII
204 Feature 50 (2003-4), West ½, Zone VIII
205 Feature 51 (2003-5), Scraped Surface
206 Feature 51 (2003-5), North ½, Level 1
207 Feature 51 (2003-5), North ½, Level 2
208 Feature 51 (2003-5), North ½, Level 3
209 Feature 51 (2003-5), North ½, Level 4
210 Feature 51 (2003-5), South ½, Level 1
211 Feature 52 (2003-6), Scraped surface
212 Feature 52 (2003-6), East Half, Cleaning out to base of Test 2003-1
213 Feature 52 (2003-6), East Half, Above burned straw floor
214 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Scraped surface
215 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 1, Outer fills
216 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 1, Inner fills
217 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 2, Outer fills
218 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 2, Inner fills
219 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 3, Outer fills
220 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 3, Inner fills
221 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 4, Outer fills
222 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 4, Inner fills
223 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 5, Outer fills
224 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 5, Inner fills
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225 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 6, Outer fills
226 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 6, Inner fills
227 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 7, Outer fills
228 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 7, Inner fills
229 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 8
230 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Level 8
231 Feature 52 (2003-6), South Half, Upper limits of builder’s trench
232 Feature 52 (2003-6), North Half, Zone I
233 Feature 52 (2003-6), North Half, Zone II, Top Half
234 Feature 52 (2003-6), North Half, Zone II, Bottom Half
235 Feature 52 (2003-6), North Half, Zone II, Base
236 Feature 52 (2003-6), North Half, Zone III
237 Feature 52 (2003-6), North Half, Zone IV
238 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, Shovel scraping surface
239 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, Level 1
240 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, West Half, Level 1
241 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, West Half, Level 2
242 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, West Half, Level 2, Post fill
243 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, West Half, Level 3
244 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, West Half, Level 4
245 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, West Half, Level 5
246 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, West Half, Level 6
247 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, West Half, Level 7 (base)
248 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, West Half, Builder’s trench
249 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, East Half, Upper Ash and Cinder Zone
250 Feature 53 (2003-7) South, East Half, Base Fill Zone
251 Feature 53 (2003-7), Cleaning bulk between north and south halves
252 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, West Half, Level 1
253 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, West Half, Level 1
254 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, West Half, Level 1, Post fill
255 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, West Half, Level 1, Upper builder’s trench
256 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, West Half, Level 2
257 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, West Half, Level 3
258 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, West Half, Level 4
259 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, West Half, Level 4, Fecal zone
260 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, West Half, Lower half of builder’s trench
261 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, West Half, Upper builder’s trench, west side
262 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, East Half, Upper fill zone
263 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, East Half, Cinder fill
264 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, East Half, Fecal zone
265 Feature 53 (2003-7) North, East Half, Below fecal zone
266 Feature 54 (2003-8), East Half, Level 1
267 Feature 54 (2003-8), West Half
268 Feature 56 (2003-10)
269 Feature 59 (2003-13), Scraped surface
270 Feature 60 (2003-14), Scraped surface
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271 Post 1
272 Post 2
273 Post 4
274 Post 5
275 Post, Corner of Feature 53 (2003-7)
276 Post, Northeast corner of block
277 Post “A” by Feature 54 (2003-8)
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APPENDIX II
SPRIGG SITE LOT INVENTORY

(1997 AND 2003 INVESTIGATIONS)

[The two numbers preceding each inventory line consists of a vessel number followed by the number
of sherds present. The “S” preceding the vessel number refers to the interpreted Secondary Context
of these items, as represented by a small artifact size and small percentage of the vessel. In contrast,
vessel numbers not preceded by an “S” are considered originating from a Primary Context. Artifacts
from a primary context are generally larger sized, and include a larger percentage of the whole item.]

Lot 1
S63 1 hand painted (polychrome; red, black lined) whiteware saucer

1 transfer printed (red) whiteware
S65 1 transfer printed (flow blue) whiteware cup (Gothic shaped)
S64 1 edged decorated (blue); scalloped edge whiteware plate?

undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated pearlware
2 redware bowl
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 salt glazed/salt glazed stoneware
1 aqua embossed container glass “… D S”
2 aqua container glass
12 clear container glass
21 aqua window glass
1 iron sheet metal
22 machine cut nail fragments
1 clinker (heavily corroded machine cut nail (?))
18 bone

Lot 2
1 undecorated whiteware

S51 1 transfer print (black) whiteware cup
1 redware jar/bowl base
5 aqua container glass (melted)
2 aqua container glass (body
8 aqua window glass
1 2-hole shell button (3/8” diameter)
1 brass harmonica
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (1 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
4 machine cut nails (2” long)
2 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut finish nail (3” long)
1 bone (not pulled)
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Lot 3
2 aqua window glass
1 5-hole bone button
4 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (1 1/8” long)
3 machine cut nails (1 3/8” long)
2 machine cut nails (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine finish nail (3” long)
1 strap of metal 1/8” wide x leg 2 ¼” long (clothing “stay”?)

Lot 4
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
1 bone

Lot 5
1 undecorated whiteware
1 redware flower pot base (hand turned)
1 amber container glass
1 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 brass wing nut
8 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (2”long)
1 machine cut finish nail (2 ¾” long)
3 machine cut nails (1 ½” long)
1 wire drawn nail (2” long; bent)
2 wire drawn nail (2” long)
1 wire drawn tack
10 flat iron scraps
2 straight pins
1 needle (?)
1 bark sample

Lot 6
S3 1 wheel engraved and molded lead glass bowl

1 hard fired brick fragment (glazed)
1 wood sample
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 machine cut nail (1 ¼” long)
3 machine cut nails (2 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
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Lot 7
S2 1 jigger molded redware flower pot (3” interior diameter)

1 linoleum/oil clothe
Book of “Registry Dispatch Receipt Cards” dated October 1921 (?)

Lot 8
2 clear container glass
5 aqua container glass
2 aqua window glass
2 gray slate
2 machine cut nail fragment
1 machine cut nail (3” long; bent)
1 wire drawn roofing nail (1 1/8” long)
1 bolt with nut and washer (3” long)

Lot 9
3 undecorated whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 dark green container glass
1 aqua container glass
43 aqua window glass

S6 2 clear container glass (tumbler?)
5 4 clear, pressed glass, footed bowl or compote (leaf and grape design)

1 bone

Lot 10
1 undecorated porcelain
1 aqua window glass
4 machine cut nail fragments

Lot 11
1 undecorated whiteware
1 clear container glass

Lot 12
18 aqua window glass (thick)

5 2 clear glass, pressed/ molded footed bowl or compote (leaf pattern)
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified metal
2 bone

Lot 13
1 aqua container glass
3 aqua window glass

S4 1 clear stemware base (5” diameter)
1 clear plate glass
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2 grey slate (beveled sides, punched holes in end; writing slate?)
1 machine cut nail fragment

Lot 14
1 hard rubber button (5/8” diameter, embossed “NOVELTY / RUBBER / G.”)

Lot 15
S22 1 decal decorated whiteware plate
S24 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware tureen lid
S23 1 transfer print (red) and hand painted (green and red highlights) porcelain plate

1 undecorated porcelain
13 1 salt glazed stoneware bowl

1 white glazed/ enameled, yellow paste stoneware (enameled building block (?);
curvilinear?)

1 clear glazed yellow paste stoneware tile (?) (triangular shaped)
1 aqua window glass
3 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 clinker
2 bone

Lot 16
1 undecorated whiteware

S18 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic; early 1840s) whiteware plate
S8 1 clear glass chimney globe (hand crimped edge/ finish)

3 aqua window glass
4 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
1 bottle (aqua, improved tool ring or oil finish, 2 ¼” long neck, lip/ neck only)
1 bullet (unfired, center fire, embossed base “F A 1 14”; .4725” diameter, .9” long

casing; 48-caliber short)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 wire drawn nail (1 ½”long)

Lot 17
1 undecorated whiteware

S20 1 undecorated yellowware plate (?)
2 unglazed yellowware flowerpot (body only)

13 1 salt glazed stoneware bowl
2 salt glazed stoneware drain tile (4” diameter, extruded?)
6 aqua window glass
1 clear glass container
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21 1 jar (clear, machine made, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, threaded lip finish;
glue?)(whole)

1 sandstone (building stone)
1 plaster (with whitewash and finished coat)
1 cast iron hinge (large)

Lot 18
1 undecorated whiteware

S26 1 undecorated whiteware, straight sided, handled cup
13 2 salt glazed stoneware bowl
S25 1 unglazed red paste earthenware, chimney collar (8” diameter)

1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile (“lots” of mortar on it)
1 clear container glass
5 aqua container glass
8 aqua window glass
1 white lead? (paint?)
1 limestone “flake” (building stone refuse)
1 plaster (with finish coat)
1 hard fired brick
3 machine cut nail fragments
5 bone

Lot 19
1 undecorated whiteware
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 bone

Lot 20
3 aqua window glass

S8 1 clear glass chimney globe (hand crimped edge/ finish)
1 bone

Lot 21
15 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (small floral, red stemmed) whiteware

S9 1 undecorated (paneled, Gothic shape) porcelain cup
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
9 aqua container glass
10 aqua window glass
1 aqua window glass (narrow strip from cutting glass pane)

S10 1 bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter, 3 ppbm, unknown height)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 coal
1 mortar
1 plaster (with finish coat and whitewash or calcimine paint
3 bone
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Lot 22
2 undecorated whiteware

13 6 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware bowl (10” diameter rim; unknown height,
approximately 7” diameter base)

2 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 redware
2 bone

Lot 23
7 undecorated whiteware

S9 1 undecorated (paneled, Gothic shape) porcelain cup
S14 1 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware saucer

1 redware
1 salt glazed/ exfoliated stoneware
1 undecorated ironstone; backstamp: “…IRO…”
1 aqua window glass
2 aqua container glass

18 1 medicine bottle (aqua, 2-piece mold, rectangular, 1 3/8” by approximately 2 ¼”,
unpontiled applied tool ring or oil finish, paneled, embossed “WIZARD / OIL” and
“…B ro.; may not be the same?)

S19 1 condiment bottle/jar (aqua, gothic paneled, body only)
1 bone

Lot 24
3 undecorated whiteware

S14 1 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware saucer
S15 1 hand painted (polychrome?; red lined rim) whiteware saucer

1 redware
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile (body only)
3 aqua window glass
4 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass

S16 1 bottle (aqua, improved tool ring or oil finish, lip/neck only)
S17 1 shot glass (clear, lead, round, ground base, base only)

6 bone

Lot 25
1 undecorated whiteware
2 annular decorated whiteware
3 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass
2 aqua glass container glass

S11 1 canning jar (aqua, round, base fragment only)
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S12 1 bottle (dark green, applied tool crown finish; neck only)
1 metal button (gilded, 3-piece composite construction, loop shank?, 7/8” diameter)
1 brick (soft mud)
2 bone

Lot 26
1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate (7” diameter)

Lot 27
1 salt glazed molded stoneware drain tile fragment (bell end)

S39 1 Glenn cruet (clear/ lead, base only; with ground grape (?) decoration)
2 machine cut nail fragments
7 aqua window glass
1 2-hole shell button (.37” diameter)

Lot 28
4 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware

S48 1 Rockingham glazed and molded yelloware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
8 aqua container glass
7 clear chimney globe glass
40 aqua window glass

S50 1 jar (aqua, neck only, 3 ring bands)
S49 1 clear chimney globe (bow over mold base)

1 cloth covered metal button (.75” diameter)
1 4-hole(?) milk glass button (.57” diameter)
1 leather shoe heel (non strap; small, child’s size?)
1 wood handled table knife (flat tanged variety)
1 plaster (original red wash with blue calcimine over it)

coal
32 machine cut nail fragments (corroded and all sizes, lathing, framing, and finish)
1 wood screw (pointed; 1” long)
1 clinker
19 bone

Lot 29
7 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) porcelain
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
2 redware
5 clear container glass
9 aqua container glass
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48 aqua window glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 bottle (aqua, multi-sided, pontiled, base only)
1 canning jar (?) (aqua, base only)
1 4-hole shell button
1 loop shank blue glass button (.43” diameter)
1 hard rubber comb fragment (teeth broken)
1 slate pencil (sharpened end, badly burned)
55 machine cut nail fragments (small, lath nails?)
1 straight pin
31 bone

Lot 30
1 undecorated whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware

S57 1 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware saucer
S53 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware pitcher (?) handle
S51 1 sponge decorated (red) whiteware cup

3 undecorated pearlware (?)
S27 2 engine turned and blue painted pearlware tankered

1 burned porcelain
S52 2 unglazed red paste earthenware jigger molded flowerpot
S55 1 copper luster (with beaded rim) red paste stoneware pitcher [same as vessel from

Corneau]
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
33 aqua window glass
14 aqua container glass
10 clear container/chimney globe
1 4-hole shell button (.36” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44” diameter)
1 marble (stoneware, painted/ lined, .84” diameter)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 brass padlock (small)
64 machine cut nail fragments (badly corroded)
1 copper wire
1 straight pin
1 hard rubber comb fragment (less teeth)
1 plaster (painted)
40 bone (including fish scale)

Lot 31
25 undecorated whiteware

S40 5 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware saucer
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware

S41 1 undecorated whiteware bowl
S42 1 relief decorated whiteware cup
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S43 1 relief decorated whiteware saucer
1 annular decorated whiteware (London urn shaped bowl?)
2 undecorated yellowware
3 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 hand painted porcelain doll head fragment
1 copper luster red paste stoneware [similar to Corneau vessel, cross mends to this same

vessel]
1 undecorated ironstone
19 aqua container glass
53 aqua window glass
2 dark green/black container glass (heavily pontiled)
1 clear stemware glass
1 aqua mirrored glass
3 clear container glass (melted)
2 aqua container glass (embossed “…CA…” and “…CHI…”

S44 1 bottle (clear, molded, 1 ½” neck, improved tool prescription lip finish)
1 4-hole shell button (.35” diameter)
1 slate pencil
1 hard rubber barrette
1 glazed brick fragment
28 bone

Lot 32
2 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
6 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware

S56 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware saucer
S57 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware cup

1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
16 aqua window glass
7 aqua container glass
2 clear container/chimney globe glass
1 1-hole bone button (.71” diameter)
1 3-piece loop shank (?) brass button (.60” diameter)
1 3-piece loop shank (?) brass button (.53” diameter)
1 slate pencil (burned)
13 machine cut nail fragments
1 clinker
3 bone

Lot 33
13 undecorated whiteware

S30 2 transfer print (red) whiteware saucer
S29 1 annular decorated bowl
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3 transfer print (red) whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 hand painted (gilded) porcelain
2 Manganese glazed, buff paste earthenware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 redware
5 aqua container glass
24 aqua window glass
1 clear glass tumbler body
2 dark green/black container glass (heavily pontiled)
22 machine cut nail fragments
1 clinker
4 bone

Lot 34
2 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware

S32 1 annular decorated whiteware bowl
S33 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware cup (scalloped edge and double curve shape)
S31 1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware jar

1 machine cut nail fragment
1 bone

Lot 35
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware (burned)
1 edge decorated (blue) pearlware

S27 3 blue banded and engine turned pearlware tankard/ mug
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass
5 machine cut nail fragments

Lot 36
1 undecorated whiteware
15 aqua window glass
3 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass (embossed …FLAVOR /…XTRA…; WATKIN’S VANILLA

EXTRACT)
1 2 part shank button (.29 diameter pink rubber embossed “OVERLAY”)
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire drawn nail (7” long, white paint on head)
1 wire drawn nail (2 5/8” long)
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1 wire drawn nail (2 ½” long)
1 wire drawn nail (finish nail, 2” long)
1 wire drawn nail (1 3/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (1” long)
1 wire staple (1” wide)
1 rolled sheet metal (1/2” wide x 5” long)
2 burned bone

Lot 37
5 wire fragments

Lot 38
18 undecorated whiteware

S309 1 undecorated whiteware pitcher (unknown size)
S227 1 undecorated porcelain saucer
S268 1 undecorated whiteware cup (heavy)

1 undecorated yellowware
1 transfer print (blue) yellowware
1 transfer print (black) yellowware
2 unglazed buff paste earthenware
1 unglazed salmon paste earthenware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
4 salt glazed stoneware drain tile (molded)
3 redware
3 undecorated ironstone
101 aqua window glass
20 aqua container glass
6 aqua container glass (canning jar, embossed “…OO…”
2 aqua container glass
1 clear window glass
26 clear container glass
2 clear container (ground glass banding)
3 light green container (painted illegible label)
1 dark green/black container glass
2 amber container glass
1 aqua mirrored glass

S307 1 vial (aqua, fragile lip, round)
S308 1 canning jar (clear, molded, blow-over-mold, screw top finish, neck only)

1 tableware glass (clear/ lead, base only
2 tableware glass (clear, molded, bowl?)
1 stemware base
1 brass loop shank button (oblong; .51” x .61”)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 stoneware marble (.78” diameter)
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1 polished jewelry stone (.34” diameter; tiger eye?)
50 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
3 machine cut nails (1 ¼” long)
2 machine cut nails (1” long)
1 forged nail (5” long)
1 copper wire (3 ½” long)
10 unidentified cast iron
1 2-part cast “pot metal” large animal leg or whistle (2 ½” long)
1 brass utility fixture (1 ¼” diameter, 3 hole)
1 iron chisel (1/2” wide x 4” long)
2 brass rim-fired 22-caliber shells
1 lead shot
1 unidentified cast lead (.34” long)
1 brass utility/ electrical clip
1 unidentified copper/ brass coil (.43” diameter)
1 cast iron pipe? (3/4” diameter)
75 bone

Lot 39
6 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)
1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
3 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated yelloware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 salt glazed/ Albany slipped stoneware

202 1 tumbler (clear/ lead, round 2 ½” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter mouth, 4” tall, ground
base?)

2 tableware glass (clear/ lead, ribbed, bowl?)
5 clear window glass
2 aqua container glass
13 aqua flat glass
1 4-hole milkglass button (.50” diameter)
1 bar stock (¼” x ¼” x 3” long)

S311 2 bottle (clear, machine made, Patent lip, ball neck)
S312 5 canning jar (aqua, 3-piece plate bottom mold, blow-over-mold, screw top finish, neck

only
313 1 perfume (?) bottle ( clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, rectangular base, ½” x 1”, 2 1/8”

tall, improved tool lip with ground interior for stopper; base embossed “C & CO / N.
Y.”)

1 kaolin pipe bowl
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1 kaolin pipe bowl (with unidentifiable touch mark)
23 machine cut nail fragments
3 cast iron
5 unidentified iron fragments

Lot 40
1 undecorated whiteware
1 unidentified (flow blue) whiteware

S137 1 transfer print (black) whiteware plate/ saucer
1 redware
2 aqua flat glass
1 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” long)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
4 bone

Lot 41
2 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass

Lot 42
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 porcelain electrical insulator (knob and tube wiring)
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware

S237 1 red paste earthenware chimney pot (approximately 8-9” diameter)
S299 2 red paste earthenware flower pot pan (jigger molded)

1 aqua container glass (embossed “…EF /…OR”)
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…OLS & CO”)
1 blue glass (flat-stained glass?)
3 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
27 aqua window glass

S328 1 canning jar (aqua, blow-over-mold, screw top finish, lip only)
S329 1 bottle (amber, wine of brandy lip finish, applied tool, lip only)
330 1 electrical insulator (aqua, pole type for cross arm; illegible embossed)

1 cruet (lead/ clear, blow-over-mold)
S71 1 cruet (base, lead glass, molded)

1 2-hole hard rubber button (.48” diameter, embossed “GOODYEAR’S P - T N.R.CO”
1 3 piece copper loop shank button (.57” diameter)
17 machine cut nail fragments
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1 machine cut nail (5 ½” long)
2 wire nail (4” long)
1 wire nail (3 ¼” long
1 wire nail (2 ½” long)
1 wire nail (2” long, thicker)
2 wire nail (2” long)
1 iron wire (7 ¼” long)
1 iron can lid (3 ¾” diameter, center corroded away)
1 copper ring (.13” inner diameter)
27 bone

Lot 43
2 undecorated whiteware

S298 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate
S295 1 undecorated yellowware bowl or nappie
S296 1 undecorated porcelain saucer
S297 1 salt glazed stoneware ink bottle
S299 4 red paste earthenware flowerpot pan (jigger molded)

1 dark green/black container glass
6 clear container lass
11 aqua container glass
17 aqua window glass
1 tumbler (clear)
1 shoe leather (heel?)
1 stone marble (.67” diameter)
1 gold foil cap (?)
31 machine cut nail fragments
40 bone

Lot 44
S300 1 undecorated whiteware saucer
S301 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware cup (scalloped edge)
S293 1 hand painted (polychrome, small floral with red stem) pearlware saucer
S302 1 molded fastener pearlware (?) “jelly” or blanc mange mold

3 amber container glass
13 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
10 clear container glass
28 aqua window glass
1 2-hole plastic button (.48” diameter; embossed “GOODYEARS P-T. N.R.CO”

S303 1 frosted tumbler (lead glass, molded, 2 ½” diameter base)
S305 1 bottle (aqua, Blakes variant 1, base, 1 11/16” x 2 ¾” x 8 3/8” tall, 3 piece-plate bottom

mold, applied tool, double oil, or mineral lip finish, embossed panels “AYER sS //
COMPOUND EXT // LOWELL / MASS. U. S. A.”, unpontiled)
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S304 5 bottle (aqua, Blakes variant 1, base, 1 11/16” x 2 ¾” x 8 3/8” tall, 3 piece-plate bottom
mold, applied tool, double oil, or mineral lip finish, embossed panels “AYER sS //
COMPOUND EXT // LOWELL / MASS. U. S. A.”, unpontiled)

S306 2 wine bottle (dark green, dip method, round 2 ¾” diameter base with kick up
1 eyeglass lens (with partially preserved frame, potentially gold plated?)
1 decorated bone utensil handle
1 soft rubber doll leg ( 4 ½” long)
36 machine cut nail fragments
2 wire nails (2 ¾” long)
1 clinker
1 zinc sheet metal
16 plaster (painted red and blue)

Lot 45
5 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware

S28 1 hand painted (polychrome, red floral, black lined rim) whiteware cup
S293 2 hand painted (polychrome, small floral with red stem) pearlware saucer

2 unglazed, red paste earthenware
1 annular decorated whiteware
6 clear container glass
4 clear globe container glass
9 aqua container glass
29 aqua window glass
38 machine cut nail fragments
1 copper rim fire shell (.22 diameter)
4 sheet metal
1 unidentified cast iron
3 round cans (approximately 7/8” tall, 4” diameter)
16 plaster (painted, blue and red)
1 brick fragment
1 fish scale
35 bone

Lot 46
5 undecorated whiteware

S294 1 hand painted (flow blue; large floral) whiteware saucerplate
1 hand painted (green banded) whiteware
3 redware
2 dark green/black container glass
10 aqua container glass
32 clear container glass
71 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass (embossed “… ROW …”)
1 pressed glass tableware
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1 4-hole blue glass button (.41” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
1 4-hole shell button (.37” diameter, decorated)
1 faceted black glass loop shank button (.43” diameter)
1 milk glass fragmented decorated button (.41” diameter; pie curst decorated)
1 Rockingham glazed marble (.65” diameter)
1 eye (“hook-and-eye fastener)
62 machine cut nail fragments
2 clinkers
2 iron sheet metal
1 cast musket ball (lead, with sprue attached)
21 bone

Lot 47
27 undecorated whiteware

S123 1 relief decorated (ribbed pattern) ironstone cup plate, or small saucer (approximately 5”
to 6” diameter)

S175 3 undecorated whiteware plate
S176 1 undecorated whiteware cup
S177 5 undecorated whiteware saucer
S174 1 edge decorated (green) pearlware small platter or bowl

3 undecorated porcelain
2 hand painted porcelain doll head
1 salt glazed/ salt glazed stoneware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 salt glazed extruded stoneware drain tile (curved/angled,approximately 3” diameter)
2 unglazed buff paste earthenware
1 Albany slipped/ Albany slipped earthenware
1 unglazed/ lead glazed red paste earthenware pipe bowl
1 yellowware
2 redware
98 clear container glass

S181 1 vial/bottle (clear/lead, dip molded, 1 3/8” diameter base, unknown height, pontiled,
base only)

3 amber container glass
3 melted aqua glass
15 aqua container glass

S178 1 jelly glass (aqua, neck only)
S179 1 bottle (aqua, French Square, 3-piece-plate-bottom mold, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8” base,

unknown height, unpontiled, 1” long neck, applied tool Patent lip, furnish)
S180 1 bottle (aqua, round, base approximately 1 ¼” diameter, height unknown, 1” long neck,

applied tool, Patent lip), neck only
S182 1 bottle (aqua, molded, improved tool mineral or double oil finish, neck only)
S183 1 whiskey flask/bottle (aqua, molded, sheared lip with applied string, 1 ½” long neck,

neck only)
S184 1 vial (aqua, fragile lipped finish, neck only)
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1 aqua container (jar neck with band)
3 aqua mirrored glass
123 aqua window glass

S185 3 chimney globe (sheared and fire polished finish)
S186 1 chimney globe (sheared and fire polished finish)
S187 1 pressed glass tableware (?)
S188 6 unknown container (clear/lead, round base, pyramidal shaped, approximately ½”

diameter neck, lip finish missing. 2”-2 ¼” diameter, approximately 1 ¼”-1 ½” tall,
base only; no lip present)

S189 1 unknown container (clear/lead, round base, pyramidal shaped, lip finish missing. 2½”
to 3” diameter base only

1 4-hole milk glass button (pie crust; .42” diameter)
1 2-hole shell button (.57” diameter)
1 4-hole shell button (.30” diameter)
1 4-hole brown glass button (.44”diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44”diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.38” diameter)
1 milk glass loop shank button (.55” diameter)
1 faceted blue bead (.30” diameter)
1 stoneware marble (painted stripes; .71” diameter)
1 variegated stone marble (.64” diameter)
1 straight pin
1 doll leg (painted)
1 eyeglass lens (approximately ¾” x 1 1/8”; burned/melted)
1 small eyeglass lens (approximately ½” x 1”)
1 melted lead
1 brass shell casing (center fire (?), corroded, approximately .34” diameter)
2 glazed brick
5 slate pencils
1 iron strap- (potentially sliding door hardware; 6”x 1”)
1 iron wheel- (potentially sliding door hardware) (1 5/8”)
1 petrified wood (?) or clinker
6 clinker
8 iron sheet metal
2 zinc sheet metal (1 ½” wide) rolled edges
1 plaster (red and blue painted surface)
1 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
300 machine cut nail fragments
280 bone

Lot 48
22 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
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2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
3 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
2 transfer print (red) whiteware

S123 1 relief decorated (ribbed pattern) ironstone cup plate, or small saucer (approximately 5”
to 6” diameter)

2 undecorated (?) porcelain (burned)
2 hand painted porcelain doll head
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
3 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 buff paste refractory stone liner
1 feldspar/ granite “flake”
34 clear container glass
49 aqua flat glass
24 aqua container glass
2 tumbler (clear/ lead)
1 eyeglass lens (1 3/8” x ¾”)
8 clear window glass

201 44 chimney globe (clear, 7” tall, approximately 1 ¼” diameter top, approximately 2-2 ¼”
diameter base, sheared and fire polished top and base)

202 3 tumbler (clear/ lead, round 2 ½” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter mouth, 4” tall, ground
base?)

S203 1 stemware (clear/ lead, pedestal stem similar to vessel 197 but molded and one pure
construction)

S204 1 lamp font (clear, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter at top, ¾” mouth, fine polished,
top only)

1 2-part iron button (.86” diameter; textile covered)
2 2-part iron button (.57” diameter; textile covered)
1 4-hole brown glass button (.44” diameter)
1 4-hole brown glass button (.39” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.34” diameter; pie crust decorated)
2 kaolin pipe stems
2 slate pencil
123 machine cut nail fragments
1 cast iron shutter hinge
1 round iron lid (2 ¼” x ½” (lip))
4 barrel bands (3/4” wide)
11 sheet metal (highly corroded
2 clinker
1 melted lead
1 lead fishing sinker [or musket ball with chisel cut] (.23” diameter)
1 rim-fire brass shell casing (.30” diameter)
1 brass garter buckle
1 overall buckle (embossed “1860”(?) on reverse)
1 brass strap with finished end (5/8” drilled hole)
1 brass keyhole escutcheon
1 brass tyne or tooth
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4 straight pins
2 hooks (“hook-and-eye fastener”)
1 brass overall buckle
1 unidentifiable buckle (5/8” x 1 5/8”)
1 brass pocketknife body

Lot 49
10 undecorated whiteware

194 2 relief decoratd whiteware saucer (8” diameter; impressed backstamp: “…&
FORSTER”) [Tulip Shape by Elsmore and Forster, registered March 5, 1855, D &
D2001: 85]

1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
3 stemware (molded, base only)

S193 1 unglazed, red paste earthenware jigger molded flower- pot (6” diameter
1 Albany slipped earthenware jug handle
10 amber container glass
20 clear container glass

S192 1 vial (clear, dip molded, round, ½” diameter, fragile lip, lip only)
4 aqua container glass
71 aqua window glass
2 clear window glass
1 kaolin pipe stem
2 straight pins
1 brass buckle (?) (5/8” square)
1 glass marble (swirled, .77” diameter)
1 4-hole bone button (.55” diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.44 diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42 diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (pie crust, .58” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.62” diameter)
1 loop shank hard rubber button (.65” diameter; embossed “GOODYEAR’S P-T / N.

R.CO.”)
1 iron forged metal
136 machine cut nail fragments
3 iron sheet metal
5 iron bands (1” wide)
2 wood handled knife (3/4” wide)
4 knife blades (1” wide)

Lot 50
7 undecorated whiteware

S283 1 hand painted (polychrome, red floral, black lined rim) whiteware cup
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 Rockingham glazed and embossed relief (grape clusters) yellowware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 hand painted doll head
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41 aqua flat glass
4 aqua container glass
37 clear container glass
2 clear container glass
4 amber container glass
1 green/ black container glass
1 4-hole shell button (.55” diameter)
1 metal loop shank cloth covered button (.33”diameter)
1 4-hole green glass button (.42 diameter)
1 2-hole shell button (.38” diameter)

S188 2 unknown container (clear/lead, round base, pyramidal shaped approximately ½”
diameter neck, lip finish missing. 2”-2 ¼” diameter, approximately 1 ¼”-1 ½” tall,
base only; no lip present)

S195 1 bottle (clear, 1 ¼” long neck, improved tool Patent lip, neck only)
S196 3 stemware (clear, molded, faceted stem, fragmentary)
S197 1 stemware (clear, blown, globular stem, 2-piece construction, stem only)
S198 1 Cup? (clear/lead, blown, applied handle)

1 clear container glass (melted)
1 kaolin pipe stem
2 zinc tube (1/4” diameter)
3 knife (iron blade with wood handle)
1 knife blade
1 iron staple (2” long)
1 iron strap metal (3/4” wide)
7 unidentifiable metal
1 iron forged nail? (1 ¾” long, possible screw?)
66 machine cut nail fragments
1 writing slate (?)
1 slate pencil
1 undecorated stone marbles (.65” diameter)
1 undecorated stone marble (.77” diameter)
1 brass/hollow core needle (?)
4 straight pins
29 bone
8 burned bone

Lot 52
1 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware saucer
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 stoneware marble (1/2” diameter
1 copper bell (1 5/8” diameter)
2 bone

Lot 53
3 undecorated whiteware
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1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
2 undecorated (?) porcelain cup
2 iron sheet metal
9 machine cut nail fragments
1 clear container glass
8 aqua window glass
1 bone

Lot 54
3 undecorated whiteware
3 undecorated porcelain
1 redware
1 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass
21 aqua window glass
7 machine cut nail fragments
3 bone

Lot 55
6 undecorated whiteware
3 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware

S199 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
1 appliqué decorated (blue, floral pattern) whiteware
2 relief decorated (unidentifiable pattern) whiteware
6 undecorated porcelain
2 undecorated porcelain cup

S200 2 undecorated porcelain cup (burned; London Urn shape)
4 aqua mirror glass
1 aqua burned glass
32 aqua flat glass
1 iron file (broken, handle end)
4 unidentifiable metal
2 machine cut nail fragments

Lot 56
5 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (polychrome) whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware saucer
1 undecorated whiteware braided handle (?)
1 undecorated porcelain

S98 1 hand painted (polychrome over glaze) and relief decorated porcelain cup
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 redware
1 melted white ceramic like material
1 milk glass (enameled; “…EA…”)
6 clear container glass
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4 aqua container glass
1 aqua mirror glass
23 aqua window glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40” diameter)
1 loop shank milk glass button (.40” diameter)
1 loop shank shell button (.50” diameter)
1 brass rim fired shell (.29” diameter)
1 4-hole stamped copper button (.50” diameter)
1 stone marble (cleaved along natural surface)
1 unidentified cast iron
74 machine cut nail fragments
3 clinker
1 straight pin
1 plastic cigar holder
1 bone toothbrush head
16 bone

Lot 57
46 undecorated whiteware
4 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware
1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
3 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware

S119 1 transfer print (black) whiteware cup
S120 1 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware saucer
S121 2 undecorated whiteware saucer
S122 1 sponge decorated (blue) whiteware cup
S124 1 tumbler (fluted/ribbed, base only)
S123 3 relief decorated (ribbed pattern) ironstone cup plate, or small saucer (approximately 5”

to 6” diameter)
1 hand painted floral design (polychrome) whiteware
2 Rockingham glazed yellow ware
1 Rockingham glazed yellow ware (with molded decoration)
3 unglazed red paste earthenware
3 redware
1 burned ceramic
22 clear container glass
2 amber container glass
4 dark green/black container glass
30 aqua container glass
6 aqua mirrored glass
194 aqua window glass
3 4-hole bone button (.52” diameter)
2 1-hole bone button (.38” diameter)
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3 4-hole shell buttons (.38 diameter)
1 3-hole shell button (.40” diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.44” diameter)
1 copper composite 3- piece cloth covered loop shank button (.89” diameter)
2 4-hole brown glass buttons (.43” diameter)
2 4-hole dark blue glass buttons (.43” diameter)
1 4-hole light blue glass buttons (.42” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (piecrust molded and green painted, .44” diameter)
1 loop shank milk glass button (.29” diameter)
1 faceted black glass button with glass loop shank back (.45”diameter)
1 amethyst (?) copper backed, loop shank button (.55” diameter)
1 amethyst (?) copper backed, loop shank button (.51” diameter)
1 3-piece iron loop shank button (.53” diameter)
3 slate (writing?)
2 slate pencils
2 kaolin pipe stem
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 hard rubber comb
1 hard rubber hair pin
2 iron staples (.26” long)
1 chisel cut lead
3 melted lead
1 sheet copper with stamped decoration
2 iron washers (1 3/8”diameter)
1 iron ring (1” diameter)
6 clinker
14 iron sheet metal
250 machine cut nail fragments
1 seashell
7 straight pins
1 cast lead shot (.30” diameter)
1 cast lead shot (.32” diameter)
1 cast lead shot (.32” diameter)
1 cast lead shot (.38” diameter)
1 cast lead shot (.38” diameter; with obvious casting seams)
1 agate ring (.57” inside diameter)
1 copper chain link (?)
1 iron buckle (1/2” x 7/8”)
1 rectangular lead (.43” x .15” x .80 “) (printers type?)
2 sandstone
1 bone toothbrush
2 bone

Lot 58
3 undecorated whiteware
4 hand painted (polychrome; large floral) whiteware
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2 redware
1 burned/ “melted into a “blob” ceramic”

S96 1 jelly glass (aqua/ clear (?), rim only)
S95 1 bottle (aqua, improved tool, Patent lip finish, neck only)

1 pressed glass
35 aqua window glass
1 melted clear glass
11 clear container glass
13 aqua container glass
1 marble (burned, Rockingham?, .74”diameter)
1 4-hole glass button (.36” diameter)
1 4-hole shell button (.43” diameter)
1 4-hole shell button (.33” diameter)
1 4-hole bone button (.63” diameter)
131 machine cut nail fragments
1 clinker
3 iron sheet metal
2 unidentifiable iron
1 wire staple (1” long)
1 wire staple (3/8” long)
1 wire ring (.5” diameter)
9 needle/ straight pin fragments
1 metal can base (1” diameter)
1 round iron disk (.71” diameter)
1 round iron disk (.65” diameter)
1 iron band/barrel? (3/4” wide)
1 fish scale
61 bone

Lot 59
4 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 dark green/black container glass
3 aqua container glass
9 aqua window glass
20 machine cut nail fragments
1 slotted head screw (top half only)
2 bone

Lot 60
55 undecorated whiteware
3 transfer print (black) whiteware

S137 2 transfer print (black) whiteware saucer
S130 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate?
S135 1 Sponge decorated blue whiteware saucer

2 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware
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S136 1 hand painted (polychrome, floral with black lined rim) whiteware saucer
S28 2 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware saucer

2 annular and mocha-decorated whiteware
S131 1 annular decorated (?) and engine turned bowl (?)
S132 2 Engine turned, blue painted London Urn shaped cup or bowl (see vessel 27)

2 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware

S133 1 transfer print (black) whiteware- unique rim, serving vessel?
S134 1 back glazed (Manganese?) redware handled cup or pitcher (tablewares)

1 lusterware decorated red paste stoneware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 dark glazed red paste (burned) face pipe
1 hand painted (monochrome blue) porcelain
1 undecorated creamware (?)
1 undecorated yellowware
5 undecorated redware
98 aqua window glass
16 aqua container glass
18 clear container glass
1 purple pressed glass
2 tumbler glass

S138 3 tumbler (lead glass, fluted)
S139 1 stemware (lead glaze, 1 7/8” diameter base, ground pontiled, base of stem has “tear

drop”)
1 faceted glass bead (.35” diameter)(red)
1 4-hole stamped metal button (copper) (.37” diameter)
1 4-hole bone button (.5” diameter)
1 metal loop shank button (.37” diameter)
1 stone marble “fractured” (.50” diameter)
1 carved bone utensil handle
2 kaolin pipe bowls
1 kaolin pipe stem (embossed “PETER / DORNI”)
1 copper ring (.74” diameter)
1 brass ferrule (7/8” diameter)
1 brass hinge leaf? (small, ½” wide, with 2 screw holes)
1 brass “connector” (similar to the hoop skirt connections noted by Fran Knight)
1 lead (round, .29”diameter, 1.13” long, one end blunt, the other end open) (lead tip of a

wood rod?)
1 lead (.1” x .27” x .80”) (printer’s type?)
1 slate (writing?)
1 chert flake
1 rubber band
100 machine cut nail fragments
3 clinker
8 straight pins
56 bone
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Lot 61
6 undecorated whiteware
2 hand painted (monochrome green) whiteware
1 hand painted (black lined rim) whiteware
1 hand painted (green lined rim) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 annular decorated yellowware
5 redware bowl
29 aqua window glass
1 4-hole bone button (.7” diameter)
1 copper band 1”x approximately 23 ¾”); punched holes from machine cut nails
1 copper hook (“hook and eye” fastener
23 machine cut nail fragments
1 fish scale
11 bone

Lot 62
1 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass
1 metal 2-piece cloth covered button (.78”)
1 bone

Lot 63
1 aqua window glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
3 bone

Lot 64
S79 1 hand painted (polychrome large floral and black lined) whiteware cup
78 3 redware bowl

1 milk glass
3 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
18 aqua window glass
1 iron wire 4”
14 machine cut nail fragments
4 bone

Lot 65
1 iron folding cork screw
1 iron container (?) (rim, round, approximately 18-20” diameter, fluted body-potentially

base or fire chamber of a pot belly stove)
3 coal
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Lot 66
1 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 iron window sash pulley
1 cast iron rim of large container (?)
1 concrete

Lot 67
S83 1 relief decorated porcelain cup
S82 1 soda/pop bottle (aqua, machine–made crown finish, lip only)

1 aqua container glass (embossed “…’S…”) [Mason’s canning jar]
1 aqua container glass
5 aqua window glass

S81 37 milk glass lamp globe
1 4-hole shell button (.38” diameter)
1 plastic toy building block (lego)
1 plastic straw
1 tiddly wink
1 plastic utensil handle
6 machine cut fragments
3 wire nails (3 ½”)
3 wire nails 2 ¼”)
1 machine cut nail (4”)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½”)
1 screw (pointed, slotted head, 2 ½”)
1 wire coat hook
2 cast iron container
2 cast pot metal hooks with screws (modern, electrical wire tie-downs)

Lot 68
131 undecorated whiteware

91 2 undecorated whiteware handle less cup
S92 10 undecorated whiteware saucer
93 1 undecorated whiteware platter (approximately 8” x 11 ½”; backstamp: “ROYAL

PATENT / IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GOODARD”
1 green glazed buff paste earthenware

S94 1 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot pan (jigger molded)
1 aqua container glass (embossed decoration)
3 aqua container glass
6 clear container glass
14 aqua window glass
1 chimney globe
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron sheet metal
7 bone
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Lot 69
22 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (monochrome green; medium sized floral) whiteware plate (?)
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware plate (?)

S87 1 undecorated round whiteware, plate
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware (with illegible backstamp: “…YLE /…ET”)
1 Albany slipped/ Albany slipped stoneware
1 redware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware

88 1 bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1 base, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
unpontiled, 2 ¼” long neck, ring or oil improved tool finish, (embossed “PARKER’S
// HAIR / BALSALM // NEW YORK”))

86 1 tumbler (clear, round base, 2 ¾” diameter, 4” tall unfluted rough plunger scars on
base) [cross meshes with Lot 134]

S89 3 chimney globe (clear, hard crimped top)
S90 1 goblet (pressed glass; unidentified Star and Stippled Pattern; rim only)

2 dark green/black container glass
35 clear container glass
1 milk glass container
39 aqua window glass
1 blue window glass (1” strip; “stained glass” or “cottage” window)
2 amber container glass
9 aqua container glass
1 aqua plate glass
1 4-hole shell button (.33” diameter)
1 copper “eye” (shoe eye?)
1 hard rubber comb tooth
1 center-fire(?) shell casing (.44” diameter)
63 machine cut nail fragments
5 iron sheet metal
46 bone

Lot 70
24 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware
1 Albany slipped/ Albany slipped earthenware
1 unglazed buff paste earthenware
1 redware jar/bowl base

S129 2 chimney globe? (aqua, molded, blow-over-mold
S130 1 vial (aqua, dip moded, 1 1/8” diameter base, pontiled, base only

1 clear glass (embossed “…ICA C... / …AD…”)
34 aqua window glass
1 aqua mirror glass
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2 amber container glass
18 aqua container glass
18 clear container glass
1 blue container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.49” diameter)
1 4-hole shell button (.46” diameter)
1 2-hole shell button (.27” diameter)
1 copper or brass scrap (.115” into ½” wide stip and rolled into rod)
1 slate pencil
1 lined writing slate
51 machine cut nail fragments
3 mussel shell
19 bone

Lot 71
2 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware

83 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware cup (double curve shape; scalloped edge)
S84 1 unglazed red ware bowl (?)
S85 1 unglazed redware flower pot (?)

1 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 limestone (?) marble (.63” diameter)
1 slate pencil (with notched end for suspension cord)
2 machine cut nail fragments
3 iron sheet metal
16 bone

Lot 72
5 undecorated whiteware

S75 3 hand painted (green lined and banded) whiteware saucer
2 transfer print (black) whiteware

S73 4 transfer print (blue) whiteware bowl (scalloped edge)
S74 18 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S75 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)

2 redware
77 1 bottle (dark green/black, Blake variant 1, base, pontiled, base only)

1 amber container glass
1 clear container glass
36 aqua window glass
1 brick
1 mortar
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2 fish scale
9 bone

Lot 73
8 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain

V80 1 bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1 base, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
unpontiled, 2 ¼” long neck, ring or oil improved tool finish, (embossed “PARKER’S
// HAIR / BALSAM // NEW YORK”))

1 iron sheet metal

Lot 74
1 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware
1 undecorated yellowware

S113 1 transfer print (blue) porcelain saucer (oriental design; japenese?)
S112 1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware chimney thimble (?) (8” diameter)

1 salt glazed extruded stoneware tile (3”diameter)
114 1 medicine bottle (clean, Golden Gate Oval shape, 15/16”x 1 7/16” x 3 5/8” tall,

machine made, prescription lip; Owen’s suction scar)
115 2 machine bottle (clear, Golden Gate Oval shape, 1 3/8” x 1 15/16”x unknown height,

machine made prescription lid)
2 clear container glass
3 aqua container glass
3 aqua window glass
1 pot metal lid (with holes salt shaker?)

Lot 75
2 undecorated whiteware
1 redware

S114 1 undecorated ironstone tureen lid
115 1 wine bottle (dark green/black, round base, 3” diameter, dip molded with substantial

kick up, unpontiled, base only)
116 41 liquor bottle (amber, round base, 3” diameter, 3-piece plate button molded?, unknown

height, 4 ¼”bulbous neck, applied tool double oil or Mineral French)(probably a
whiskey bottle)

117 1 Medicine bottle (clear, round base, 2 ¾” diameter, unknown height (embossed “… /
OF / MAGNESIA”) base only)

118 1 medicine/ chemical bottle (aqua, round, unknown height and diameter, 1 ½” long
neck, applied tool prescription finish, neck only)

1 aqua container glass (embossed “…MA…/…AT” (canning jar)
1 dark green/black container glass
5 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 clinker
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Lot 76
4 undecorated whiteware
1 glided whiteware
2 salt glazed/ Albany slipped stoneware
2 white slipped/ lusterware decoreated red paste stoneware

S140 1 undecorated yellowware bowl (approximately 9-10” diameter)
1 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 4-hole glass button (.5” diameter)
1 stone marble (.71 diameter)
1 machine cut nail
3 bone

Lot 77
9 undecorated whiteware

S126 1 undecorated whiteware saucer
3 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome, floral) whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 redware
1 dark green/black container glass
8 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
13 aqua window glass
1 milk glass cuff link
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 plastic toy (red)
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 tin foil
1 iron can bottom- fragmented
1 iron wire (.15” thick)
1 wire roofing nail
5 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
1 iron wire (.4” diameter)
1 metal cylinder (.21” diameter)
1 lead (.14”x .44” x .71”) (printer’s type?)

Lot 78
5 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
1 hand painted porcelain
1 Rockingham decorated yellowware
2 hand painted porcelain doll head
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
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S148 1 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 7/8” x 1 ¾”, unknown height, paneled, 3-piece plate
bottom mold, unpontiled)

1 colored milk glass (round)
19 container glass
7 aqua window glass
7 aqua container glass
1 red glass faceted gem
1 bone bead (.67” long)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.59” diameter)
1 red plastic head
1 red plastic
1 pink plastic tag
1 yellow plastic plant tag (squash)
1 rubber gasket
1 4-wire rubber encased wire
1 hard rubber comb (embossed “ATLANTA…)
28 machine cut nail fragments
3 clinker
1 iron crown bottle cap (1 ¼”- diameter)
2 wire nails (1 ¼”)
9 wire roofing nails (1” long)
1 cast iron unidentifiable
1 sheet zinc

Lot 79
20 undecorated whiteware
1 burned/melted whiteware

S126 2 decal decorated whiteware saucer
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware

S129 2 undecorated whiteware plate (7” diameter)
2 undecorated porcelain

S125 3 hand painted porcelain doll head
1 porcelain furniture caster wheel

S129 1 dark glazed porcelain pipe bowl
2 redware
1 yellowware
3 unglazed red paste earthenware

S127 1 undecorated ironstone saucer
1 aqua glass (burned)
70 clear container glass
40 aqua window glass
1 aqua container glass
2 amber container glass
3 blue container glass
2 iron button? (.52”diameter)
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1 2-hole bone button (.55” diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass button (.5” diameter)
1 milk glass cuff link (see lot 77)
2 blue/ turquoise bead (faceted) (.25” diameter
1 glass multi-colored marble (.62” diameter)
1 stone marble (.46” diameter)
3 pressed glass unidentified tableware
1 plastic (?) button (.55” diameter)
1 painted plastic
1 unidentified plastic/ hard rubber
1 rubber band
1 brass gas jet “screen”
1 pencil? graphite (“lead”)
1 metal pencil eraser
2 shell rim fire (.22 caliber; fired)
1 shell rim fire (.22 caliber; non-fired)
98 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron washer (.44” diameter)
1 iron disk (1 1/8” diameter)
1 clinker
1 copper wire
1 loop screw
1 ribbed copper tub (approximately ¼” diameter x 2” long)
8 wire roofing nails
4 bone

Lot 80
17 undecorated whiteware
2 transfer print (red) whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (with backstamp: “…DARD”)

S160 1 relief decorated cup (?) handle
S161 1 undecorated whiteware cup
S162 1 undecorated whiteware saucer
S166 1 gilded whiteware saucer

1 undecorated porcelain
1 porcelain (architectural door hardware(?), possible escutcheon)
2 hand painted porcelain doll head
1 porcelain door knob (white)
1 hand painted porcelain

S167 1 hand painted (polychrome) porcelain saucer
3 redware
1 unglazed buff paste earthenware

S163 2 relief decorated ironstone bowl
1 hand painted and gilded ironstone saucer
1 ceramic doll arm
1 frozen charlotte
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77 clear container glass
1 clear glass container

S149 3 tumbler (pressed glass, check on pattern)
168 13 bottle (blue glass; 3-piece plate bottom mold, round, unknown diameter and height; 2”

long neck, improved tool prescription lip finish, neck only)
S169 1 jar (clear, machine-made, screw top finish)
S170 1 chimney globe (machine crimped?)
S171 1 jelly glass (machine made?)
S172 1 electrical insulator (lightning rod; aqua)

1 beveled glass (window glass; clear)
S173 1 bud vase (clear)

1 milk glass container
1 melted clear container glass
1 amber container glass
46 aqua container glass
14 aqua container glass
3 green container glass
1 glass doll eye (blue)
1 milk glass button (fragmentary)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.56” diameter)
1 3-hole milk glass button (.31” diameter; fell down drain)
1 shell button (badly weathered)
1 leather covered metal button (.64” diameter)
1 blue bead (.33” diameter)
1 stone marble (.54” diameter)
1 glazed ceramic marble (.46” diameter; white)
1 slate
1 green plastic
95 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron band (5/8” wide)
14 iron sheet metal
1 hexagonal screw head (.34” wide)
3 wire roofing nails (1” long)
1 iron lid (1” diameter)
1 wire nail (3 ½” long)
1 wire roof nail (1 ½” long)
1 copper wire twisted around round object
1 cast iron domed and hinged lid (5” diameter, coffee grinder?)
1 iron safety pin
1 seashell
12 bone

Lot 81
5 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain

S149 1 tumbler (pressed glass, check on pattern)
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150 1 caster/ furniture leg pad (glass, 2 ¼” diameter, machine made)
1 blue glass container
10 clear container glass
1 clear container glass (embossed “…ANY”)
1 aqua window glass
1 milk glass jar lid liner
1 faceted white bead (.43” diameter)
1 brass pocket knife body
1 corroded metal button
1 burned/melted cast pot metal (decorative?)
1 rim shot fired (.22” caliber short)
7 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire nail (4” long)

Lot 82
3 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 tumbler (clear, starburst base, 2 3/8” base, 9-sided, fluted, rough plunger scar?
3 aqua container glass
7 aqua window glass
11 clear container glass
14 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron rail spike (5” long)
3 bone

Lot 83
7 undecorated whiteware
1 Rockingham glazed yelloware
1 porcelain doll head
1 porcelain cup handle
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…W’S/…[S]YRUP”)
1 salt glazed/ Albany slipped stoneware
1 tumbler (clear, round)
1 milk glass
1 dark green/black container glass
4 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
8 aqua window glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.56” diameter)
40 machine cut nail fragments
4 iron sheet metal
1 iron jack (?) (badly corroded) toy
1 copper washer (.9” diameter)
1 bone
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Lot 84
5 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware

S147 1 undecorated whiteware plate
5 aqua window glass
3 aqua container glass
7 clear container glass
1 stone marble (.6” diameter)
18 machine cut nail fragments
1 clinker
17 iron sheet metal
3 iron unidentifiable

Lot 85
5 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
2 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 tumbler (clear)
1 press glass tableware
1 decorated kaolin pipe stem

Lot 86
24 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
2 transfer print (green) whiteware
2 transfer print (green) and hand painted (blue highlight) whiteware

S46 1 hand painted (red lined) whiteware cup handled
S42 1 relief decorated whiteware cup

2 undecorated porcelain
S47 1 undecorated porcelain handled cup

2 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
S31 29 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware jar

13 Rockingham yellowware
1 redware
1 undecorated ironstone
2 dark green/black tonainer glass (heavily patinated)
1 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…IEF…”)
3 aqua container glass
16 clear container glass
52 aqua window glass
1 Lacy period pressed glass (cup plate?)
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1 4-hole milk glass button (.40” diameter)
1 3-piece loop shank metal button (.41” diameter)
49 machine cut nail fragments
1 metal fastener
1 forged metal spike
1 metal type (?) similar to Corneau site (.30” x .15” x .82”; Corneau- lot 21)
1 glazed brick fragment
35 bone

Lot 87
12 undecorated whiteware
4 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware

S28 1 hand painted (wide green lined rim) whiteware plate
S27 1 blue banded and engine turned pearlware tankard/ mug

1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 burned/melted ceramic
10 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass
25 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black (heavily patinated) container glass\
21 machine cut nail (?) fragments
1 unidentified iron rod (approximately 5” long)
1 clinker
1 iron ball (?) (.45” diameter)
12 bone
1 plaster (with bright red painted surface over the finish coat; apped with blue calcimine

paint)

Lot 88
7 undecorated whiteware
2 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated porcelain doll head fragment
2 redware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
53 aqua window glass
18 clear chimney globe
1 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
2 mother of pearl

60 1 argained style chimney globe (clear, 1 1/8” diameter)
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S58 1 vial (aqua, dip molded, 5/8” diameter base, pontiled)
S59 1 chimney globe (clear, blow-over-mold)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
1 cloth covered metal button (.70” diameter, corroded)
1 Rockingham marble (.68” diameter)
1 unglazed stoneware/ earthenware marble (.58” diameter)
1 pink glazed stoneware marble (.58” diameter)
1 hard rubber barrette
4 gray slate
28 machine cut nail fragments
1 twisted wire
19 bone

Lot 89
5 undecorated whiteware
2 transfer print (red) whiteware

S33 1 transfer print (green) whiteware cup/mug
S34 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate

1 transfer print (black) whiteware
S35 1 brown glazed porcelain figure (?)

2 clear container glass
54 aqua window glass
2 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…& CO”)

S37 7 chimney globe (clear)
S36 1 lead glass tumbler (thumbprint pattern)

1 slate pencil
34 machine cut nail fragments (?) (heavily corroded)
1 clothing “hook” (“hook-and-eye fastener”)
21 bone

Lot 90
5 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome, red floral) whiteware
3 undecorated porcelain

S62 6 undecorated porcelain saucer
8 aqua window glass
39 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
28 unidentifiable highly corroded iron
1 key (2”)
1 rectangular piece of scrap cast iron (potentially with casting sand attached; badly

burned)

Lot 91
6 undecorated whiteware
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1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
S38 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware mug/cup

1 unglazed red paste earthenware
5 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
56 aqua window glass (very small)
1 unidentified glass object (heavily patinated; approximately 1 ¾” diameter, ground to

sharpened edge around circumfrance)
1 milk glass loop shank button (.58” diameter)
1 glass (pontiled) marble (swirled; .84” diameter)
1 hand painted (lined stoneware marble (.73” diameter)
1 percussion cap
17 machine cut nail fragments
2 unidentified pieces of copper brass
34 bone

Lot 92
1 undecorated whiteware
1 aqua window glass
1 machine cut nail fragment
I unidentifiable iron
1 scrap iron (3/4” square by ½” thick)

Lot 93
3 undecorated whiteware

S67 1 hand painted (polychrome, large floral; red lined rim) whiteware saucer
S68 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware plate
S69 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (impressed illegible mark on back)
S72 1 unglazed relief decorated yellowware (bisque, flower pot?)
S70 1 glass chimney globe (sheared and fire pontiled lip finish)
S71 1 cruet (base, lead glass, molded)

2 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
1 frosted interior glass
34 aqua window glass
1 2-hole shell button
10 machine cut nail grafments
1 forged rail spike
1 aluminum gutter scrap
1 shutter hinge
3 wire nail (3 ½” long)
2 wire nail (2 ½” long)
1 wire nail (1 7/8” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 1/3” long)
1 mussel
10 bone
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Lot 94
S416 1 relief decorated yelloware bowl (2 ½” diameter base)
S417 3 undecorated creamware/ pearlware (?) chamber pot

1 machine cut nail fragment

Lot 95
1 undecorated whiteware

S244 1 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware cup (London Urn shape)
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware

S245 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware saucer
1 transfer print (green) whiteware

S246 1 hand painted (polychrome, small floral and gilded) porcelain toy plate
1 Albany slipped/ Albany slipped jigger molded bowl
2 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
8 aqua window glass
2 dark green/black container glass
1 milk glass

S247 1 press glass compote (?) or bowl (unidentifiable pattern)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 machine cut nail (4 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 1/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 flattened lead pipe (1 7/8” long, approximately 1 ½” diameter)
1 copper ring (.66” inner diameter, .74” outer diameter)
1 copper/ brass broach (gilded and inset jewel: jewel not present)
1 cast iron (classically inspired decoration; radiator?)
1 hand forged chisel (12” long)
1 cast iron pipe elbow (threaded, steam heating pipe)
7 bone

Lot 96
2 undecorated whiteware

S243 2 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware cup (London Urn shape)
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 undecorated yellowware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
9 aqua window glass
3 aqua container glass
1 3-hole relief decorated milk glass button (.32” diameter)
1 copper loop shank button (.47” diameter)
16 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
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2 machine cut nails (2” long)
1 machine cut nails (1 5/8” long)
3 machine cut nails (1 1/8” long)
1 iron band (5/8” wide)
1 iron drill bit (3 ½” long)
3 straight pins
1 glazed brick
2 fragmented brick
1 mortar
5 bone

Lot 97
S236 1 undecorated whiteware cup
S237 1 Albany slipped/ Albany slipped jigger molded mixing bowl

1 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
1 aqua canning jar (embossed “…N… / …30… / …858…”)

S238 1 bottle (amber, round base, approximately 2 ¾” diameter, base only)
S239 1 bottle (amber, French Square base, 2 piece mold, height unknown, base only)
S240 2 pressed glass compote (lead glass, unidentifiable pressed pattern)

2 amber container glass
2 iron wire

Lot 98
1 dark green/black container glass
2 amber container glass

S233 1 wine bottle (amber, 3-piece plate bottom mold?, applied tool double Oil or Mineral
finish, with lead foil intact, neck only)

S234 1 whiskey flask (aqua, applied string and sheared lip finish, neck only)
S235 1 wine bottle (dark green, applied string and sheared lip finish, neck only)

1 2-hole shell button (.47” diameter)
3 fragmented cork

S229 1 relief decorated (paneled) whiteware cup

Lot 100
1 hand painted (polychrome; green floral) whiteware
1 porcelain electrical pole insulator

S191 1 jar (aqua, base only, 3 5/8” diameter, 3-piece plate bottom mold)
S190 1 bottle (aqua, 3-piece plate bottom mold, embossed side panel “…TION” and base

“28”)
1 plastic screw top cap (.67” diameter)
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 carpenter’s knife blade
1 unidentifiable lead (embossed “HEWITT”, modern)
1 wire nail (6” long); with threads; gutter spike)
1 hook with screw threads
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Lot 101
1 4-hole milk glass button (.62” diameter)
1 brass harmonica sound board

Lot 102
24 undecorated whiteware

S323 14 undecorated whiteware saucer (backstamp: “TRADE…”)
S223 3 undecorated whiteware pitcher
S220 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S280 1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware saucer
S287 1 transfer print (purple) whiteware soup plate (9”diameter)
S334 1 undecorated porcelain saucer

2 hand painted (overglaze polychrome, large floral) porcelain handled cup
1 salt glazed stoneware

S335 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware bowl (jigger molded, base only)
3 unglazed red paste earthenware

S332 1 undecorated ironstone cup
102 2 undecorated whiteware saucer (7”diameter; backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA/

WEDGEWOOD & CO.”)
1 salt glazed drain tile
3 blue glass container
1 clear container glass
1 clear container glass (embossed “…ASON… / CA…”)
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…1858…”)
32 aqua window glass
31 aqua container glass
84 clear globe glass
22 clear container glass
1 frosted glass
1 cut glass- aqua window (2” x 3 ¾”)
1 blue container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed “THE / HERO”)

S231 1 vial (dip molded, fragile lip, size unknown)
S347 6 canning jar (aqua, round, molded, blow-over-mold, screw top finish, neck only)
S348 2 canning jar (aqua, round, molded, blow-over-mold, screw top finish, neck only)
S349 2 canning jar (aqua, round, molded, applied tool wax seal finish, embossed “TH[E] /

HE[RO]”)
S353 1 bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, base only)
S354 1 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, base only)
355 1 medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” x 2 1/8” x 6 1/8” tall, improved tool

prescription finish, 1 ¼” long neck, unpontiled)
343 10 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, simple circle design around base of bowl, unpontiled, 3

¼” diameter base 6” tall)
350 4 bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, unknown height,

applied tool, brandy finish, embossed “…N.Y.”)
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S351 1 food jar (aqua, square/rectangular, unknown size and height, ring neck, applied tool
rolled finish, neck only)

S352 4 food jar (aqua, square/ rectangular, unknown size and height, Gothic paneled, body
only)

1 aqua bottle (round, embossed “…GA L… / …MATO…”)
1 slate (writing?)

S336 1 milk glass lid liner
S337 4 blue and white glass tableware
S338 2 milk glass tableware (mug (?), bird motif)
S339 5 liquor bottle (amber, molded, body only)
S340 1 liquor bottle (dark green/black, applied tool brandy finish, neck only)
S341 1 pressed glass tableware
S342 2 tumbler (clear, wheel engraved lines, rim only)
S344 1 chimney globe (hand crimped finish)
S345 4 chimney globe (hand crimped finish)
346 9 food jar (clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, round, 2” diameter base, unknown height,

improved tool lip, 1 7/8” diameter mouth) [similar to vessel 225]
2 brick fragments
39 machine cut nail fragments
3 iron sheet metal
1 iron alligator clip
15 bone

Lot 103
16 undecorated whiteware
2 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware

S219 1 undecorated whiteware cup
S220 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S221 1 relief decorated whiteware plate
S223 1 undecorated whiteware serving vessel
S222 1 undecorated porcelain saucer

56 aqua window glass
4 clear container glass
8 aqua container glass
1 melted aqua glass
1 milk glass
1 amber container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter)
1 4-hole blue glass button (.40” diameter)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 writing slate (lined)
36 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentifiable cast iron
2 iron bands? (1”wide)
1 unidentifiable copper
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1 unidentifiable zinc metal (harmonica sound board)
2 straight pins
1 brass screw eye (.60”long) with ring (1/2” diameter)

Lot 104
1 undecorated whiteware

S142 1 Albany slipped jug handle
6 clear container glass
8 aqua window glass
2 aqua container glass

S143 1 bottle (clear, French Square base, 1 ¾” square, unknown height, unpontiled, 3-piece-
plate-bottom-mold)

S144 1 bottle (clear, round, approximate 1 ¾” diameter, 1”long neck, improved tool
prescription lip, neck only)

S145 1 bottle (clear, round, approximate 1 ¾” diameter, 1”long neck, improved tool
prescription lip, neck only)

1 machine cut nail fragment

Lot 105
6 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (with backstamp: “…IRONST…”)

S90 1 goblet (pressed glass; unidentified star and STIPPLED pattern; rim only)
7 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
12 aqua window glass
1 slate (writing?)
1 slate pencil
17 machine cut nail fragments
1 metal clasp
3 clinkers
13 bone

Lot 106
S220 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate

1 clear container glass

Lot 107
13 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware
1 salt glazed molded stoneware drain tile

S112 4 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware chimney thimble (?) (8” diameter)
1 sandstone whetstone
1 amber container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed “P…/ N…”)
5 clear globe glass
11 clear container glass
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12 aqua container glass
19 aqua window glass

S224 1 jar (aqua, narrow mouth, 2” diameter, unknown height and size, molded, rim only)
S225 1 chimney globe (clear/lead, flanged base, 1 ½” diameter base, base only)
S220 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S226 1 hand painted (red background and gilded flowers; porcelain vase?)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.40” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
1 stone marble (.60” diameter)
2 slate (writing?)
5 plaster (with red/ blue paint)
85 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron down spout gutter?
1 unidentifiable iron wire
1 straight pin
1 copper eyelet (shoe eye?)
9 bone

Lot 108
S205 1 hand painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware saucer

1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 salt glazed/ salt glazed stoneware
5 clear container glass
7 aqua window glass
6 aqua container glass
1 tumbler (light aqua/ clear, round base, 2” diameter, unknown height, rough, plunger

scar)
S207 1 tumbler (light aqua/ clear, round base 2 ¼” diameter, baase, 3 3/8” tall, rough plunger

scar)
208 29 bottle (clear, round, approximately 1 ½” diameter base, unknown height, unknown

mold type, 1” long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)
1 slate (writing?)
1 brick fragment
31 machine cut nail fragments
3 unidentifiable iron (container rims?)
4 straight pins
10 iron sheet metal

Lot 109
S123 1 relief decorated (ribbed pattern) ironstone cup plate, or small saucer (approximately 5”

to 6” diameter)
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…J.A. HAMLIN &…/…CHICAGO”)
1 bone

Lot 110
S141 1 tumbler/ cup (light blue glass, interior round molded design)
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2 bone

Lot 111
8 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
8 aqua window glass
2 aqua container glass
1 clear chimney globe

S209 1 whiskey flask (aqua, scroll, unknown size, body fragment only)
S207 1 tumbler (light aqua/ clear, round base 2 ¼” diameter, baase, 3 3/8” tall, rough plunger

scar)
S210 1 tumbler (lead glass, fluted, rim only)

1 unidentifiable white mineral (chalk?)
5 soft line mortar
1 hard mortar parging
2 coal
1 painted plaster with French coat
4 machine cut nail fragments

Lot 112
7 undecorated whiteware
1 decal decorated whiteware
6 aqua window glass
5 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 clear container glass (embossed “…M…”)
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…D…”
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…89…”)
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…P…”)
1 hardened rubber disk (1” diameter)
8 machine cut nail fragments
13 wire nail fragments
1 iron bracket (modern)

Lot 113
6 undecorated whiteware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
18 aqua window glass
9 clear container glass
5 aqua container glass
1 hollow glass rod (aqua, .60” diameter, ground end; possible cane?)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44” diameter)
1 blue plastic clothespin (embossed “ROGERS / CLEAN – GRIP / PAT. PEND.”)
35 machine cut nail fragments
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4 wire nail fragments
1 wire roofing nail (7/8” long)
1 leadshot? (.50” diameter
1 unidentifiable cast iron

Lot 114
7 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 salt glazed/ Albany slipped stoneware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware
4 clear chimney globe glass
12 clear container glass
15 aqua window glass
1 pressed glass (clear/ lead, body only)
1 painted red flat glass (clear, melted)
1 4-hole shell button (.42” diameter”
1 loop shank shell button (.47” diameter)
1 metal loop shank button (.54”)
1 Rockingham glazed marble (.65” diameter”
90 machine cut nail fragments
1 wire nail (2 ½”long)
1 brass forged tack
1 clinker
2 coal
30 bone

Lot 115
14 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware

S229 1 relief decorated (paneled) whiteware cup
S232 5 undecorated whiteware saucer

16 undecorated porcelain
S227 4 undecorated porcelain saucer
S228 2 undecorated porcelain cup

61 aqua window glass
8 dark green/black container glass
3 amber container glass
11 clear container glass
3 burned glass
2 dark green/black container glass (embossed “… U…”)

S230 1 aqua tumbler (?)
S231 1 vial (dip molded, fragile lip, size unknown)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.56” diameter)
1 4-hole shell button (.32” diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass button (.40” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.63” diameter)
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1 stone marble (.52” diameter)
1 iron button (.81”diameter, fabric covered)
1 kaolin pipe stem/ bowl
3 slate
2 slate pencil
2 mica
231 machine cut nail fragments
1 scrap copper
1 copper wire
2 iron bands
10 iron sheet metal
1 tin food container lid/bottom
1 unidentifiable iron bar
1 iron container (sardine can)(3” x 4 ½” x 1”)
1 iron forged door keeper (2 ¼” wide)
1 brass ferrule (1/2” diameter)
1 brass tack
1 copper eyelet (.35” diameter, shoe eylet)
1 bone toothbrush head
32 bone

Lot 116
56 undecorated whiteware
7 hand painted (flow blue) whiteware
5 transfer print (blue) whiteware

S314 1 transfer print (black)whiteware cup
S315 1 hand painted (red lined) whiteware saucer
S316 1 undecorated (?) handled whiteware cup

1 transfer print (black) whiteware
S320 1 relief decorated whiteware cup
S321 3 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware serving vessel
S317 1 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware saucer
S318 1 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware saucer

1 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware
7 undecorated whiteware saucer (v.317 or 318?)
1 salt glazed stoneware ink (well or bottle?)
5 salt glazed stoneware
5 redware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware

S319 1 relief decorated porcelain handled cup
33 aqua container glass
30 clear container glass
96 aqua window glass
2 aqua mirror glass
1 dark blue container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…OR…”)
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S322 1 vial (aqua; folded lip, lip only)
S225 1 chimney globe (clear/lead, flanged base, 1 ½” diameter base, base only)
S124 8 tumbler (clear, ribbed, rim only)
S324 2 tumbler (clear/ lead base only, fluted?)
S325 1 tumbler (clear/ lead, round, pontiled)
S326 1 salt glazed (?) (lead, pressed glass

1 4-hole milk glass gbutton (.62” diameter, burned)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.41” diameter, burned)
1 4-hole bone button (.56” diameter)
1 shell button fragment (.32” diameter)
2 brass, 3-piece loop shank buttons (.58” diameter)
3 kaolin pipe bowls
1 kaolin pipe stem (embossed “DO… // …ER”)
1 shell loop shank button (.40” diameter)
1 fragmented loop shank milk glass button (painted red)
1 brick fragment
113 machine cut nail fragments
1 cast lead (with exterior threads
1 melted drop lead
1 chisel cut brass strap (9/16” wide)
1 lead hollow tube (1.05” long, .25” diameter)
1 brass tube (1 ¾” long, .19” diameter)
1 iron buckle?
1 iron bar stock
1 wire nail (approximately 3” long (bent))
1 large forged iron scorp blade (broken)
4 harmonica sound boards (brass)
1 rolled iron tube (2” long, .41” diameter)
1 lead shot (.34” diameter)
1 lead shot (.37” diameter)
1 lead shot .39” diameter)
1 copper ring (.72” exterior diameter, .66” interior diameter)
1 metal ferrule (.36” diameter)
1 mussel shell
80 bone

Lot 117
12 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (badly burned)
1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware (burned)

S214 1 hand painted (polychrome, floral and black lined) whiteware saucer
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware

S216 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (?) (scalloped edge)
S217 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (?) (scalloped edge)

1 sponge decorated (blue) whiteware
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S215 1 hand painted (polychrome, large floral with wide blue band) pearlware? cup
2 undecorated porcelain
2 redware
1 amber container glass
14 aqua container glass
40 aqua window glass
5 melted aqua glass

S218 1 electrical insulator (aqua; ground wire)
1 tumbler (clear, fluted, body only)
1 4-hole bone button (.68” diameter; burned)
1 slate pencil
37 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1.0” long)
1 unidentified cast iron
1 lead shot (.32” diameter)

Lot 118
4 aqua window glass
2 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass
2 bottle (aqua, embossed “…LA / …ERED / …ZS / TRADE / BOTTLE…”)
1 2-hole shell button (.4” diameter)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 corroded screw (1 5/8” long; pointed)
1 iron sheet metal (electrical box cover?)
1 copper Lincoln head penny (1965)
1 copper Lincoln head penny (1971 D)
1 aluminum can “pop-top”
1 large red rubber “ring”
1 plastic blue burette
1 plastic red

Lot 119
1 undecorated whiteware

S152 5 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned)
S153 3 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (jigger molded) pottery pot

1 salt glazed drain tile
13 aqua window glass
12 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…A…”)
1 yellow container glass
1 milk glass button (fragmented)
1 4-hole milk glass button (fragmented)
1 2-hole shell button (.31” diameter)
1 clear round bead (.29” diameter)
1 blue conical bead (.31” diameter)
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1 green plastic bead (.34” diameter)
52 machine cut mail fragments
1 iron clip
1 unidentifiable cast iron (handle?)
3 aluminum can “pop-top”
1 crown bottle cap
11 iron sheet metal
1 wire roofing nail
1 iron buckle?
1 strap leather (.57” wide)
1 nylon braided rope
1 machine made brick
1 rubber band
1 cigarette filter
1 plastic straw
5 black plastic
1 red plastic
1 blue plastic
1 blue plastic clothespin (embossed “ROGERS / CLEAN – GRIP / PAT. PEND.”)
1 plastic doll (1 ¼” tall)
2 bone

Lot 120
3 undecorated whiteware

S158 1 annular decorated whiteware bowl
159 1 transfer print (black) whiteware plase (multi-sided)

1 unglazed red paste earthenware
3 clear container glass
5 aqua window glass
2 aqua container glass
2 4-hole composite metal and “board” button (.54” diameter)
13 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified cast iron

Lot 121
9 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain
1 aqua mirror glass
7 clear container glass
18 aqua window glass
1 4-hole brown glass button (.41” diameter”
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41” diameter)
1 balck glass loop shank button (.44” diameter)
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43 machine cut nail fragments
3 iron sheet metal
1 unidentifiable cast iron
2 unidentified iron band (?)
1 hardened rubber comb tooth
9 bone

Lot 122
24 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome, red floral) whiteware
2 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
2 undecorated porcelain
2 undecorated yellowware
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile

S150 4 unglazed red paste earthenware flower potting pot (jigger molded; 2 ½” diameter)
3 unglazed buff paste earthenware

S151 1 unglazed red paste earthenware pan
1 burned ceramic/melted glaze
1 milk glass
2 amber container glass
7 aqua container glass
17 clear container glass
2 aqua mirror glass
21 aqua window glass
3 dark green/black container glass
2 light green container glass
2 green container glass
2 melted glass
1 ground glass stopper (.29” bottle mouth)
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.42” diameter)
1 alkaline glazed, hard fired brick
57 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified brass (1/2”wide x 2/8” high)
1 brass cap/lid (1 5/8”diameter)
1 wire nail (2 ½”long)
1 rim fire shell (.22 caliber short)
1 unidentified plastic
1 blue Bic pen tip
13 bone

Lot 123
15 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome, floral) whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
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1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
S155 1 transfer print (green) whiteware saucer
156 3 undecorated whiteware saucer (6”diameter, 1 1/8” tall; impressed backstamp:

“[J.CLEMENT] SON / [IRON] STONE / CHINA / CITRON SHAPE”) [Kowalsky
and Kowalsky (1999:403), registered August 21, 1863; register number 165317]

2 sponge decorated (blue) whiteware
2 unglazed red paste earthenware

S154 1 unglazed red paste earthenware (hand turned pottery pot)
1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
2 redware
1 annular yellowware
46 aqua window glass
12 aqua container glass
17 clear container glass
2 green container glass
1 blue container glass
2 aqua mirror glass

S157 1 salt glazed stoneware ink well/bottle
1 4-hole gray glass button (.43” diameter, pie crust decoration)
1 4-hole green glass button (.40” diameter)
1 4-hole brown glass button (.44” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter)
1 4-hole shell button (.34” diameter)
1 kaolin pipe bowl (fluted)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 slate pencil
45 machine cut nail fragments
2 iron sheet metal
1 iron ring with mica on the interior (.68” diameter)
1 unidentifiable cast iron
1 copper “hook” (“hook-and-eye fastner)
1 lead sprue

Lot 124
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 Rockingham (blue) stoneware marble (.56” diameter)
1 hardened rubber comb (brown)
2 bone

Lot 125
8 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated (worm mocha) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware

S427 2 relief decorated (berlin gothic pattern?) whiteware soup plate
S428 5 relief decorated (gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S429 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware bowl (?) (base only)
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S430 2 transfer print (green) and hand painted (red highlight) whiteware cup
S431 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware cup
S432 1 undecorated whiteware ladle
433 8 undecorated pearlware/ whiteware salve jar (3 ½” diameter, 1 3/8” tall)
434 1 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (lusterware) whiteware washbasin (multi-sided)
S435 2 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving bowl (6” diameter mouth)
S436 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware saucer
426 2 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware saucer (6” diameter, 1 3/8” tall;

backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA/ J. F.”)
S437 1 Rockingham decorated yellowware nappie or bowl (?)
438 31 Rockingham glazed yellowware pitcher (Gothic shaped; 4 ¼” base, 8” tall, 6 sided)
S440 3 redware jar (5” diameter base, unknown height, lug handle with “dimples”)
S402 2 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware jar (burned) [illustrate]

1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware (ink?)
6 clear container glass
1 clear flat glass (window?)
7 aqua flat glass
5 aqua container glass

460 2 medicine bottle 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold (?) (clear/ light aqua, Blake Variant 1 base,
1 ¼” x 1 7/8”, pontiled, height unknown, base and body only; embossed panels: “FOR
/ THE HAIR // …RICHT’S [P]REMIUM // KATHARION // [PHI]LADa”)[see also
Lyon: page 124, 1st circa 1848 and early 1850’s; not in Fike, spelled differently than
Lyon’s- Kathairm]

S461 2 medicine bottle (dark green, Blake Variant 1 base, body only; embossed: “…STERLY
/ [ST.] LOUIS…”) [potentially Dr. E. Easterley of St. Louis (Fike 1987: 161), Dr.
Easterley 1845-1847, Easterley and Co. 1848-1874]

1 4-hole shell button (.32” diameter; domed)
1 stone marble (.69” diameter)
1 hard rubber comb
1 kaolin pipe stem
3 charcoal
8 shaley slag
1 fired daub
1 sandstone
61 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1 3/8” long)
1 iron clock gear (1 ¼” diameter)
2 iron cans
1 iron container (fragmentary)
1 pocketknife (3 7/8” long)
2 iron can (3” diameter; base?)
1 iron band (1” wide)
63 bone

Lot 126
S447 1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware saucer (burned)
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S449 1 hand painted Parian figurine (spotted cat?)
1 redware

S448 1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned)
9 aqua container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 mirror glass (aqua; clipped corner)

S464 1 vial/bottle (aqua, dip molded, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, pontiled, base only)
460 1 medicine bottle 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold (?) (clear/ light aqua, Blake Variant 1 base,

1 ¼” x 1 7/8”, pontiled, height unknown, base and body only; embossed panels: “FOR
/ THE HAIR // …RICHT’S [P]REMIUM // KATHARION // [PHI]LADa”)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.43”, pie crust edging)
1 4-hole stamped brass/ copper (.46” diameter)
1 4-hole bone button (.51” diameter, burned)
1 3-part brass button (.44” diameter)
1 stoneware marble (unpainted; .68” diameter)
3 hard fired glazed brick
3 charcoal
40 machine cut nail fragments
3 unidentified iron
1 copper ferrule/band (.55” x .25” wide)
1 brass clothing bracket (overall?)
20 bone

Lot 127
2 undecorated whiteware

S419 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate (multi-sided)
422 3 relief decorated (unidentified Gothic pattern) whiteware pitcher (backstamp:

“PORCELAINE A LA FRANCAIS / JOHN / RIDGEWAY/ & CO”) [Kowalsky and
Kowalsky (1999:320) suggests this dates to circa 1841-1855.]

S441 1 hand painted (polychrome; small floral, purple stemmed) whiteware platter
S443 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handled)
S444 1 annular decorated whiteware pitcher
442 1 undecorated pearlware (?) cup (Chinese bowl shape?)
S445 1 slip decorated red paste stoneware (lusterware pitcher?)
S446 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (?) (4 1/8” diameter base, 6 7/8” diameter

rim, 5 ½” tall) (small; quart sized)
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
42 aqua window glass

S462 1 pressed glass tableware (clear/lead glass, unidentified object, possibly a salt?)
S463 1 perfume bottle (clear/lead glass, molded, pontiled, base only)
S453 1 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, 1 3/8” diameter base, pontiled, unknown height)
S451 1 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, fluted sides, rough pontil, height unknown,

base only)
1 faceted black glass loop shank button (.50” diameter)
1 stoneware marble (.76” diameter)
12 charcoal
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2 hard fired brick
1 wood sample
5 machine cut nail fragments
5 unidentified metal
1 cast iron kettle (?) leg
1 furniture spring ( 1 ¼” diameter)
1 iron band (1” wide)
1 brass suspender buckle
5 iron sheet metal
11 bone

Lot 128
2 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware

S418 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (?)
S419 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate (multi-sided)
S420 2 transfer print (red) whiteware serving vessel or chamber pot
421 2 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware handless cup (blue puddled glass)
422 3 relief decorated (unidentified Gothic pattern) whiteware pitcher (backstamp:

“PORCELAINE A LA FRANCAIS/ JOHN/ RIDGEWAY/ & CO”) [Kowalsky and
Kowalsky (1999:320) suggests this dates to circa 1841-1855.]

S423 1 undecorated pearlware (unidentified vessel)
S424 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware serving vessel (similar to vessel 420)
425 1 sheep figurines

1 dark blue container glass
17 aqua container glass
5 clear window glass
1 clear plate glass
65 aqua flat glass

459 1 bottle (dark green/black glass, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 8 ½” tall, Rickett’s mold,
applied tool double ring finish, 2 ½” long neck, large pontil)

450 1 tumbler (clear/lead glass, double fluted, 6-sided, approximately 2 ¼” base, 3 3/8” tall)
[similar to vessels 410 and 411]

S451 15 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, fluted sides, rough pontil, height unknown,
base only)

S452 1 bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, small base fragment only)
S453 1 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, 1 3/8” diameter base, pontiled, unknown height)
454 1 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, 1 ½” diameter base, approximately 3 ¼” tall, fragile lip)
455 1 vial (aqua, dip molded, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 7/8” tall, fragile lip, pontiled)
456 1 vial (aqua, dip molded, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 7/8” tall, fragile lip, pontiled)
457 1 vial (aqua, dip molded, 7/8” diameter base, approximately 4” tall, lip missing,

pontiled)
458 1 bottle (dark green/black glass, round, 1 5/8” diameter, 2-piece-mold, 4 ¾” tall,

pontiled, applied tool ring or oil finish)
1 1-hole bone button (.69” diameter)
1 4-hole wooden button (.64” diameter)
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1 4-hole milk glass button (.44” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.34” diameter)
1 Rockingham glazed marble (.81” diameter; burned)
1 hand painted stoneware marble (.73” diameter; red, brown, green banded)
1 tooled marble “chip” [tombstone, fireplace mantel or statuary?]
1 twig/vine
1 wood sample (2” x 3” with 2 machine cut nail perforations
1 wood sample (burned)
20 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
4 machine cut nail fragments with wood
1 straight pin with blockhead (3 ½” long)
2 brass buckle (2 ½” x ¾” wide)
1 barrel/keg strap (3/4” wide)
1 utensil handle (3” long; wooden with brass shield rivet head)
3 copper/brass sheet metal
13 unidentified metal
3 metal disk
2 soft mud brick
1 mortar

Lot 129
7 undecorated whiteware

S359 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S360 1 transfer print (black) whiteware serving vessel [with unidentified American scene (?);

part of same set of vessel in privy]
S358 1 undecorated pearlware (?), salve or ointment jar (approximately 1” to 1 ½” diameter,

unknown height) [similar to vessel 288]
1 relief decorated pearlware lid (knob only) [may be part of S360]
21 aqua flat glass
2 clear container glass
13 clear chimney globe glass
9 clear container glass
1 aqua glass burned
5 aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…N & CO.”)
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…HO…”)
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…H…”)

S71 1 cruet (base, lead glass, molded)
S368 12 glass case bottle (whole)(dark green; French Square shape; 2-piece mold; applied

tooled ring finish; embossed: “UDOLPHO WOLFE’S // AROMATIC SHNAPPS //
SCHIEDAM”; 2 3/8” x 2 3/8” base dimensions; 1” lip diameter; 8” tall (mnv=1)

S370 2 bottle (aqua, multi-sided, approximately 2 ½” base, unknown height, improved tool
ring or oil finish, 2-piece mold, pontiled)

S371 1 clear chimney globe (argand style; 2” diameter base; blow-over-mold)
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S372 4 tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, ground base 3 7/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter
mouth)

S369 7 food jar (aqua, Gothic paneled, applied tool rolled rim, lip and body only)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter)
1 2-hole shell button (.35” diameter)
1 4-hole green glass button (.39” diameter)
1 4-hole blue glass button (.37” diameter)
1 4-hole medium blue glass button (.42” diameter, edge beaded)
1 loop shank neck glass domed button (fragmentary)
1 3-piece iron button (3/4” diameter)
1 mortar lining (cistern wall)
3 black slate (writing?)
2 mortar (lime)
1 coal
1 cinder
1 hard rubber comb spine (possible decorative hair comb)
38 machine cut nail fragments
1 brass rim fired shell casing (.30” caliber)
2 brass spoons (broken)
6 unidentified metal
9 flat tin
1 unidentified lead (printers type?)
2 iron bands (3/4” wide; barrels bands?)
1 copper cap or lid (approximately 1” diameter)
105 bone
5 burned bone

Lot 130
2 undecorated whiteware

S361 2 relief decorated whiteware saucer [pattern potentially Sydenham Shape round,
registered by T. and R. Boote in September 1853]

S357 1 salt glazed stoneware canning jar (approximately quart size; 3 5/8” diameter mouth,
top only

1 slip decorated (lusterware?) red paste stoneware
10 aqua window glass

356 1 medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1 base, 15/16” x 1 ¾” x 4 5/8” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, ball neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, paneled, embossed
“GILLETTE / CHEMICAL WORKS / CHICAGO”; unpontiled)

1 lime mortar (rough finish)
1 machine cut nail fragment
26 enameled tin container (highly eroded)
1 pipe (iron/ steel, ¾” interior diameter)
1 brass serving spoon bowl
4 bone
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Lot 131
1 hand painted (monochrome blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware

S360 1 transfer print (black) whiteware serving vessel [with unidentified American scene (?);
part of same set of vessel in privy]

S367 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate/ dessert plate (scalloped edge)
S123 6 relief decorated (ribbed raspberry with bloom pattern) whiteware cup plate or saucer

[registered by J. & G. Meakin in circa 1860; Dieringer and Dieringer (2001:71)]
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware

S384 1 redware jar
1 porcelain doll head/ shoulder
1 hand painted Parian figurine (spotted cat?)
3 clear container glass
13 clear chimney globe glass
1 clear/lead tumbler (fluted)
20 aqua window glass
9 aqua container glass
1 aqua burned/ melted glass
1 light green container glass

S374 1 chimney globe (clear, blow-over-mold)
S375 1 stemware (?) (clear/lead, engraved floral decoration, bowl only)
S369 7 food jar (aqua, Gothic paneled, applied tool rolled rim, lip and body only)
S372 7 tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, ground base 3 7/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter

mouth)
1 loop shank milk glass button (.53” diameter)
1 stoneware marble (.65” diameter)
3 slate fragments (writing?)
3 coal
1 finish plaster fragment
27 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
4 clinkers
1 curvilinear copper band (1 ¼” x 1/8”); crimped edge with leather belt?)
2 straight pins
2 copper sheet metal
94 bone
5 burned bone

Lot 132
5 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) and hand painted (red highlights) whiteware

S363 1 relief decorated (framed leaf pattern) whiteware saucer (6-7” diameter [registered by
Samual Allock and company, circa 1849-1851] [Dieringer and Dieringer (2001:82)]

2 transfer print (blue) whiteware cup (scalloped edge)
S365 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware saucer (?)
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S362 1 undecorated porcelain handle (cup?) (handle only)
S366 2 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (hand turned)
S357 2 salt glazed stoneware canning jar (approximately quart size; 3 5/8” diameter mouth,

top only
4 aqua container glass
1 clear tumbler (fluted)
4 clear container glass
16 aqua window glass
1 aqua container glass

S373 3 tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, ribbed) [similar to if not the same as
vessel 124]

2 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter; pie crust and edged red)
1 stoneware marble (.58” diameter)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 brass spoon (gold plated and art Noveau decorated style handle)
1 small bone/antler handle (iron tang through center, ½” diameter, 2”long)
2 wood fragments
1 bone
3 burned bone

Lot 133
2 mortar fragments (large sections, cistern liner)

Lot 134
27 undecorated whiteware

93 5 undecorated whiteware platter (approximately 8” x 11 ½”, with backstamp: “ROYAL
PATENT/ IRONSTONE/BURGESS & GOODARD”

100 3 whiteware steamer (5” diameter)
S101 9 undecorated ironstone handle less (?) cup
109 1 compote (clear, 4” diameter bowl, bowl only)

1 Albany slipped/ Albany slipped stoneware mixing bowl base
102 5 undecorated whiteware saucer (7”diameter, backstamp:“IRONSTONE CHINA/

WEDGEWOOD & CO.”)
86 1 tumbler (clear, round base, 2 ¾” diameter, 4” tall unfluted rough plunger scars on

base) [cross meshes with Lot 134]
S90 1 goblet (pressed glass; unidentified star and STIPPLED pattern; rim only)

1 clear jar glass (embossed “…A… / NOV…”
2 dark green/black container glass
1 amber container glass
5 aqua container glass
5 clear container glass

103 1 medicine bottle (clear, 3-piece late bottom mold, Blake Variant base 1, 1 1/8” x 2” x 5
½” tall, paneled, improved tool Patent lip, 1 5/8” long ball neck)

104 1 bottle (aqua, French Square base, 2 1/8” x 2 1/8” by unknown height, 2 piece mold,
unpontiled, base only)
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105 1 bottle (aqua, paneled body, 2 ¼” long neck, improved tool rung or oil finish, neck
only)

106 2 Allen Porter bottle (dark green/black, round, 3 ¾” diameter, unknown height,
unpontiled, illegible embossed base, 3” long neck applied tool double oil or Mineral
finish)

107 2 whiskey flask (clear, 3-piece plate bottom mold, pint size, coffee shape, base only)
S108 2 tumbler (clear, round, unfluted)
S110 1 stemware or tumbler (clear/ lead, fluted, rim only)

1 chimney globe base (clear)
1 canning jar (clear, body only, embossed “…NOV…”)

S111 1 pitcher or bowl (?) (milk glass, base only)

Lot 135
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
2 transfer print (blue) whiteware

S271 1 decal and hand painted (gilded) porcelain saucer/ dessert plate
2 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot

S272 2 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (jigger molded, 7”diameter top)
1 redware
2 salt glazed stoneware drain tile (molded)

S112 2 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware chimney thimble (?) (8” diameter)
273 6 Albany slipped earthenware jar/crock (8”diameter mouth, approximately one gallon

capacity)
1 clear container glass (embossed “…T…”)
1 clear container glass (embossed “…O… / …EX…”)
12 clear container glass
4 aqua window glass
13 aqua container glass

S274 2 bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, molded, 4” long neck with
applied tool Mineral or double oil finish, unpontiled?

S275 1 bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1” x 1 ¾”, unknown height, paneled, Owen’s scar,
machine made)

S276 1 stemware (clear, molded, faceted stone, 3 1/8” diameter base, unpontiled, base only)
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 graphite pencil lead
1 doorknob (white ceramic with iron post)
16 machine cut nail fragments
1 copper spoon (missing handle)
1 hard mortar parging
1 plaster

Lot 136
7 undecorated whiteware

S279 1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware cup
S280 1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware saucer
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S281 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware pitcher (?)
S282 1 relief decorate whiteware lid (knob only)
S285 1 relief decorated (unidentified Gothic pattern) whiteware serving vessel (body only)
S286 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware multisided plate
S55 1 copper luster (with beaded rim) red paste stoneware pitcher [same as vessel from

Corneau]
S287 1 transfer print (purple) whiteware soup plate (9”diameter)
288 4 undecorated pearlware salve jar (1 ½” diameter, 1 5/8” tall)
S259 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware saucer (?)
S283 1 undecorated porcelain handled cup
S220 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate

1 salt glazed stoneware
23 redware

S289 2 redware jar (10” diameter mouth, rim only)
S290 3 redware bowl (approximately 8” diameter mouth, rim only)
S291 1 redware jar (approximately 7-8” diameter, rim only)
S292 1 redware jar (approximately 8” diameter, rim only; interior with heavy slip like glaze)

1 amber container glass
23 aqua container glass
19 aqua container glass
4 clear container glass

277 2 whiskey flask (aqua, union oval, 1 ½” x 3 1/8” base, unknown height, 2-piece mold;
base embossed: “W. McC & Co.”, sheared lip with applied string finish)

S278 1 bottle (aqua, applied tool ring or oil finish, neck only)
1 2-hole milk glass button (.48” diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.44” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.34” diameter)
1 4-hole copper stamped button (.47” diameter)
1 4-hole bone button (.67”diameter)
1 hard rubber comb
1 mortar (with exterior painted surface; i.e. brick wall was painted)
25 machine cut nail fragments
1 copper overalls buckle
1 copper broach or medallion
8 iron sheet metal
1 iron band (barrel; .62” wide)
1 iron cup (?) handle
1 unidentifiable iron
2 fish scale
1 mussel shell
21 bone

Lot 137
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware

S211 1 hand painted (polychrome, large floral, corn flower pattern) whiteware cup
S28 1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware saucer
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S179 1 bottle (aqua, French Square, 3-piece-plate-bottom mold, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8” base,
unknown height, unpontiled, 1” long neck, applied tool Patent lip, furnish)

1 redware
2 Albany slipped/Albany slipped earthenware

S213 1 Albany slipped/Albany slipped earthenware bowl (jigger molded, 7” diameter mouth,
lip only)

3 aqua container glass
1 light green container glass

S212 1 bottle (aqua, 2 piece mold round, 1 ¼” diameter base, unknown height, pontiled base
only)

1 rubber washer?
2 machine cut nail fragments
2 bone

Lot 138
31 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 transfer print (gray (?); burned) whiteware
4 transfer print (blue) whiteware
3 annular decorated whiteware
2 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware

S264 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate/platter (scalloped edge)
S265 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate/platter (scalloped edge)
S266 2 undecorated whiteware cups (thinly potted)
S267 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (thinly potted)
S268 3 undecorated whiteware cup (heavy)
S220 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S259 2 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware saucer (?)

1 undecorated porcelain
1 undecorated porcelain (burned)

S270 1 porcelain figurine (leg, foot, or base)
33 redware

S269 1 redware bowl (approximately 8” diameter)
S260 1 redware bowl (approximately 8” diameter)
S261 2 unidentified redware vessel (possible small bowl (?))
S263 1 redware small bowl/tableware (4”-5” diameter, rim only)

1 slip decorated red paste stoneware (lusterware)
257 25 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (5” diameter base, unknown height)

10 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
258 16 Albany slipped/unglazed earthenware jug (unknown size, wide mouth, 2” diameter

mouth; approximately 5 ½”-6” diameter base)
S262 1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (?) (8” diameter mouth, unknown height;

hand turned)
105 aqua window glass
48 clear container glass
20 aqua container glass
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1 amber container glass
6 dark green/black container glass
1 blue pressed glass tableware (?)

S253 1 bottle (aqua, round, dip molded, 2 ½” diameter base, height unknown, pontiled)
S254 1 vial (aqua, dip molded, round 7/8” diameter base, unknown height, pontiled, base

only)
S255 1 vial (aqua, dip molded, round 7/8” diameter base, unknown height, pontiled, base

only)
S256 2 chimney globe (clear, sheared lip, top only)

1 unidentified clear glass tableware (wheel engraved)
S210 1 tumbler (lead glass, fluted

3 4-hole blue glass button fragments
1 4-hole black glass button (.48” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.49” diameter)
1 4-hole blue glass button (.43” diameter)
7 4-hole milk glass button (.43 diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.29” diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.33” diameter)
3 4-hole milk glass button (.41” diameter)
1 4-hole green glass button (.41” diameter)
2 2-hole purple/pink glass button (.41 diameter)
1 4-hole brown glass button (.41”diameter)
2 4-hole blue glass hand painted button (.41” diameter)
1 4-hole green glass button (pie crust design, .41” diameter)
1 green glass button fragment
1 4-hole bone button (.66” diameter)
1 4-hole shell button (.32” diameter)
4 4-hole shell button (.37” diameter)
2 4-hole shell button (.39” diameter)
1 black glass faceted button (loop shank, .46” diameter)
1 red glass loop shank button (.28” diameter)
1 milk glass loop shank button (.44” diameter)
1 stamped/domed loop shank decorated copper button (.47” diameter)
1 metal fabric covered button (.55” diameter)
2 copper 3-piece loop shank button (.54” diameter)
1 copper conical loop shank button (.35” diameter)
1 stone marble (.55” diameter)
1 blue faceted bead (.22” diameter)
1 1854 half dime
2 slate (writing?)
4 slate pencils
2 hard rubber comb
95 machine cut nail fragments
9 iron sheet metal
1 machine cut nail (4 ½”long)
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1 iron band/barrel? (1/2” wide)
5 iron band (3/4” wide)
1 iron band (5/8” wide)
1 iron band (1” wide)
1 copper sheet metal (1” wide)
1 copper/brass ring (.86” diameter)
1 melted burned lead
1 drop melted lead shot (.30” diameter)
1 drop melted lead shot (.28” diameter)
1 copper scissor or candlewick trimmer handle
1 iron hammerhead
3 unidentified iron
1 melted lead splatter
1 plaster (painted)
1 iron ring (2 ¼” diameter)
1 brass hinge fragment (chisel cut and scrapped)
1 copper eye (“hook and eye fastener”
1 copper ring (1” diameter)
1 copper ring (.55” diameter)
21 straight pins
1 bone handle toothbrush (impressed: “EXTRA QUALITY”)
1 wood handle eating utensil
1 seashell
56 bone

Lot 139
1 porcelain canning jar lid liner (embossed “-19- BOYD’S GENUINE PORCELAIN

LINED CAP”
242 1 vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made)
S241 2 bottle (amber, round, 3 ½” long bulbous neck, applied tool ring or oil finish, neck

only)
1 unidentifiable iron (large stone/furnace fragment; 3.5” high x 8” long)
1 mortar

Lot 140
252 1 relief decorated (unidentified Gothic pattern) whiteware handled pitcher, 6”base,

7”tall; backstamp:“IRONSTONE CHINA / JAMES EDWARDS”
1 Albany slipped/Albany slipped Earthenware

S248 1 Albany slipped earthenware jug handle
S249 1 Albany slipped earthenware mixing bowl (jigger molded, 8 ½” diameter mouth)
S220 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate

2 clear container glass
2 amber container glass

250 2 bottle (amber, 3-piece plate bottom mold, round 2 ½” diameter base, unknown height,
4” long neck, with Double Oil or Mineral finish, applied tool, base embossed “XL”
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251 1 bottle (aqua, Blake variant base, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8”, unknown height, paneled, embossed
“PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSAM // NEW YORK”, base only, unpontiled

1 2-hole shell button (.54” diameter)
2 sample mortar

Lot 151
1 undecorated whiteware

S390 2 transfer print (gray) whiteware saucer (backstamp: “…MITED /…NGLAND”)
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
4 aqua window glass
3 hand painted white glass vase (?)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified iron (blade or tool?)
1 iron band (1/2” x 3 ½”)
1 bone

Lot 152
4 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware (burned)

S395 3 hand painted (monochrome green) whiteware plate
S396 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (6” diameter; backstamp: “…STONE CHI[NA]…)
S397 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (backstamp: “…TRADE MARK / ENGLAND”)

1 porcelain
S393 1 relief decorated (Columbia shape (?)) ironstone plate [registered by variety of

manufacturers in 1855; similar to Sydenham pattern]
S394 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone cup

1 redware
1 clear container glass
4 clear burned glass (shattered, warped)
4 aqua window glass
1 blue flat glass (1” wide)

S392 2 bottle (amber, machine made, embossed with Owens illusions mark on base and
“…AIN…” on panel)

1 leather strap
1 leather strap (1” x 7”, machine cut nail holes)
12 machine cut nail fragments
1 clinker
2 straight pin (1 ½”, cast head)
1 cast iron heavy container
6 sheet metal
1 sheet metal container (rolled rim, pail?)
1 metal-coiled strap (1” x 20”; leaf sprint?)
1 copper/brass spoon handle (hammered into 1” x 2” scrap)
1 hard/dense coal
19 bone
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Lot 153
3 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (monochrome red) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware saucer (?) (base only; backstamp: “…PREMIUM / [SEM]I

PORCELAIN / [T.] & R. BOOTE / ENGLAND) [cross mends with sherd in lot 155]
S398 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware soup plate/ bowl
S397 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (backstamp: “…TRADE MARK / ENGLAND”)
S399 2 undecorated porcelain cup (handled)
S401 1 relief decorated (unidentified ribbed pattern) porcelain toy saucer

2 redware
S400 1 redware jar (approximately 9” diameter mouth)

1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 aqua window glass
5 clear container glass
1 milk glass chimney globe
2 dark green/black container glass
7 machine cut nail fragments
3 unidentified metal
1 milk glass container
1 aqua container (food jar (?), melted)
20 bone
1 bone (burned)

Lot 154
11 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware

S405 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware cup
S406 1 relief decorated (unidentified ribbed pattern) porcelain saucer
S407 2 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (7” diameter mouth; hand turned)

1 redware
S402 28 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware jug (?)

1 cast brass babbitt bearing
5 clear container glass
3 clear glass (chimney)
6 aqua flat glass
3 aqua container glass
1 light green container glass

S404 1 dark green/black wine bottle (base only)
S408 1 whiskey flask (aqua, unidentified eagle flask, body only)
S409 1 tumbler (clear/lead glass; fluted, 6-sided ground base)
S410 5 tumbler (clear/lead glass, double fluted, 6-sided, 2 ¼” base, 3 7/8” tall, unknown

mouth diameter)
S412 1 bottle (milk glass, blow-over-mold, screw top lip finish, lip and neck only)
S413 1 pressed glass tableware bowl (?) (shaped as a seashell)
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S414 1 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, pontiled, 1 1/8” diameter)
415 1 bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 2-piece-mold, applied tool Patent

lip finish, 1” long neck)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.50” diameter; light green, small circular transfer print
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter; pie crust edge)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nails (2 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
2 cast iron fragments (highly corroded)
1 forged spike/bolt (1/2” diameter shank, 2” long, 1 ½” head)
1 kaolin pipe stem
15 bone
5 bone (burned)

Lot 155
1 undecorated ironstone (with brown backstamp:“…LOU POTTERIES /…DE

MARK…”
1 undecorated ironstone (with black backstamp:“ROYAL STO[NE] / WEDGW[OOD]”)
1 aqua container glass (bottle?)
1 milk glass
1 cast brass belt buckle (1 3/8” x 2 1/8”)
1 bone
1 cinder

Lot 156
4 undecorated whiteware
2 undecorated whiteware
2 annular decorated (worm mocha) whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware

S403 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S402 12 salt glazed/unglazed badly burned (?) stoneware jug (ovoid shaped)
S403 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware bottle (approximately 3 ¾” base, base only)

1 clear container glass
2 aqua flat glass
2 aqua container glass
2 light green container glass
1 dark green/black bottle base (pontiled)
15 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (3 ½” long)
3 machine cut nails (3” long)
8 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
2 machine cut nails (1 ½” long
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1 machine cut nails (1 3/8”)
1 cast iron grate (3” x 6”)
1 cast iron wedge (3 ½” long)
1 iron table knife blade (4” long, tanged end)
1 bar stock (3/8” square x 7 ½”)
1 bar stock (3/8” square x 5”)
1 bar stock (3/8” square x 4”)
1 bar stock (3/8” square x 3 ½”)
1 bar stock (3/8” x ¼” 3 ½”)
1 bar stock fragment (2 ½” long)
1 bar stock fragment (2 ¼” long)
1 bar stock fragment (2” long)
1 cast iron (3/8” x 1” x 2 ½”)
1 cast iron cylinder/ pipe (?) (1 ¼” diameter)
2 clinkers
1 cast iron (2 ¾” x 1 ¼”; tabular, approximately 3” diameter)
1 worked bone inlay
9 bone
2 bone (burned)

Lot 157
1 undecorated whiteware
4 clear flat glass
1 milk glass tableware (melted)

Lot 158
25 milk glass lamp globe glass
1 burned white glass (2 pieces fused)

Lot 159
2 undecorated whiteware

S385 1 decal decorated whiteware saucer
386 3 salt glazed/Albany slipped bowl (10” diameter; jigger molded)

1 light green bottle (Rickett’s molded)
1 plate glass (3/8” thick)
1 knife blade (?)
1 cast brass buckle (1” x 1”)
1 cast brass buckle (1 ¼” x 1 ½”)
1 oyster shell
5 bone

Lot 160
386 5 salt glazed/Albany slipped bowl (10” diameter; jigger molded)
S387 1 undecorated whiteware plate
S388 4 unglazed buff paste earthenware flowerpot (5 ½” diameter mouth; jigger molded)

1 Rockingham glazed yellowware (molded decoration)
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1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
S389 1 Rockingham glazed yellowware chamber pot lid (6 ½” diameter mouth)

1 aqua window glass
3 milk glass chimney globe

390 1 vial/bottle (clear, round, machine made, ¾” diameter base 2 ½” tall)
2 slate pencils
1 lime plaster
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 cast iron grate (1 ½” x 7”)
1 iron strap (1 ½” x 4 ½”
1 iron spike (5” long)
3 bone

Lot 161
1 redware
1 brown glazed Parian figurine (base only)

Lot 162
4 undecorated whiteware

S389 8 Rockingham glazed yellowware chamber pot lid (6 ½” diameter mouth)
386 13 salt glazed/Albany slipped bowl (10” diameter; jigger molded)
S383 1 tumbler (clear, round, rim only)

5 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 cast iron round dish/washer (?) (2 ½” diameter)
1 clinker
1 soft mud brick (hand made, chimney/fireplace)
12 bone

Lot 163
9 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
4 annular decorated (worm mocha) whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware

S391 1 relief decorated (unknown pattern) whiteware cup
1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware
1 hand painted milk glass

S383 1 tumbler (clear, round, rim only)
1 redware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 aqua container glass
1 woven textile (black, heavy warp and weft)
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4” long, bottom 1” bent at 90o angle)
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1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
4 unidentified iron
1 unidentified stamped brass/copper disk with rivets (attached to wood)
1 cast iron lead strap (3/4” x 1 ¼”, chiseled)
1 heavily fired/glazed brick
1 limestone
1 cinder coal
4 bone

Lot 164
S381 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S382 4 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (11” diameter mouth)

1 bottle (aqua, pontiled, base fragment only)
S383 1 tumbler (clear, round, rim only)

1 redware
1 hand painted (lined) stoneware marble (1.20” diameter, black)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 cast bone utensil handle (5/8” x 1 1/2'”, 2 drilled holes)
4 bone

Lot 165
19 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)
2 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware
1 annular decorated (worm mocha) whiteware
1 transfer print (black) whiteware [very small and weathered as if a “gizzard stone” of a

chicken]
S378 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware plate/ saucer?
S379 1 transfer print (purple) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S380 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate

1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
9 redware

S377 1 redware jar/bowl (4 ¼” diameter; base only)
5 salt glazed stoneware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 clear container glass (melted)
1 clear container glass (paneled)
1 clear container glass
10 aqua window glass
2 aqua container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41” diameter)
8 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
8 machine cut nails (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
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2 machine cut nails (1 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¼” long)
3 unidentified iron
1 cast iron grate
1 iron strap (1 ¼” x 2 ¾”)
1 roofing slate (with nail hole; green gray color)

S367 2 tumbler (clear/lead, round, unknown size)
1 clear glazed agate/swirled red paste button or small knob (?) (approximately 1 1/8”

diameter)
1 straight pin (2 ½” long
2 pins
1 straight pin (1 ½” long)
7 bone

Lot 166
1 kaolin pipe stem
1 unidentified iron (2 ¼” x 2 ½” square; possible rim lock?)
1 iron weight? (approximately 3 pounds, cylinder 1” x 1” head, 1 ½” diameter x 4 ¼”

tall)

Lot 167
4 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 transfer print (flow black) whiteware

S1055 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware mixing bowl (jigger molded, approximately 10”
diameter mouth, rim only)

S1033 1 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)
S1056 1 relief decorated (president shape pattern?) whiteware cup (base only)
S1057 1 undecorated whiteware cup
S1059 1 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)
S1060 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
1063 2 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S1058 1 undecorated porcelain cup
S1064 3 hand painted porcelain toy pitcher
S1061 3 annular decorated (yellow bands) yellowware chamber pot lid (?)

1 red ware
5 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
3 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua window glass
4 milk glass chimney globe

S1174 1 milk glass canning jar lid liner
S1175 1 flat glass “trivet” (aqua, beveled and worked edge)
S1176 1 tumbler/bottle (clear/lead, round, 2 ¼” to 2 ½” diameter base, pontiled, dip molded)
S1177 1 bottle (clear, 1” long neck, improved tool Patent lip, neck only)
S1178 1 ink (aqua, molded, dumped or “snail” variety)
S1179 1 bottle (aqua, base only)
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1 center fire brass shell casing (fired, .50” diamteter)
1 cast iron decorative latch (?)
1 bone

Lot 168
12 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware base (illegible impressed mark)

434 1 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (lusterware) whiteware washbasin
S1046 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving vessel (Harrison pattern)
S1047 4 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)
S1048 1 hand painted (copper luster banded) whiteware saucer (?)
S1049 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware pitcher (Gothic shaped possibly with backstamp:

“IRONSTONE… / FRIBURG”) [Williams (1978:267) identifies this pattern as being
made by William Davenport in circa 1844]

S1039 1 relief decorated (late unidentified pattern) whiteware saucer
S1040 1 undecorated whiteware serving vessel (lidded, unknown size)
1042 1 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate (8-9” diameter, rim only)
1031 2 undecorated whiteware saucer or cup plate(5” diameter, 1 ¼” tall)
1032 1 undecoratred whiteware bowl or handleless large cup (2 ¼” diameter base,

approximately 3 ½” diameter mouth, height unknown, base only)
S1033 1 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)
S1034 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware cup (approximately 2 ¼” diameter

base, unidentified backstamp
1023 5 undecorated whiteware bowl (3” tall, straight sided, approximately 12” diameter

mouth)
1024 1 transfer print (sliver) and relief decorated whiteware plate
1026 6 undecorated whiteware plate (9-10” diameter rim, with backstamp in brown:

“IMPERIAL / IRONSTONE CHINA / COCKSON & CHETWYN…”)
S1027 3 relief decorated (unidentified late floral pattern) whiteware cup
1028 4 undecorated whiteware saucer (approximately 6” diameter; backstamp: “ROYAL

IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)
1029 2 undecorated whiteware saucer (approximately 6” diameter; backstamp: “… AS

FURNIVAL & SONS”)
S1030 4 undecorated whiteware saucer (approximately 6” diameter; backstamp:

“IRONST[ONE]…”)
S1043 1 hand painted (gilded) porcelain cup
S1044 1 hand painted porcelain saucer
1022 2 hand painted (gilded and sprayed) and relief decorated porcelain dessert plate
S1025 1 unidentified Majolica vessel (body only)
1036 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone jar (approximately 5 ½” diameter

mouth, unknown height)
S1037 2 green glazed white past stoneware flower pot
1045 7 transfer print (flow blue) ironstone chamber pot lid [different pattern than vessel 24]
S1038 1 undecorated ironstone serving vessel (unknown size)
S1041 1 relief decorated (Boote’s 1851 Round Pattern?) ironstone saucer

1 salt glazed/salt glazed stoneware
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3 Albany slipped/Albany slipped stoneware
1053 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (9 ¼” diameter base, base only)
S1054 2 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware mixing bowl (jigger molded, approximately 10”

diameter mouth, rim only)
S1050 3 Albany slipped mixing bowl (jigger molded)
S1051 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
S1052 1 Albany slipped stoneware jar (handle only)

1 redware
1 aqua container (embossed: “C…”)
5 aqua container glass
2 blue container glass
3 dark green/black container glass
2 aqua window glass
7 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
1 blue cottage/art/window glass

S1145 1 pole type electrical insulator (aqua; embossed: “PAT. / JAN. 25th, 1870 // FEB. 22nd,
1870 / MCH 20th 1877”)

S1146 1 lacy style pressed glass bowl/plate
S1147 2 bottle (clear, Blakes Variant 1, unknown size, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, paneled;

embossed: “RAWLEIGH’S / TRADE MARK”)
S1148 3 tumbler (clear, round, unknown size)
1149 1 jelly glass/tumbler (clear, molded, 2 1/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” rim, approximately 3

½” tall, 3 crimped bands around rim)
S1150 1 tumbler (clear/lead glass, fluted Gothic arches, rim only)
S1151 1 small tumbler/ cruet (?) (clear/lead glass, molded, 1 7/8” diameter base, ground base,

base only)
S1152 1 stemware (molded, stem only)
S1153 1 canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, Owen’s scar/machine made, base only;

embossed “6 / A”
S1154 1 jar/bottle (red glass, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, base only)
S1155 1 bottle (aqua, 2 ½” long neck, improved tool ring or oil finish, embossed, neck only)

[potentially paneled bottle from feature 6 or 7]
S1156 1 bottle (aqua, applied tool ring lip finish)
1157 1 bottle (clear, Blakes Variant 1, 7/8” x 1 ¾” x 5 7/8” tall, paneled, 3-piece-plate-

bottom-mold, 1 ¾” long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, ball neck)
1158 1 bottle (clear, Blakes Variant 1, 1” x 1 7/8” x 5” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 ½”

ball neck with improved tool Patent lip finish; embossed: “GRAND UNION /
COMPANY / TEA // GRAN UNION TEA CO.”)

S1159 1 ale bottle (?) (black glass, applied tool brandy lip finish, lip only)
S1160 1 unidentified liquor bottle (dark green/black glass, applied tool brandy finish)

1 whetstone
1 stone flake from construction/limestone
1 wire nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (4 ¼” long)
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2 cast iron stove plates
1 brass buckle
1 brass ring (1/2” inner diameter)
1 mussel shell
1 gastropod
4 bone

Lot 169
13 undecorated whiteware

1065 1 undecorated whiteware bowl (approximately 3 ½” diameter base, 5 ¼”- 5 ½” rim, 2
1/8” tall)

S1066 2 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handless cup (?))
1067 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handless cup (?))
S1059 4 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)
1063 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S1068 1 undecorated whiteware cup [early]
S1069 1 undecorated whiteware saucer [early]
S1070 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate (dessert plate size; backstamp: “IRONSTONE”)
S1071 2 relief decorated (Boote’s 1851 shape pattern (?)) whiteware cup
1072 3 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware platter (multi-sided)
S1073 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware serving vessel tureen (base only)

5 redware
S1074 1 redware bowl

1 salt glazed stoneware
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware

S1075 1 Albany slipped stoneware jar
S1159 1 ale bottle (?) (black glass, applied tool brandy lip finish, lip only)
S1181 1 pepper sauce bottle (aqua, round, approximately 1 ¾” – 2” diameter base, molded;

embossed: “LEA / & P…”)
S1182 1 vial (aqua, dip molded, multi-sided, 1 3/8” diameter base, pontiled)
1183 3 tumbler (clear/lead, round, fluted, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, starburst base,

plunger scar)
579 4 relief decorated (ribbed) whiteware chamber pot or Jardinière

1 pressed milk glass serving bowl (base only)
1 paint (red pigment)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 bone

Lot 170
11 undecorated whiteware

S1104 2 undecorated whiteware pitcher
S968 1 transfer print (black) whiteware plate (approximately 9” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter

base; backstamp: “BOLOGNA” and impressed: “ADAMS”)
S1098 1 transfer print (red) whiteware plate
676 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware saucer [see lot 185]
S1100 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate
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S1101 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware saucer
S963 1 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½” diameter

rim, scalloped edge)
S1041 1 relief decorated (Boote’s 1851 round pattern?) ironstone saucer
S1102 1 relief decorated (Gothic style) whiteware shallow serving bowl
S1105 1 hand painted (black lined) porcelain saucer

2 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware (?)
1097 1 transfer print (purple) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S1103 2 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone pitcher?

4 redware
S1106 3 salt glazed stoneware (thinly potted; lid or base to a refined tableware vessel)

2 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
S1165 1 tumbler (clear, rounded flutes)
S1166 1 ale bottle (dark green/black, 2 3/8” diameter base, dip molded, applied tool brandy

finish)
S1047 2 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)

1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 large cast iron shaft (3 ¼” long, 2 ¼” diameter)
1 mussel shell
3 bone

Lot 171
5 undecorated whiteware

S1047 2 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)
434 2 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (lusterware) whiteware washbasin
S1091 2 transfer print (brown; aesthetic pattern style) whiteware saucer
S1092 1 undecorated whiteware chamber pot
S1094 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware soup plate
S1090 3 relief decorated (Gothic shaped) porcelain cup (handled)

1 appliqué decorated (blue; Chelsea) porcelain (body only)
S1093 1 hand painted (polychrome) porcelain cup plate (3” diameter)
1036 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone jar (approximately 5 ½” diameter

mouth, unknown height)
S1088 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup

1 redware
S1095 1 yellowware serving bowl

1 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned)
1053 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (9 ¼” diameter base, base only)

2 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
S1096 1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware jar

2 salt glazed stoneware drain tile
1 milk glass container
1 clear container glass (burned)
7 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
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1167 1 soda water bottle (aqua, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2 ½” diameter base, 7” tall,
improved tool blob top finish; embossed: “M. A. FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD / ILL”)

S1168 1 jar (aqua, dip molded (?), rolled lip, round, approximately 5 ½” – 6” diameter base, 3
7/8” diameter mouth, height unknown, rim only)

S1169 2 tumbler (clear/lead, 2 ¾” base, fluted, ground pontil)
S818 1 pressed glass tableware/ serving bowl (fan shaped; possibly cross mends with vessel

413)
2 machine cut nails (4 ¼” long)
1 forged door latch (2” x 2 ½”)
1 hand forged hook with spiked end (7” long)
1 threaded bolt (8 ½” long)
3 cast iron stove plates
1 drill bit/auger (14 ½” long; 1 ¼” drill bit head)
14 bone

Lot 172
3 salt glazed stoneware

S1161 1 jelly glass (clear, rim only)
S1162 1 bottle (clear, improved tool Patent lip finish, lip only)
S1163 2 canning jar (aqua, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, approximately 3 ½” diameter base, base

only; base embossed: “PAT NOV 26 67”)
S1164 1 canning jar (aqua, base only)

Lot 173
1097 1 transfer print (purple) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)

6 writing slate

Lot 174
1 undecorated whiteware

S1081 7 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
4 writing slate

Lot 175
4 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware

S1077 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware cup (approximately 2 ¼” diameter
base, unidentified backstamp

S1078 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate
1075 3 undecorated whiteware soup plate (impressed: “J CLEMENTSON / IRONSTONE /

CHINA / CITRON SHAPE”)
1042 1 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate (8-9” diameter, rim only)

1 kaolin pipe stem
1 brass tube (3/8” diameter x 2 ¼” long)

Lot 176
3 undecorated whiteware
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S1211 2 undecorated whiteware saucer
S1212 2 undecorated whiteware saucer

1 redware
S1214 1 Albany slipped buff paste earthenware mixing bowl (jigger molded)
1205 4 green and brown glazed Majolica buff paste earthenware flowerpot

4 aqua container glass
S1206 1 tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall; base embossed: “[PAT FE]B 10

03”)
S1207 1 whiskey flask (clear, semi-automatic/fire polished, lip only)
S1208 1 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 1/8” x 1 ¾” x unknown height, 3-piece-plate-bottom-

mold; embossed: “…NIMENT / …BOSTON”)
S1209 1 bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 1/8” x 1 7/8” x unknown

height, base only)
S1210 1 tumbler (clear/lead, 8-sealed, 2 ½” base, unknown height, fluted ground base)
S1213 1 ale bottle (dark green/black, applied tool lip finish, neck only)

1 unidentified iron

Lot 177
6 undecorated whiteware

1067 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handless cup (?))
1080 5 undecorated whiteware cup
1042 1 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate (8-9” diameter, rim only)
S1059 5 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)

2 annular decorated whiteware bowl (?) (body only)
S1059 1 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)
1023 2 undecorated whiteware bowl (3” tall, straight sided, approximately 12” diameter

mouth)
S1081 2 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S1082 2 undecorated whiteware serving vessel
S1083 1 relief decorated porcelain bowl

1 redware
S1079 1 redware jar
476 1 yellowware pipkin [unknown size; lightly Rockingham glazed] (base heavily charred)

1 dark glazed buff paste earthenware
S1086 1 unglazed paste earthenware flower pot (jigger molded)
S1085 1 yellowware serving bowl

6 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1084 1 salt glazed stoneware wine bottle (base only)

3 milk glass chimney globe
2 aqua container glass

S1170 1 bottle/vial (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, pontiled, dip molded, base only)
1171 1 bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 7/8” x 1 ¾” x 4 ½” tall, 2-piece-mold, 1 3/8” long neck

with improved tool Patent lip finish; panels embossed: “FORHAS // ALTERNATIVE
/ BALM”)
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1172 1 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 ½” x 4” tall, 7/8” long neck with improved tool
Patent lip finish, paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold; embossed: “BURNETT //
BOSTON”)

1173 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, ¾” long
neck with improved tool Patent lip finish)

2 bone

Lot 178
28 undecorated whiteware

S1047 5 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)
S1034 5 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware cup (approximately 2 ¼” diameter

base, unidentified backstamp
1063 4 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
1067 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handless cup (?))
1072 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware platter (multi-sided)
1097 4 transfer print (purple) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
1042 2 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate (8-9” diameter, rim only;

with partial backstamp and impressed mark)
S1112 1 undecorated whiteware plate
S1113 2 relief decorated (gothic/ribbed) porcelain saucer
1115 1 hand painted Staffordshire dog (1 1/8” x 1 ¾” base, 2 ½” tall)

9 redware
1 manganese glazed redware

S1114 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (7-8” diameter base, base only)
3 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
7 salt glazed stoneware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware

1106 1 salt glazed stoneware bowl? (rim only, thinly potted; lid or base to a refined tableware
vessel)

2 yellowware
2 aqua window glass
3 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
1 chimney globe glass

S1146 1 lacy style pressed glass bowl/plate
S1166 1 ale bottle (dark green/black, 2 3/8” diameter base, dip molded, applied tool brandy

finish)
S1180 1 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, 1 ½” diameter base, pontiled, fragile lip finish)

1 leather shoe heel
5 machine cut nails (3 ¾” long
1 finish nail (3 ¼” long)
1 stone marble (.71” diameter)
1 unidentified stone
4 machine cut nail ( 2 ¾” long
4 machine cut nail (2” long)
5 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
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1 machine cut nail fragments
1 strap (13” long)
1 pintel (6” long)
1 pintel (5” long)
1 horse shoe (4” x 6 ½”)
1 iron handled gimlet
1 iron hook with farrel
1 pot metal and iron fireplace tongs (8” long)
2 forged button handled strap hinges (9” long)
1 threaded eye with bolt (3 ½” long)
1 unidentified cast iron
1 bone utensil handle (3” long; flat tanged)
56 bone

Lot 179
14 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (green) whiteware

S1081 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S1057 1 undecorated whiteware cup
S1047 3 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)
1089 4 relief decorated (Gothic shape) whiteware soup plate or serving bowl
S1088 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup

1 undecorated pearlware
2 redware

S1079 1 redware jar
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 yellowware
1 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned)
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 Albany slipped/Albany slipped stoneware
1 unglazed/Albany slipped stoneware

S1075 1 Albany slipped stoneware jar
4 clear container glass
1 milk glass container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
2 aqua window glass
1 blue container glass

S1147 1 bottle (clear, Blakes Variant 1, unknown size, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, paneled;
embossed: “RAWLEIGH’S / TRADE MARK”)

S1180 2 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, 1 ½” diameter base, pontiled, fragile lip finish)
17 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
2 machine cut nails (3” long; bent)
4 machine cut nails (3” long)
1 copper shoe reinforcer
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1 unidentified copper
2 copper wire
1 unidentified iron

Lot 180
30 unidentified whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware

963 3 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½” diameter
rim, scalloped edge)

434 3 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (lusterware) whiteware washbasin (multi-sided)
S1046 5 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving vessel (Harrison pattern)
S1047 3 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)
1049 8 transfer print (blue) whiteware pitcher (Gothic shaped possibly with backstamp:

“IRONSTONE… / FRIBURG”) [Williams (1978:267) identifies this pattern as being
made by William Davenport in circa 1844]

1067 2 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handless cup (?))
S1107 1 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware toy cup (London Urn Shape)
S1108 2 annular decorated whiteware bowl
S1109 1 salt glazed stoneware jar (heavily burned)
S1088 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup
1045 1 transfer print (flow blue) ironstone chamber pot lid [different pattern than vessel 24]

9 redware
S1110 1 redware jar
S1111 1 redware jar

1 Rockingham glazed yellowware [local manufacture?]
9 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware (heavily burned)
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
1 blue container glass
1 emerald container glass- thick
2 clear container glass
1 aqua window glass
5 aqua container glass
2 clear tableware glass
1 melted glass

S1184 1 bottle (blue glass, applied tool lip finish, neck only)
S1185 1 bottle (clear, improved tool Patent lip finish, neck only)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.41” diameter)
1 stone marble (.65” diameter)
1 kaolin pipe stem
17 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (1 ¾” long)
3 machine cut nails (2” long)
17 machine cut nails (2 ¾” long)
18 machine cut nails (3” long)
5 machine cut nails (3 ½” long)
2 machine cut nails (4 ¼” long)
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1 unidentified iron sheet metal
1 brass strap (approximately 2” x ¼”)
1 unidentified iron rod
1 unidentified iron
1 triangular file (5 ¼” long)
1 iron key (2” long)
2 unidentified cast iron stove parts
1 punched brass strap (3” x 7/8”)
2 stove grate
5 iron sheet metal container/ can?
3 iron threaded eye fasteners
1 brass pipe fitting (?) and or flange (1 ¼” outside diameter)
3 charcoal
28 bone

Lot 181
35 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware

1040 1 undecorated whiteware serving vessel (lidded, unknown size)
S1100 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate
1023 1 undecorated whiteware bowl (3” tall, straight sided, approximately 12” diameter

mouth)
S1046 7 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving vessel (Harrison pattern)
S1047 1 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)
1049 8 transfer print (blue) whiteware pitcher (Gothic shaped possibly with backstamp:

“IRONSTONE… / FRIBURG”) [Williams (1978:267) identifies this pattern as being
made by William Davenport in circa 1844]

1063 16 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S1109 1 salt glazed stoneware jar (heavily burned)
968 1 transfer print (black) whiteware plate (approximately 9” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter

base; backstamp: “BOLOGNA” and impressed: “ADAMS”)
1072 2 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware platter (multi-sided)
963 4 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½” diameter

rim, scalloped edge)
S1117 2 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate
S1118 3 transfer print (brown whiteware saucer
S1119 2 hand painted (green banded rim) whiteware plate (burned) [same as vessel 28 & 75 in

front yard]
S1120 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware saucer (?)
S1121 1 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (hand turned)
S1122 1 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (hand turned)

1 undecorated whiteware pitcher (?) handle
9 undecorated whiteware (miscellaneous small rims)

S1113 1 relief decorated (gothic/ribbed) porcelain saucer
S1088 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup
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1 undecorated ironstone serving vessel (base only; backstamp: “IRONSTONE / C. W.
K. Harvey”) [Charles Harvey and Sons, 1835-1853; Godden 1964: 314]

7 redware
S1110 1 redware jar
S1079 2 redware jar

1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
S1116 1 undecorated yellowware plate

4 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned)
2 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
2 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
3 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
11 dark green/black container glass
2 tableware glass
3 aqua window glass
5 aqua container glass
1 blue container glass
1 clear tumbler glass

S1186 1 bottle (clear, molded, 1 5/8” long ball neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, neck
only)

S1187 1 bottle (?) (clear, burned, base only, dip molded (?))
1 4-hole (painted blue) milk glass button (.42” diameter)
23 machine cut nail fragments
3 machine cut nails (4 ½” long)
14 machine cut nails (3 ¼” long)
27 machine cut nails (2 ¾” long)
33 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
14 machine cut nails (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¼” long)
1 iron wire (11 ½” long)
1 iron wire (6” long)
1 circular copper (8” diameter)
1 furniture lock
2 cast iron curvilinear decorated
1 cast iron circular stove plate lid (?) (approximately 5 ½” diameter)
10 cast iron stove plates
2 cast iron decorated stove plates
1 cast iron decorated stove door
5 iron bands (1/2” wide)
1 iron band (punched, 1 ½” wide, 7” long)
1 iron band (1 ½” wide, 2” long)
1 horseshoe (3” x 4”)
1 horseshoe (4” x 5”)
1 unidentified iron
1 triangular file (4 ½” long)
1 broken forged latch (9” long, decorative twist)
1 brass gas stopcock (3 ½” long)
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1 unidentified brass fitting (¾” inside diameter, gas fixture (?))
1 cast iron handle (5” long)
1 cast iron handle (6” long)
1 forged nail stock (4” long)
1 drill bit (5 ½” long)
1 forged nail with round stock (4 ½” long)
1 buckle
1 pintel (5” long)
3 cast iron stove grates
1 large screw (3 ½” long)
1 brass window latch (2” long)
1 brick

Lot 182
9 undecorated whiteware
2 redware
2 Rockingham yellowware
2 unglazed/ Albany slipped stoneware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
2 dark green/black container glass
5 aqua container glass
1 blue container glass
1 milk glass and copper decorative tack
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 barrel strap (1” x 4”)
1 decorative cast iron trivet
7 cast iron stove plates?
1 threaded eye fastener (3 ½” long)
1 thermometer with scale (1 ½” x 6”)
1 threaded bolt (6 ½” long)
2 unidentified iron rod (?)
11 bone

Lot 183
26 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (flow black) whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware

S1046 3 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving vessel (Harrison pattern)
1063 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
1072 8 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware platter (multi-sided)
S1119 1 hand painted (green banded rim) whiteware plate (burned) [same as vessel 28 & 75 in

front yard]
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963 2 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½” diameter
rim, scalloped edge)

S1129 1 undecorated whiteware chamber pot lid
S1130 1 undecorated whiteware saucer

1 undecorated porcelain
S1088 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup
S1128 1 transfer print (dark blue) porcelain saucer
S1124 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
S1125 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
S1131 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
S1126 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
S1116 2 undecorated yellowware plate
S1095 8 yellowware serving bowl

6 redware
S1127 7 redware jar
1084 1 salt glazed stoneware wine bottle (base only)

4 Albany slipped/ salt glazed stoneware
2 unglazed/ Albany slipped stoneware
1 porcelain doll head
4 aqua container glass
8 aqua window glass
1 clear/lead tableware glass

S1160 14 unidentified liquor bottle (dark green/black glass, applied tool brandy finish)
S1188 1 bottle (clear, 1” long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, neck only)
S1189 1 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, pontiled, 7/8” diameter, base only)
S1190 1 ink/mucilage bottle (aqua, molded, multi-sided, folded lip, pyramidal shape)
S1191 1 chimney globe (clear, straight base)

2 4-hole piecrust decorated milk glass buttons (.44” diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass buttons (.43” diameter)
1 Rockingham marble (.75” diameter)
4 kaolin pipe stem (burned)
32 machine cut nails fragments
1 machine cut nail (5” long)
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
16 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nails (3 ½” long; bent)
1 finished nail (2” long)
1 pintel (3 ¼” long)
1 pintel (6 ¼” long)
1 umbrella/ parasol grommet
1 hand forged umbrella arm
1 unidentified iron strap (10” long)
1 cast iron stove plate?
1 iron rod (1 ½” long; fragmented)
3 sheet metal container/ can with red paint
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1 copper ring (1 1/3” diameter)
2 iron barrel strap (1 ¼” wide)
1 iron barrel strap (3/4” wide)
1 iron barrel strap (1” wide)
1 cast iron rail spike (5 ½” long)
1 iron table knife with rat tailed tang (5 ½” long)
1 pocket knife (4” long)
1 iron wire (3” long)
1 bone handle
34 bone

Lot 184
31 undecorated whiteware
2 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware
4 transfer print (purple) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 hand painted (pink luster) whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome; red stemmed) whiteware

S1132 1 annular decorated whiteware pitcher
S1133 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S1047 1 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)
963 2 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½” diameter

rim, scalloped edge)
S1113 2 relief decorated (gothic/ribbed) porcelain saucer
S1046 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving vessel (Harrison pattern)
S1118 1 transfer print (brown whiteware saucer
1063 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S1094 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware soup plate
S1101 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware saucer
S1117 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate
S968 1 transfer print (black) whiteware plate (approximately 9” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter

base; backstamp: “BOLOGNA” and impressed: “ADAMS”)
2 redware

S1135 1 Rockingham glazed yellowware pitcher (handle only)
S1136 3 Rockingham glazed yellowware shallow nappie or serving vessel (Alton made?)
S1134 2 unglazed, red paste earthenware flowerpot pan

1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
9 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned)
7 aqua container glass
5 aqua window glass
8 dark green/black container glass

S934 2 unidentified bottle (?) (aqua, base only, fluted)
S1192 1 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, paneled, 7/8” diameter base, base only)

1 2-hole milk glass button (.54” diameter)
2 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
1 4-hole bone button (fragmented)
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1 stone marble (.66” diameter; fragmented)
36 machine cut nail fragments
6 machine cut nails (2 ¼” long)
7 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long; bent)
4 machine cut nails (3 ½” long)
4 clinkers
1 cast brass Bobbitt bearing?
1 iron buckle (1 ½” x 2”)
1 unidentified iron (5” long)
1 unidentified iron rod (4” long)
2 iron wire
1 iron grate
2 sheet metal container/ cans
1 decorated cast iron stove plate
1 cast iron round stove plate? (indeterminable diameter)
1 brass kerosene lamp fixture
1 iron door latch catch
1 glazed brick
51 bone

Lot 185
40 undecorated whiteware
5 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (red) whiteware
3 annular and mocha decorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (with impressed mark “ADAMS”)

S1140 3 hand painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware cup
S1141 1 hand painted (polychrome; large floral and relief decorated) whiteware saucer or small

bowl
S1142 2 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) and relief decorated (Berlin Gothic shape

whiteware plate
S1080 2 undecorated whiteware cup
S1069 1 undecorated whiteware saucer [early]
S1143 3 relief decorated (unidentified Gothic syle pattern) whiteware plate
S1138 1 annular decorated whiteware bowl
S1139 1 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware serving vessel
S1137 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware cup (scalloped edge)
434 2 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (lusterware) whiteware washbasin (multi-sided)
S1117 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate
1049 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware pitcher (Gothic shaped possibly with backstamp:

“IRONSTONE… / FRIBURG”) [Williams (1978:267) identifies this pattern as being
made by William Davenport in circa 1844]

S1119 1 hand painted (green banded rim) whiteware plate (burned) [same as vessel 28 & 75 in
front yard]
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1097 3 transfer print (purple) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S1047 2 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)
1113 1 relief decorated (gothic/ribbed) porcelain saucer
676 11 transfer print whiteware saucer (scalloped edge; backstamp: “STONE CHINA / ISOLA

BELLE / W. ADAMS & SONS” and “5”)
S1099 1 transfer print whiteware cup (scalloped edge; backstamp: “STONE CHINA / ISOLA

BELLE / W. ADAMS & SONS” and “5”)
1 undecorated porcelain
2 undecorated pearlware
4 redware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 Albany slipped/Albany slipped stoneware
1 salt glazed stoneware
2 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned)
3 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
3 Albany slipped/ unglazed stoneware
10 aqua window glass
6 dark green/black container glass
6 clear container glass
4 aqua container glass
1 milk glass

S1193 1 bottle (aqua, 1” long neck flared lip finish, neck only)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter)
2 kaolin pipe stems
3 machine cut nails (3” long)
4 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
3 machine cut nails (2” long)
1 iron key (3 ¾” long)
1 cast iron washer/ flange
1 cast iron butt hinge
3 unidentified iron (1” x 3” leaf)
2 slate
1 slate pencil
21 bone

Lot 186
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware

S1144 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate
968 2 transfer print (black) whiteware plate (approximately 9” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter

base; backstamp: “BOLOGNA” and impressed: “ADAMS”)
S1118 1 transfer print (brown whiteware saucer)

3 redware
1 yellowware
2 Albany slipped/ salt glazed stoneware
2 dark green/black container glass

S1194 1 ale or bottle (dark green/ black, dip molded, 3” diameter base, pontiled (?), base only)
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S1195 2 chimney globe (clear, sheered top finish, top only)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 iron chisel (?) (5 ½” long)
1 slate pencil

Lot 187
1 undecorated whiteware (heavily burned)
1 undecorated whiteware

S1108 1 annular decorated whiteware bowl
S1047 1 annular decorated whiteware bowl
S1119 1 hand painted (green banded rim) whiteware plate (burned) [same as vessel 28 & 75 in

front yard]
1 redware
1 Albany slipped/ unglazed stoneware
2 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned)
1 aqua container glass
4 machine cut nail fragments
6 machine cut nail (2” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 iron sheet metal
1 unidentified cast iron
2 iron wire
1 strap hinge
7 bone

Lot 188
1 drawknife (curved)
1 cast iron stove door
1 unidentified iron (19” long)

Lot 189
465 1 bottle (aqua, union oval base, 1 5/8” x 2 3/8” x 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom mold,

improved tool Patent lip, embossed “POND’S EXTRACT”, unpontiled)
36 bone

Lot 190
1 unglazed/ Albany slipped stoneware

S389 1 Rockingham glazed yellowware chamber pot lid (6 ½” diameter mouth)
S466 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped mixing bowl (jigger molded, approximately 8” diameter

mouth)
1 aqua window glass
1 aqua container glass
1 chimney globe glass
1 clear container glass
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified iron
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1 bone utensil handle (plain)
8 bone

Lot 191
1 dark green/black container glass
2 clear container glass
19 aqua window glass
1 leather (strap?)
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 bone

Lot 192
9 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware

494 5 undecorated whiteware cup (handleless) 2” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter mouth, 3 ¼”
tall)

492 1 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot
1 undecorated whiteware body sherd (with illegible impressed registration mark)

493 9 hand painted (polychrome overglaze floral) porcelain mug (handled) [shaving mug?]
495 1 undecorated ironstone cup (handless) 2” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter mouth, 3 ¼”

tall)
476 4 yellowware pipkin [unknown size; lightly Rockingham glazed] (base heavily charred)
484 3 canning jar (aqua, 2 piece-mold (?), embossed base “F.A. & Co.”, 3 5/8” diameter

base, unknown height, base only; embossed “STANDARD”)
1 redware

S489 1 redware jar (approximately 10” diameter mouth)
4 Rockingham glazed yellowware

S491 1 salt glazed stoneware jar (size unknown)
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 Albany slipped earthenware
9 aqua container glass
24 aqua window glass
24 chimney-globe glass
68 clear container glass
2 dark green black container glass
4 clear tumbler glass

481 1 tumbler (clear/ lead glass, round, 2 ½” diameter base, very rough plunger scar)
486 2 tumbler (clear/ lead glass, round, 2 ½” diameter base, rough plunger scar)
487 4 tumbler (clear, round, ridged rim, rim only)
488 7 chemical (?) bottle (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,

unknown height, at least 6 ½” tall; improved tool Patent lip finish 1 3/8” long neck)
S505 5 bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1 base, unknown size, 2-piece-mold, paneled, fragmentary)
S496 1 bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,

base only)
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497 6 medicine bottle (light aqua/ clear, Blake Variant 1 base, 7/8” x 1 ¾” x unknown
height, paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool prescription finish with ball
neck, 1 3/8” long neck

498 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool
Patent lip finish, 1” long neck, 4 1/8” tall)

499 18 whiskey flask (aqua, union oval shape, 1 7/8” x 3 ¼” x unknown height, 2-piece-mold,
base embossed “A & D H C”) [A. and D. H. Chambers, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
1843-1886 or later (Toulouse 1971:37), mark typically on flasks by Civil War era]

500 15 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and embossed
“PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter)

501 1 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and embossed
“PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter)

502 1 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and embossed
“PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter)

503 1 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and embossed
“PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter)

504 1 chimney globe (clear, straight base)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41” diameter)
1 stoneware marble (.62” diameter)
1 kaolin pipe stem
2 slate (writing?)
1 brick fragment
1 wood sample
1 leather backed oval brush (approximately 6” x 3 ½”)
1 leather handle (?) (part of oval brush?)
74 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
3 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 iron band (3/4” wide)
1 unidentified iron (clasp?)
1 copper buckle
1 iron rod (.29” diameter, 8 ¼” long)
5 clinkers
59 bone

Lot 193
4 undecorated whiteware

S513 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate (multi-sided)
527 1 undecorated ironstone cup (handless approximately 2” diameter base, 3 3/8” diameter

mouth, 3 ¼” tall)
484 6 canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¾” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, applied tool wax seal lip

finish; embossed “STANDARD” and “W. M CC & Co.” on front)
S487 1 tumbler (clear, round, ridged rim, rim only)
492 4 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot
S512 1 undecorated porcelain toy saucer
476 2 yellowware pipkin [unknown size; lightly Rockingham glazed]
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1 salt glazed stoneware
2 redware
66 aqua window glass
2 aqua container glass
51 chimney-globe glass
7 clear container glass

517 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, Rickett’s molded, unknown height, 1” long
neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

S518 2 bottle (aqua, round, unknown size, 1 ½” long neck, applied tool Patent lip finish)
514 3 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and embossed

“PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter
515 4 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and embossed

“PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter
516 2 chimney globe (clear, 1 ¾” flanged base, unknown height, fire polished 1 1/8”

diameter top)
1 loop shank milk glass button (.45” diameter)
1 loop shank milk glass button (.56” diameter)
1 small corn cob
3 mortar
29 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 3/8” length)
1 machine cut nail (3 ¾” length)
4 machine cut nail (3” length)
1 machine cut nail (2” length)
1 machine cut nail (1 5/8” length)
3 machine cut nail (1 3/8” length)
2 barrel straps (3/4” wide)
1 cast iron squar stand or flange (8” x 8” x 2 ½”) [flue or forge?]
18 bone

Lot 194
9 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware

S525 1 relief decorated (potentially “Potomac shape”) whiteware plate [Dieringer and
Dieringer (2001:92); registered by W. Baker and Co., October 1863.]

526 4 undecorated whiteware cup (handless) approximately 2” diameter base, 3 ¼” mouth, 3
¼” tall)

528 1 undecorated whiteware bowl (oval, approximately 7” unknown length, approximately
2 ½” tall)

492 1 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot
494 1 undecorated whiteware cup (handleless; 2” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter mouth, 3 ¼”

tall)
1 relief decorated Rockingham glazed yellowware
2 redware
1 redware (unburned base; approximately 5 ¾” to 6” diameter)
3 redware (burned base, 6” diameter)
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1 salt glazed stoneware (bottle?)
527 1 undecorated ironstone cup (handless; approximately 2” diameter base, 3 3/8” diameter

mouth, 3 ¼” tall)
529 7 canning jar (aqua, 2 piece-mold (?), embossed base “F. A. & Co.”, 3 5/8” diameter

base, unknown height, base only; embossed “STANDARD”) [wax seal canning jar]
104 aqua window glass
2 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…WN…”)
6 tumbler glass (clear, molded rim)

520 4 tumbler (clear, lead, round, 2 3/8” base, 3 ¼” mouth, 3 7/8” tall, fire polished lip
finish, ground base)

519 3 tumbler (clear, lead, round, 2 3/8” base, 3 ¼” mouth, 3 7/8” tall, fire polished lip
finish, ground base)

521 2 tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, destructive plunger scar on base, 3 3/8” tall,
molded lip finish, 3 ¼” diameter mouth)

522 2 tumbler (clear/ lead, fluted, unknown size, base only)
523 2 footed tumbler (clear/ lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, ground base, 4 ¼” tall, 3”

diameter mouth) [“Hour Glass” or “Excelsior With Double Ringed stem” pattern, circa
1868; McCain (1979: 46)]

524 12 lamp chimney globe (clear, flanged base, approximately 1 5/8” diameter base, sheared
and fire polished lip finish, 1 3/8” diameter top)

530 2 bottle (aqua, oval base, 1 ¼” x 2 ¼” by unknown height, 2-piece-mold, applied tool
ring or oil lip finish, 1 ½” long neck)

517 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, Rickett’s molded, unknown height, 1” long
neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

531 2 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]

532 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]

533 1 bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 6” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 ¼” long
neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

534 2 bottle (clear, French Square 2” x 2” base, unknown height, base only, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold)

S535 1 bottle (dark green, French Square, 2 ¼” x 2 ¼” base, 2-piece-mold, base only;
embossed panel “185 …”)

536 4 chemical (?) bottle (clear, round 2 ¾” base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, approximately
7 ½” tall, embossed “…RATE OF / …AGNESIA”, lip missing)

537 6 bottle (clear/ light aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, neck
and lip missing, body 5 ½” tall; embossed “CITRATE / OF / MAGNESIA”)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
1 3-hole milk glass button (.27” diameter)
1 kaolin pipe bowl
1 slate pencil
1 small corncob
69 machine cut nail fragments
1 unidentified copper (1 ½” x ¼”)
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1 iron band (1” wide)
1 iron band (3/4” wide)
1 iron tube (.50” diameter)
3 unidentified iron
1 cast iron ring (2 ½” outer diameter, 1 ¼” inner diameter)
1 iron pintel
3 iron screw eye?
1 hand forged clinched nail (approximately 2” long)
1 iron rod (approximately 12” long, .29” diameter)
47 bone

Lot 195
9 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware

538 2 undecorated whiteware cup (handless; 2 ¼” base, 3 5/8” mouth, 3 1/8” tall)
539 2 undecorated whiteware cup (handless, 2” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, approximately 3

3/8” diameter mouth)
540 7 tumbler (clear, round, molded rim, 2 ¼” diameter base, unknown height, destructive

plunger scar)
541 3 tumbler (clear, round, molded rim, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, destructive plunger

scar)
S545 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (8” diameter mouth, rim only)

4 chimney globe glass
1 clear tableware glass
1 aqua container glass
1 melted glass form (milk glass or clear glass?)
48 aqua window glass

542 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]

543 1 bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 5 ½” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 ¼”
long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

529 1 canning jar (aqua, 2 piece-mold (?), embossed base “F. A. & Co.”, 3 5/8” diameter
base, unknown height, base only; embossed “STANDARD”)

523 1 footed tumbler (clear/ lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, ground base, 4 ¼” tall, 3”
diameter mouth) [“hour glass” or “excels with double ringed stem” pattern, circa 1868;
McCain (1979: 46)]

544 3 jar/bottle (aqua, round 3 ½” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, unknown height, quart
sized)

518 5 bottle (aqua, round 3 ½” diameter base, approximately 9 ½” tall, 2-piece-mold applied
tool Patent lip finish, 1 ½” long neck; embossed on base “L & W”,)

11 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (3 3/8” long)
2 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long, bent)
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1 pot metal funnel- shaped tube with flange (1 ¾”, similar to a trumpet mouthpiece)
1 iron rod (10 ½” long)
1 iron eyelet
1 cast furnace grate (10” x 5”)
1 forged spike/ nail (?) (4 ½” long)
8 bone

Lot 196
8 undecorated whiteware

S566 2 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (small, 2 ½” diameter base with hold in
center, hard turned, base only, unpontiled)

554 3 bottle/ jar (aqua, round, 3 ¾” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, base only, unpontiled)
553 17 bottle (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, applied

tool double oil or mineral lip finish, 1 ¾” long neck, unpontiled)
555 2 jar/ bottle (aqua, dip molded, round, 5 ¼” diameter base, pontiled, height unknown,

base only)
89 aqua window glass
27 aqua container glass
26 chimney globe glass
40 clear container glass

S556 1 vial (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, unpontiled, unknown height,
base only)

557 4 bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, unpontiled, unknown height,
applied tool Patent lip finish, 1 1/8” long neck)

558 1 sauce bottle (aqua, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall, 2” long neck, unpontiled,
2-piece-mold, applied tool Patent lip finish)

559 1 proprietary medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1 base, ¾” x 1 7/8” x 5” tall,
unpontiled, 3-piece-plate-bottom mold, paneled, embossed “R. R. R. / RADWAY &
CO. / NEW YORK // ENTD ACORD TO // ACT OF CONGRESS”, 1 3/8” long neck
applied tool double ring lip finish [see Fike (1987:74)]

561 1 bottle (clear, round, 1” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 5/8”
long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, pontiled; silver paint- blue substance on
interior)

562 3 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]

563 1 bottle (clear/lead, 10- sided, 1 ¼” diameter base, dip molded, body 2 ¼” tall, missing
neck)

565 1 ink bottle (clear, French Square base, 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” x 2 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold (?), improved tool Patent lip finish with ground interior, School House shape)

564 1 perfume/cologne bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 5” tall, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold, complex body shape, improved tool lip finish with ground interior,
paneled)

567 1 liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, dip molded, 10” tall,
applied tool brandy finish)

537 1 bottle (clear/ light aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, neck
and lip missing, body 5 ½” tall; embossed “CITRATE / OF / MAGNESIA”)
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1 coal
1 wood/ bark
2 slate (writing?)
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 large unidentified cast iron (trip hammer? 3” x 6”
1 pocket knife (3” long)
1 brass padlock (2 ½” x 3”)
1 bone pocket knife inlay
1 rolled flattened tube (unknown metal)
8 bone

Lot 197
1 transfer print (flow blue) whitware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 slate pencil

Lot 198
8 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)

S467 2 undecorated whiteware plate (9” - 10” diameter)
S468 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (6” diameter; burned)
S469 2 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic (?) pattern) whiteware plate
S470 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate
S472 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware wash basin (?)
S473 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware plate/ platter
474 2 hand painted (gilded) and relief decorated porcelain toy serving vessel or tureen
S471 1 hand painted (gilded) porcelain saucer

2 redware
1 redware body (strap handle with destructive “dimpled” end)

S475 1 redware jar/ bowl (unknown size)
476 1 yellowware pipkin [unknown size; lightly Rockingham glazed]

1 Albany slipped/ unglazed earthenware
S477 1 clear chimney globe (small sized, approximately 1” diameter top opening, fine

polished)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40” diameter)
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail/ spike 4 3/8” long
1 machine cut nail/ spike (4” long)
1 cast iron plate (7” x 3”; broken; stone plate?)
2 barrel straps (3/4” wide with machine cut nail perforations spaced 1” apart)
36 bone

Lot 199
9 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware

474 1 hand painted (gilded) and relief decorated porcelain toy serving vessel or tureen
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1 redware
476 1 yellowware pipkin [unknown size; lightly Rockingham glazed]

3 clear container glass
25 aqua container glass
2 dark green/black container glass

480 1 canning jar (aqua, 2 piece-mold (?), embossed base “F.A. & Co.”, 3 5/8” diameter
base, unknown height, base only)

482 4 sauce (?) bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, base embossed “l & W”,
6 ½” tall, 2 ½” long neck, applied tool ring or oil finish 1 ½” diameter)

483 9 chimney globe (clear, flanged base, 1 1/8” diameter, sheared and fine polished top,
unknown height)

485 5 tumbler (clear/ lead glass, plain/ round 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter mouth, 4”
tall, rough plunger scar)

484 1 canning jar (aqua, 2 piece-mold (?), embossed base “F.A. & Co.”, 3 5/8” diameter
base, unknown height, base only; embossed “STANDARD”)

1 kaolin pipe stem (embossed “…RSON / MON… ”) [Possibly “MONTREAL”]
1 hard fired brick
3 coal
11 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 wire
1 molten pot metal
1 bar stock (3” x ½”)
2 barrel straps (3/4” wide with nails spaced 1” apart)
18 bone

Lot 200
S478 1 undecorated whiteware bowl (approximately 12” diameter mouth)

1 dark green/black container glass
2 clear chimney globe glass
7 aqua container glass
9 aqua window glass

S479 1 ink well (?) (aqua, 8-sided (?) pyramidal shaped, pontiled, base only)
3 machine cut nail fragments

Lot 201
5 undecorated whiteware

S509 1 annular decorated whitware bowl (unknown size)
492 1 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot

1 undecorated porcelain
S510 1 salt glazed stoneware wine (?) bottle (embossed “M. / NUM 15…”
S508 1 salt glazed. Albany slipped jar (unknown size)
S507 1 redware jar (approximately 8” diameter)

2 clear chimney globe glass
1 aqua container glass
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1 aqua window glass
506 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool

Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]
1 purple slate (roofing?)
1 soft mud brick
1 hard fired “daub”?
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 brass bell (broken
1 iron band (3/4” diameter)
23 bone

Lot 202
1 redware
1 aqua window glass

S511 1 clear chimney globe ( sheared lip finish)
3 machine cut nail fragment
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
2 nail fragments in wood
20 bone

Lot 203
538 1 undecorated whiteware cup (handless; 2 ¼” base, 3 5/8” mouth, 3 1/8” tall)
539 1 undecorated whiteware cup (handless, 2” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, approximately 3

3/8” diameter mouth)
1 redware

552 1 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot (8 ½” diameter mouth, 5” diameter base, 5”
tall)

527 3 undecorated ironstone cup (handless approximately 2” diameter base, 3 3/8” diameter
mouth, 3 ¼” tall)

9 aqua container glass
1 clear container glass

546 15 bottle (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, 9 ¼” tall, 1 ½” long neck,
applied tool Patent lip finish)

547 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate-bottom-mold,
improved tool Patent lip, 7/8” long neck)

548 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]

549 1 chemical bottle (clear/ lead, dip molded, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 5 7/8” tall, 1” long
neck, flared/ fragile lip with ground interior and stopper, pontiled)

550 1 prescription medicine bottle (aqua, union oval shape, 1 ½” x 2” x 4 ½” tall, applied
tool Patent lip finish, 2 piece mold, unpontiled; embossed “T. J. V. OWEN /
DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILL”)

551 1 tumbler (clear, molded rim, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 3/8” tall, prominent plunger
scar)
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523 1 footed tumbler (clear/ lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, ground base, 4 ¼” tall, 3”
diameter mouth) [“Hour Glass” or “Excelsior With Double Ringed stem” pattern, circa
1868; McCain (1979: 46)]

1 stoneware marble (.53” diameter)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
2 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 cast iron stove leg
8 bone

Lot 204
2 undecorated whiteware
5 aqua container glass
20 aqua window glass

569 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool
Patent lip finish, 1” long neck, 4 ¼” tall)

1 shingling hatchet
5 coal/ cinder
12 coal
9 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nail fragments in wood
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
18 bone

Lot 205
1 undecorated whiteware cup

Lot 206
14 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome; floral) whiteware

S571 1 undecorated whiteware cup
S573 3 undecorated whiteware chamber pot

2 undecorated porcelain
1 decal-decorated porcelain

570 4 decal decorated and gilded porcelain saucer (backstamp: “ELITE / LIMOGE /
FRANCE”)

1 porcelain knob (.93” diameter; brass fitting)
2 redware

S572 1 relief decorated, Rockingham glazed yellowware (unidentified vessel type)
7 Albany slipped earthenware

574 4 undecorated buff paste earthenware flowerpot (jigger molded)
S575 2 undecorated buff paste earthenware flowerpot (jigger molded)
576 1 salt glazed stoneware mixing bowl (jigger molded)

2 salt glazed stoneware
4 amber container glass
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4 dark green/black container glass
6 light green container glass
9 clear container glass
54 aqua window glass
2 aqua container (embossed)
1 milk glass
2 chimney globe glass
46 clear container glass

583 2 electrical insulator (aqua, pole type; embossed “PAT. / JAN 2(?)TH, 1870)
584 2 canning jar (aqua, machine made; embossed “BALL”)
S585 4 bottle (clear, paneled, body only)
S586 2 whiskey bottle (clear, fine polished lip finish)
587 10 whiskey bottle (clear, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool lip; embossed

“RYE”)
588 2 beveled glass (3” x 3 ½”;“coaster” or window pane)

1 milk glass cufflink (.39” diameter; shank)
1 milk glass cufflink (.40” diameter; broken)
57 machine cut nail fragments
2 clinkers
6 brass banding (3/8” wide)
2 unidentified copper
12 unidentified iron
1 copper (twisted into decorative piece)
10 iron sheet metal (container?)
6 unidentified copper sheet metal (3/8” wide)
1 unidentified copper sheet metal (3/4” wide)
1 peach pit
2 charcoal
1 mortar
1 brick fragment

Lot 207
3 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain

S595 1 hand painted (gilded) porcelain cup (handled)
2 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware handle
1 redware
1 unglazed red paste earthenware
21 aqua window glass
1 amber container glass
12 clear container glass
2 aqua container glass

596 19 medicine bottle (clear, oval, unknown size, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool
prescription lip finish, 1 ¼” long neck)
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S597 1 medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1 base, 1” x 1 7/8” x 5 7/8” tall, paneled, 3-piece-
plate-bottom-mold, improved tool Patent lip finish with 1 ¾” long “ball” neck)

599 1 bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom mold, body is 2 ¼” tall,
neck missing)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter, annular decorated (green))
14 machine cut nail fragments
4 unidentified iron sheet metal
1 iron washer (.5” inner diameter)
1 iron spike (?) (2” wide, 2 ¼” long; fragmentary)
2 clinker
1 peach pit
1 leather (shoe?)
1 mortar
1 insulated electrical wire
1 unidentified fibrous material
14 bone

Lot 208
1 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware

S600 1 transfer print (blue) pearlware (?) plate (scalloped edge) [willow pattern]
2 redware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 salt glazed stoneware
1 Albany slipped/ glazed stoneware
1 dark green/black container glass

S601 1 chimney globe (flanged base, approximately 1 ½”-1 5/8” diameter)
1 4-hole bone button (.54” diameter)
1 copper/ brass utensil handle (touchmark “* C & S *”)
8 bone

Lot 209
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware molded handle (?)
1 black glazed buff paste earthenware
1 aqua container glass
1 copper spring (.40” inner diameter; 3 sections (broken))
1 bone cufflink
2 bone

Lot 210
5 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain

S577 1 decal decorated porcelain saucer
S578 1 spring painted, relief decorated, and gilded porcelain saucer
579 3 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot/Jardinière (?)
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1 redware
1 annular decorated yellowware
2 salt glazed stoneware
1 relief decorated and green glazed earthenware

574 1 undecorated buff paste earthenware flowerpot (jigger molded)
S580 1 red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned)
S581 1 salt glazed stoneware jar (7 ½” diameter base, base only)

3 aqua container glass
2 light green container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 aqua container glass (embossed “…ND 187[0]/ 1877”)
1 clear container glass
11 clear container glass (burned?)
1 amber container glass

S589 1 whiskey bottle (clear, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool lip; embossed
“RYE”)

S590 1 soda water bottle (aqua, base only; embossed “L & R”)
S591 3 medicine or chemical bottle (clear, rectangular base, unknown size, base only)
S592 1 bottle (clear, French Square, unknown size, base only)
S593 1 bottle (clear, union oval shape, 1” x 1 ½” x unknown height, base only; melted)
594 1 salve jar (milk glass, round machine made, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2” tall, screw top

finish; base embossed “…D / [CHE]MICAL CO.”)
1 earthenware marble (1.09” diameter)
1 wooden rod (cane or chair leg?) with brass “cap” (molded in form of corn cob) (1”

diameter)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron wired with machine cut nail fragment attached
1 iron handle (12” long shaft, “oval” handle: 3” wide x 1 ½”)
12 copper chain links (?)
2 tin sheet metal (rolled on one edge)
1 iron right-angled hinge
1 straightened iron container (top?)
3 unidentified iron sheet metal
1 mortar
8 bone

Lot 211
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (copper luster highlight) whiteware [same bowl

as vessel 434 in 1997 privy]
S665 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware tureen or chamber pot lid
S663 4 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup (handled)
S664 2 relief decorated (Niagara fan pattern) ironstone serving bowl (12-14” diameter) [also

known as Shaws Fan pattern; Anthony Shaw, registered April 1816; Dieringer and
Dieringer (2001: 40)]

1 aqua container glass
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2 clear tableware glass
1 clear container glass
1 pressed glass tableware

S808 1 tumbler (clear/ lead, 2 ¼” diameter base, short 1” flute, base ground, base only)
S809 1 tumbler (clear/ lead, large flutes, rim only)
S810 1 vial (aqua, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, pontiled, base only)

Lot 212
4 undecorated whiteware
2 transfer print (purple) whiteware

S667 1 undecorated whiteware saucer
S668 1 hand painted (green monochrome, large floral) whiteware platter (scalloped edge)
S608 1 Chelsea decorated porcelain cup (burned)
S663 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup (handled)
S666 4 undecorated pearlware chamber pot (?)

1 redware
1 undecorated yellowware

S669 1 Rockingham glazed buff paste pitcher (paneled body, thick opaque black/ brown
glaze; large embossed English registry mark on base)

S670 1 unglazed buff/ yellow paste stoneware bowl or cup
6 salt glazed stoneware (heavily fired and/ or burned)
1 aqua window glass
1 clear chimney globe

S811 4 wine bottle (dark green, round, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, approximately 3” diameter
base, base only)

S812 1 tumbler (clear/ lead, fluted, rim only)
S813 1 tumbler (clear/ lead, lobed with starburst base, base only)
S814 1 food jar (aqua, applied foot round lip finish, 1 ½” wide mouth, rim only)
S815 1 bottle/ vial (aqua, 7/8” large neck, folded interior lip finish, neck only)
S816 1 cruet (clear/ lead, ribbed body, six-sided, pontiled, approximately 1 ½” square base,

pontiled, base only)
3 machine cut nail fragments
9 bone

Lot 213
S671 1 decal decorated whiteware plate
S673 1 hand painted (polychrome overglaze) porcelain knick-knack or vase
S672 1 unglazed red paste stoneware “crucible” or toy (?) (5/8” x ¾” x 3/8” tall)
S606 3 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned, approximately 6” diameter

rim)
1 aqua container glass
1 chimney globe (blow over mold, unidentified type)

S817 3 unidentified object (milk glass, approximately 2 ½” diameter opening, pierced with
small holes, possible lamp globe (?); possibly painted with scene)

S818 1 pressed glass tableware/ serving bowl (fan shaped; possibly cross mends with vessel
413)
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S819 2 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, base only)
1 bone

Lot 214
2 undecorated whiteware
1 redware

474 1 hand painted (gilded) and relief decorated porcelain toy serving vessel or tureen [cross
meshes with artifact in feature 4]

1 aqua window glass
3 clear container glass
1 emerald green container glass
1 amber container glass
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 horse shoe (large, 4” x 5”, long)
17 bone

Lot 215
2 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome, floral) whiteware
1 blue “art” glass
1 clear container glass
1 clear chimney globe
4 aqua window glass
23 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (1” long)
1 brass ring (2 ¾” diameter)
1 cast iron pot or bottle
1 monkey wrench (wooden handled)
1 forged strap hinge (12” long)
9 bone

Lot 216
1 undecorated pearlware
1 salt glazed stoneware
3 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned and/ or over fired
1 stone marble (variegated blue and white; .63” diameter)
1 coal (shaley/ sulphur rich)

S820 1 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, embossed: “HOSTETTER’S”, base only)
8 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½”)
1 iron pipe (1” diameter, 2”long)
6 bone
12 bone (burned)
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Lot 217
1 undecorated whiteware

659 1 undecorated ironstone serving bowl (round, 4 ½” diameter top, 2 5/8” base, 3” tall)
2 salt glazed stoneware (heavily fired and/or burned)
3 clear container glass
1 aqua container glass

821 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, 1 1/8” long
neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, base embossed: “MCC.”)

Lot 218
3 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware (worm mocha)

S674 1 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (red highlight) pearlware (?) plate (with maxim)
1 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned)
1 Rockingham glazed buff paste earthenware
1 blue “art” glass
18 aqua window glass
1 pressed glass tableware/ stemware (same pattern as vessel 717)
3 clear container glass
1 chimney globe glass
2 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass
3 clear container glass (melted)

S822 1 bottle (aqua, rectangular base 7/8” x 1 ¼”, unknown height, pontiled, 2-piece-mold,
embossed: “…LS”, base only)

S823 2 tumbler (clear/ lead, round/plain, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, base only)
1 kaolin pipe stem (embossed “PETER/ DORNI”)
1 kaolin pipe stem (embossed “…NSDITCH”
1 slate pencil (very sharp/ recently sharpened)
2 soft coal
24 machine cut nail fragments
13 machine cut nail fragments in wood
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 machine cut nail (3 ½” long)
2 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
1 iron rod (1/4” x 4 ½”)
1 clinker
21 bone
10 bone (calcined)

Lot 219
1 annular decorated whiteware (worm mocha)
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3 redware
3 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned)
5 aqua flat glass
2 clear chimney globe
1 aqua container glass
1 tumbler (fluted)

S809 1 tumbler (clear/ lead, large flutes, rim only)
S824 1 wine bottle (dark green, approximately 3” diameter base, no kick up, base only)
S825 1 bottle (clear, improved tool prescription lip finish, neck only)

8 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail fragment in wood
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
2 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
1 railroad spike (6” long)
16 bone
1 wood

Lot 220
1 hand painted (copper luster) whiteware
1 aqua window glass
1 clear container glass (melted)

826 1 bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8” x 3 3/8” tall, ¾” long neck, improved tool
prescription lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold; embossed: “BOERICKE &
TAFEL”) [Fike (1987: 155); circa 1870-1872]

15 machine cut nail fragments
10 bone
2 bone (calcined)

Lot 221
3 undecorated whiteware
2 annular decorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain

S676 1 transfer print (blue) pearlware dessert plate (backstamp: “W. ADAMS & SON” AND
“5”)

S677 1 transfer print (black) pearlware plate (identified as Bologna pattern) [cross meshes to
feature 7 South]

4 redware
1 Rockingham glazed buff paste earthenware
1 salt glazed stoneware
4 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned)
2 dark green/black container glass
1 pressed glass tableware/ stemware

S827 1 tumbler (clear/ lead, fluted, rim only)
S828 1 bottle (clear/ lead, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, pontiled, dip molded?)
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9 aqua flat glass
1 slate pencil
3 coal
34 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail in wood (1 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
9 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
2 machine cut nail (1” long)
1 cast iron kettle
1 unidentified iron
7 bone
4 bone (burned)

Lot 222
3 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware (worm mocha)
1 redware
4 clear chimney globe
2 clear container glass (melted)
16 clear container glass
1 light green container glass
1 melted clear container glass

S813 3 tumbler (clear/ lead, lobed with starburst base, base only)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44” diameter)
1 stone marble (.68” diameter)
1 stone marble (.59” diameter)
1 shoe heel ( 1 ½” x 1 ½”)
1 unidentified coin
23 machine cut nail fragments
1 hand forged nail clinched (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ½” long
1 pots metal
1 clinker?
26 bone
3 bone (calcined)
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Lot 223
2 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware

S678 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge; backstamp: “CO[LOGNE] / R.
S. & S.”) [See William and Weber (1986: 567), Williams (1978: 235-236) and Godden
(1964: 597)- Ralph Stevenson and Son, circa1832-1835]

1 undecorated ironstone
829 1 chimney globe (clear, 1 ¼” tall, straight base, 2 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” hard angled

top, 7 3/8” to 7 ½” tall)
1 limestone marble (.64” diameter)
11 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nail in wood (1 ¼” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
2 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
3 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
4 machine cut nail (1 3/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (1” long)
1 writing slate
13 bone
1 bone (burned)

Lot 224
4 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated porcelain

628 1 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, 2 ½” diameter top, 1 ¾”-2” diameter base, 3 1/8”
tall)

609 1 hand painted (portrait) porcelain sharing mug (3” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3” diameter
mouth, handled)

643 1 undecorated ironstone lidded
1 salt glazed stoneware
16 chimney globe
8 aqua flat glass
2 clear container glass
1 amber container glass
2 dark green container glass
3 aqua container glass
7 clear container glass (melted)

713 1 pressed glass compute or compute lid (clear, 6 7/8” diameter top, approximately 1 ¾”
tall, unidentified grape leaf and grape cluster pattern) [possibly sat on stand as with a
compute]

714 4 pressed glass bowl (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 4” diameter mouth, 1 ¼” tall
molded rim similar to molded rim tumblers)

725 4 unidentified object (milk glass, molded; embossed “PAT. ’74.” [possible bird waterer]
765 2 medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, approximately 2 ½” x 3 ¾” base, unknown

height, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold (?), paneled; embossed: “LOUISV[ILLE, KY. /
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…ARSA…”]) [probably “JOHN BULL // EXTRACT OF / SARSAPARILLA //
LOUISVILLE, KY.”]

830 1 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 7/8” x 5 ¾” tall, paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, 1 5/8” long ball neck, improved tool prescription lip finish)

802 2 chimney globe (straight base, approximately 2 ½”diameter, base only)
S831 1 liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 2 ½” to 2 ¾” diameter base, no kick up,

base only)
S832 1 bottle (clear, round, approximately 1” diameter, body only; embossed: “HAM… /

TRO…”) [probably Dr. August Koenigs Hamburger Tropfen (Fike 1987:170)]
S833 1 pressed glass bowl (oval, 2 1/8” x 5” base, 5 ¼” x 8” top, 1 5/8” tall, unidentified

sunflower and diamond motif)
1 4-hole wooden button (.34” diameter)
19 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nail in wood (1 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nail in wood (1 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (4 ½” long)
2 machine cut nail (3 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
2 machine cut nail (1 ½” long)
4 machine cut nail (1 ¼” long)
1 machine cut nail (3/4” long)
1 clinker (?)
1 copper disk (unidentified 1 ¼” diameter)
23 bone
6 bone (burned)

Lot 225
621 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 1/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter base;

backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / M.P. CO.”)
642 1 undecorated whiteware serving bowl lid (round, 5 ½” diameter, 2 5/8” tall, knob

handle on top)
712 1 chimney globe (fire polished top, approximately 1 3/8” diameter top, 2-piece-molded,

base missing)
725 3 unidentified object (milk glass, molded; embossed “PAT. ’74.” [possible bird waterer]
714 2 pressed glass bowl (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 4” diameter mouth, 1 ¼” tall

molded rim similar to molded rim tumblers)
773 2 liquor bottle (amber, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 11 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-

mold, applied tool brandy lip finish; base embossed: “W. MCCULLY & CO. /
PITTSBURGH, PA.”)

764 1 food jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-botttom-mold, 7 1/8” tall, 1
½” long neck with applied tool rolled rim finish, 1 7/8” diameter wide mouth, base
embossed: “C.B. / 3” [mark unidentified]
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765 1 medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, approximately 2 ½” x 3 ¾” base, unknown
height, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold (?), paneled; embossed: “LOUISV[ILLE, KY. /
…ARSA…”]) [probably “JOHN BULL // EXTRACT OF / SARSAPARILLA //
LOUISVILLE, KY.”]

609 1 hand painted (portrait) porcelain sharing mug (3” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3” diameter
mouth, handled)

617 3 undecorated whiteware pitcher
35 clear chimney globe
30 aqua flat glass
7 clear container glass
2 dark green/black container glass
1 pressed glass tableware [same pattern as vessel 717]

763 3 chimney globe (fluted and frosted, body only)
834 5 jar (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” x 4 ¼” tall, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7/8”

long neck, sheared and fine polished finish, 7/8” wide mouth; embossed:
“HUSBAND’S // CALCINED // MAGNESIA // PHILAD A.”)

835 1 bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8” x 3 ½” tall, 7/8” long neck with improved
tool Patent lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold; base embossed: “G.W.”

836 1 bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” x 1 3/8” x 1 3/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1
¼” long neck with improved tool prescription lip finish)

715 2 pressed glass frosted spooner (clear, approximately 3 3/8” diameter base, 3 ¾”
diameter mouth, 6 3/8” tall, molded with fire polished lip finish and wheel engraved
floral decoration)

837 1 bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 ¾” x 5 1/8” tall, 2-piece-mold, paneled, 1 ¼”
long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish

838 1 jar (clear, round, 1 11/16” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1”
long neck with 1” wide mouth, cork still intact, with contents still present, rounded
improved tool lip finish)

839 1 whiskey flask (clear, coffin shaped/ irregular polygon, 1 ¼” x 2 ¼” x 6 ½” tall, 3-
piece-plate-bottom-mold, fire polished lip finish) [there are semi-automatic bottles?]

S840 1 soda/water bottle (aqua, base only, similar to vessel 746)
841 9 whiskey flask (aqua, union oval shape, similar to, but smaller than vessel 787)
800 2 chimney globes (flanged bases, 1 7/8” diameter base)
801 1 chimney globe (flanged bases, 1 7/8” diameter base)
842 5 chimney globe (1 ¼” long straight base, hand crimped rim)
802 1 chimney globe (straight base, approximately 2 ½”diameter, base only)
696 1 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, unknown shape, base only)

1 machine cut nail (3 ½” long)
4 barrel straps (1” wide)
19 bone

Lot 226
1 undecorated whiteware
1 dark green/black container glass
2 chimney globe glass
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715 1 pressed glass frosted spooner (clear, approximately 3 3/8” diameter base, 3 ¾” diameter
mouth, 6 3/8” tall, molded with fire polished lip finish and wheel engraved floral
decoration)

S843 1 vial (aqua, round/ multi-sided, 1 ½” diameter base, pontiled, base only)
1 hand painted stoneware marble (black and orange spirals; .65” diameter)
2 machine cut nail fragments
12 bone

Lot 227
1 undecorated whiteware
1 aqua container
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron container
1 wood

Lot 228
2 undecorated whiteware

643 1 undecorated ironstone lidded
6 clear chimney globe glass
23 aqua window glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 metal container
2 copper/brass spoons (teaspoons, one bowl only)
1 slate pencil

Lot 229
1 unidentified metal (2” long)
2 machine cut nail fragments
5 bone

Lot 230
631 1 undecorated whiteware cup (handless, 3 ½” diameter top, 3 1/8” tall, 2” diameter base)
662 3 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ¼” top, 1 ¼” tall, 3 1/8” base; backstamp: “ROYAL

PATENT / IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GODDARD”)
657 4 relief decorated (unidentified Bordered Lily of the Valley Pattern) ironstone serving

vessel or tureen (3 7/8” x 5 ¾”, approximately 3 ¾” to 4” tall [similar to bordered
Hyacinth from circa 1860, Dieringer and Dieringer (2001: 109)]

659 1 undecorated ironstone serving bowl (round, 4 ½” diameter top, 2 5/8” base, 3” tall)
661 1 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley Pattern) Ironstone pitcher (2 7/8” base, 6-7” tall;

backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / J.F.”) [Dieringer and Dieringer (2001: 106),
1845-1870]

3 undecorated ironstone
2 aqua flat glass

801 1 chimney globe (flanged bases, 1 7/8” diameter base)
805 2 wine bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 13 ½” tall, no kick up, sheared and fire

polished lip finish with applied string, long necked German style wine, base only)
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806 1 ale bottle (dark green/black glass, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, Rickett’s molded, 11
¼”tall, applied tool brandy lip finish, 3 7/8” long neck; embossed on shoulder:
“Patent”, base embossed: “W.M CCULLY & CO. / PITTSBURGH, PA.”)

1 shoe heel (1 ½” x 1 ½”)
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 bone

Lot 231
1 undecorated porcelain

S608 1 Chelsea decorated porcelain cup (burned)
661 1 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley Pattern) Ironstone pitcher (2 7/8” base, 6-7” tall;

backstamp: “Ironstone China / J.F.”) [Dieringer and Dieringer (2001: 106), 1845-
1870]

660 1 undecorated whiteware footed lidded bowl (fits lid; vessel 462)
662 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ¼” top, 1 ¼” tall, 3 1/8” base; backstamp: “ROYAL

PATENT / IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GODDARD”)
1 unidentified parian (melted doll appendage?)
1 blue “art” glass
19 aqua window glass
1 dark green/black container glass
1 pressed glass tableware (clear)

S840 3 soda/water bottle (aqua, base only, similar to vessel 746)
S844 1 tumbler (clear, lead, plain/ round, 2 ¼” diameter base with prominent plunger scar and

rough base, base only) [molded rim variety]
1 machine cut nail fragment
2 bone

Lot 232
2 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)
1 annular decorated whiteware

S604 1 transfer print (brown, aesthetic pattern) whiteware mug
S605 1 glazed red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned, approximately 4” diameter)
S602 1 undecorated pearlware chamber pot (?) (base only)
S603 2 undecorated porcelain cup (base only)

1 light green container glass
1 clear container glass
1 dark green container
1 aqua container
6 aqua window glass (thick)

679 6 tumbler (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 2 7/8” diameter mouth, 3 ½” tall, ground
base)

1 glass marble (.76” diameter; yellow, orange and green internal swirls)
1 wooden pencil eraser
5 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail in wood (2 ¼” overall, crimped)
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1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (4”)
1 machine cut nail (1 ¾” long)
1 brass clothing buckle (overall?)
1 cast iron stove (?) (2 ¼” x 8 ½”)
1 cast iron crank handle (5 ½” long)
9 bone
1 bone (burned)

Lot 233
13 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)

611 6 undecorated whiteware saucers or cup plates (4 5/8” diameter mouth, 1 1/8” tall, 3
1/8” diameter base, lacks interior indentation for cup to rest on; backstamp:
“IRONSTONE CHINA / COXON & CO.”)

612 9 undecorated whiteware saucers or cup plates (4 5/8” diameter mouth, 1 1/8” tall, 3
1/8” diameter base, lacks interior indentation for cup to rest on; backstamp:
“IRONSTONE CHINA / COXON & CO.”)

613 6 undecorated whiteware saucers or cup plates (4 3/4” diameter mouth, 1” tall, 2 ¾”
diameter base, lacks interior indentation for cup to rest on; backstamp: “THOMAS
FURNITURE & SO… / TRADE MARK / ENGLAND”)

615 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ¼” diameter top, 3” diameter base, 1 1/8” tall;
backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADER MARK/ ENGLAND”)

616 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ¼” diameter top, 3” diameter base, 1 1/8” tall;
backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADER MARK / ENGLAND”)

617 2 undecorated whiteware pitcher
618 2 undecorated whiteware domed teapot or covered sugar bowl lid (approximately 2”

diameter)
S608 1 Chelsea decorated porcelain cup (burned)
609 2 hand painted (portrait) porcelain sharing mug (3” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3” diameter

mouth, handled)
610 5 undecorated porcelain plate (9 ½” diameter; backstamp: “H & CO.” over “L”
S606 1 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (hand turned, approximately 6” diameter

rim)
1 Albany slipped earthenware (burned)

S607 1 Albany slipped earthenware-mixing bowl (jigger molded, small sized)
2 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned)

614 23 undecorated ironstone cup (handless)
15 aqua window glass
16 aqua container glass
9 dark green/black container glass
24 dark green container glass
6 clear container glass
10 clear tumbler
182 clear chimney globe glass
8 blue “art” glass (window glass, cut into 7/8” wide strips)
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680 1 prescription medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7 1/8” tall,
paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2 1/8” long neck, improved tool ring or oil lip
finish, embossed “PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSAM // NEW YORK”)

681 1 prescription medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7 1/8” tall,
paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2 1/8” long neck, improved tool ring or oil lip
finish, embossed “PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSAM // NEW YORK”)

682 1 prescription medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7 1/8” tall,
paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2 1/8” long neck, improved tool ring or oil lip
finish, embossed “PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSAM // NEW YORK”)

683 1 proprietary medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, 3-piece-
plate-bottom-mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, embossed “ST. JAKOB’S
OEL / AVOGECER & CO. / BALTIMORE MP.” on side and a “G” on base

684 1 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 2” x 5 ¾” tall, paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,
1 5/8” long “ball” neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

685 8 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 7/8” x 5 3/8” tall, paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, 1 5/8” long “ball” neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

686 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 5” tall, 1 ¼” long
neck, improved tool prescription lip finish)

687 5 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 5 ¾” tall, applied
tool Patent lip finish, 1 3/8” long neck; embossed “MRS. BOWER’S / FAVORITE /
BLUING / ROME, N.Y.”)

688 12 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, 2 5/8” square, unknown height, 2-piece-mold,
base only; embossed “[ST. GOTTAR]D HERB BITTERS / [METTE] & KANNE PRO
S. /[ST.] LOUIS, MO.”AND ON BASE “MGCO.”)

689 1 sauce/ condiment jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 6 5/8” tall, 1 ¼” wide mouth,
conical shaped with paneled sides and panel for paper label, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, improved tool Patent lip)

690 1 sauce/ condiment jar (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 1 1/8” wide mouth, conical
shaped, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, 4 ¾” tall)

691 1 sauce/ condiment jar (aqua, Blake Variant 1 base, 1 ¾” x 2 ¼” x 6” tall, paneled, 1
1/8” wide mouth, 2-piece- mold, improved tool Patent lip finish)

692 7 soda water bottle (aqua, round, unknown size, base only; embossed “…TERS… /
SPRINGFIELD, / IL…”, base embossed “…& P”)

693 7 whiskey flask (clear, coffin shaped, 1 ½” x 3”, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 8 1/8” tall,
improved toll brandy lip finish, unpontiled)

694 8 whiskey flask (aqua, coffin shaped, 2 ¼” x 4”, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 9” tall,
improved tool brandy lip finished, unpontiled)

695 1 vial (clear, dip molded, 5/8” diameter base, unknown height, unpontiled, base only)
696 1 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, unknown shape, base only)
697 1 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, unknown shape, base only)
698 1 wine bottle (dark green, round, dip molded, approximately 2 ¾” diameter base, no

kick up, unpontiled, sheared lip with applied string finish)
699 1 wine bottle (dark green, round, dip molded, 2 ¾” diameter base, approximately 4”

deep kick up, pontiled, base and body only)
700 1 liquor bottle (dark green/black, round base, approximately 3 ½” diameter, embossed

“STAR” in base, 2-piece-mold (?), base only)
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701 3 bitters bottle (dark green, round 3” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,
unknown height, base only; base embossed “ SAXLEHNERS / BITTEROUELLE /
HUNYADI / JANOS”)

702 1 whiskey flask (amber, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, unknown height, 2-piece-mold,
base only; base embossed “DOC / 5”)

845 2 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
846 2 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
847 2 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
848 2 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
849 2 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
850 2 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
851 13 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
852 3 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
853 2 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
854 8 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
855 1 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
856 1 chimney globe [type II]
857 2 chimney globe (clear, straight base and top, argand-style)
858 2 chimney globe (clear, straight base and top, argand-style)
859 1 chimney globe (clear, straight base and top, argand-style)
860 9 chimney globe (clear, straight base and top, argand-style)
703 1 stemmed spooner (clear glass, molded, wheel engraved floral decoration bowl,

stemware base, bawstrade stem, 3 ½” diameter bowl, approximately 6” tall)
704 1 stemware (clear, molded, bawstrade stem, stem only)
705 1 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,

unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; represented in McKee and Brothers1868
catalog (Spillman 1981:125)]

706 6 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,
unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; represented in McKee and Brothers1868
catalog (Spillman 1981:125)]

707 3 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,
unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; represented in McKee and Brothers1868
catalog (Spillman 1981:125)]

708 2 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,
unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; represented in McKee and Brothers1868
catalog (Spillman 1981:125)]

709 1 pressed glass bowl (oval, 2 1/8” x 5” base, 5 ¼” x 8” top, 1 5/8” tall, unidentified
sunflower and diamond motif)

710 1 pressed glass footed bowl (2 ½” diameter base, 2” tall, 4 ½” diameter top, unidentified
star and oval pattern)

S711 1 unidentified clear glass foot or lid?
712 2 chimney globe (fire polished top, approximately 1 3/8” diameter top, 2-piece-molded,

base missing)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.52” diameter)
1 brick
15 charcoal
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14 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (2 7/8” long)
1 machine cut nail (4 ½” long, bent)
1 iron spike (4 ¾” long; bent slightly)
1 unidentified iron (9” long)
2 iron bands (1” wide)
1 clinker
1 iron “S” shaped rod (approximately 5” long; approximately 3/8” diameter)
26 bone

Lot 234
18 undecorated whiteware

619 5 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ¼” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 3 ¾” diameter base;
backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / TAYLOR & DAVIS”)

620 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 1/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter base;
backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / M.P. CO.”)

621 2 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 1/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter base;
backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / M.P. CO.”)

622 6 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 1/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter base;
backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / M.P. CO.”)

625 8 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 1/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter base;
backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / M.P. CO.”)

623 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (6” diameter top, 1 ¼” tall, 3 5/8” diameter base;
backstamp: “STONE CHINA / COXON & CO.”)

624 4 undecorated whiteware saucer (6” diameter top, 1 ¼” tall, 3 5/8” diameter base;
backstamp: “STONE CHINA / COXON & CO.”)

626 6 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 1/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 4” diameter base;
backstamp: “ROYAL STONE CHINA / WEDGWOOD & CO.”)

631 1 undecorated whiteware cup (handless, 3 ½” diameter top, 3 1/8” tall, 2” diameter base)
632 9 undecorated whiteware cup (handless, 3 ½” diameter top, 3 1/8” tall, 2” diameter base)
635 4 undecorated whiteware soup plate (8 7/8” diameter top, 1 ¾” tall, 5” diameter base;

backstamp: “ROYAL PATENT/ IRONSTONE/ BURGESS & GODDARD”)
636 7 undecorated whiteware plate (8 7/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 5 7/8” diameter base;

backstamp: “ROYAL PATENT / IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GODDARD”)
637 18 undecorated whiteware plate (9 ¾” diameter top, 1 ¼” tall, 5 ½” diameter base;

impressed mark: “IRONSTONE / J. WEDGWOOD / CHINA”)
638 1 undecorated whiteware plate (impressed mark: “FURNVIAL”)
639 11 undecorated whiteware oval serving bowl (7 ½” x 10” x 2” tall; 5” x 7 ¼” base, no

foot rim; backstamp: “PORCELAINE OPAQUE / BRIDGWOOD & SON” and
impressed: “LIMOGE / PG”)

640 10 undecorated whiteware oval serving bowl (8 ¼” x 10 ¾” x 2” tall; 5 3/8” x 7 ¾” base,
no foot rim; backstamp: “PORCELAINE OPAQUE/ BRIDGWOOD & SON” and
impressed: “LIMOGE / PG”)

641 6 undecorated whiteware platter (indeterminate size; impressed mark: “J.
CLEMENTSON / IRON[STONE] / CH[INA] / CITRON [SHAPE]”
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642 4 undecorated whiteware serving bowl lid (round, 5 ½” diameter, 2 5/8” tall, knob
handle on top)

646 1 undecorated whiteware salve jar (3 ½” diameter base, 1 1/8” tall, lacking lid)
647 1 undecorated whiteware bowl (London Urn shape, 2 ½” diameter base, bluish tint to

glaze; 5 ½” diameter top, 2 7/8” tall)
615 3 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ¼” diameter top, 3” diameter base, 1 1/8” tall;

backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADER MARK / ENGLAND”)
617 9 undecorated whiteware pitcher
627 5 hand painted (gilded lined and central floral motif) porcelain saucer (5 5/8” diameter

top, 1 ¼” tall, 2 ½” diameter base)
1 porcelain figurine (sitting frozen Charlotte doll, 2” tall, modesty pose)

645 10 relief decorated porcelain serving vessel (clam shell-shape, 2 3/8” x 4 ¼” base, 4 ¾”
wide x unknown length rim, 1 3/8” tall)

609 5 hand painted (portrait) porcelain sharing mug (3” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3” diameter
mouth, handled)

S608 1 Chelsea decorated porcelain cup (burned)
S653 2 gilded porcelain tableware (unidentified small vase or similar item)
S651 1 undecorated yellowware lid (6” diameter)
S652 1 annular decorated yellowware chamber pot
643 11 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone lidded sugar bowl (3 1/8” diameter

base, 5 1/8” tall, 3 ¾” diameter mouth, lip handless, impressed backstamp: “J.
EDWARDS [& CO.?] / FENTON / MANUFACTURE”) [1853-1900; Golden
(1964:231); also manufactured the “Porcelain de Terre” wares; “& Co. added to mark
probably in the ca. 1873 to 1879 period]

628 3 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, 2 ½” diameter top, 1 ¾”-2” diameter base, 3 1/8”
tall)

629 1 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, 2 ½” diameter top, 1 ¾”-2” diameter base, 3 1/8”
tall)

630 2 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, 2 ½” diameter top, 1 ¾”-2” diameter base, 3 1/8”
tall)

633 2 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, thick bodied, 3 5/8” diameter top, 3 ½” tall, 2
1/8” diameter base)

634 1 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, thick bodied, 3 5/8” diameter top, 3 ½” tall, 2
1/8” diameter base)

644 22 relief decorated ironstone pitcher (3 ¾” x 4 ½” base, 9” tall; impressed: “J.
EDWARDS / IRONSTONE”)

648 4 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (6” diameter top, 3 ¼” diameter base, 5”tall,
hand turned)

649 3 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (6”-7” mouth diameter unknown height, rim
only, hand turned)

650 1 salt glazed mixing bowl (jigger molded, approximately 5 ½” diameter base,
approximately 8 ½” diameter top, 3 ¾” tall)

642 aqua window glass
13 aqua mirror glass
47 aqua container glass
3 clear container glass
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386 clear chimney globe glass
25 dark green wine bottle
56 clear container/tumbler (body only)

694 1 whiskey flask (aqua, coffin shaped, 2 ¼” x 4”, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 9” tall,
improved tool brandy lip finished, unpontiled)

696 8 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, 2 ¾” x 2 ¾”, 9” tall, 2 piece mold, applied tool
brandy lip finish; embossed on side: “DR. J. HOSTETTER’S / STOMACH BITTERS”
and on base “L & W / 3”)

698 2 wine bottle (dark green, round, dip molded, approximately 2 ¾” diameter base, no
kick up, unpontiled, sheared lip with applied string finish)

703 10 stemmed spooner (clear glass, molded, wheel engraved floral decoration bowl,
stemware base, balustrade stem, 3 ½” diameter bowl, approximately 6” tall)

709 3 pressed glass bowl (oval, 2 1/8” x 5” base, 5 ¼” x 8” top, 1 5/8” tall, unidentified
sunflower and diamond motif)

710 3 pressed glass footed bowl (2 ½” diameter base, 2” tall, 4 ½” diameter top, unidentified
star and oval pattern)

712 1 chimney globe (fire polished top, approximately 1 3/8” diameter top, 2-piece-molded,
base missing)

713 13 pressed glass compute or compute lid (clear, 6 7/8” diameter top, approximately 1 ¾”
tall, unidentified grape leaf and grape cluster pattern) [possibly sat on stand as with a
compute]

714 4 pressed glass bowl (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 4” diameter mouth, 1 ¼” tall
molded rim similar to molded rim tumblers)

715 1 pressed glass frosted spooner (clear, approximately 3 3/8” diameter base, 3 ¾”
diameter mouth, 6 3/8” tall, molded with fire polished lip finish and wheel engraved
floral decoration)

716 2 pressed glass bowl (oval, unknown shape, similar pattern as vessel 709) [nestled set?]
717 3 stemware (clear/ lead,6 ¼” tall, 3 ¼” diameter mouth, molded, faceted stem,

unidentified honey comb pattern, unpontiled, base only) [McKee and brothers-1868
catalog, Spillman 1981:125]

718 2 footed tumbler (clear/ lead, base: 2 5/8” diameter, 5” tall, 2 5/8” diameter top, pattern
is remnant of Argus or thumbprint pattern from circa 1870’s, [see McCain (1979:44-
45) and McKee Brothers 1869 catalog in Spellman (1981: 49)]

719 11 whiskey flask (clear, coffin shaped, 1 5/8” x 3” x 7 ¾” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, improved tool brandy lip finish)

720 3 whiskey flask (aqua, coffin shaped, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 ¼” x 2 ½” x
approximately 6 ½” tall, improved tool brandy lip finish, base embossed “M.C.CO.”)

721 8 whiskey flask (aqua, union oval shape, size unknown, sheared lip with applied string,
base absent)

722 12 whiskey flask (aqua, unidentified oval shape, size unknown, plain body (?), base only,
3-piece-plate-bottom-mold (?))

723 2 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7” tall, applied
tool Patent lip finish)

725 5 unidentified object (milk glass, molded; embossed “PAT. ’74.” [possible bird waterer]
726 6 mid bottle (clear, union oval shape, 1 3/8 x 2 1/8” x unknown height, improved tool

prescription lip finish, 1 3/8” long neck)
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727 1 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 15/16” x 5 11/16” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, paneled, improved tool prescription lip finish, 1 5/8” long ball neck)

728 1 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 7/8” x 1 7/8” x 5 ½” long neck, improved tool Patent lip
finish; embossed: “DR. PRICE’S / SPECIAL / FLAVORING EXTRACT // STEEL &
PRICE // MANUFACTURER’S”)

729 4 bottle (aqua, oval base, 1 1/8” x 2 ¼” x 5 5/8” tall, 2 piece-mold, 1 ¾” long neck,
applied tool ring or oil lip finish; embossed: “GILLET’S / CHINESE / LIQUID /
BLUEING / TRIPLE STRENGTH”)

730 4 bottle (aqua, oval base, 1 1/8” x 2 ¼” x 5 5/8” tall, 2 piece-mold, 1 ¾” long neck,
applied tool ring or oil lip finish; embossed: “GILLET’S / CHINESE / LIQUID /
BLUEING / TRIPLE STRENGTH”)

731 3 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom, 1 1/8” long neck,
improved tool Patent lip finish; embossed: “MRS. BOWER’S / FAVORITE /
BLUING / ROME, N.Y.”)

732 1 bottle (aqua, oval, 1 3/16” x 2 1/8” x 5 ½” tall, 2-piece-mold, 1 ¾” long neck with
applied tool Patent lip finish, bluing bottle(?))

733 1 bottle (aqua, Blakes Variant 1 base, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 5 5/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, 1 3/8” long neck with improved tool lip finish; embossed: BURNETT /
BOSTON”)

734 1 bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, 5 3/8” tall, 1 1/8” long neck,
improved tool Patent lip finish, base embossed: “L & W”)

735 1 small bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” base, 2-piece-mold, 6”tall, 2 3/8” long neck with ring
or oil finish, base embossed “L & W”)

736 1 jar (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” x 4 ¼” tall, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7/8”
long neck, sheared and fine polished finish, 7/8” wide mouth; embossed:
“HUSBAND’S // CALCINED // MAGNESIA // PHILAD A.”)

737 1 jar (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” x 4 ¼” tall, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7/8”
long neck, sheared and fine polished finish, 7/8” wide mouth; embossed:
“HUSBAND’S // CALCINED // MAGNESIA // PHILAD A.”)

738 1 bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” x 1 3/8” x 4” tall, 1” long neck with improved tool
Prescription lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold)

739 3 Jar (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, approximately 5 ¼”
tall, 1” long neck, improved tool rolled lip finish, 1 7/8” diameter mouth)

741 1 jar (aqua, round, 1 ¼” base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2 ¾” tall, ¾” long neck with
improved tool Patent lip finish, 1” wide mouth, some contents still intact)

742 1 vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 piece-mold, 1 ¾” tall, folded lip finish, ½”
long neck, pontiled)

743 1 jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 1 3/8” tall, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold, ground
blow-over-mold lip finish, 1 1/8” wide mouth)

S744 1 bottle (clear, round, approximately 7/8” diameter, 5/8” long neck with improved tool
lip finish, neck only)

745 1 ink bottle/ well (clear, round 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2” tall,
5/8” long neck, flared lip finish, ground interior of mouth for stopper)

746 1 soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold,
height unknown, lip missing; embossed: “JOHNSON & PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL. // L. & W.)
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747 1 cruet (clear/lead glass, round 1 3/8” diameter base, height unknown, wheel engraved
honey comb-like flowers and faceted neck, lip missing)

748 2 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ½” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 ½” tall,
ground base)

749 3 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
ground base and ground pontil?)

750 4 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
ground base and ground pontil?)

751 4 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
ground base and ground pontil?)

752 1 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
ground base and ground pontil?)

753 4 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
ground base and ground pontil?)

754 9 tumbler (clear/lead, round,/unfluted, 2 7/16” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾”
tall, rough/ pontiled base with plunger scar, molded rim)

755 5 tumbler (clear/lead, round,/unfluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 1/8”
tall)

756 4 tumbler (clear/lead, round,/unfluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 1/8”
tall)

757 5 tumbler (clear/lead, round,/unfluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 1/8”
tall, rough/unground pontil scar or top of stem for stemware?)

758 1 tumbler (clear/lead, round,/unfluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 1/8”
tall, rough/unground pontil scar or top of stem for stemware?, base only)

6 tumbler rims (plain)
8 tumbler rim (molded)
8 clear chimney globe

S759 1 tumbler/ stemware (lead glass, round/plain, rim only) [quality old glass]
760 2 tall tumbler (clear/lead, round/plain, unfluted, 1 7/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” diameter

rim, 4” tall, ground base)
761 6 handled tumbler or beer mug (clear/lead, short, 1 5/8” tall, rounded flutes, 2 3/8”

diameter base, 2 3/8” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall, ground base)
762 1 pressed glass tableware (?) (clear/lead, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, unknown height

and rim, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold, base only)
763 13 chimney globe (fluted and frosted, body only)
764 4 food jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-botttom-mold, 7 1/8” tall, 1

½” long neck with applied tool rolled rim finish, 1 7/8” diameter wide mouth, base
embossed: “C.B. / 3” [mark unidentified]

765 10 medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, approximately 2 ½” x 3 ¾” base, unknown
height, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold (?), paneled; embossed: “LOUISV[ILLE, KY. /
…ARSA…”]) [probably “JOHN BULL // EXTRACT OF / SARSAPARILLA //
LOUISVILLE, KY.”]

766 10 canning jar (aqua, round, 2-piece-mold (?), 3 ¾” diameter base, 3” diameter rim with
2” diameter mouth, 7 ¼” tall, applied tool wax seal lip finish; embossed:
“STANDARD” and “W.MCG & CO.”) [William McCully and Company, 1841-1886,
(Toulouse 1971:351)]
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767 23 canning jar (aqua, round, 2-piece-mold (?), 3 ¾” diameter base, 3” diameter rim with
2” diameter mouth, 7 ¼” tall, applied tool wax seal lip finish; embossed:
“STANDARD” and “W.MCG & CO.”) [William McCully and Company, 1841-1886,
(Toulouse 1971:351)]

768 11 chemical bottle (aqua, round, 3 5/8” diameter base, 2-piece-mold (?), approximately 9
¼” tall, 1 ½” long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, base embossed “F. A. &
CO.”) [Fahnstock and Albree, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; 1860-1862 (Toulouse
1971:195)]

769 6 wine bottle (dark green, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded, 12” tall, 3” long neck,
sheared lip with applied string finish, kick up and pontiled)

770 7 wine bottle (dark green, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded, 12” tall, 3” long neck,
sheared lip with applied string finish, kick up and pontiled)

771 5 wine bottle (dark green, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded, 12” tall, 3” long neck,
sheared lip with applied string finish, kick up and pontiled)

772 22 liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, Rickett’s mold, applied tool brandy
lip finish, unknown height; embossed: “PATENT” on shoulder) [similar to 773]

773 17 liquor bottle (amber, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 11 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, applied tool brandy lip finish; base embossed: “W. MCCULLY & CO. /
PITTSBURGH, PA.”)

775 20 bottle (emerald green, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 10” tall, Rickett’s molded, applied
tool brandy finish)

776 8 ale (?) bottle (dark green/black glass, round 2 ½” diameter base, pontiled, 10” tall,
Rickett’s molded, applied tool brandy lip finish, 3 ¼” long neck)

777 1 ale (?) bottle (dark green/black glass, round 2 ½” diameter base, pontiled, 10” tall,
Rickett’s molded, applied tool brandy lip finish, 3 ¼” long neck)

778 13 ale (?) bottle (dark green/black glass, round 2 7/8” diameter base, pontiled, unknown
height, Rickett’s molded, applied tool brandy lip finish, 3 ¼” long neck)

779 12 ale (?) bottle (dark green/black glass, round 3 3/8” diameter base, pontiled, 10” tall,
dip molded, applied tool brandy lip finish, 3 ½” long neck)

861 4 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
862 4 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
863 4 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
864 4 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
865 4 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
866 4 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
867 4 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
868 4 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
869 4 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
870 4 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
871 3 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
872 3 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
873 3 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
874 4 chimney globe [type II]
875 3 chimney globe [type III]
876 4 chimney globe [type III]
877 2 chimney globe [type IV]
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878 2 chimney globe [type IV]
879 2 chimney globe [type IV]
880 2 chimney globe [type IV]
881 1 chimney globe [type V]
882 1 chimney globe [type V]
883 1 chimney globe [type VI]
884 2 chimney globe [type VII]

1 4-hole brown glass button (.42” diameter)
4 4-hole milk glass buttons (.56” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter, piecrust decorated)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.37” diameter, piecrust decorated)
4 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter, red-painted edge)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.40” diameter)
1 glass marble (.72” diameter; internal multi-color swirl (yellow, blue, red))
1 glass marble (.64” diameter; internal blue swirl)
1 hand painted (blue, green)agate marble (.64” diameter)
1 ceramic marble (.70” diameter, white)
1 graphite pencil
1 kaolin pipe stem ( 1 ½” long)
13 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (3 ½” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
4 machine cut nail (2” long)
1 unidentified sheet metal
1 horseshoe (6” x 6”; draft?)
1 unidentified iron (9” long; tool?)
2 strap metal (1” wide)
1 copper clothing fastener (1/2” diameter)
5 unidentified copper tube (3/8” diameter)
2 iron spout with breaded cap (1/2” diameter)
1 handsaw handle (brass set-screws)
2 brass/ copper spoons
1 brass watch cover (2 ½” diameter)
2 lime plaster (finish plaster, possible evidence of rived lath)
3 hard coal
5 bone
1 bone (burned)

Lot 235
5 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware body sherd (impressed: “EDWARDS & SONS (?) with

backstamp)
623 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (6” diameter top, 1 ¼” tall, 3 5/8” diameter base;

backstamp: “STONE CHINA/ COXON & CO.”)
637 1 undecorated whiteware plate (9 ¾” diameter top, 1 ¼” tall, 5 ½” diameter base;

impressed mark: “IRONSTONE / J. WEDGWOOD / CHINA”)
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S654 1 salt glazed stoneware drain tile (?)
641 3 undecorated whiteware platter (indeterminate size; impressed mark: “J.

CLEMENTSON / IRON[STONE] / CH[INA] / CITRON [SHAPE]”
634 1 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, thick bodied, 3 5/8” diameter top, 3 ½” tall, 2

1/8” diameter base)
643 4 undecorated ironstone lidded

2 aqua mirror glass
154 aqua window glass
47 clear chimney globe glass
2 clear tumbler
6 aqua container
2 fluted and frosted chimney globe

885 3 chimney globe (type I)
886 2 chimney globe (type VII)
887 1 chimney globe (type VII)
888 2 chimney globe (type VII)
889 4 chimney globe (type VII)
790 7 tumbler (clear, plain/round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter mouth, 3 ¼” tall,

plunger scar, molded rim)
706 1 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,

unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; McKee and brothers-1868 catalog,
Spillman 1981:125]

725 1 unidentified object (milk glass, molded; embossed “PAT. ’74.” [possible bird waterer]
773 7 liquor bottle (amber, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 11 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-

mold, applied tool brandy lip finish; base embossed: “W. MCCULLY & CO. /
PITTSBURGH, PA.”)

S780 1 bottle (clear, French Square or Blake Variant 1, base fragment only)
781 2 bottle (clear, French Square, 1 7/8” x 1 7/8” x unknown height, body is approximately

4 to 4 ¼” to should, missing neck and lip, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold)
782 2 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, unknown height, improved tool Patent lip

finish, 1 ¼” long neck, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold)
783 1 bottle (clear, round 1 3/16” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,

improved tool Patent lip finish, 7/8” long neck, base embossed “MCC.”)
784 1 sauce bottle (aqua, round, 1 7/16” diameter base, 5 1/16” tall, 2 piece mold, 2” long

neck, applied tool ring or oil lip finish)
785 8 cologne bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, unknown height, 3/8” long neck,

improved tool Patent lip finish, indented panel embossed: “HOYT’S / GERMAN /
COLOGNE / E.W. & CO. / LOWELL / MASS.”) [Fike (1987: 65); introduced in
1871.]

S786 1 bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, base embossed: “L & W, base
only)

787 8 whiskey flask (aqua, 2-piece-mold, unpontiled, union oval base, 2” x 3 7/8” x 8 7/8”
tall, sheared and fire polished lip finish with applied string)

788 17 whiskey flask (aqua, 2-piece-mold, unpontiled, union oval base, 2” x 3 7/8” x 8 7/8”
tall, sheared and fire polished lip finish with applied string)
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789 8 canning jar (aqua, round, 2-piece-mold (?), 3 ¾” diameter base, 3” diameter rim with
2” diameter mouth, 7 ¼” tall, applied tool wax seal lip finish; embossed:
“STANDARD” and “W.MCG & CO.”) [William McCully and company, 1841, 1886,
Toulouse 1971:351]

1 coal
1 brass ring (1” diameter)
25 bone
1 calcined bone

Lot 236
647 2 undecorated whiteware bowl (London Urn shape, 2 ½” diameter base, blush tint to

glaze; 5 ½” diameter top, 2 7/8” tall)
S656 1 undecorated pearlware (?) teapot (spout only)

1 yellowware strap handle (unknown vessel type)
S655 1 unglazed red paste stoneware woven basket

1 unglazed red paste earthenware
2 aqua mirror glass
2 aqua window glass
5 aqua window glass [very thin; .77-.80 mm in thickness]
2 aqua container glass
3 clear tumbler
2 clear chimney globe (oval type)

788 8 whiskey flask (aqua, 2-piece-mold, unpontiled, union oval base, 2” x 3 7/8” x 8 7/8”
tall, sheared and fire polished lip finish with applied string)

789 2 canning jar (aqua, round, 2-piece-mold (?), 3 ¾” diameter base, 3” diameter rim with
2” diameter mouth, 7 ¼” tall, applied tool wax seal lip finish; embossed:
“STANDARD” and “W.MCG & CO.”) [William McCully and company, 1841, 1886,
Toulouse 1971:351]

S791 1 proprietary medicine bottle (aqua, paneled body, body only; embossed panel: “… AL”)
S792 1 bottle (aqua, dip molded, approximately 6” diameter base, base only)
S793 1 stemware (clear/lead, molded, bulbous stem, stem only)
S794 1 bottle (aqua, applied tool ring or oil lip finish, neck/rim only)
795 1 jar (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool

Patent lip finish, ½” long neck, 1 1/8” wide mouth)
796 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 5 ¼” tall, Rickett’s molded, 1 ¼” long neck,

improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed: “MCC”)
797 1 food/ conduit jar (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 5 7/8” tall, 3 piece-plate-bottom-

mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, 1 ¼” long neck, 1” wide mouth)
798 4 clear chimney globe flanged base, 2 3/8” diameter base, 1 ½” diameter rim,

approximately 6 ½”- 6 ¾” tall)
799 1 clear chimney globe flanged base, 2 3/8” diameter base, 1 ½” diameter rim,

approximately 6 ½”- 6 ¾” tall)
800 2 clear chimney globe flanged base, 2 3/8” diameter base, 1 ½” diameter rim,

approximately 6 ½”- 6 ¾” tall)
1 4-hole bone button (.68” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
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3 Rockingham glazed marble (.64” diameter)
1 stone marble (.76” diameter; blue and white variegated)
2 stone marbles (.56” diameter)
1 stone marble (.68” diameter)
2 charcoal
2 brick
1 large clinker
1 copper sheet metal (wrapped on one edge)
1 unidentified copper
8 unidentified iron
1 worked bone (toothbrush handle?)
36 bone

Lot 237
5 undecorated whiteware

662 2 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ¼” top, 1 ¼” tall, 3 1/8” base; backstamp: “ROYAL
PATENT / IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GODDARD”)

660 3 undecorated whiteware footed lidded bowl (fits lid; vessel 462)
657 17 relief decorated (unidentified Bordered Lily of the Valley Pattern) ironstone serving

vessel or tureen (3 7/8” x 5 ¾”, approximately 3 ¾” to 4” tall [similar to bordered
Hyacinth from circa 1860, Dieringer and Dieringer (2001: 109)]

658 9 undecorated ironstone serving bowl (round, 5 5/8” diameter top, 3 ½” diameter base, 4
¼”tall)

659 4 undecorated ironstone serving bowl (round, 4 ½” diameter top, 2 5/8” base, 3” tall)
661 17 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley Pattern) Ironstone pitcher (2 7/8” base, 6-7” tall;

backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / J.F.”) [Dieringer and Dieringer (2001: 106),
1845-1870]

12 aqua window glass
10 clear chimney globe
3 aqua container glass
2 aqua window glass
1 molded tableware

800 1 clear chimney globe flanged base, 2 3/8” diameter base, 1 ½” diameter rim,
approximately 6 ½”- 6 ¾” tall)

801 1 chimney globe (flanged bases, 1 7/8” diameter base)
802 1 chimney globe (straight base, approximately 2 ½”diameter, base only)
803 2 conduit (?) jar (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, 1” long

neck, improved, tool rolled lip finish, 1 5/8” wide mouth, missing base)
804 3 wine bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 13 ½” tall, no kick up, sheared and fire

polished lip finish with applied string, long necked German style wine)
805 7 wine bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 13 ½” tall, no kick up, sheared and fire

polished lip finish with applied string, long necked German style wine, base only)
806 1 ale bottle (dark green/black glass, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, Rickett’s molded, 11

¼”tall, applied tool brandy lip finish, 3 7/8” long neck; emobossed on shoulder:
“Patent”, base embossed: “W.M CCULLY & CO. / PITTSBURGH, PA.”)
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807 3 tumbler (clear/lead, plain/round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter mouth, 3 7/8”
tall)

715 7 footed stemware spooner (lead glass, diamond pattern, 3 ½” diameter base, 3 ½”
diameter mouth, faceted stem, 5 ½” tall, gilded along saw tooth rim and base)

1 hard rubber syringe tip (reworked and/or sharpened at both ends; see Van Schaack and
Sons 1914:1275)

1 4-hole milk glass button (.55” diameter)
2 sample wood
1 limestone “flake” or “chip”
1 unidentified copper

Lot 238
4 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (monochrome red; large floral) whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) pearlware
1 transfer print (brown) whiteware
1 hand painted (pink luster) whiteware
1 salt glazed stoneware

890 3 undecorated whiteware/ironstone soup plate (8” diameter)
891 1 relief decorated (president shape pattern) whiteware bowl (3 1/8” diameter base, 6”

diameter mouth, 4” tall) [cross mends with lot 252; registered by J. Edwards in
January 1855; D & D 2001:49]

892 1 undecorated creamware chamber pot [cross mends with feature 7 South]
S893 1 Peoria glazed stoneware mixing bowl (jigger molded; 9” diameter, rim only)
S894 1 chimney globe (clear, hand crimped top)

1 blob melted glass
1 tumbler (clear, ribbed)
6 aqua window glass
2 aqua container glass
1 amber container glass
1 aqua mirror glass
1 clear container glass
1 4-hole shell button (.87” diameter)
8 machine cut nail fragments
2 bone

Lot 239
5 undecorated whiteware

890 2 undecorated whiteware/ironstone soup plate (8” diameter)
891 1 relief decorated (president shape pattern) whiteware bowl (3 1/8” diameter base, 6”

diameter mouth, 4” tall) [Registered by J. Edwards; January 1855; D & D 2001:49]
895 4 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate [circa 1859-1861]
896 1 annular decorated yellowware bowl

2 salt glazed stoneware
7 aqua container glass

75 aqua window glass
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1 aqua mirror glass
1 dark green/black container glass
11 clear container glass
1 clear container glass (melted)
3 chimney globe glass
2 ribbed tumbler (body only, lead glass)

920 3 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, height unknown, 1 ¼” long
neck with applied tool Patent lip finish)

921 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, 1” long neck,
improved tool Patent lip finish)

922 1 bottle (cear, molded, 7/8” long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, neck only)
S923 1 jar (?) (aqua, improved tool rolled rim, rim only)

1 4-hole milk glass button
24 machine cut nail fragments
2 clinker
1 unidentified iron
11 iron bands (1” wide)
1 iron metal screw/ tack cover (7/8” diameter)
1 cast iron toy wheel (2” diameter)
3 plaster with finished coat
1 slate (writing?)
35 bone

Lot 240
3 undecorated whiteware

891 4 relief decorated (president shape pattern) whiteware bowl (3 1/8” diameter base, 6”
diameter mouth, 4” tall) [Registered by J. Edwards; January 1855; D & D 2001:49]

901 7 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S902 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S903 1 undecorated whiteware plate (8-9” diameter rim)
S904 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate [similar to Grape Octagon

pattern; D & D 2001:28]
S905 1 undecorated whiteware cup (double curve shape, handleless?)
907 2 transfer print (black) whiteware child’s cup (handled; children playing with toy sail

boats)
S906 1 undecorated porcelain cup (2 ¼” diameter base, handled)

1 redware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
4 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware

357 4 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
895 1 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate [circa 1859-1861]
S897 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar/crock (11” diameter base, base only)
S898 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (8” diameter rim, rim only)
S899 1 redware jar (8” diameter rim)

2 dark green/black container glass
4 aqua mirror glass
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93 aqua window glass
2 aqua container glass

920 1 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, height unknown, 1 ¼” long
neck with applied tool Patent lip finish)

S924 1 bottle (dark green/black glass, round, approximately 3 ½”- 3 ¾” diameter body, body
only; embossed: “U.S.A. / HOSP. DEPT.”)

925 8 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, embossed: “HOSTETTER’S”, base only)
926 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, base only)
S927 1 bottle (clear, 1 1/8” long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, neck only)
928 1 footed tumbler (clear/lead glass, “Hour Glass” or “Excelsior With Double Ringed Stem

pattern; McCain (1979: 46-47), circa 1868]
S929 1 chimney globe (sheared and fire polished lip/rim, 1 ¼” diameter, rim only)

1 milk glass button (.32” diameter)
1 loop shank button (shank broken; .74” diameter, highly corroded)
92 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
2 machine cut nails (3 ¼” long)
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ¾” long)
1 machine cut nail (2 ½” long)
8 machine cut nails (2” long)
5 machine cut nails (1 ½” long)
2 machine cut nails (1 ¾” long)
1 wooden utensil handle with 3 brass rods (3 3/8” x ½”)
1 copper/brass sword scrapper tip (6” x 7/8”)
1 copper/brass cast utility window hardware (?) (1 7/8” x 1 1/8”, white paint)
1 brass washer with machine cut nail fragment (3/4” wide)
1 barrel strap (3/4” wide; with 7/8” nail
1 barrel strap (3/4” wide)
1 cast iron
2 slate (writing?)
1 slate pencil
4 coarse slate (roofing)
2 light gray slate (writing?)
1 pencil lead
1 hard rubber comb spine (7/8” long)
4 coal (shaley)
1 clinker
2 brick
13 finish plaster
4 plaster with finish coat and rived lath impressions
37 bone
5 bone (burned)

Lot 241
6 undecorated whiteware
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2 transfer print (blue) whiteware
S904 3 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate [similar to Grape Octagon

pattern; D & D 2001:28]
1 undecorated porcelain
4 redware
1 salt glazed stoneware

S899 1 redware jar (8” diameter rim)
S908 1 redware bowl (?) (approximately 8-10” diameter)

19 aqua container glass
6 dark green/black container glass
3 tumbler (body, lead)
15 clear chimney globe glass
1 metled clear glass
229 aqua window glass

925 7 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, embossed: “HOSTETTER’S”, base only)
S930 8 aqua container (molded Gothic Jar)
S931 2 chimney glove (clear, flanged base, base only)
S932 3 bottle (aqua, rectangular, improved tool Patent lip finish, neck only

1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
6 machine cut nail fragments
1 writing slate

Lot 242
1 undecorated whiteware
5 aqua window glass
1 slate (writing?)
1 brick
8 machine cut nail fragments
4 unidentified iron
1 iron band with hole (lock strap?)
4 iron container
4 bone

Lot 243
1 undecorated whiteware

S910 2 hand painted (monochrome green, large floral) whiteware plate
5 redware
1 Rockingham glazed yellowware

S909 1 salt glazed stoneware bottle/ink
891 1 relief decorated (president shape pattern) whiteware bowl (3 1/8” diameter base, 6”

diameter mouth, 4” tall) [Registered by J. Edwards; January 1855; D & D 2001:49]
892 1 undecorated creamware chamber pot [cross mends with feature 7 South]

3 aqua window glass
1 ribbed tumbler (body only)

S933 1 pressed glass tableware (small bowl, base only)
1 loop shank iron button with glass cameo in set
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1 kaolin pipe stem
1 charcoal
2 plaster with finished edge
1 brick
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 iron sheet metal (container?)

Lot 244
1 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware (burned)

890 1 undecorated whiteware/ironstone soup plate (8” diameter)
S906 1 undecorated porcelain cup (2 ¼” diameter base, handled)
S911 1 relief decorated porcelain saucer

1 undecorated ironstone
1 redware
2 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 dark green/black container glass
1 4-hole milk glass button (.39” diameter)
4 machine cut nail fragments
3 clinkers
2 unidentified iron
3 bone

Lot 245
913 1 annular and mocha decorated yellowware chamber pot (5 3/8” diameter base, 5 ½” tall,

9” diameter mouth, beaded strap handle)
S912 1 relief decorated ironstone cup (?)

6 aqua window glass
S934 1 unidentified bottle (?) (aqua, base only, fluted)

1 slate (writing?)
4 machine cut nail fragments
3 unidentified iron
1 iron stirrup
1 unidentified brass thumb latch/switch [telegraph key?]
3 large pieces of lime (poorly fired, still stone-like)
25 bone

Lot 246
4 undecorated whiteware

901 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
914 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (3” diameter base, 5 ¾” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall,

impressed mark: “J. CLEMENTSON / IRONSTONE CHINA / CITRON SHAPE”)
913 2 annular and mocha decorated yellowware chamber pot (5 3/8” diameter base, 5 ½” tall,

9” diameter mouth, beaded strap handle)
1 melted aqua container glass
1 aqua container glass
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2 aqua window glass
S930 1 aqua container (molded Gothic Jar)
S935 1 whiskey flask (aqua, union oval, shape, small sized, approximately 1” x 2 ½”,

unknown height, pontiled)
1 4-hole bone button (.84” diameter)
1 highly corroded loop shank metal button (.60” diameter)
2 slate (writing?)
3 slate pencils
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 unidentified iron
5 bone

Lot 247
S915 1 hand painted (polychrome, floral) whiteware saucer

1 salt glazed stoneware (heavily burned)
913 1 annular and mocha decorated yellowware chamber pot (5 3/8” diameter base, 5 ½”

tall, 9” diameter mouth, beaded strap handle)
1 chamber pot handle (?)

Lot 248
S916 1 transfer print (black) whiteware tureen (?) lid (6 ½” diameter, approximately 2” tall)
892 1 undecorated creamware chamber pot [cross mends with feature 7 South]

1 Rockingham glazed yellowware
1 salt glazed stoneware

Lot 249
1 undecorated whiteware

913 1 annular and mocha decorated yellowware chamber pot (5 3/8” diameter base, 5 ½”
tall, 9” diameter mouth, beaded strap handle)

1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
936 1 flavoring extract bottle (clear, rectangular base, 1” x 1 5/8” x 4 ½” tall, 1 1/8” long

neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold;
embossed: “ROGER’S / FLAVORING / EXTRACTS”)

1 honing stone (well worn)
1 writing slate
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 triangular metal file
1 large piece of lime (still very stone-like)

Lot 250
1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware
1 transfer print (purple) whiteware

S917 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone saucer
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware (bottle?)
12 aqua container glass
17 aqua window glass (very thin)
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942 1 bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, ¾” x 2”, height unknown, lip missing, body 4” tall,
paneled, 2-piece-mold; embossed: “WYNKOOP’S / ICELAND PECTORAL / NEW
YORK”)

943 11 food/condiment jar (aqua, French Square, 2 ¾” x 2 ¾” x 9 ½” tall, Ball neck,
improved tool (?) rounded lip finish, 2-piece-mold)

944 1 food jar (aqua, round, 4 5/8” diameter base, 10” tall, 2-piece-mold, applied tool,
rounded lip finish, interior shoulder)

S937 2 vial (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, dip molded, fragile lip, height unknown,
pontiled)

S938 2 vial (aqua, 12-sided, 1 ½” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled, fragile lip)
939 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 9/16” diameter base, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1”

long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish)
940 1 Prescription medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1 base, 7/8” x 1 ½” x 7/8” tall, 7/8”

long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, paneled;
embossed “BURNETT // BOSTON”)

941 1 bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1 base, 15/16” x 9/16” x 4 ¾” tall, paneled, 2-piece-mold,
pontiled, 1” long neck with folded lip finish)

895 1 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate [circa 1859-1861]
S918 1 relief decorated pitcher (?) handle in form of dragon
919 1 salt glazed stoneware canning jar (4 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter mouth,

shouldered interior rim, 10” tall) [identical to fragmentary vessel 357]
1 4-hole milk glass button (.41” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.43” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.44” diameter)
1 loop hank hard rubber button (.51” diameter; embossed: “GOODYEARS P=T / N. R.

CO.”)
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 writing slate
1 soft mud brick (1 ¼” thick, thin “paving” brick)
9 bone

Lot 251
3 transfer print (blue) whiteware

S945 2 undecorated (?) late creamware cup/ mug (backstamp: “RDNO 1191… / NO…DY”
S946 1 unidentified jar/bottle (aqua, base only)
S947 1 undecorated whiteware saucer

1 aqua container glasss
1 bone

Lot 252
891 2 relief decorated (president shape pattern) whiteware bowl (3 1/8” diameter base, 6”

diameter mouth, 4” tall) [cross mends with feature 7 South; Registered by J. Edwards;
January 1855; D & D 2001:49]

5 dark green/black container glass [probably vessel 924]
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Lot 253
3 undecorated whiteware

S950 1 undecorated whiteware teapot/ sugar bowl domed lid
S949 1 porcelain doll head (shoulder fragment)
892 2 undecorated creamware chamber pot [cross mends with feature 7 South]

11 aqua container glass
16 aqua container glass
1 chimney globe glass
1 dark green/black container glass
32 aqua window glass
1 chimney globe (clear)

948 22 canning jar (aqua, round, 4 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” diameter mouth, 8 7/8” tall, 3-
piece-plate-bottom-mold, blow over mold with ground screen top finish, base
embossed: “PAT NOV 26. 67/ 18” and side embossed: “MASON’S / Patent / NOV
30th / 1858”, with iron cross)

S952 1 vial (aqua, round/multi-sided, 2” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled, base only)
951 3 medicine bottle (clear, paneled, 1 ¼” long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish,

lip only)
1 limestone “flake” (construction debris)
20 machine cut nail fragments
6 bone

Lot 254
1 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware

S953 1 undecorarted whiteware lid (teapot or sugar bowl)
892 2 undecorated creamware chamber pot [cross mends with feature 7 South]

1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 aqua container glass
2 aqua window glass
1 2-hole hard rubber button (.75” diameter)
2 slate (writing?)
1 machine cut nail fragment
3 bone

Lot 255
8 undecorated whiteware

S955 2 undecorated whiteware chamber pot lid
1 redware

954 5 unglazed, red paste earthenware flower pot (jigger molded; flower motif)
2 aqua container glass (embossed: “M…N”)
2 aqua window glass

S956 3 unidentified milk glass tableware
957 1 Ink or mucilage bottle (clear, round, approximately 2 1/8” diameter base, molded,

pyramidal shaped, ball neck, sheared and fire polished lip finish, missing base)
1 slate (writing?)
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Lot 256
892 22 undecorated creamware chamber pot [cross mends with feature 7 South]

1 Albany slipped earthenware
11 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
4 aqua window glass

958 2 stemware (clear/ lead,6 ¼” tall, 3 ¼” diameter mouth, molded, faceted stem,
unidentified honey comb pattern, unpontiled, base only) [McKee and brothers-1868
catalog, Spillman 1981:125]

1 loop shank shell button (approximately .50” diameter, badly deteriorated)
3 machine cut nail fragments
1 strap iron (barrel band (?), 1” wide)
11 bone

Lot 257
8 undecorated whiteware

S947 2 undecorated whiteware saucer
S959 1 hand painted (monochrome blue, lined rim) whiteware saucer
S960 1 hand painted (red highlights) and transfer print (blue) whiteware child’s plate (lettered

“…ANDER TI…”)
S961 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate

1 undecorated porcelain
1 appliqué decorated (blue, floral motif) porcelain (burned)

963 2 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½” diameter
rim, scalloped edge)

892 2 undecorated creamware chamber pot [cross mends with feature 7 South]
1 aqua container glass
2 clear container glass
38 aqua window glass (large fragments of thick, large panes

958 3 stemware (clear/ lead,6 ¼” tall, 3 ¼” diameter mouth, molded, faceted stem,
unidentified honey comb pattern, unpontiled, base only) [McKee and brothers-1868
catalog, Spillman 1981:125]

S962 2 bottle (clear, round, approximately 1 ½” diameter, 1” long neck with improved tool
Patent lip finish, neck only

3 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (3” long)
1 copper shoe toe guard or shield
1 umbrella “slide” or central guide
1 finish plaster
8 bone

Lot 258
8 undecorated whiteware

975 7 undecorated whiteware saucer (3” diameter base, 5 ¾” diameter rim, 1 ¼” tall,
illegible impressed mark with “1880”)
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976 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (2 7/8” base, 6” rim, 1 ¼” tall, backstamp: “STONE
CHINA / T. P. C. CO.”)

977 2 undecorated whiteware saucer (3” diameter base, 6” diameter rim, 1 ¼” tall,
backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SON / TRADE MARK” and an impressed
“FURNIVAL / …G.” [needs checked] [1871-1890; Godden 1964: 263]

980 3 undecorated whiteware plate (5 ¾” diameter base, 8 ¾” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall,
backstamp: “ROYAL PATENT / IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GOODARD”)

981 6 undecorated whiteware plate (5 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall,
backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADE MARK / ENGLAND” and
an impressed “10”)

982 3 undecorated whiteware plate (5 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall,
backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADE MARK / ENGLAND” and
an impressed “118(?)”)

S984 1 undecorated whiteware cup (handled, handle only)
986 4 undecorated whiteware platter (5 ¾” x 9 1/8” base, 9 ½” x 13 ½” rim, 1 ¾” tall,

impressed “JOHN MADDOCK & SON / BURLSLEM”) [post 1855; Golden 1964:
406]

988 3 multi-colored Majulica-type glazed, buff paste earthenware pitcher (handle in form of
knotted rope; molded registration mark of 1880)

987 1 transfer print (brown) and hand painted (yellow highlights) whiteware cup (handled,
backstamp: “KIOTO / B. P. CO.” with registration mark for 1883) [Brown hills Pottery
Company, 1872-1896; Godden 1964:111; aesthetic-style pattern]

989 19 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,
unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; McKee and brothers-1868 catalog,
Spillman 1981:125]

990 2 pressed glass tableware oval footed bowl (3” x 5 ½” base, 5 ½” x 8 ¼” rim, 2 3/8” tall,
scalloped edge, unidentified basket-like pattern)

983 16 undecorated ironstone platter (6 5/8” x 11” base, 10 1/8” x approximately 14 ¼” rim, 1
½” tall, backstamp: “PORCELAINE OPAGUE / BRIDGWOOD & SON” and an
impressed “LIMOGE / P.G.” encircled by and English garter belt) [see feature 6]

978 3 undecorated ironstone saucer (3” diameter base, 6” diameter rim, 1” tall, backstamp:
“ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)

979 2 undecorated ironstone saucer (3” diameter base, 6” diameter rim, 1” tall, backstamp:
“ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)

974 11 undecorated ironstone cup (handless)
973 2 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, 2” diameter base, 3 5/8” diameter rim, 3 3/8”

tall)
60 aqua container glass (caning jars)
48 aqua window glass

1003 25 globe (globular/gas fixture, 5” diameter fire polished top, flanged 5” diameter base,
ground bands top and bottom with wheel engraved floral motif in center)

1002 24 apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, 6” diameter, fire polished lip finish, applied ring 2
½” from top of jar, height unknown, rim only)

1004 1 pill bottle/ jar (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, ½” long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, 1” wide mouth; base
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embossed: “RUMFORD”) [contents still present; Rumford chemical works established
in 1855 (Fike 1987:48)]

1005 1 bottle (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 5” tall, 1” long
neck, improved tool Prescription lip finish; base embossed: “I. G. CO”)

1006 1 medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 ¼” x 2” x 5 1/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, 1 ¼” long neck with improved tool Prescription lip finish)

1007 1 oil bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1 base, 1 ¼” x 1 ¾”, height unknown, approximately 5”
tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 ½” long ball neck with improved tool Patent lip
finish; embossed: “BEST MACHINE OIL // DOMESTIC / SEWING MACHINE /
CO. // CHICAGO, ILL.”

1011 4 stemware (clear, molded, 3” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 5 7/8” tall, plain,
straight sided, baluster stem)

1012 3 stemware (clear, molded, faceted stem, stem only)
1013 3 stemware (clear, molded, bulbous stem, mid section only)
1014 9 stemware (clear, molded, wheel engraved floral decoration)
763 2 chimney globe (fluted and frosted, body only) [cross mends with artifacts from feature

6]
1008 1 medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ½” x 2 ½” x 6 7/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-

bottom-mold, paneled, 2” long ball neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)
1009 1 whiskey flask (clear, pumpkin flask shape, oval base, 1 3/8” x 2 ¼” x 6 5/8” tall, 3-

piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 ½” long neck with improved tool bead lip finish, wire
mesh decorative motif, base embossed: “B.B. CO.”) [possibly Berney-Bond glass
company of Pennsylvania: (from circa 19000 or bell bottle company from Indiana
(circa 1910-1914) (Toulouse 1971: 70-79)]

1010 12 beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 9 5/8” tall, 3
¾” long neck with applied tool brandy lip finish; base embossed: “L. G. CO.”)
[probably Louisville Glass Works- also known as Louisville Glass Company- circa
1873 to 1886 or later (Toulouse 1971:323)]

1015 9 canning jar (aqua, round, 4 3/8” diameter base3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, applied tool
wax seal lip finish; embossed “UNION/ NO. 2”) [Toulouse 1969:311-312; circa 1860-
1870, unknown manufacturer, reminiscent of the circa 1860’s clasped hand and union
motif of war]

1016 6 canning jar (canning jar (aqua, round, 4 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” diameter mouth, 8
7/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, blow over mold with ground screen top finish,
base embossed: “15”)

1017 6 canning jar (aqua, round, 4 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” diameter mouth, 8 7/8” tall, 3-
piece-plate-bottom-mold, blow over mold with ground screen top finish, base
embossed: “58”)

3 4-hole milk glass buttons (.42” diameter)
4 machine cut nail fragments
2 machine cut nails (2 ½” long)
2 machine cut nails (3 ¼” long)
3 sheet copper
1 honing stone/ whetstone
50 bone
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Lot 259
38 aqua window glass

1018 1 spring water bottle (aqua, round, 3 1/8” diameter, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7 ¾”
tall, 2” long neck, applied tool brandy lip finish; embossed: “THE SARATOGA /
SPOUTING SPRING // GEYSER SPRING / SARATOGA SPRINGS, STATE / OF /
NEW YORK”)

1019 1 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, 2 5/8” x 2 5/8” x 9 ¼” tall, 2-piece-mold, applied
tool ring or oil lip finish; embossed: “ST. GOTTHARD HERB BITTERS / HETTE &
KANNE BROS. / St. Louis, MO.” and base embossed: “MGCO.”)

1013 16 stemware (clear, molded, bulbous stem, mid section only)
1020 4 medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval base, 1” x 1 ¾”, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,

unknown height, 1” long neck with improved tool Prescription lip finish)
1003 13 globe (globular/gas fixture, 5” diameter fire polished top, flanged 5” diameter base,

ground bands top and bottom with wheel engraved floral motif in center)
1002 2 apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, 6” diameter, fire polished lip finish, applied ring 2

½” from top of jar, height unknown, rim only)

Lot 260
2 undecorated whiteware

963 7 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½” diameter
rim, scalloped edge)

S964 1 hand painted (monochrome black (?)) whiteware saucer
S965 2 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware cup

1 clear tableware glass
1 aqua container glass
2 aqua window glass

S966 1 vial (dip molded, round, 7/8” diameter base, pontiled, base only)
4 machine cut nail fragments

Lot 261
3 undecorated whiteware
1 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware

892 1 undecorated creamware chamber pot [cross mends with feature 7 South]
963 2 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½” diameter

rim, scalloped edge)
S967 1 salt glazed stoneware jug (handle only)
968 3 transfer print (black) whiteware plate (approximately 9” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter

base; backstamp: “BOLOGNA” and impressed: “ADAMS”)
4 aqua container glass
1 aqua window glass
1 faceted blue glass bead (.30” long, .27” diameter)
1 unidentified iron
2 clinker
1 bone
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Lot 262
1 undecorated whiteware
1 undecorated whiteware (burned)

S970 1 undecorated whiteware pitcher (?) (handle only)
S971 1 hand painted (black floral) whiteware cup/ small pitcher (handle only)
892 6 undecorated creamware chamber pot [cross mends with feature 7 South]
S969 3 unglazed, red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned, 4” diameter rim)
476 1 yellowware pipkin [unknown size; lightly Rockingham glazed] [cross mends with lot

192]
1 clear container glass
1 clear container glass (melted)
10 aqua window glass

S956 1 unidentified milk glass tableware
4 machine cut nail fragments
1 machine cut nail (4” long)
1 case furniture lock
1 clinker
3 bone

Lot 263
1 transfer print (blue) whiteware

S973 2 unidentified whiteware saucer (approximately 5” diameter mouth; backstamp:
“IRONSTONE CHINA / COXON & CO.”) [see feature 6]

1 undecorated porcelain (burned)
1 appliqué decorated (blue, small floral) porcelain
1 redware
1 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware
1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 tabular marble (5/8” thick; furniture top?)
2 machine cut nail fragments
1 cast iron stove grate?
1 mica
1 4-hole bone button (.66” diameter)
1 bone

Lot 264
1 salt glazed stoneware

973 1 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, 2” diameter base, 3 5/8” diameter rim, 3 3/8”
tall)

974 17 undecorated ironstone cup (handless)
978 1 undecorated ironstone saucer (3” diameter base, 6” diameter rim, 1” tall; backstamp:

“ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)
976 3 undecorated whiteware saucer (2 7/8” base, 6” rim, 1 ¼” tall; backstamp: “STONE

CHINA / T. P. C. CO.”)
975 2 undecorated whiteware saucer (3” diameter base, 5 ¾” diameter rim, 1 ¼” tall,

illegible impressed mark with “1880”)
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977 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (3” diameter base, 6” diameter rim, 1 ¼” tall;
backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SON / TRADE MARK” and an impressed
“FURNIVAL / …G.” [1871-1890; Godden 1964: 263]

983 3 undecorated ironstone platter (6 5/8” x 11” base, 10 1/8” x approximately 14 ¼” rim, 1
½” tall; backstamp: “PORCELAINE OPAGUE / BRIDGWOOD & SON” and an
impressed “LIMOGE / P.G.” encircled by and English garter belt) [see feature 6]

982 6 undecorated whiteware plate (5 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall;
backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADE MARK / ENGLAND” and
an impressed “118(?)”)

981 4 undecorated whiteware plate (5 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall;
backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADE MARK / ENGLAND” and
an impressed “10”)

985 12 undecorated whiteware plate (5 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall;
backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADE MARK / ENGLAND” and
an impressed “10”)

986 19 undecorated whiteware platter (5 ¾” x 9 1/8” base, 9 ½” x 13 ½” rim, 1 ¾” tall;
impressed: “JOHN MADDOCK & SON / BURLSLEM”) [post 1855; Golden 1964:
406]

987 11 transfer print (brown) and hand painted (yellow highlights) whiteware cup (handled;
backstamp: “KIOTO / B. P. CO.” with registration mark for 1883) [Brown hills Pottery
Company, 1872-1896; Godden 1964:111; aesthetic-style pattern]

988 17 multi-colored Majulica-type glazed, buff paste earthenware pitcher (handle in form of
knotted rope; molded registration mark of 1880)

58 aqua window glass
705 7 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,

unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; McKee and brothers-1868 catalog,
Spillman 1981:125] [cross mends with base of stemware in feature 6]

958 5 stemware (clear/ lead,6 ¼” tall, 3 ¼” diameter mouth, molded, faceted stem,
unidentified honey comb pattern, unpontiled, base only) [McKee and brothers-1868
catalog, Spillman 1981:125]

990 1 pressed glass tableware oval footed bowl (3” x 5 ½” base, 5 ½” x 8 ¼” rim, 2 3/8” tall,
scalloped edge, unidentified basket-like pattern)

991 13 pressed glass serving bowl lid (rectangular 4” x 5 3/8” top, 6 ¾” x 8” base,
unidentified starburst pattern)

992 25 liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7 ½: to
shoulder, height unknown, lip/neck missing; base embossed: “I.G. CO. / B” [Ihmsen
Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; mark is rare and date for circa 1879 or
1885 (Toulouse 1971: 261-264)]

993 4 liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7 ½” to
shoulder, height unknown, lip/neck missing; base embossed: “D. S. G. CO.” [De
Steiger Glass company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; mark is rare and date from circa
1879 to 1896 (Toulouse 1971:167-169)]

994 1 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, 2 5/8” x 2 5/8” x 9 ¼” tall, 2-piece-mold, applied
tool ring or oil lip finish; embossed: “ST. GOTTHARD HERB BITTERS / HETTE &
KANNE BROS. / St. Louis, MO.” and base embossed: “MGCO.”)
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995 1 liquor/ale bottle (dark green/black glass, round, 3 ¾” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold, 5” to shoulder, lip/neck missing, height unknown; base embossed: “W.
MCCULLY & CO. PITTS, PA.”)

996 24 chemical bottle (emerald green, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, 1 ½” long neck
with improved tool Patent lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold; shoulder embossed:
“E. R. SQUIBB”)

997 1 medicine bottle (aqua, union oval base, 2” x 2 3/8” x 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, 1 1/8” long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish; side embossed: “POND’S
EXTRACT” and base embossed: “1846 / 5”)

998 1 medicine bottle (aqua, Blakes Variant 1 base, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7” tall, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold, 2 1/8” long neck with improved tool ring or oil lip finish; panels
embossed: “PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSALM // NEW YORK”)

999 1 medicine bottle (clear, Blakes Variant 1 base, 1 ½” x 2 3/8” x 5 ½” tall, 1 ¼” long
neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold)

1000 1 pill bottle/jar (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, Rickett’s molded, ¾” long neck with
improved tool Patent lip finish, 1” wide mouth; base embossed: “H”)

S1001 1 food jar (aqua, Gothic paneled, body only)
1002 3 apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, 6” diameter, fire polished lip finish, applied ring 2

½” from top of jar, height unknown, rim only)
1003 10 globe (globular/gas fixture, 5” diameter fire polished top, flanged 5” diameter base,

ground bands top and bottom with wheel engraved floral motif in center)
1016 16 canning jar (canning jar (aqua, round, 4 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” diameter mouth, 8

7/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, blow over mold with ground screen top finish,
base embossed: “15”)

1 loop shank milk glass button (shattered)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.42” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.50” diameter)
1 4-hole milk glass button (.56” diameter)
2 unidentifiable iron
16 bone [includes bird’s skull and rat skull]
1 finish plaster

Lot 265
2 unidentifiable iron

Lot 266
1 undecorated whiteware

S1197 1 redware bowl/jar

Lot 267
S1198 1 relief decorated (undecorated pattern) whiteware serving vessel/bowl

1 shoe leather

Lot 268
1 undecorated whiteware
1 annular decorated whiteware
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1215 8 relief decorated (lily of the valley pattern) whiteware plate (8 ¾” diameter; backstamp:
“STONE CHINA / JAMES EDWARDS & SON / DALE HALL”) [registered
September 1859; D & D 2001:105]

S1216 1 undecorated porcelain cup (Gothic shape)
S1221 1 unglazed red paste stoneware basket (?)
S1217 1 vial (aqua, Gothic Panel shape, rolled rim, 2” mouth, neck portion only)

3 aqua container glass
S1219 6 chimney globe (sheared and fire polished tops, flanged bases?)
S1220 5 chimney globe (sheared and fire polished tops, flanged bases?)

2 machine cut nail fragments
1 iron ring/band (1” wide x 3” diameter)
1 soft mud brick

Lot 269
1 redware

S1204 1 red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned)
1205 5 green and brown glazed Majolica buff paste earthenware flowerpot

1 aqua container glass
S1200 1 whiskey flask (clear, semi-automatic/fire polished lip finish, coffin shape)
S1201 1 whiskey flask (clear, semi-automatic/fire polished lip finish, coffin shape)
S1202 2 tumbler (clear, base only)
S1203 1 beer bottle (aqua, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, base only)

1 machine cut nail

Lot 270
S1199 3 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware serving vessel/bowl (multi-sided)

1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware
1 aqua container glass
1 dark green/black container glass

Lot 271
1 machine cut nail fragment

Lot 272
3 machine cut nail fragments

Lot 273
1 machine cut nail fragment
1 bone

Lot 274
1 annular (finger trailed) whiteware
1 Albany slipped earthenware
1 aqua glass container (bottle base)
3 machine cut nails
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Lot 275
579 15 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot/Jardinière (?)
S1222 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (burned)
S1223 1 hand painted (polychrome floral) whiteware cup
S1224 1 decal decorated whiteware plate
S1225 2 milk glass canning jar lid liner
S1226 1 pole type electrical insulator (embossed: “PAT / JAN 25th 1870 // FED 22nd 1870 /

MCH 20th 1877”)
1227 1 tumbler (clear/lead glass, ribbed)

1 milk glass

Lot 276
2 undecorated whiteware
1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware

S1228 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware plate
S1229 2 undecorated whiteware plate
579 24 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot/Jardinière (?)
1227 1 tumbler (clear/lead glass, ribbed)
1225 2 milk glass canning jar lid liner
S1230 2 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, base only)

Lot 277
1196 2 condiment bottle (clear, molded, semi-automatic machine, screw top finish/fire

polished lip finish)
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Sprigg Site Excavations (1997 and 2003)

Ceramic and Glass Vessel by Feature



Feature 32
Ceramics

S 125 hand painted porcelain doll head
S 126 decal decorated whiteware saucer
S 126 undecorated whiteware saucer
S 127 undecorated ironstone saucer
S 129 undecorated whiteware plate (7” diameter)
S 129 dark glazed porcelain pipe bowl
S 140 undecorated yellowware bowl (approximately 9-10” diameter)
S 147 undecorated whiteware plate
S 160 relief decorated cup (?) handle
S 161 undecorated whiteware cup
S 162 undecorated whiteware saucer
S 163 relief decorated ironstone bowl
S 166 gilded whiteware saucer
S 167 hand painted (polychrome) porcelain saucer
S 402 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware jar (burned) [illustrate]
S 418 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (?)
S 419 1 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate (multi-sided)
S 420 2 transfer print (red) whiteware serving vessel or chamber pot

421 2 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware handless cup (blue puddled glass)
422 3 relief decorated (unidentified Gothic pattern) whiteware pitcher (backstamp:

“PORCELAINE A LA FRANCAIS/ JOHN/ RIDGEWAY/ & CO”) [K& IL
1999:320- says circa 1841-1855]

S 423 1 undecorated pearlware (unidentified vessel)
S 424 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware serving vessel (similar to vessel

420)
425 1 sheep figurines
427 relief decorated (berlin gothic pattern?) whiteware soup plate

S 428 relief decorated (gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 429 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware bowl (?) (base only)
S 430 transfer print (green) and hand painted (red highlight) whiteware cup
S 431 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware cup
S 432 undecorated whiteware ladle

433 undecorated pearlware/ whiteware salve jar (3 ½” diameter, 1 3/8” tall)
434 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (lusterware) whiteware washbasin (multi-

sided)
S 435 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving bowl (6” diameter mouth)
S 436 transfer print (brown) whiteware saucer

426 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware saucer (6” diameter, 1 3/8” tall;
backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA/ J. F.”)

S 437 Rockingham decorated yellowware nappie or bowl (?)
438 Rockingham glazed yellowware pitcher (Gothic shaped; 4 ¼” base, 8” tall, 6 sided)

S 440 redware jar (5” diameter base, unknown height, lug handle with “dimples”)
S 441 1 hand painted (polychrome; small floral, purple stemmed) whiteware platter

442 1 undecorated pearlware (?) cup (Chinese bowl shape?)



S 443 1 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handled)
S 444 1 annular decorated whiteware pitcher
S 445 1 slip decorated red paste stoneware (lusterware pitcher?)
S 446 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (?) (4 1/8” diameter base, 6 7/8”

diameter rim, 5 ½” tall) (small; quart sized)
S 447 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware saucer (burned)
S 448 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned)
S 449 hand painted Parian figurine (spotted cat?)

Glass
S 148 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 7/8” x 1 ¾”, unknown height, paneled, 3-piece plate

bottom mold, unpontiled)
S 149 tumbler (pressed glass, check on pattern)
S 149 tumbler (pressed glass, check on pattern)

150 caster/ furniture leg pad (glass, 2 ¼” diameter, machine made)
168 bottle (blue glass; 3-piece plate bottom mold, round, unknown diameter and height;

2” long neck, improved tool prescription lip finish, neck only)
S 169 jar (clear, machine-made, screw top finish)
S 170 chimney globe (machine crimped?)
S 171 jelly glass (machine made?)
S 172 electrical insulator (lightning rod; aqua)
S 173 bud vase (clear)

450 tumbler (clear/lead glass, double fluted, 6-sided, approximately 2 ¼” base, 3 3/8”
tall) [similar to vessels 410 and 411]

S 451 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, fluted sides, rough pontil, height
unknown, base only)

S 452 bottle (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, small base fragment only)
S 453 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, 1 3/8” diameter base, pontiled, unknown height)

454 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, 1 ½” diameter base, approximately 3 ¼” tall, fragile
lip)

455 vial (aqua, dip molded, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 7/8” tall, fragile lip, pontiled)
456 vial (aqua, dip molded, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 7/8” tall, fragile lip, pontiled)
457 vial (aqua, dip molded, 7/8” diameter base, approximately 4” tall, lip missing,

pontiled)
458 bottle (dark green/black glass, round, 1 5/8” diameter, 2-piece-mold, 4 ¾” tall,

pontiled, applied tool ring or oil finish)
459 bottle (dark green/black glass, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 8 ½” tall, Rickett’s mold,

applied tool double ring finish, 2 ½” long neck, large pontil)
460 medicine bottle 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold (?) (clear/ light aqua, Blake Variant 1

base, 1 ¼” x 1 7/8”, pontiled, height unknown, base and body only; embossed
panels: “FOR / THE HAIR // …RICHT’S [P]REMIUM // KATHARION //
[PHI]LADa”)[see also Lyon: page 124, 1st circa 1848 and early 1850’s; not in Fike,
spelled differently than Lyon’s- Kathairm]

S 461 medicine bottle (dark green, Blake Variant 1 base, body only; embossed:
“…STERLY/ [ST.] LOUIS…”) [potentially Dr. E. Easterley of St. Louis (Fike
1987: 161), Dr. Easterley 1845-1847, Easterley and Co. 1848-1874]



S 462 1 pressed glass tableware (clear/lead glass, unidentified object, possibly a salt?)
S 463 1 perfume bottle (clear/lead glass, molded, pontiled, base only)
S 464 vial/bottle (aqua, dip molded, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, pontiled, base only)

Feature 37
Ceramics

S 123 6 relief decorated (ribbed raspberry with bloom pattern) whiteware cup plate or
saucer [registered by J. & G. Meakin in circa 1860; D&D 2001:71]

S 357 salt glazed stoneware canning jar (approximately quart size; 3 5/8” diameter mouth,
top only

S 358 undecorated pearlware (?), salve or ointment jar (approximately 1” to 1 ½” diameter,
unknown height) [similar to vessel 288]

S 359 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 360 transfer print (black) whiteware serving vessel [with unidentified American scene

(?); part of same set of vessel in privy]
S 361 relief decorated whiteware saucer [pattern potentially Sydenham Shape round,

registered by T&R Boute in September 1853]
S 362 undecorated porcelain handle (cup?) (handle only)
S 363 relief decorated (framed leaf pattern) whiteware saucer (6-7” diameter [registered by

Samual Allock and company, circa 1849-1851] [D&D 2001:82]
S 365 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware saucer (?)
S 366 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (hand turned)
S 367 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate/ dessert plate (scalloped edge)
S 384 1 redware jar

Glass
S 71 cruet (base, lead glass, molded)

356 medicine/chemical bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1 base, 15/16” x 1 ¾” x 4 5/8” tall, 3-
piece plate bottom mold, ball neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, paneled,
embossed “GILLETTE / CHEMICAL WORKS / CHICAGO”; unpontiled)

S 368 glass case bottle (whole)(dark green; French Square shape; 2-piece mold; applied
tooled ring finish; embossed: “UDOLPHO WOLFE’S // AROMATIC SHNAPPS //
SCHIEDAM”; 2 3/8” x 2 3/8” base dimensions; 1” lip diameter; 8” tall (mnv=1)

S 369 food jar (aqua, Gothic paneled, applied tool rolled rim, lip and body only)
S 370 bottle (aqua, multi-sided, approximately 2 ½” base, unknown height, improved tool

ring or oil finish, 2-piece mold, pontiled)
S 371 clear chimney globe (argand style; 2” diameter base; blow-over-mold)
S 372 tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, ground base 3 7/8” tall, 3 ¼”

diameter mouth)
S 373 tumbler (clear/lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, ribbed) [similar to if not the same as

vessel 124]
S 374 chimney globe (clear, blow-over-mold)
S 375 stemware (?) (clear/lead, engraved floral decoration, bowl only)



Feature 4
Ceramics

S 389 Rockingham glazed yellowware chamber pot lid (6 ½” diameter mouth)
S 466 salt glazed/Albany slipped mixing bowl (jigger molded, approximately 8” diameter

mouth)
S 467 undecorated whiteware plate (9” - 10” diameter)
S 468 undecorated whiteware saucer (6” diameter; burned)
S 469 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic (?) pattern) whiteware plate
S 470 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate
S 471 hand painted (gilded) porcelain saucer
S 472 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware wash basin (?)
S 473 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware plate/ platter

474 hand painted (gilded) and relief decorated porcelain toy serving vessel or tureen
S 475 redware jar/ bowl (unknown size)

476 yellowware pipkin [unknown size; lightly Rockingham glazed]
S 478 undecorated whiteware bowl (approximately 12” diameter mouth)
S 489 redware jar (approximately 10” diameter mouth)
S 491 salt glazed stoneware jar (size unknown)

492 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot
493 hand painted (polychrome overglaze floral) porcelain mug (handled) [shaving mug?]
494 undecorated whiteware cup (handleless) 2” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter mouth, 3

¼” tall)
495 undecorated ironstone cup (handless) 2” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter mouth, 3 ¼”

tall)
S 512 1 undecorated porcelain toy saucer
S 513 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate (multi-sided)
S 525 relief decorated (potentially “Potomac shape”) whiteware plate [D&D 2001:92;

registered by W. Baker and Co., October 1863.]
526 undecorated whiteware cup (handless) approximately 2” diameter base, 3 ¼” mouth,

3 ¼” tall)
527 undecorated ironstone cup (handless approximately 2” diameter base, 3 3/8”

diameter mouth, 3 ¼” tall)
528 undecorated whiteware bowl (oval, approximately 7” unknown length,

approximately 2 ½” tall)
538 undecorated whiteware cup (handless; 2 ¼” base, 3 5/8” mouth, 3 1/8” tall)
539 undecorated whiteware cup (handless, 2” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, approximately 3

3/8” diameter mouth)
S 545 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (8” diameter mouth, rim only)

552 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot (8 ½” diameter mouth, 5” diameter base, 5”
tall)

S 566 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (small, 2 ½” diameter base with hold in
center, hard turned, base only, unpontiled)

Glass
465 bottle (aqua, union oval base, 1 5/8” x 2 3/8” x 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece plate bottom

mold, improved tool Patent lip, embossed “POND’S EXTRACT”, unpontiled)



476 yellowware pipkin [unknown size; lightly Rockingham glazed] (base heavily
charred)

S 477 clear chimney globe (small sized, approximately 1” diameter top opening, fine
polished)

S 479 ink well (?) (aqua, 8-sided (?) pyramidal shaped, pontiled, base only)
480 canning jar (aqua, 2 piece-mold (?), embossed base “F.A. & Co.”, 3 5/8” diameter

base, unknown height, base only)
481 tumbler (clear/ lead glass, round, 2 ½” diameter base, very rough plunger scar)
482 sauce (?) bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, base embossed “l &

W”, 6 ½” tall, 2 ½” long neck, applied tool ring or oil finish 1 ½” diameter)
483 chimney globe (clear, flanged base, 1 1/8” diameter, sheared and fine polished top,

unknown height)
484 canning jar (aqua, 2 piece-mold (?), embossed base “F.A. & Co.”, 3 5/8”

diameter base, unknown height, base only; embossed “STANDARD”)[Lot 199]
484 canning jar (aqua, 2 piece-mold (?), embossed base “F.A. & Co.”, 3 5/8”

diameter base, unknown height, base only; embossed “STANDARD”)
484 canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ¾” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, applied tool wax

seal lip finish; embossed “STANDARD” and “W.M CC & Co.” on front)
485 tumbler (clear/ lead glass, plain/ round 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter mouth,

4” tall, rough plunger scar)
486 tumbler (clear/ lead glass, round, 2 ½” diameter base, rough plunger scar)
487 tumbler (clear, round, ridged rim, rim only) [Lot 192]

S 487 1 tumbler (clear, round, ridged rim, rim only) [Lot 193
488 chemical (?) bottle (clear, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,

unknown height, at least 6 ½” tall; improved tool Patent lip finish 1 3/8” long neck)
S 496 bottle (amber, round, approximately 3” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,

base only)
497 medicine bottle (light aqua/ clear, Blake Variant 1 base, 7/8” x 1 ¾” x unknown

height, paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool prescription finish with
ball neck, 1 3/8” long neck

498 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool
Patent lip finish, 1” long neck, 4 1/8” tall)

499 whiskey flask (aqua, union oval shape, 1 7/8” x 3 ¼” x unknown height, 2-piece-
mold, base embossed “A & D H C”) [A&D. H. Chambers, Pittsburgh, PA 1843-
1886 or later Toulouse 1971:37, mark typically on flasks by Civil War era]

500 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and
embossed “PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter)

501 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and
embossed “PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter)

502 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and
embossed “PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter)

503 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and
embossed “PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter)

504 chimney globe (clear, straight base)
S 505 bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1 base, unknown size, 2-piece-mold, paneled,

fragmentary)



506 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]

S 507 redware jar (approximately 8” diameter)
S 508 salt glazed. Albany slipped jar (unknown size)
S 509 annular decorated whitware bowl (unknown size)
S 510 salt glazed stoneware wine (?) bottle (embossed “M. / NUM 15…”
S 511 clear chimney globe ( sheared lip finish)

514 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and
embossed “PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter

515 chimney globe (clear, blown-in-mold, ground collared base, 2” diameter and
embossed “PAT D FEB. 11. 1868” fire polished top 1 ¼” – 1 ½” diameter

516 chimney globe (clear, 1 ¾” flanged base, unknown height, fire polished 1 1/8”
diameter top)

517 bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, Rechut’s molded, unkown height, 1” long
neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

S 518 bottle (aqua, round, unknown size, 1 ½” long neck, applied tool Patent lip
finish)

518 bottle (aqua, round 3 ½” diameter base, approximately 9 ½” tall, 2-piece-mold
applied tool Patent lip finish, 1 ½” long neck; embossed on base “L & W”,)[Lot
195]

519 tumbler (clear, lead, round, 2 3/8” base, 3 ¼” mouth, 3 7/8” tall, fire polished lip
finish, ground base)

520 tumbler (clear, lead, round, 2 3/8” base, 3 ¼” mouth, 3 7/8” tall, fire polished lip
finish, ground base)

521 tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, destructive plunger scar on base, 3 3/8”
tall, molded lip finish, 3 ¼” diameter mouth)

522 tumbler (clear/ lead, fluted, unknown size, base only)
523 footed tumbler (clear/ lead, round, 2 ½” diameter base, ground base, 4 ¼” tall, 3”

diameter mouth) [“hour glass” or “excels with double ringed stem” pattern, circa
1868; McLain 1979: 46]

524 lamp chimney globe (clear, flanged base, approximately 1 5/8” diameter base,
sheared and fire polished lip finish, 1 3/8” diameter top)

529 canning jar (aqua, 2 piece-mold (?), embossed base “F.A. & Co.”, 3 5/8” diameter
base, unknown height, base only; embossed “STANDARD”) [wax seal canning jar]

530 bottle (aqua, oval base, 1 ¼” x 2 ¼” by unknown height, 2-piece-mold, applied tool
ring or oil lip finish, 1 ½” long neck)

531 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]

532 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]

533 bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 6” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 ¼”
long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

534 bottle (clear, French Square 2” x 2” base, unknown height, base only, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold)

S 535 bottle (dark green, French Square, 2 ¼” x 2 ¼” base, 2-piece-mold, base only;
embossed panel “185 …”)



536 chemical (?) bottle (clear, round 2 ¾” base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,
approximately 7 ½” tall, embossed “…RATE OF / …AGNESIA”, lip missing)

537 bottle (clear/ light aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, neck
and lip missing, body 5 ½” tall; embossed “CITRATE / OF / MAGNESIA”)

540 tumbler (clear, round, molded rim, 2 ¼” diameter base, unknown height, destructive
plunger scar)

541 tumbler (clear, round, molded rim, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, destructive plunger
scar)

542 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]

543 bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 5 ½” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 ¼”
long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

544 jar/bottle (aqua, round 3 ½” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, unknown height, quart
sized)

546 bottle (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, 9 ¼” tall, 1 ½” long neck,
applied tool Patent lip finish)

547 bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece plate-bottom-mold,
improved tool Patent lip, 7/8” long neck)

548 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]

549 chemical bottle (clear/ lead, dip molded, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 5 7/8” tall, 1”
long neck, flared/ fragile lip with ground interior and stopper, pontiled)

550 prescription medicine bottle (aqua, union oval shape, 1 ½” x 2” x 4 ½” tall, applied
tool Patent lip finish, 2 piece mold, unpontiled; embossed “T.J.V. OWEN /
DRUGGIST / SPRINGFIELD, ILL”)

551 tumbler (clear, molded rim, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 3/8” tall, prominent
plunger scar)

553 bottle (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, 9 ½” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,
applied tool double oil or mineral lip finish, 1 ¾” long neck, unpontiled)

554 bottle/ jar (aqua, round, 3 ¾” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, base only, unpontiled)
555 jar/ bottle (aqua, dip molded, round, 5 ¼” diameter base, pontiled, height unknown,

base only)
S 556 vial (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, unpontiled, unknown height,

base only)
557 bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, unpontiled, unknown

height, applied tool Patent lip finish, 1 1/8” long neck)
558 sauce bottle (aqua, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall, 2” long neck, unpontiled,

2-piece-mold, applied tool Patent lip finish)
559 proprietary medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1 base, ¾” x 1 7/8” x 5” tall,

unpontiled, 3-piece-plate-bottom mold, paneled, embossed “R. R. R. / RADWAY &
CO. / NEW YORK // ENTD ACORD TO// ACT OF CONGRESS”, 1 3/8” long neck
applied tool double ring lip finish [see Fike 1987:74]

561 bottle (clear, round, 1” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 5/8”
long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, pontiled; silver paint- blue substance on
interior)



562 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 4 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish) [interesting comparison of vessel 498 and 506]

563 bottle (clear/lead, 10- sided, 1 ¼” diameter base, dip molded, body 2 ¼” tall, missing
neck)

564 perfume/cologne bottle (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 5” tall, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold, complex body shape, improved tool lip finish with ground interior,
paneled)

565 ink bottle (clear, French Square base, 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” x 2 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold (?), improved tool Patent lip finish with ground interior, School House shape)

567 liquor bottle (dark green/black, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, dip molded, 10” tall,
applied tool brandy finish)

569 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool
Patent lip finish, 1” long neck, 4 ¼” tall)

Feature 5
Ceramics

570 decal decorated and gilded porcelain saucer (backstamp: “ELITE / LIMOGE /
FRANCE”)

S 571 undecorated whiteware cup
S 572 relief decorated, Rockingham glazed yellowware (unidentified vessel type)
S 573 undecorated whiteware chamber pot

574 undecorated buff paste earthenware flowerpot (jigger molded)
S 575 undecorated buff paste earthenware flowerpot (jigger molded)

576 salt glazed stoneware mixing bowl (jigger molded)
S 577 decal decorated porcelain saucer
S 578 spring painted, relief decorated, and gilded porcelain saucer

579 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot/Jardinière (?)
S 580 red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned)
S 581 salt glazed stoneware jar (7 ½” diameter base, base only)
S 595 hand painted (gilded) porcelain cup (handled)
S 600 transfer print (blue) pearlware (?) plate (scalloped edge) [willow pattern]

Glass
583 electrical insulator (aqua, pole type; embossed “PAT. / JAN 2(?)TH, 1870)
584 canning jar (aqua, machine made; embossed “BALL”)

S 585 bottle (clear, paneled, body only)
S 586 whiskey bottle (clear, fine polished lip finish)

587 whiskey bottle (clear, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool lip; embossed
“RYE”)

588 beveled glass (3” x 3 ½”;“coaster” or window pane)
S 589 whiskey bottle (clear, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool lip; embossed

“RYE”)
S 590 soda water bottle (aqua, base only; embossed “L & R”)
S 591 medicine or chemical bottle (clear, rectangular base, unknown size, base only)
S 592 bottle (clear, French Square, unknown size, base only)
S 593 bottle (clear, union oval shape, 1” x 1 ½” x unknown height, base only; melted)



594 salve jar (milk glass, round machine made, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2” tall, screw top
finish; base embossed “…D / [CHE]MICAL CO.”)

596 medicine bottle (clear, oval, unknown size, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved
tool prescription lip finish, 1 ¼” long neck)

S 597 medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1 base, 1” x 1 7/8” x 5 7/8” tall, paneled, 3-
piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool Patent lip finish with 1 ¾” long “ball” neck)

599 bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom mold, body is 2 ¼”
tall, neck missing)

S 601 chimney globe (flanged base, approximately 1 ½”-1 5/8” diameter)

Feature 6
Ceramics

474 hand painted (gilded) and relief decorated porcelain toy serving vessel or tureen
[cross meshes with artifact in feature 4]

S 602 undecorated pearlware chamber pot (?) (base only)
S 603 undecorated porcelain cup (base only)
S 604 transfer print (brown, aesthetic pattern) whiteware mug
S 605 glazed red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned, approximately 4” diameter)
S 606 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned, approximately 6” diameter

rim)
S 607 Albany slipped earthenware-mixing bowl (jigger molded, small sized)
S 608 Chelsea decorated porcelain cup (burned)

609 hand painted (portrait) porcelain sharing mug (3” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3”
diameter mouth, handled)

610 undecorated porcelain plate (9 ½” diameter; backstamp: “H & CO.” over “L”
611 undecorated whiteware saucers or cup plates (4 5/8” diameter mouth, 1 1/8” tall, 3

1/8” diameter base, lacks interior indentation for cup to rest on; backstamp:
“IRONSTONE CHINA / COXON & CO.”)

612 undecorated whiteware saucers or cup plates (4 5/8” diameter mouth, 1 1/8” tall, 3
1/8” diameter base, lacks interior indentation for cup to rest on; backstamp:
“IRONSTONE CHINA / COXON & CO.”)

613 undecorated whiteware saucers or cup plates (4 3/4” diameter mouth, 1” tall, 2 ¾”
diameter base, lacks interior indentation for cup to rest on; backstamp: “THOMAS
FURNITURE & SO… / TRADE MARK / ENGLAND”)

614 undecorated ironstone cup (handless)
615 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ¼” diameter top, 3” diameter base, 1 1/8” tall;

backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADER MARK/ ENGLAND”)
616 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ¼” diameter top, 3” diameter base, 1 1/8” tall;

backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADER MARK / ENGLAND”)
617 undecorated whiteware pitcher
618 undecorated whiteware domed teapot or covered sugar bowl lid (approximately 2”

diameter)
619 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ¼” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 3 ¾” diameter base;

backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / TAYLOR & DAVIS”)



620 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 1/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter base;
backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / M.P. CO.”)

621 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 1/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter base;
backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / M.P. CO.”)

622 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 1/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter base;
backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / M.P. CO.”)

623 undecorated whiteware saucer (6” diameter top, 1 ¼” tall, 3 5/8” diameter base;
backstamp: “STONE CHINA / COXON & CO.”)

624 undecorated whiteware saucer (6” diameter top, 1 ¼” tall, 3 5/8” diameter base;
backstamp: “STONE CHINA / COXON & CO.”)

625 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 1/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 3 ¼” diameter base;
backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / M.P. CO.”)

626 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 1/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 4” diameter base;
backstamp: “ROYAL STONE CHINA / WEDGWOOD & CO.”)

627 hand painted (gilded lined and central floral motif) porcelain saucer (5 5/8” diameter
top, 1 ¼” tall, 2 ½” diameter base)

628 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, 2 ½” diameter top, 1 ¾”-2” diameter base, 3
1/8” tall)

629 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, 2 ½” diameter top, 1 ¾”-2” diameter base, 3
1/8” tall)

630 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, 2 ½” diameter top, 1 ¾”-2” diameter base, 3
1/8” tall)

631 undecorated whiteware cup (handless, 3 ½” diameter top, 3 1/8” tall, 2” diameter
base)

632 undecorated whiteware cup (handless, 3 ½” diameter top, 3 1/8” tall, 2” diameter
base)

633 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, thick bodied, 3 5/8” diameter top, 3 ½” tall, 2
1/8” diameter base)

634 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, thick bodied, 3 5/8” diameter top, 3 ½” tall, 2
1/8” diameter base)

635 undecorated whiteware soup plate (8 7/8” diameter top, 1 ¾” tall, 5” diameter base;
backstamp: “ROYAL PATENT/ IRONSTONE/ BURGESS & GODDARD”)

636 undecorated whiteware plate (8 7/8” diameter top, 1 1/8” tall, 5 7/8” diameter base;
backstamp: “ROYAL PATENT / IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GODDARD”)

637 undecorated whiteware plate (9 ¾” diameter top, 1 ¼” tall, 5 ½” diameter base;
impressed mark: “IRONSTONE / J. WEDGWOOD / CHINA”)

638 undecorated whiteware plate (impressed mark: “FURNVIAL”)
639 undecorated whiteware oval serving bowl (7 ½” x 10” x 2” tall; 5” x 7 ¼” base, no

foot rim; backstamp: “PORCELAINE OPAQUE / BRIDGWOOD & SON” and
impressed: “LIMOGE / PG”)

640 undecorated whiteware oval serving bowl (8 ¼” x 10 ¾” x 2” tall; 5 3/8” x 7 ¾”
base, no foot rim; backstamp: “PORCELAINE OPAQUE/ BRIDGWOOD & SON”
and impressed: “LIMOGE / PG”)

641 undecorated whiteware platter (indeterminate size; impressed mark: “J.
CLEMENTSON / IRON[STONE] / CH[INA] / CITRON [SHAPE]”



642 undecorated whiteware serving bowl lid (round, 5 ½” diameter, 2 5/8” tall, knob
handle on top)

643 undecorated ironstone lidded
643 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone lidded sugar bowl (3 1/8”

diameter base, 5 1/8” tall, 3 ¾” diameter mouth, lip handless, impressed
backstamp: “J. EDWARDS [& CO.?] / FENTON / MANUFACTURE”) [1853-
1900; Golden 1964:231; also manufactured the “Porcelain de Terre” wares]
[“& Co. added to mark Mc. 1873 to 1879 period] [Lot 234]

643 undecorated ironstone lidded [Lot 235]
644 relief decorated ironstone pitcher (3 ¾” x 4 ½” base, 9” tall; impressed: “J.

EDWARDS / IRONSTONE”)
645 relief decorated porcelain serving vessel (clam shell-shape, 2 3/8” x 4 ¼” base, 4 ¾”

wide x unknown length rim, 1 3/8” tall)
646 undecorated whiteware salve jar (3 ½” diameter base, 1 1/8” tall, lacking lid)
647 undecorated whiteware bowl (London Urn shape, 2 ½” diameter base, bluish tint to

glaze; 5 ½” diameter top, 2 7/8” tall)
648 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (6” diameter top, 3 ¼” diameter base,

5”tall, hand turned)
649 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (6”-7” mouth diameter unknown height,

rim only, hand turned)
650 salt glazed mixing bowl (jigger molded, approximately 5 ½” diameter base,

approximately 8 ½” diameter top, 3 ¾” tall)
S 651 undecorated yellowware lid (6” diameter)
S 652 annular decorated yellowware chamber pot
S 653 gilded porcelain tableware (unidentified small vase or similar item)
S 654 salt glazed stoneware drain tile (?)
S 655 unglazed red paste stoneware woven basket
S 656 undecorated pearlware (?) teapot (spout only)

657 relief decorated (unidentified Bordered Lily of the Valley Pattern) ironstone serving
vessel or tureen (3 7/8” x 5 ¾”, approximately 3 ¾” to 4” tall [similar to bordered
Hyacinth from circa 1860, D&D 2001: 109)

658 undecorated ironstone serving bowl (round, 5 5/8” diameter top, 3 ½” diameter base,
4 ¼”tall)

659 undecorated ironstone serving bowl (round, 4 ½” diameter top, 2 5/8” base, 3” tall)
660 undecorated whiteware footed lidded bowl (fits lid; vessel 462)
661 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley Pattern) Ironstone pitcher (2 7/8” base, 6-7” tall;

backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA / J.F.”) [D&D 2001: 106, 1845-1870]
662 undecorated whiteware saucer (6 ¼” top, 1 ¼” tall, 3 1/8” base; backstamp:

“ROYAL PATENT / IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GODDARD”)
S 663 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup (handled)
S 664 relief decorated (Niagara fan pattern) ironstone serving bowl (12-14” diameter) [also

known as Shaws fan pattern; Anthony Shaw, registered April 1816; D&D 2001: 40]
S 665 transfer print (blue) whiteware tureen or chamber pot lid
S 666 undecorated pearlware chamber pot (?)
S 667 undecorated whiteware saucer
S 668 hand painted (green monochrome, large floral) whiteware platter (scalloped edge)



S 669 Rockingham glazed buff paste pitcher (paneled body, thick opaque black/ brown
glaze; large embossed English registry mark on base)

S 670 unglazed buff/ yellow paste stoneware bowl or cup
S 671 decal decorated whiteware plate
S 672 unglazed red paste stoneware “crucible” or toy (?) (5/8” x ¾” x 3/8” tall)
S 673 hand painted (polychrome overglaze) porcelain knick-knack or vase
S 674 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (red highlight) pearlware (?) plate (with

maxim)
S 676 transfer print (blue) pearlware dessert plate (backstamp: “W. ADAMS & SON”

AND “5”)
S 677 transfer print (black) pearlware plate (identified as Bologna pattern) [cross meshes to

feature 7 South]
S 678 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge; backstamp: “CO[LOGNE] /

R.S. & S.”) [See William and Weber (1986: 567), Williams (1978: 235-236) and
Godden (1964: 597)- Ralph Stevenson and Son, circa1832-1835]

Glass
679 tumbler (clear, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 2 7/8” diameter mouth, 3 ½” tall, ground

base)
680 prescription medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7 1/8” tall,

paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2 1/8” long neck, improved tool ring or oil lip
finish, embossed “PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSAM // NEW YORK”)

681 prescription medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7 1/8” tall,
paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2 1/8” long neck, improved tool ring or oil lip
finish, embossed “PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSAM // NEW YORK”)

682 prescription medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7 1/8” tall,
paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2 1/8” long neck, improved tool ring or oil lip
finish, embossed “PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSAM // NEW YORK”)

683 proprietary medicine bottle (aqua, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 6 ½” tall, 3-piece-
plate-bottom-mold, improved tool double ring lip finish, embossed “ST. JAKOB’S
OEL / AVOGECER & CO. / BALTIMORE MP.” on side and a “G” on base

684 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 2” x 5 ¾” tall, paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, 1 5/8” long “ball” neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

685 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 7/8” x 5 3/8” tall, paneled, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold, 1 5/8” long “ball” neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

686 bottle (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 5” tall, 1 ¼”
long neck, improved tool prescription lip finish)

687 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 5 ¾” tall,
applied tool Patent lip finish, 1 3/8” long neck; embossed “MRS. BOWER’S /
FAVORITE / BLUING / ROME, N.Y.”)

688 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, 2 5/8” square, unknown height, 2-piece-mold,
base only; embossed “[ST. GOTTAR]D HERB BITTERS / [METTE] & KANNE
PRO S. /[ST.] LOUIS, MO.”AND ON BASE “MGCO.”)



689 sauce/ condiment jar (aqua, round, 3” diameter base, 6 5/8” tall, 1 ¼” wide mouth,
conical shaped with paneled sides and panel for paper label, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, improved tool Patent lip)

690 sauce/ condiment jar (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 1 1/8” wide mouth, conical
shaped, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, 4 ¾” tall)

691 sauce/ condiment jar (aqua, Blake Variant 1 base, 1 ¾” x 2 ¼” x 6” tall, paneled, 1
1/8” wide mouth, 2-piece- mold, improved tool Patent lip finish)

692 soda water bottle (aqua, round, unknown size, base only; embossed “…TERS… /
SPRINGFIELD, / IL…”, base embossed “…& P”)

693 whiskey flask (clear, coffin shaped, 1 ½” x 3”, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 8 1/8”
tall, improved toll brandy lip finish, unpontiled)

694 whiskey flask (aqua, coffin shaped, 2 ¼” x 4”, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 9” tall,
improved tool brandy lip finished, unpontiled)

695 vial (clear, dip molded, 5/8” diameter base, unknown height, unpontiled, base only)
696 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, unknown shape, base only)
696 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, 2 ¾” x 2 ¾”, 9” tall, 2 piece mold, applied

tool brandy lip finish; embossed on side: “DR. J. HOSTETTER’S / STOMACH
BITTERS” and on base “L & W / 3”) [Lot 234]

697 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, unknown shape, base only)
698 wine bottle (dark green, round, dip molded, approximately 2 ¾” diameter base, no

kick up, unpontiled, sheared lip with applied string finish)
699 wine bottle (dark green, round, dip molded, 2 ¾” diameter base, approximately 4”

deep kick up, pontiled, base and body only)
700 liquor bottle (dark green/black, round base, approximately 3 ½” diameter, embossed

“STAR” in base, 2-piece-mold (?), base only)
701 bitters bottle (dark green, round 3” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,

unknown height, base only; base embossed “ SAXLEHNERS / BITTEROUELLE /
HUNYADI / JANOS”)

702 whiskey flask (amber, round, 3 1/8” diameter base, unknown height, 2-piece-mold,
base only; base embossed “DOC / 5”)

703 stemmed spooner (clear glass, molded, wheel engraved floral decoration bowl,
stemware base, bawstrade stem, 3 ½” diameter bowl, approximately 6” tall)

704 stemware (clear, molded, bawstrade stem, stem only)
705 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,

unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; McKee and brothers-1868 catalog,
Spillman 1981:125]

706 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,
unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; McKee and brothers-1868 catalog,
Spillman 1981:125]

707 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,
unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; McKee and brothers-1868 catalog,
Spillman 1981:125]

708 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,
unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; McKee and brothers-1868 catalog,
Spillman 1981:125]



709 pressed glass bowl (oval, 2 1/8” x 5” base, 5 ¼” x 8” top, 1 5/8” tall, unidentified
sunflower and diamond motif)

710 pressed glass footed bowl (2 ½” diameter base, 2” tall, 4 ½” diameter top,
unidentified star and oval pattern)

S 711 unidentified clear glass foot or lid?
712 chimney globe (fire polished top, approximately 1 3/8” diameter top, 2-piece-

molded, base missing)
713 pressed glass compute or compute lid (clear, 6 7/8” diameter top, approximately 1

¾” tall, unidentified grape leaf and grape cluster pattern) [possibly sat on stand as
with a compute]

714 pressed glass bowl (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 4” diameter mouth, 1 ¼” tall
molded rim similar to molded rim tumblers)

715 pressed glass frosted spooner (clear, approximately 3 3/8” diameter base, 3 ¾”
diameter mouth, 6 3/8” tall, molded with fire polished lip finish and wheel
engraved floral decoration)

715 footed stemware spooner (lead glass, diamond pattern, 3 ½” diameter base, 3
½” diameter mouth, faceted stem, 5 ½” tall, gilded along saw tooth rim and
base) [Lot 237]

716 pressed glass bowl (oval, unknown shape, similar pattern as vessel 709) [nestled
set?]

717 stemware (clear/ lead,6 ¼” tall, 3 ¼” diameter mouth, molded, faceted stem,
unidentified honey comb pattern, unpontiled, base only) [McKee and brothers-1868
catalog, Spillman 1981:125]

718 footed tumbler (clear/ lead, base: 2 5/8” diameter, 5” tall, 2 5/8” diameter top,
pattern is remnant of Argus or thumbprint pattern from circa 1870’s, [see McCarn
1979:44-45, see also Spellman 1981: 49; McKee Brothers 1869 Cat.]

719 whiskey flask (clear, coffin shaped, 1 5/8” x 3” x 7 ¾” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, improved tool brandy lip finish)

720 whiskey flask (aqua, coffin shaped, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 ¼” x 2 ½” x
approximately 6 ½” tall, improved tool brandy lip finish, base embossed “M.C.CO.”)

721 whiskey flask (aqua, union oval shape, size unknown, sheared lip with applied
string, base absent)

722 whiskey flask (aqua, unidentified oval shape, size unknown, plain body (?), base
only, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold (?))

723 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7” tall, applied
tool Patent lip finish)

725 unidentified object (milk glass, molded; embossed “PAT. ’74.” [possible bird
waterer]

726 mid bottle (clear, union oval shape, 1 3/8 x 2 1/8” x unknown height, improved tool
prescription lip finish, 1 3/8” long neck)

727 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 15/16” x 5 11/16” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, paneled, improved tool prescription lip finish, 1 5/8” long ball neck)

728 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 7/8” x 1 7/8” x 5 ½” long neck, improved tool Patent
lip finish; embossed: “DR. PRICE’S / SPECIAL / FLAVORING EXTRACT //
STEEL & PRICE // MANUFACTURER’S”)



729 bottle (aqua, oval base, 1 1/8” x 2 ¼” x 5 5/8” tall, 2 piece-mold, 1 ¾” long neck,
applied tool ring or oil lip finish; embossed: “GILLET’S / CHINESE / LIQUID /
BLUEING / TRIPLE STRENGTH”)

730 bottle (aqua, oval base, 1 1/8” x 2 ¼” x 5 5/8” tall, 2 piece-mold, 1 ¾” long neck,
applied tool ring or oil lip finish; embossed: “GILLET’S / CHINESE / LIQUID /
BLUEING / TRIPLE STRENGTH”)

731 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter 5 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom, 1 1/8” long neck,
improved tool Patent lip finish; embossed: “MRS. BOWER’S / FAVORITE /
BLUING / ROME, N.Y.”)

732 bottle (aqua, oval, 1 3/16” x 2 1/8” x 5 ½” tall, 2-piece-mold, 1 ¾” long neck with
applied tool Patent lip finish, bluing bottle(?))

733 bottle (aqua, Blakes Variant 1 base, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 5 5/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold, 1 3/8” long neck with improved tool lip finish; embossed: BURNETT
/ BOSTON”)

734 bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, 5 3/8” tall, 1 1/8” long neck,
improved tool Patent lip finish, base embossed: “L & W”)

735 small bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” base, 2-piece-mold, 6”tall, 2 3/8” long neck with ring
or oil finish, base embossed “L & W”)

736 jar (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” x 4 ¼” tall, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7/8”
long neck, sheared and fine polished finish, 7/8” wide mouth; embossed:
“HUSBAND’S // CALCINED // MAGNESIA // PHILAD A.”)

737 jar (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” x 4 ¼” tall, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7/8”
long neck, sheared and fine polished finish, 7/8” wide mouth; embossed:
“HUSBAND’S // CALCINED // MAGNESIA // PHILAD A.”)

738 bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” x 1 3/8” x 4” tall, 1” long neck with improved
tool Prescription lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold)

739 Jar (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, approximately 5 ¼”
tall, 1” long neck, improved tool rolled lip finish, 1 7/8” diameter mouth)

741 jar (aqua, round, 1 ¼” base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2 ¾” tall, ¾” long neck with
improved tool Patent lip finish, 1” wide mouth, some contents still intact)

742 vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 piece-mold, 1 ¾” tall, folded lip finish, ½”
long neck, pontiled)

743 jar (clear, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, 1 3/8” tall, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold,
ground blow-over-mold lip finish, 1 1/8” wide mouth)

S 744 bottle (clear, round, approximately 7/8” diameter, 5/8” long neck with improved tool
lip finish, neck only)

745 ink bottle/ well (clear, round 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2” tall,
5/8” long neck, flared lip finish, ground interior of mouth for stopper)

746 soda water bottle (aqua, round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold,
height unknown, lip missing; embossed: “JOHNSON & PETERSON /
SPRINGFIELD / ILL. // L. & W.)

747 cruet (clear/lead glass, round 1 3/8” diameter base, height unknown, wheel engraved
honey comb-like flowers and faceted neck, lip missing)

748 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ½” diameter base, 3” diameter rim, 3 ½” tall,
ground base)



749 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
ground base and ground pontil?)

750 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
ground base and ground pontil?)

751 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
ground base and ground pontil?)

752 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
ground base and ground pontil?)

753 tumbler (clear/lead, round/unfluted 2 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall,
ground base and ground pontil?)

754 tumbler (clear/lead, round,/unfluted, 2 7/16” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter rim, 3 ¾”
tall, rough/ pontiled base with plunger scar, molded rim)

755 tumbler (clear/lead, round,/unfluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 1/8”
tall)

756 tumbler (clear/lead, round,/unfluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 1/8”
tall)

757 tumbler (clear/lead, round,/unfluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 1/8”
tall, rough/unground pontil scar or top of stem for stemware?)

758 tumbler (clear/lead, round,/unfluted, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 3 1/8”
tall, rough/unground pontil scar or top of stem for stemware?, base only)

S 759 tumbler/ stemware (lead glass, round/plain, rim only) [quality old glass]
760 tall tumbler (clear/lead, round/plain, unfluted, 1 7/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” diameter

rim, 4” tall, ground base)
761 handled tumbler or beer mug (clear/lead, short, 1 5/8” tall, rounded flutes, 2 3/8”

diameter base, 2 3/8” diameter rim, 3 ¾” tall, ground base)
762 pressed glass tableware (?) (clear/lead, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, unknown height

and rim, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold, base only)
763 chimney globe (fluted and frosted, body only)
764 food jar (aqua, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-botttom-mold, 7 1/8” tall, 1

½” long neck with applied tool rolled rim finish, 1 7/8” diameter wide mouth, base
embossed: “C.B. / 3” [mark unidentified]

765 medicine bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, approximately 2 ½” x 3 ¾” base, unknown
height, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold (?), paneled; embossed: “LOUISV[ILLE, KY. /
…ARSA…”]) [probably “JOHN BULL // EXTRACT OF / SARSAPARILLA //
LOUISVILLE, KY.”]

766 canning jar (aqua, round, 2-piece-mold (?), 3 ¾” diameter base, 3” diameter rim with
2” diameter mouth, 7 ¼” tall, applied tool wax seal lip finish; embossed:
“STANDARD” and “W.MCG & CO.”) [William McCully and company, 1841, 1886,
Toulouse 1971:351]

767 canning jar (aqua, round, 2-piece-mold (?), 3 ¾” diameter base, 3” diameter rim with
2” diameter mouth, 7 ¼” tall, applied tool wax seal lip finish; embossed:
“STANDARD” and “W.MCG & CO.”) [William McCully and company, 1841, 1886,
Toulouse 1971:351]

768 chemical bottle (aqua, round, 3 5/8” diameter base, 2-piece-mold (?), approximately
9 ¼” tall, 1 ½” long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, base embossed “F.A.



& CO.”) [Fahnstock and Albree, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; 1860-1862 Toulouse
1971:195]

769 wine bottle (dark green, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded, 12” tall, 3” long neck,
sheared lip with applied string finish, kick up and pontiled)

770 wine bottle (dark green, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded, 12” tall, 3” long neck,
sheared lip with applied string finish, kick up and pontiled)

771 wine bottle (dark green, round, 3” diameter base, dip molded, 12” tall, 3” long neck,
sheared lip with applied string finish, kick up and pontiled)

772 liquor bottle (amber, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, Rickett’s mold, applied tool
brandy lip finish, unknown height; embossed: “PATENT” on shoulder) [similar to
773]

773 liquor bottle (amber, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 11 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, applied tool brandy lip finish; base embossed: “W. MCCULLY & CO. /
PITTSBURGH, PA.”)

775 bottle (emerald green, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 10” tall, Rickett’s molded, applied
tool brandy finish)

776 ale (?) bottle (dark green/black glass, round 2 ½” diameter base, pontiled, 10” tall,
Rickett’s molded, applied tool brandy lip finish, 3 ¼” long neck)

777 ale (?) bottle (dark green/black glass, round 2 ½” diameter base, pontiled, 10” tall,
Rickett’s molded, applied tool brandy lip finish, 3 ¼” long neck)

778 ale (?) bottle (dark green/black glass, round 2 7/8” diameter base, pontiled, unknown
height, Rickett’s molded, applied tool brandy lip finish, 3 ¼” long neck)

779 ale (?) bottle (dark green/black glass, round 3 3/8” diameter base, pontiled, 10” tall,
dip molded, applied tool brandy lip finish, 3 ½” long neck)

S 780 bottle (clear, French Square or Blake Variant 1, base fragment only)
781 bottle (clear, French Square, 1 7/8” x 1 7/8” x unknown height, body is

approximately 4 to 4 ¼” to should, missing neck and lip, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold)
782 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, unknown height, improved tool Patent lip

finish, 1 ¼” long neck, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold)
783 bottle (clear, round 1 3/16” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,

improved tool Patent lip finish, 7/8” long neck, base embossed “MCC.”)
784 sauce bottle (aqua, round, 1 7/16” diameter base, 5 1/16” tall, 2 piece mold, 2” long

neck, applied tool ring or oil lip finish)
785 cologne bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, unknown height, 3/8” long neck,

improved tool Patent lip finish, indented panel embossed: “HOYT’S / GERMAN /
COLOGNE / E.W. & CO. / LOWELL / MASS.”) [Fike 1987: 65; introduced in
1871.]

S 786 bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, base embossed: “L & W,
base only)

787 whiskey flask (aqua, 2-piece-mold, unpontiled, union oval base, 2” x 3 7/8” x 8 7/8”
tall, sheared and fire polished lip finish with applied string)

788 whiskey flask (aqua, 2-piece-mold, unpontiled, union oval base, 2” x 3 7/8” x 8 7/8”
tall, sheared and fire polished lip finish with applied string)

789 canning jar (aqua, round, 2-piece-mold (?), 3 ¾” diameter base, 3” diameter rim with
2” diameter mouth, 7 ¼” tall, applied tool wax seal lip finish; embossed:



“STANDARD” and “W.MCG & CO.”) [William McCully and company, 1841, 1886,
Toulouse 1971:351]

790 tumbler (clear, plain/round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter mouth, 3 ¼” tall,
plunger scar, molded rim)

S 791 proprietary medicine bottle (aqua, paneled body, body only; embossed panel: “…
AL”)

S 792 bottle (aqua, dip molded, approximately 6” diameter base, base only)
S 793 stemware (clear/lead, molded, bulbous stem, stem only)
S 794 bottle (aqua, applied tool ring or oil lip finish, neck/rim only)

795 jar (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, improved tool
Patent lip finish, ½” long neck, 1 1/8” wide mouth)

796 bottle (clear, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 5 ¼” tall, Rickett’s molded, 1 ¼” long neck,
improved tool Prescription lip finish, base embossed: “MCC”)

797 food/ conduit jar (aqua, round, 2 1/8” diameter base, 5 7/8” tall, 3 piece-plate-
bottom-mold, improved tool Patent lip finish, 1 ¼” long neck, 1” wide mouth)

798 clear chimney globe flanged base, 2 3/8” diameter base, 1 ½” diameter rim,
approximately 6 ½”- 6 ¾” tall)

799 clear chimney globe flanged base, 2 3/8” diameter base, 1 ½” diameter rim,
approximately 6 ½”- 6 ¾” tall)

800 clear chimney globe flanged base, 2 3/8” diameter base, 1 ½” diameter rim,
approximately 6 ½”- 6 ¾” tall) [Lot 236, 237]

800 chimney globes (flanged bases, 1 7/8” diameter base)
801 chimney globe (flanged bases, 1 7/8” diameter base)
802 chimney globe (straight base, approximately 2 ½”diameter, base only)
803 conduit (?) jar (clear, round, 2” diameter base, 5 1/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, 1” long

neck, improved, tool rolled lip finish, 1 5/8” wide mouth, missing base)
804 wine bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 13 ½” tall, no kick up, sheared and fire

polished lip finish with applied string, long necked German style wine)
805 wine bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 13 ½” tall, no kick up, sheared and fire

polished lip finish with applied string, long necked German style wine, base only)
806 ale bottle (dark green/black glass, round, 2 7/8” diameter base, Rickett’s molded, 11

¼”tall, applied tool brandy lip finish, 3 7/8” long neck; embossed on shoulder:
“Patent”, base embossed: “W.M CCULLY & CO. / PITTSBURGH, PA.”)

807 tumbler (clear/lead, plain/round, 2 5/8” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter mouth, 3 7/8”
tall)

S 808 tumbler (clear/ lead, 2 ¼” diameter base, short 1” flute, base ground, base only)
S 809 tumbler (clear/ lead, large flutes, rim only)
S 810 vial (aqua, round, 1 3/8” diameter base, pontiled, base only)
S 811 wine bottle (dark green, round, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, approximately 3”

diameter base, base only)
S 812 tumbler (clear/ lead, fluted, rim only)
S 813 tumbler (clear/ lead, lobed with starburst base, base only)
S 814 food jar (aqua, applied foot round lip finish, 1 ½” wide mouth, rim only)
S 815 bottle/ vial (aqua, 7/8” large neck, folded interior lip finish, neck only)
S 816 cruet (clear/ lead, ribbed body, six-sided, pontiled, approximately 1 ½” square base,

pontiled, base only)



S 817 unidentified object (milk glass, approximately 2 ½” diameter opening, pierced with
small holes, possible lamp globe (?); possibly painted with scene)

S 818 pressed glass tableware/ serving bowl (fan shaped; possibly cross mends with vessel
413)

S 819 bottle (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, base only)
S 820 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, embossed: “HOSTETTER’S”, base only)

821 bottle (clear, round, 1 5/8” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, 1 1/8” long
neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, base embossed: “MCC.”)

S 822 bottle (aqua, rectangular base 7/8” x 1 ¼”, unknown height, pontiled, 2-piece-mold,
embossed: “…LS”, base only)

S 823 tumbler (clear/ lead, round/plain, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, base only)
S 824 wine bottle (dark green, approximately 3” diameter base, no kick up, base only)
S 825 bottle (clear, improved tool prescription lip finish, neck only)

826 bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8” x 3 3/8” tall, ¾” long neck, improved
tool prescription lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold; embossed: “BOERICKE &
TAFEL”) [Fike 1987: 155; circa 1870-1872]

S 827 tumbler (clear/ lead, fluted, rim only)
S 828 bottle (clear/ lead, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, pontiled, dip molded?)

829 chimney globe (clear, 1 ¼” tall, straight base, 2 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” hard angled
top, 7 3/8” to 7 ½” tall)

830 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 7/8” x 5 ¾” tall, paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, 1 5/8” long ball neck, improved tool prescription lip finish)

S 831 liquor bottle (amber, round, approximately 2 ½” to 2 ¾” diameter base, no kick up,
base only)

S 832 bottle (clear, round, approximately 1” diameter, body only; embossed: “HAM… /
TRO…”) [probably Dr. August Koenigs Hamburger Tropfen (Fike 1987:170)]

S 833 pressed glass bowl (oval, 2 1/8” x 5” base, 5 ¼” x 8” top, 1 5/8” tall, unidentified
sunflower and diamond motif)

834 jar (clear, French Square, 1 ¼” x 1 ¼” x 4 ¼” tall, 3 piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7/8”
long neck, sheared and fine polished finish, 7/8” wide mouth; embossed:
“HUSBAND’S // CALCINED // MAGNESIA // PHILAD A.”)

835 bottle (clear, French Square, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8” x 3 ½” tall, 7/8” long neck with
improved tool Patent lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold; base embossed: “G.W.”

836 bottle (clear, French Square, 1 3/8” x 1 3/8” x 1 3/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,
1 ¼” long neck with improved tool prescription lip finish)

837 bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 ¾” x 5 1/8” tall, 2-piece-mold, paneled, 1 ¼”
long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish

838 jar (clear, round, 1 11/16” diameter base, 3 1/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1”
long neck with 1” wide mouth, cork still intact, with contents still present, rounded
improved tool lip finish)

839 whiskey flask (clear, coffin shaped/ irregular polygon, 1 ¼” x 2 ¼” x 6 ½” tall, 3-
piece-plate-bottom-mold, fire polished lip finish) [there are semi-automatic bottles?]

S 840 soda/water bottle (aqua, base only, similar to vessel 746)
841 whiskey flask (aqua, union oval shape, similar to, but smaller than vessel 787)
842 chimney globe (1 ¼” long straight base, hand crimped rim)

S 843 vial (aqua, round/ multi-sided, 1 ½” diameter base, pontiled, base only)



S 844 tumbler (clear, lead, plain/ round, 2 ¼” diameter base with prominent plunger scar
and rough base, base only) [molded rim variety]

845 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
846 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
847 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
848 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
849 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
850 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
851 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
852 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
853 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
854 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
855 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
856 chimney globe [type II]
857 chimney globe (clear, straight base and top, argand-style) [type ???]
858 chimney globe (clear, straight base and top, argand-style) [type ???]
859 chimney globe (clear, straight base and top, argand-style) [type ???]
860 chimney globe (clear, straight base and top, argand-style) [type ???]
861 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
862 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
863 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
864 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
865 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
866 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
867 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
868 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
869 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
870 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
871 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
872 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
873 chimney globe (clear, straight base, hand crimped top) [type I]
874 chimney globe [type II]
875 chimney globe [type III]
876 chimney globe [type III]
877 chimney globe [type IV]
878 chimney globe [type IV]
879 chimney globe [type IV]
880 chimney globe [type IV]
881 chimney globe [type V]
882 chimney globe [type V]
883 chimney globe [type VI]
884 chimney globe [type VII]
885 chimney globe (type I)
886 chimney globe (type VII)
887 chimney globe (type VII)
888 chimney globe (type VII)



889 chimney globe (type VII)

Feature 7 South
Ceramics

357 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
890 undecorated whiteware/ironstone soup plate (8” diameter)
891 relief decorated (president shape pattern) whiteware bowl (3 1/8” diameter

base, 6” diameter mouth, 4” tall) [cross mends with lot 252; registered by J.
Edwards in January 1855; D & D 2001:49][Lot 238]

891 relief decorated (president shape pattern) whiteware bowl (3 1/8” diameter
base, 6” diameter mouth, 4” tall) [Registered by J. Edwards; January 1855; D
& D 2001:49][ Lot 239, 240, 243]

892 undecorated creamware chamber pot [cross mends with feature 7 South]
S 893 Peoria glazed stoneware mixing bowl (jigger molded; 9” diameter, rim only)
S 894 chimney globe (clear, hand crimped top)

895 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate [circa 1859-1861]
896 annular decorated yellowware bowl

S 897 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar/crock (11” diameter base, base only)
S 898 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (8” diameter rim, rim only)
S 899 redware jar (8” diameter rim)

901 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 902 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 903 undecorated whiteware plate (8-9” diameter rim)
S 904 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate [similar to Grape Octagon

pattern; D & D 2001:28]
S 905 undecorated whiteware cup (double curve shape, handleless?)
S 906 undecorated porcelain cup (2 ¼” diameter base, handled)

907 transfer print (black) whiteware child’s cup (handled; children playing with toy sail
boats)

S 908 redware bowl (?) (approximately 8-10” diameter)
S 909 salt glazed stoneware bottle/ink
S 910 hand painted (monochrome green, large floral) whiteware plate
S 911 relief decorated porcelain saucer
S 912 relief decorated ironstone cup (?)

913 annular and mocha decorated yellowware chamber pot (5 3/8” diameter base, 5 ½”
tall, 9” diameter mouth, beaded strap handle)

914 undecorated whiteware saucer (3” diameter base, 5 ¾” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall,
impressed mark: “J. CLEMENTSON / IRONSTONE CHINA / CITRON SHAPE”)

S 915 hand painted (polychrome, floral) whiteware saucer
S 916 transfer print (black) whiteware tureen (?) lid (6 ½” diameter, approximately 2” tall)
S 917 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone saucer
S 918 relief decorated pitcher (?) handle in form of dragon

919 salt glazed stoneware canning jar (4 ¾” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter mouth,
shouldered interior rim, 10” tall) [identical to fragmentary vessel 357]



Glass
920 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 2-piece-mold, height unknown, 1 ¼” long

neck with applied tool Patent lip finish)
921 bottle (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 4 5/8” tall, Rickett’s molded, 1” long neck,

improved tool Patent lip finish)
922 bottle (cear, molded, 7/8” long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, neck only)

S 923 jar (?) (aqua, improved tool rolled rim, rim only)
S 924 bottle (dark green/black glass, round, approximately 3 ½”- 3 ¾” diameter body,

body only; embossed: “U.S.A. / HOSP. DEPT.”)
925 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, embossed: “HOSTETTER’S”, base only)
926 bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, base only)

S 927 bottle (clear, 1 1/8” long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, neck only)
928 footed tumbler (clear/lead glass, hourglass or excelsior with double ringed stem

pattern) [McCain 1979: 46-47, circa 1868]
S 929 chimney globe (sheared and fire polished lip/rim, 1 ¼” diameter, rim only)
S 930 aqua container (molded Gothic Jar)
S 931 chimney glove (clear, flanged base, base only)
S 932 bottle (aqua, rectangular, improved tool Patent lip finish, neck only
S 933 pressed glass tableware (small bowl, base only)
S 934 unidentified bottle (?) (aqua, base only, fluted)
S 935 whiskey flask (aqua, union oval, shape, small sized, approximately 1” x 2 ½”,

unknown height, pontiled)
936 flavoring extract bottle (clear, rectangular base, 1” x 1 5/8” x 4 ½” tall, 1 1/8” long

neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold;
embossed: “ROGER’S / FLAVORING / EXTRACTS”)

S 937 vial (aqua, round, 1 1/8” diameter base, dip molded, fragile lip, height unknown,
pontiled)

S 938 vial (aqua, 12-sided, 1 ½” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled, fragile lip)
939 bottle (clear, round, 1 9/16” diameter base, 4 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1”

long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish)
940 Prescription medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1 base, 7/8” x 1 ½” x 7/8” tall,

7/8” long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold,
paneled; embossed “BURNETT // BOSTON”)

941 bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1 base, 15/16” x 9/16” x 4 ¾” tall, paneled, 2-piece-
mold, pontiled, 1” long neck with folded lip finish)

942 bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, ¾” x 2”, height unknown, lip missing, body 4” tall,
paneled, 2-piece-mold; embossed: “WYNKOOP’S / ICELAND PECTORAL / NEW
YORK”)

943 food/condiment jar (aqua, French Square, 2 ¾” x 2 ¾” x 9 ½” tall, Ball neck,
improved tool (?) rounded lip finish, 2-piece-mold)

944 food jar (aqua, round, 4 5/8” diameter base, 10” tall, 2-piece-mold, applied tool,
rounded lip finish, interior shoulder)



Feature 7 North
Ceramics

476 yellowware pipkin [unknown size; lightly Rockingham glazed] [cross mends with lot
192]

891 relief decorated (president shape pattern) whiteware bowl (3 1/8” diameter base, 6”
diameter mouth, 4” tall) [cross mends with feature 7 South; Registered by J.
Edwards; January 1855; D & D 2001:49]

892 undecorated creamware chamber pot [cross mends with feature 7 South]
S 945 undecorated (?) late creamware cup/ mug (backstamp: “RDNO 1191… / NO…DY”
S 947 undecorated whiteware saucer
S 949 porcelain doll head (shoulder fragment)
S 950 undecorated whiteware teapot/ sugar bowl domed lid
S 953 undecorarted whiteware lid (teapot or sugar bowl)

954 unglazed, red paste earthenware flower pot (jigger molded; flower motif)
S 955 undecorated whiteware chamber pot lid
S 959 hand painted (monochrome blue, lined rim) whiteware saucer
S 960 hand painted (red highlights) and transfer print (blue) whiteware child’s plate

(lettered “…ANDER TI…”)
S 961 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate

963 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½”
diameter rim, scalloped edge)

S 964 hand painted (monochrome black (?)) whiteware saucer
S 965 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware cup
S 967 salt glazed stoneware jug (handle only)

968 transfer print (black) whiteware plate (approximately 9” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter
base; backstamp: “BOLOGNA” and impressed: “ADAMS”)

S 969 unglazed, red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned, 4” diameter rim)
S 970 undecorated whiteware pitcher (?) (handle only)
S 971 hand painted (black floral) whiteware cup/ small pitcher (handle only)

973 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, 2” diameter base, 3 5/8” diameter rim, 3
3/8” tall)

S 973 unidentified whiteware saucer (approximately 5” diameter mouth; backstamp:
“IRONSTONE CHINA / COXON & CO.”) [see feature 6] [Lot 263]

973 undecorated ironstone cup (handless, 2” diameter base, 3 5/8” diameter rim, 3
3/8” tall) [Lot 264]

974 undecorated ironstone cup (handless)
975 undecorated whiteware saucer (3” diameter base, 5 ¾” diameter rim, 1 ¼” tall,

illegible impressed mark with “1880”)
976 undecorated whiteware saucer (2 7/8” base, 6” rim, 1 ¼” tall, backstamp: “STONE

CHINA / T. P. C. CO.”)
977 undecorated whiteware saucer (3” diameter base, 6” diameter rim, 1 ¼” tall,

backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SON / TRADE MARK” and an impressed
“FURNIVAL / …G.” [needs checked] [1871-1890; Godden 1964: 263]

978 undecorated ironstone saucer (3” diameter base, 6” diameter rim, 1” tall, backstamp:
“ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)



979 undecorated ironstone saucer (3” diameter base, 6” diameter rim, 1” tall, backstamp:
“ROYAL IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)

980 undecorated whiteware plate (5 ¾” diameter base, 8 ¾” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall,
backstamp: “ROYAL PATENT / IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GOODARD”)

981 undecorated whiteware plate (5 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall,
backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADE MARK / ENGLAND” and
an impressed “10”)

982 undecorated whiteware plate (5 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall,
backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADE MARK / ENGLAND” and
an impressed “118(?)”)

983 undecorated ironstone platter (6 5/8” x 11” base, 10 1/8” x approximately 14 ¼” rim,
1 ½” tall, backstamp: “PORCELAINE OPAGUE / BRIDGWOOD & SON” and an
impressed “LIMOGE / P.G.” encircled by and English garter belt) [see feature 6]

S 984 undecorated whiteware cup (handled, handle only)
985 undecorated whiteware plate (5 ½” diameter base, 9 ¼” diameter rim, 1 1/8” tall;

backstamp: “THOMAS FURNIVAL & SONS / TRADE MARK / ENGLAND” and
an impressed “10”)

986 undecorated whiteware platter (5 ¾” x 9 1/8” base, 9 ½” x 13 ½” rim, 1 ¾” tall,
impressed “JOHN MADDOCK & SON / BURLSLEM”) [post 1855; Golden 1964:
406]

987 transfer print (brown) and hand painted (yellow highlights) whiteware cup (handled;
backstamp: “KIOTO / B. P. CO.” with registration mark for 1883) [Brown hills
Pottery Company, 1872-1896; Godden 1964:111; aesthetic-style pattern]

988 multi-colored Majulica-type glazed, buff paste earthenware pitcher (handle in form
of knotted rope; molded registration mark of 1880)

Glass
705 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,

unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; McKee and brothers-1868 catalog,
Spillman 1981:125] [cross mends with base of stemware in feature 6]

763 chimney globe (fluted and frosted, body only) [cross mends with artifacts from
feature 6]

S 946 unidentified jar/bottle (aqua, base only)
948 22 canning jar (aqua, round, 4 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” diameter mouth, 8 7/8” tall,

3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, blow over mold with ground screen top finish, base
embossed: “PAT NOV 26. 67/ 18” and side embossed: “MASON’S / Patent / NOV
30th / 1858”, with iron cross)

S 952 vial (aqua, round/multi-sided, 2” diameter base, dip molded, pontiled, base only)
S 956 unidentified milk glass tableware

957 Ink or mucilage bottle (clear, round, approximately 2 1/8” diameter base, molded,
pyramidal shaped, ball neck, sheared and fire polished lip finish, missing base)

958 stemware (clear/ lead, 6 ¼” tall, 3 ¼” diameter mouth, molded, faceted stem,
unidentified honey comb pattern, unpontiled, base only) [McKee and brothers-1868
catalog, Spillman 1981:125]



S 962 bottle (clear, round, approximately 1 ½” diameter, 1” long neck with improved tool
Patent lip finish, neck only

S 966 vial (dip molded, round, 7/8” diameter base, pontiled, base only)
989 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, faceted stem, unidentified honey comb pattern,

unpontiled, base only) [similar to vessel 717; McKee and brothers-1868 catalog,
Spillman 1981:125]

990 pressed glass tableware oval footed bowl (3” x 5 ½” base, 5 ½” x 8 ¼” rim, 2 3/8”
tall, scalloped edge, unidentified basket-like pattern)

991 pressed glass serving bowl lid (rectangular 4” x 5 3/8” top, 6 ¾” x 8” base,
unidentified starburst pattern)

992 liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7 ½:
to shoulder, height unknown, lip/neck missing; base embossed: “I.G. CO. / B”
[Ihmsen Glass Company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; mark is rare and date for circa
1879 or 1885 (Toulouse 1971: 261-264)]

993 liquor/beer bottle (amber, round, 3” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7 ½”
to shoulder, height unknown, lip/neck missing; base embossed: “D. S. G. CO.” [De
Steiger Glass company, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; mark is rare and date from circa
1879 to 1896 (Toulouse 1971:167-169)]

994 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, 2 5/8” x 2 5/8” x 9 ¼” tall, 2-piece-mold,
applied tool ring or oil lip finish; embossed: “ST. GOTTHARD HERB BITTERS /
HETTE & KANNE BROS. / St. Louis, MO.” and base embossed: “MGCO.”)

995 liquor/ale bottle (dark green/black glass, round, 3 ¾” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold, 5” to shoulder, lip/neck missing, height unknown; base embossed: “W.
MCCULLY & CO. PITTS, PA.”)

996 chemical bottle (emerald green, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, 7 ¾” tall, 1 ½” long neck
with improved tool Patent lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold; shoulder embossed:
“E. R. SQUIBB”)

997 medicine bottle (aqua, union oval base, 2” x 2 3/8” x 5 3/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold, 1 1/8” long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish; side embossed:
“POND’S EXTRACT” and base embossed: “1846 / 5”)

998 medicine bottle (aqua, Blakes Variant 1 base, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7” tall, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold, 2 1/8” long neck with improved tool ring or oil lip finish; panels
embossed: “PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSALM // NEW YORK”)

999 medicine bottle (clear, Blakes Variant 1 base, 1 ½” x 2 3/8” x 5 ½” tall, 1 ¼” long
neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold)

1000 pill bottle/jar (clear, round, 1 ½” diameter base, Rickett’s molded, ¾” long neck with
improved tool Patent lip finish, 1” wide mouth; base embossed: “H”)

S 1001 food jar (aqua, Gothic paneled, body only)
1002 apothecary jar (clear/lead, round, 6” diameter, fire polished lip finish, applied ring 2

½” from top of jar, height unknown, rim only)
1003 globe (globular/gas fixture, 5” diameter fire polished top, flanged 5” diameter base,

ground bands top and bottom with wheel engraved floral motif in center)
1004 pill bottle/ jar (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 2 1/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-

mold, ½” long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, 1” wide mouth; base
embossed: “RUMFORD”) [contents still present; Rumford chemical works
established in 1855 (Fike 1987:48)]



1005 bottle (clear, round, 1 7/8” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 5” tall, 1” long
neck, improved tool Prescription lip finish; base embossed: “I. G. CO”)

1006 medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 1 ¼” x 2” x 5 1/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold, 1 ¼” long neck with improved tool Prescription lip finish)

1007 oil bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1 base, 1 ¼” x 1 ¾”, height unknown, approximately
5” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 ½” long ball neck with improved tool Patent lip
finish; embossed: “BEST MACHINE OIL // DOMESTIC / SEWING MACHINE /
CO. // CHICAGO, ILL.”

1008 medicine bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 ½” x 2 ½” x 6 7/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-
bottom-mold, paneled, 2” long ball neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

1009 whiskey flask (clear, pumpkin flask shape, oval base, 1 3/8” x 2 ¼” x 6 5/8” tall, 3-
piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 ½” long neck with improved tool bead lip finish, wire
mesh decorative motif, base embossed: “B.B. CO.”) [possibly Berney-Bond glass
company of Pennsylvania: (from circa 19000 or bell bottle company from Indiana
(circa 1910-1914) (Toulouse 1971: 70-79)]

1010 beer bottle (aqua, round, 2 ½” diameter base, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 9 5/8” tall,
3 ¾” long neck with applied tool brandy lip finish; base embossed: “L. G. CO.”)
[probably Louisville Glass Works- also known as Louisville Glass Company- circa
1873 to 1886 or later (Toulouse 1971:323)]

1011 stemware (clear, molded, 3” diameter base, 3 ¼” diameter rim, 5 7/8” tall, plain,
straight sided, baluster stem)

1012 stemware (clear, molded, faceted stem, stem only)
1013 stemware (clear, molded, bulbous stem, mid section only)
1014 stemware (clear, molded, wheel engraved floral decoration)
1015 canning jar (aqua, round, 4 3/8” diameter base3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, applied

tool wax seal lip finish; embossed “UNION/ NO. 2”) [Toulouse 1969:311-312; circa
1860-1870, unknown manufacturer, reminiscent of the circa 1860’s clasped hand
and union motif of war]

1016 canning jar (canning jar (aqua, round, 4 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” diameter mouth, 8
7/8” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, blow over mold with ground screen top finish,
base embossed: “15”)

1017 canning jar (aqua, round, 4 ½” diameter base, 2 ½” diameter mouth, 8 7/8” tall, 3-
piece-plate-bottom-mold, blow over mold with ground screen top finish, base
embossed: “58”)

1018 spring water bottle (aqua, round, 3 1/8” diameter, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 7 ¾”
tall, 2” long neck, applied tool brandy lip finish; embossed: “THE SARATOGA /
SPOUTING SPRING // GEYSER SPRING / SARATOGA SPRINGS, STATE / OF
/ NEW YORK”)

1019 bitters bottle (amber, French Square, 2 5/8” x 2 5/8” x 9 ¼” tall, 2-piece-mold,
applied tool ring or oil lip finish; embossed: “ST. GOTTHARD HERB BITTERS /
HETTE & KANNE BROS. / St. Louis, MO.” and base embossed: “MGCO.”)

1020 medicine bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval base, 1” x 1 ¾”, 3-piece-plate-bottom-
mold, unknown height, 1” long neck with improved tool Prescription lip finish)



Feature 10
Ceramics

1215 relief decorated (lily of the valley pattern) whiteware plate (8 ¾” diameter;
backstamp: “STONE CHINA / JAMES EDWARDS & SON / DALE HALL”)
[registered September 1859; D & D 2001:105]

S 1216 undecorated porcelain cup (Gothic shape)
S 1221 unglazed red paste stoneware basket (?)

Glass
S 1217 vial (aqua, Gothic Panel shape, rolled rim, 2” mouth, neck portion only)
S 1219 chimney globe (sheared and fire polished tops, flanged bases?)
S 1220 chimney globe (sheared and fire polished tops, flanged bases?)



Lot 1
Ceramics
S 63 hand painted (polychrome; red, black lined) whiteware saucer
S 64 edged decorated (blue); scalloped edge whiteware plate?
S 65 transfer printed (flow blue) whiteware cup (Gothic shaped)
Lot 2
Ceramics
S 51 transfer print (black) whiteware cup

Lot 3
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 4
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 5
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 6
S 3 wheel engraved and molded lead glass bowl

Lot 7
Ceramics

S 2 jigger molded redware flower pot (3” interior diameter)

Lot 8
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 9
5 clear, pressed glass, footed bowl or compote (leaf and grape design)

S 6 clear container glass (tumbler?)

Lot 10
No ceramic or glass vessel



Lot 11
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 12
5 clear glass, pressed/ molded footed bowl or compote (leaf pattern)

Lot 13
S 4 clear stemware base (5” diameter)

Lot 14
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 15
Ceramics

13 salt glazed stoneware bowl
S 22 decal decorated whiteware plate
S 23 transfer print (red) and hand painted (green and red highlights) porcelain plate
S 24 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware tureen lid

Lot 16
Ceramics
S 18 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic; early 1840s) whiteware plate

S 8 clear glass chimney globe (hand crimped edge/ finish)

Lot 17
Ceramics

13 salt glazed stoneware bowl
S 20 undecorated yellowware plate (?)

21 jar (clear, machine made, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, 2 5/8” tall, threaded lip finish;
glue?)(whole)

Lot 18
Ceramics

13 salt glazed stoneware bowl
S 25 unglazed red paste earthenware, chimney collar (8” diameter)
S 26 undecorated whiteware, straight sided, handled cup

Lot 19
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 20
S 8 clear glass chimney globe (hand crimped edge/ finish)



Lot 21
Ceramics
S 9 undecorated (paneled, Gothic shape) porcelain cup

S 10 bottle (aqua, round, 2” diameter, 3 ppbm, unknown height)

Lot 22
Ceramics

13 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware bowl (10” diameter rim; unknown height,
approximately 7” diameter base)

Lot 23
Ceramics
S 9 undecorated (paneled, Gothic shape) porcelain cup
S 14 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware saucer

18 medicine bottle (aqua, 2-piece mold, rectangular, 1 3/8” by approximately 2 ¼”,
unpontiled applied tool ring or oil finish, paneled, embossed “WIZARD / OIL” and
“…B ro.; may not be the same?)

S 19 condiment bottle/jar (aqua, gothic paneled, body only)

Lot 24
Ceramics
S 14 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware saucer
S 15 hand painted (polychrome?; red lined rim) whiteware saucer

S 16 bottle (aqua, improved tool ring or oil finish, lip/neck only)
S 17 shot glass (clear, lead, round, ground base, base only)

Lot 25
S 11 canning jar (aqua, round, base fragment only)
S 12 bottle (dark green, applied tool crown finish; neck only)

Lot 26
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 27
S 39 Glenn cruet (clear/ lead, base only; with ground grape (?) decoration)

Lot 28
Ceramics
S 48 Rockingham glazed and molded yelloware

S 49 clear chimney globe (bow over mold base)
S 50 jar (aqua, neck only, 3 ring bands)



Lot 29
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 30
Ceramics
S 27 engine turned and blue painted pearlware tinkered
S 51 sponge decorated (red) whiteware cup
S 52 unglazed red paste earthenware jigger molded flowerpot
S 53 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware pitcher (?) handle
S 55 copper luster (with beaded rim) red paste stoneware pitcher [same as vessel from

Corneau]
S 57 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware saucer

Lot 31
Ceramics
S 40 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware saucer
S 41 undecorated whiteware bowl
S 42 relief decorated whiteware cup
S 43 relief decorated whiteware saucer

S 44 bottle (clear, molded, 1 ½” neck, improved tool prescription lip finish)

Lot 32
Ceramics
S 56 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware saucer
S 57 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware cup

Lot 33
Ceramics
S 29 annular decorated bowl
S 30 transfer print (red) whiteware saucer

Lot 34
Ceramics
S 31 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware jar
S 32 annular decorated whiteware bowl
S 33 transfer print (blue) whiteware cup (scalloped edge and double curve shape)

Lot 35
Ceramics
S 27 blue banded and engine turned pearlware tankard/ mug

Lot 36
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 37



No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 38
Ceramics
S 227 undecorated porcelain saucer
S 268 undecorated whiteware cup (heavy)
S 309 undecorated whiteware pitcher (unknown size)

S 307 vial (aqua, fragile lip, round)
S 308 canning jar (clear, molded, blow-over-mold, screw top finish, neck only)

Lot 39
202 tumbler (clear/ lead, round 2 ½” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter mouth, 4” tall, ground

base?)
S 311 bottle (clear, machine made, Patent lip, ball neck)
S 312 canning jar (aqua, 3-piece plate bottom mold, blow-over-mold, screw top finish,

neck only
313 perfume (?) bottle ( clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, rectangular base, ½” x 1”, 2

1/8” tall, improved tool lip with ground stipper interior (base embossed “C & CO /
N. Y. ”))

Lot 40
Ceramics
S 137 transfer print (black) whiteware plate/ saucer

Lot 41
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 42
Ceramics
S 237 red paste earthenware chimney pot (approximately 8-9” diameter)
S 299 red paste earthenware flower pot pan (jigger molded)

S 328 canning jar (aqua, blow-over-mold, screw top finish, lip only)
S 329 bottle (amber, wine of brandy lip finish, applied tool, lip only)

330 electrical insulator (aqua, pole type for cross arm; illegible embossed)
S 71 cruet (base, lead glass, molded)

Lot 43
Ceramics
S 295 undecorated yellowware bowl or nappie
S 296 undecorated porcelain saucer
S 297 salt glazed stoneware ink bottle
S 298 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate
S 299 red paste earthenware flowerpot pan (jigger molded)



Lot 44
Ceramics
S 293 hand painted (polychrome, small floral with red stem) pearlware saucer
S 300 undecorated whiteware saucer
S 301 transfer print (blue) whiteware cup (scalloped edge)
S 302 molded fastener pearlware (?) “jelly” or blanc mange mold

S 303 frosted tumbler (lead glass, molded, 2 ½” diameter base)
S 304 bottle (aqua, Blakes variant 1, base, 1 11/16” x 2 ¾” x 8 3/8” tall, 3 piece-plate

bottom mold, applied tool, double oil, or mineral lip finish, embossed panels “AYER
sS // COMPOUND EXT // LOWELL / MASS. U. S. A.”, unpontiled)

S 305 bottle (aqua, Blakes variant 1, base, 1 11/16” x 2 ¾” x 8 3/8” tall, 3 piece-plate
bottom mold, applied tool, double oil, or mineral lip finish, embossed panels “AYER
sS // COMPOUND EXT // LOWELL / MASS. U. S. A.”, unpontiled)

S 306 wine bottle (dark green, dip method, round 2 ¾” diameter base with kick up

Lot 45
Ceramics
S 28 hand painted (polychrome, red floral, black lined rim) whiteware cup
S 293 hand painted (polychrome, small floral with red stem) pearlware saucer

Lot 46
Ceramics
S 294 hand painted (flow blue; large floral) whiteware saucerplate

Lot 47
Ceramics
S 123 relief decorated (ribbed pattern) ironstone cup plate, or small saucer (approximately

5” to 6” diameter)
S 174 edge decorated (green) pearlware small platter or bowl
S 175 undecorated whiteware plate
S 176 undecorated whiteware cup
S 177 undecorated whiteware saucer

S 178 jelly glass (aqua, neck only)
S 179 bottle (aqua, French Square, 3-piece-plate-bottom mold, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8” base,

unknown height, unpontiled, 1” long neck, applied tool Patent lip, furnish)
S 180 bottle (aqua, round, base approximately 1 ¼” diameter, height unknown, 1” long

neck, applied tool, Patent lip), neck only
S 181 vial/bottle (clear/lead, dip molded, 1 3/8” diameter base, unknown height, pontiled,

base only)
S 182 bottle (aqua, molded, improved tool mineral or double oil finish, neck only)
S 183 whiskey flask/bottle (aqua, molded, sheared lip with applied string, 1 ½” long neck,

neck only)
S 184 vial (aqua, fragile lipped finish, neck only)



S 185 chimney globe (sheared and fire polished finish)
S 186 chimney globe (sheared and fire polished finish)
S 187 pressed glass tableware (?)
S 188 unknown container (clear/lead, round base, pyramidal shaped, approximately ½”

diameter neck, lip finish missing. 2”-2 ¼” diameter, approximately 1 ¼”-1 ½” tall,
base only; no lip present)

S 189 unknown container (clear/lead, round base, pyramidal shaped, lip finish missing.
2½” to 3” diameter base only

Lot 48
Ceramics
S 123 relief decorated (ribbed pattern) ironstone cup plate, or small saucer (approximately

5” to 6” diameter)

201 chimney globe (clear, 7” tall, approximately 1 ¼” diameter top, approximately 2-2
¼” diameter base, sheared and fire polished top and base)

202 tumbler (clear/ lead, round 2 ½” diameter base, 3 ½” diameter mouth, 4” tall, ground
base?)

S 203 stemware (clear/ lead, pedestal stem similar to vessel 197 but molded and one pure
construction)

S 204 lamp font (clear, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter at top, ¾” mouth, fine
polished, top only)

Lot 49
Ceramics
S 193 unglazed, red paste earthenware jigger molded flower- pot (6” diameter

194 relief decoratd whiteware saucer (8” diameter; impressed backstamp: “…&
FORSTER”) [Tulip Shape by Elsmore and Forster, registered March 5, 1855, D &
D2001: 85]

S 192 vial (clear, dip molded, round, ½” diameter, fragile lip, lip only)
Lot 50
Ceramics
S 283 hand painted (polychrome, red floral, black lined rim) whiteware cup
S 188 unknown container (clear/lead, round base, pyramidal shaped approximately ½”

diameter neck, lip finish missing. 2”-2 ¼” diameter, approximately 1 ¼”-1 ½” tall,
base only; no lip present)

S 195 bottle (clear, 1 ¼” long neck, improved tool Patent lip, neck only)
S 196 stemware (clear, molded, faceted stem, fragmentary)
S 197 stemware (clear, blown, globular stem, 2-piece construction, stem only)
S 198 Cup? (clear/lead, blown, applied handle)

Lot 52
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 53



No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 54
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 55
Ceramics
S 199 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S 200 undecorated porcelain cup (burned; London Urn shape)

Lot 56
Ceramics
S 98 hand painted (polychrome over glaze) and relief decorated porcelain cup

Lot 57
Ceramics
S 119 transfer print (black) whiteware cup
S 120 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware saucer
S 121 undecorated whiteware saucer
S 122 sponge decorated (blue) whiteware cup
S 123 relief decorated (ribbed pattern) ironstone cup plate, or small saucer (approximately

5” to 6” diameter)

S 124 tumbler (fluted/ribbed, base only)

Lot 58
S 96 jelly glass (aqua/ clear (?), rim only)
S 95 bottle (aqua, improved tool, Patent lip finish, neck only)

Lot 59
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 60
S 28 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware saucer
S 130 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate?
S 131 annular decorated (?) and engine turned bowl (?)
S 132 Engine turned, blue painted London Urn shaped cup or bowl (see vessel 27)
S 133 transfer print (black) whiteware- unique rim, serving vessel?
S 134 back glazed (Manganese?) redware handled cup or pitcher (tablewares)
S 135 Sponge decorated blue whiteware saucer
S 136 hand painted (polychrome, floral with black lined rim) whiteware saucer
S 137 transfer print (black) whiteware saucer

S 138 tumbler (lead glass, fluted)
S 139 stemware (lead glaze, 1 7/8” diameter base, ground pontiled, base of stem has “tear

drop”)



Lot 61
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 62
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 63
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 64
Ceramics

78 redware bowl
S 79 hand painted (polychrome large floral and black lined) whiteware cup

Lot 65
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 66
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 67
S 83 relief decorated porcelain cup

S 81 milk glass lamp globe
S 82 soda/pop bottle (aqua, machine–made crown finish, lip only)

Lot 68
91 undecorated whiteware handle less cup

S 92 undecorated whiteware saucer
93 undecorated whiteware platter (approximately 8” x 11 ½”; backstamp: “ROYAL

PATENT / IRONSTONE / BURGESS & GOODARD”
S 94 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot pan (jigger molded)

Lot 69
S 87 undecorated round whiteware, plate

86 tumbler (clear, round base, 2 ¾” diameter, 4” tall unfluted rough plunger scars on
base) [cross meshes with Lot 134]

88 bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1 base, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7” tall; 3-piece plate bottom mold;
unpontiled, 2 ¼” long neck, ring or oil improved tool finish, (embossed “PARKER’S
// HAIR / BALSALM // NEW YORK”))

S 89 chimney globe (clear, hard crimped top)
S 90 goblet (pressed glass; unidentified star and STIPPLED pattern; rim only)



Lot 70
S 129 chimney globe? (aqua, molded, blow-over-mold
S 130 vial (aqua, dip moded, 1 1/8” diameter base, pontiled, base only

Lot 71
83 transfer print (blue) whiteware cup (double curve shape; scalloped edge)

S 84 unglazed red ware bowl (?)
S 85 unglazed redware flower pot (?)

Lot 72
S73 4 transfer print (blue) whiteware bowl (scalloped edge)
S74 18 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S75 3 hand painted (green lined and banded) whiteware saucer
S75 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)

Lot 73
V 80 bottle (aqua, Blake variant 1 base, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8” x 7” tall; 3-piece plate bottom

mold; unpontiled, 2 ¼” long neck, ring or oil improved tool finish, (embossed
“PARKER’S // HAIR / BALSAM // NEW YORK”))

(TAKE OUT V!!!)

Lot 74
S 112 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware chimney thimble (?) (8” diameter)
S 113 transfer print (blue) porcelain saucer (oriental design; japenese?)

114 medicine bottle (clean, Golden Gate Oval shape, 15/16”x 1 7/16” x 3 5/8” tall,
machine made, prescription lip; Owen’s suction scar)

115 machine bottle (clear, Golden Gate Oval shape, 1 3/8” x 1 15/16”x unknown height,
machine made prescription lid)

Lot 75
S 114 undecorated ironstone tureen lid

115 wine bottle (dark green/black, round base, 3” diameter, dip molded with substantial
kick up, unpontiled, base only)

116 liquor bottle (amber, round base, 3” diameter, 3-piece plate button molded?,
unknown height, 4 ¼”bulbous neck, applied tool double oil or Mineral
French)(probably a whiskey bottle)

117 Medicine bottle (clear, round base, 2 ¾” diameter, unknown height (embossed “… /
OF / MAGNESIA”) base only)

118 medicine/ chemical bottle (aqua, round, unknown height and diameter, 1 ½” long
neck, applied tool prescription finish, neck only)

Lot 85



No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 86
S 31 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware jar
S 46 hand painted (red lined) whiteware cup handled
S 42 relief decorated whiteware cup
S 47 undecorated porcelain handled cup

Lot 87
S 27 blue banded and engine turned pearlware tankard/ mug
S 28 hand painted (wide green lined rim) whiteware plate

Lot 88
S 58 vial (aqua, dip molded, 5/8” diameter base, pontiled)
S 59 chimney globe (clear, blow-over-mold)

60 argained style chimney globe (clear, 1 1/8” diameter)

Lot 89
S 33 1 transfer print (green) whiteware cup/mug
S 34 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate
S 35 1 brown glazed porcelain figure (?)

S 36 1 lead glass tumbler (thumbprint pattern)
S 37 7 chimney globe (clear)

Lot 90
S 62 undecorated porcelain saucer

Lot 91
S 38 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware mug/cup

Lot 92
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 93
S 67 hand painted (polychrome, large floral; red lined rim) whiteware saucer
S 68 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware plate
S 69 undecorated whiteware saucer (impressed illegible mark on back)
S 72 unglazed relief decorated yellowware (bisque, flower pot?)

S 70 glass chimney globe (sheared and fire pontiled lip finish)
S 71 cruet (base, lead glass, molded)

Lot 94
S 416 relief decorated yelloware bowl (2 ½” diameter base)



S 417 undecorated creamware/ pearlware (?) chamber pot

Lot 95
S 244 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware cup (London Urn shape)
S 245 transfer print (blue) whiteware saucer
S 246 hand painted (polychrome, small floral and gilded) porcelain toy plate

S 247 press glass compote (?) or bowl (unidentifiable pattern)

Lot 96
S 243 hand painted (polychrome, large floral) whiteware cup (London Urn shape)

Lot 97
S 236 undecorated whiteware cup
S 237 Albany slipped/ Albany slipped jigger molded mixing bowl

S 238 bottle (amber, round base, approximately 2 ¾” diameter, base only)
S 239 bottle (amber, French Square base, 2 piece mold, height unknown, base only)
S 240 pressed glass compote (lead glass, unidentifiable pressed pattern)

Lot 98
S 229 relief decorated (paneled) whiteware cup\

S 233 wine bottle (amber, 3-piece plate bottom mold?, applied tool double Oil or Mineral
finish, with lead foil intact, neck only)

S 234 whiskey flask (aqua, applied string and sheared lip finish, neck only)
S 235 wine bottle (dark green, applied string and sheared lip finish, neck only)

Lot 99
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 100
S 190 bottle (aqua, 3-piece plate bottom mold, embossed side panel “…TION” and base

“28”)
S 191 jar (aqua, base only, 3 5/8” diameter, 3-piece plate bottom mold)

Lot 101
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 102
102 undecorated whiteware saucer (7”diameter; backstamp: “IRONSTONE CHINA/

WEDGEWOOD & CO.”)
S 220 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 223 undecorated whiteware pitcher
S 280 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware saucer



S 287 transfer print (purple) whiteware soup plate (9”diameter)
S 323 undecorated whiteware saucer (backstamp: “TRADE…”)
S 332 undecorated ironstone cup
S 334 undecorated porcelain saucer

S 231 vial (dip molded, fragile lip, size unknown)
S 335 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware bowl (jigger molded, base only)

343 stemware (clear/ lead, molded, simple circle design around base of bowl, unpontiled,
3 ¼” diameter base 6” tall)

S 336 milk glass lid liner
S 337 blue and white glass tableware
S 338 milk glass tableware (mug (?), bird motif)
S 339 liquor bottle (amber, molded, body only)
S 340 liquor bottle (dark green/black, applied tool brandy finish, neck only)
S 341 pressed glass tableware
S 342 tumbler (clear, wheel engraved lines, rim only)
S 344 chimney globe (hand crimped finish)
S 345 chimney globe (hand crimped finish)

346 food jar (clear, 3 piece plate bottom mold, round, 2” diameter base, unknown height,
improved tool lip, 1 7/8” diameter mouth) [similar to vessel 225]

S 347 canning jar (aqua, round, molded, blow-over-mold, screw top finish, neck only)
S 348 canning jar (aqua, round, molded, blow-over-mold, screw top finish, neck only)
S 349 canning jar (aqua, round, molded, applied tool wax seal finish, embossed “TH[E] /

HE[RO]”)
350 bottle (aqua, round, 2 3/8” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, unknown height,

applied tool, brandy finish, embossed “…N.Y.”)
S 351 food jar (aqua, square/rectangular, unknown size and height, ring neck, applied tool

rolled finish, neck only)
S 352 food jar (aqua, square/ rectangular, unknown size and height, Gothic paneled, body

only)
S 353 bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, base only)
S 354 bottle (aqua, round, 2 ¾” diameter, 3 piece plate bottom mold, base only)

355 medicine bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1 ½” x 2 1/8” x 6 1/8” tall, improved tool
prescription finish, 1 ¼” long neck, unpontiled)

Lot 103
S 219 undecorated whiteware cup
S 220 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 221 relief decorated whiteware plate
S 222 undecorated porcelain saucer
S 223 undecorated whiteware serving vessel

Lot 104
S 142 Albany slipped jug handle



S 143 bottle (clear, French Square base, 1 ¾” square, unknown height, unpontiled, 3-piece-
plate-bottom-mold)

S 144 bottle (clear, round, approximate 1 ¾” diameter, 1”long neck, improved tool
prescription lip, neck only)

S 145 bottle (clear, round, approximate 1 ¾” diameter, 1”long neck, improved tool
prescription lip, neck only)

Lot 105
S 90 goblet (pressed glass; unidentified star and STIPPLED pattern; rim only)

Lot 106
S 220 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate

Lot 107
S 112 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware chimney thimble (?) (8” diameter)
S 220 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 226 hand painted (red background and gilded flowers; porcelain vase?)

S 224 jar (aqua, narrow mouth, 2” diameter, unknown height and size, molded, rim only)
S 225 chimney globe (clear/lead, flanged base, 1 ½” diameter base, base only)

Lot 108
S 205 hand painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware saucer

S 207 tumbler (light aqua/ clear, round base 2 ¼” diameter, baase, 3 3/8” tall, rough
plunger scar)

208 bottle (clear, round, approximately 1 ½” diameter base, unknown height, unknown
mold type, 1” long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish)

Lot 109
S 123 relief decorated (ribbed pattern) ironstone cup plate, or small saucer (approximately

5” to 6” diameter)

Lot 110
S 141 tumbler/ cup (light blue glass, interior round molded design)

Lot 111
S 209 whiskey flask (aqua, scroll, unknown size, body fragment only)
S 207 tumbler (light aqua/ clear, round base 2 ¼” diameter, baase, 3 3/8” tall, rough

plunger scar)
S 210 tumbler (lead glass, fluted, rim only)

Lot 112
No ceramic or glass vessel



Lot 113
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 114
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 115
S 229 relief decorated (paneled) whiteware cup
S 232 undecorated whiteware saucer
S 227 undecorated porcelain saucer
S 228 undecorated porcelain cup

S 230 aqua tumbler (?)
S 231 vial (dip molded, fragile lip, size unknown)

Lot 116
S 314 transfer print (black)whiteware cup
S 315 hand painted (red lined) whiteware saucer
S 316 undecorated (?) handled whiteware cup
S 317 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware saucer
S 318 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware saucer
S 319 relief decorated porcelain handled cup
S 320 relief decorated whiteware cup
S 321 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware serving vessel

S 124 tumbler (clear, ribbed, rim only)
S 225 chimney globe (clear/lead, flanged base, 1 ½” diameter base, base only)
S 322 vial (aqua; folded lip, lip only)
S 324 tumbler (clear/ lead base only, fluted?)
S 325 tumbler (clear/ lead, round, pontiled)
S 326 salt glazed (?) (lead, pressed glass

Lot 117
S 214 hand painted (polychrome, floral and black lined) whiteware saucer
S 215 hand painted (polychrome, large floral with wide blue band) pearlware? cup
S 216 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (?) (scalloped edge)
S 217 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (?) (scalloped edge)

S 218 electrical insulator (aqua; ground wire)

Lot 118
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 119
S 152 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned)
S 153 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (jigger molded) pottery pot



Lot 120
S 158 annular decorated whiteware bowl

159 transfer print (black) whiteware plase (multi-sided)

Lot 121
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 122
S 150 unglazed red paste earthenware flower potting pot (jigger molded; 2 ½” diameter)
S 151 unglazed red paste earthenware pan

Lot 123
S 154 unglazed red paste earthenware (hand turned pottery pot)
S 155 transfer print (green) whiteware saucer

156 undecorated whiteware saucer (6”diameter, 1 1/8” tall; impressed backstamp:
“[J.CLEMENT] SON / [IRON] STONE / CHINA / CITRON SHAPE”) [Kowalsky
& Kowalsky (1999:403), registered August 21, 1863, register number 165317]

S 157 salt glazed stoneware ink well/bottle

Lot 134
93 5 undecorated whiteware platter (approximately 8” x 11 ½”, with backstamp:

“ROYAL PATENT/ IRONSTONE/BURGESS & GOODARD”
100 3 whiteware steamer (5” diameter)

S 101 9 undecorated ironstone handle less (?) cup
102 5 undecorated whiteware saucer (7”diameter, backstamp:“IRONSTONE

CHINA/ WEDGEWOOD & CO.”)

86 1 tumbler (clear, round base, 2 ¾” diameter, 4” tall unfluted rough plunger scars
on base) [cross meshes with Lot 134]

S 90 1 goblet (pressed glass; unidentified star and STIPPLED pattern; rim only)
103 1 medicine bottle (clear, 3-piece late bottom mold, Blake Variant base 1, 1 1/8” x

2” x 5 ½” tall, paneled, improved tool Patent lip, 1 5/8” long ball neck)
104 1 bottle (aqua, French Square base, 2 1/8” x 2 1/8” by unknown height, 2 piece

mold, unpontiled, base only)
105 1 bottle (aqua, paneled body, 2 ¼” long neck, improved tool rung or oil finish,

neck only)
106 2 Allen Porter bottle (dark green/black, round, 3 ¾” diameter, unknown height,

unpontiled, illegible embossed base, 3” long neck applied tool double oil or Mineral
finish)

107 2 whiskey flask (clear, 3-piece plate bottom mold, pint size, coffee shape, base
only)

S 108 2 tumbler (clear, round, unfluted)
109 1 compote (clear, 4” diameter bowl, bowl only)

S 110 1 stemware or tumbler (clear/ lead, fluted, rim only)



S 111 1 pitcher or bowl (?) (milk glass, base only)

Lot 135
S 271 decal and hand painted (gilded) porcelain saucer/ dessert plate
S 272 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (jigger molded, 7”diameter top)
S 112 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware chimney thimble (?) (8” diameter)

273 Albany slipped earthenware jar/crock (8”diameter mouth, approximately one gallon
capacity)

S 274 bottle (aqua, round, approximately 2 ½” diameter base, molded, 4” long neck with
applied tool Mineral or double oil finish, unpontiled?

S 275 bottle (clear, Blake variant 1, 1” x 1 ¾”, unknown height, paneled, Owen’s scar,
machine made)

S 276 stemware (clear, molded, faceted stone, 3 1/8” diameter base, unpontiled, base only)

Lot 136
S 55 copper luster (with beaded rim) red paste stoneware pitcher [same as vessel from

Corneau]
S 220 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 259 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware saucer (?)
S 279 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware cup
S 280 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware saucer
S 281 transfer print (blue) whiteware pitcher (?)
S 282 relief decorate whiteware lid (knob only)
S 283 undecorated porcelain handled cup
S 285 relief decorated (unidentified Gothic pattern) whiteware serving vessel (body only)
S 286 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware multisided plate
S 287 transfer print (purple) whiteware soup plate (9”diameter)

288 undecorated pearlware salve jar (1 ½” diameter, 1 5/8” tall)
S 289 redware jar (10” diameter mouth, rim only)
S 290 redware bowl (approximately 8” diameter mouth, rim only)
S 291 redware jar (approximately 7-8” diameter, rim only)
S 292 redware jar (approximately 8” diameter, rim only; interior with heavy slip like glaze)

277 whiskey flask (aqua, union oval, 1 ½” x 3 1/8” base, unknown height, 2-piece mold;
base embossed: “W. McC & Co.”, sheared lip with applied string finish)

S 278 bottle (aqua, applied tool ring or oil finish, neck only)

Lot 137
S 28 hand painted (polychrome) whiteware saucer
S 211 hand painted (polychrome, large floral, corn flower pattern) whiteware cup
S 213 Albany slipped/Albany slipped earthenware bowl (jigger molded, 7” diameter

mouth, lip only)

S 179 bottle (aqua, French Square, 3-piece-plate-bottom mold, 1 1/8” x 1 1/8” base,
unknown height, unpontiled, 1” long neck, applied tool Patent lip, furnish)



S 212 bottle (aqua, 2 piece mold round, 1 ¼” diameter base, unknown height, pontiled base
only)

Lot 138
2 57 25 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (5” diameter base, unknown height)
2 58 16 Albany slipped/unglazed earthenware jug (unknown size, wide mouth, 2”

diameter mouth; approximately 5 ½”-6” diameter base)
S 220 1 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 259 2 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware saucer (?)
S 260 1 redware bowl (approximately 8” diameter)
S 261 2 unidentified redware vessel (possible small bowl (?))
S 262 1 unglazed red paste earthenware flower pot (?) (8” diameter mouth, unknown

height; hand turned)
S 263 1 redware small bowl/tableware (4”-5” diameter, rim only)
S 264 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate/platter (scalloped edge)
S 265 1 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate/platter (scalloped edge)
S 266 2 undecorated whiteware cups (thinly potted)
S 267 1 undecorated whiteware saucer (thinly potted)
S 268 3 undecorated whiteware cup (heavy)
S 269 1 redware bowl (approximately 8” diameter)
S 270 1 porcelain figurine (leg, foot, or base)

S 210 tumbler (lead glass, fluted
S 253 bottle (aqua, round, dip molded, 2 ½” diameter base, height unknown, pontiled)
S 254 vial (aqua, dip molded, round 7/8” diameter base, unknown height, pontiled, base

only)
S 255 vial (aqua, dip molded, round 7/8” diameter base, unknown height, pontiled, base

only)
S 256 chimney globe (clear, sheared lip, top only)

Lot 139
S 241 bottle (amber, round, 3 ½” long bulbous neck, applied tool ring or oil finish, neck

only)
242 vial (clear, round, 5/8” diameter base, 2 ¼” tall, machine made)

Lot 140
S 220 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 248 Albany slipped earthenware jug handle
S 249 Albany slipped earthenware mixing bowl (jigger molded, 8 ½” diameter mouth)

252 relief decorated (unidentified Gothic pattern) whiteware handled pitcher, 6”base,
7”tall; backstamp:“IRONSTONE CHINA/ JAMES EDWARDS”

250 bottle (amber, 3-piece plate bottom mold, round 2 ½” diameter base, unknown
height, 4” long neck, with Double Oil or Mineral finish, applied tool, base embossed
“XL”



251 bottle (aqua, Blake variant base, 1 ¼” x 2 3/8”, unknown height, paneled, embossed
“PARKER’S // HAIR/BALSAM // NEW YORK”, base only, unpontiled

Lot 151
S 390 transfer print (gray) whiteware saucer (backstamp: “…MITED/…NGLAND”)

Lot 152
S 393 relief decorated (Columbia shape (?)) ironstone plate [registered by variety of

manufacturers in 1855; similar to Sydenham pattern]
S 394 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone cup
S 395 hand painted (monochrome green) whiteware plate
S 396 undecorated whiteware saucer (6” diameter; backstamp: “…STONE CHI[NA]…)
S 397 undecorated whiteware saucer (backstamp: “…TRADE MARK/ ENGLAND”)

S 392 bottle (amber, machine made, embossed with Owens illusions mark on base and
“…AIN…” on panel)

Lot 153
S 397 undecorated whiteware saucer (backstamp: “…TRADE MARK / ENGLAND”)
S 398 transfer print (brown) whiteware soup plate/ bowl
S 399 undecorated porcelain cup (handled)
S 400 redware jar (approximately 9” diameter mouth)
S 401 relief decorated (unidentified ribbed pattern) porcelain toy saucer

Lot 154
S 402 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware jug (?)
S 406 relief decorated (unidentified ribbed pattern) porcelain saucer
S 407 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (7” diameter mouth; hand turned)

S 404 dark green/black wine bottle (base only)
S 408 whiskey flask (aqua, unidentified eagle flask, body only)
S 409 tumbler (clear/lead glass; fluted, 6-sided ground base)
S 410 tumbler (clear/lead glass, double fluted, 6-sided, 2 ¼” base, 3 7/8” tall, unknown

mouth diameter)
S 412 bottle (milk glass, blow-over-mold, screw top lip finish, lip and neck only)
S 413 pressed glass tableware bowl (?) (shaped as a seashell)
S 414 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, pontiled, 1 1/8” diameter)

415 bottle (aqua, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 2-piece-mold, applied tool Patent
lip finish, 1” long neck)

Lot 155
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 156
S402 12 salt glazed/unglazed badly burned (?) stoneware jug (ovoid shaped)



S403 1 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware bottle (approximately 3 ¾” base,
base only)

S403 1 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)

Lot 157
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 158
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 159
S 385 decal decorated whiteware saucer

386 salt glazed/Albany slipped bowl (10” diameter; jigger molded)

Lot 160
386 salt glazed/Albany slipped bowl (10” diameter; jigger molded)

S 387 undecorated whiteware plate
S 388 unglazed buff paste earthenware flowerpot (5 ½” diameter mouth; jigger molded)
S 389 Rockingham glazed yellowware chamber pot lid (6 ½” diameter mouth)

390 vial/bottle (clear, round, machine made, ¾” diameter base 2 ½” tall)

Lot 161
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 162
386 salt glazed/Albany slipped bowl (10” diameter; jigger molded)

S 389 Rockingham glazed yellowware chamber pot lid (6 ½” diameter mouth)

S 383 tumbler (clear, round, rim only)

Lot 163
S 391 relief decorated (unknown pattern) whiteware cup

S 383 tumbler (clear, round, rim only)

Lot 164
S 381 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 382 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (11” diameter mouth)

S 383 tumbler (clear, round, rim only)

Lot 165
S 377 1 redware jar/bowl (4 ¼” diameter; base only)
S 378 1 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware plate/ saucer?



S 379 1 transfer print (purple) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S 380 1 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware plate

S 367 2 tumbler (clear/lead, round, unknown size)

Lot 166
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 167
S 1033 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)
S 1055 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware mixing bowl (jigger molded, approximately

10” diameter mouth, rim only)
S 1056 relief decorated (president shape pattern?) whiteware cup (base only)
S 1057 undecorated whiteware cup
S 1058 undecorated porcelain cup
S 1059 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)
S 1060 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S 1061 annular decorated (yellow bands) yellowware chamber pot lid (?)

1063 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 1064 hand painted porcelain toy pitcher

S 1174 milk glass canning jar lid liner
S 1175 flat glass “trivet” (aqua, beveled and worked edge)
S 1176 tumbler/bottle (clear/lead, round, 2 ¼” to 2 ½” diameter base, pontiled, dip molded)
S 1177 bottle (clear, 1” long neck, improved tool Patent lip, neck only)
S 1178 ink (aqua, molded, dumped or “snail” variety)
S 1179 bottle (aqua, base only)

Lot 168
434 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (lusterware) whiteware washbasin
1022 hand painted (gilded and sprayed) and relief decorated porcelain dessert plate
1023 undecorated whiteware bowl (3” tall, straight sided, approximately 12” diameter

mouth)
1024 transfer print (sliver) and relief decorated whiteware plate

S 1025 unidentified Majolica vessel (body only)
1026 undecorated whiteware plate (9-10” diameter rim, with backstamp in brown:

“IMPERIAL / IRONSTONE CHINA / COCKSON & CHETWYN…”)
S 1027 relief decorated (unidentified late floral pattern) whiteware cup

1028 undecorated whiteware saucer (approximately 6” diameter; backstamp: “ROYAL
IRONSTONE CHINA / ALFRED MEAKIN / ENGLAND”)

1029 undecorated whiteware saucer (approximately 6” diameter; backstamp: “… AS
FURNIVAL & SONS”)

S 1030 undecorated whiteware saucer (approximately 6” diameter; backstamp:
“IRONST[ONE]…”)

1031 undecorated whiteware saucer or cup plate(5” diameter, 1 ¼” tall)



1032 undecoratred whiteware bowl or handleless large cup (2 ¼” diameter base,
approximately 3 ½” diameter mouth, height unknown, base only)

S 1033 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)
S 1034 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware cup (approximately 2 ¼” diameter

base, unidentified backstamp
1036 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone jar (approximately 5 ½” diameter

mouth, unknown height)
S 1037 green glazed white past stoneware flower pot
S 1038 undecorated ironstone serving vessel (unknown size)
S 1039 relief decorated (late unidentified pattern) whiteware saucer
S 1040 undecorated whiteware serving vessel (lidded, unknown size)
S 1041 relief decorated (Boote’s 1851 round pattern?) ironstone saucer

1042 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate (8-9” diameter, rim
only)

S 1043 hand painted (gilded) porcelain cup
S 1044 hand painted porcelain saucer

1045 transfer print (flow blue) ironstone chamber pot lid [different pattern than vessel 24]
1046 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving vessel (Harrison pattern)

S 1047 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)
S 1048 hand painted (copper luster banded) whiteware saucer (?)
S 1049 transfer print (blue) whiteware pitcher (Gothic shaped possibly with backstamp:

“IRONSTONE… / FRIBUNG”) [Williams (1978:267) identifying tan pattern as
hand made by William Davenport in circa 1844]

S 1050 Albany slipped mixing bowl (jigger molded)
S 1051 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
S 1052 Albany slipped stoneware jar (handle only)

1053 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (9 ¼” diameter base, base only)
S 1054 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware mixing bowl (jigger molded, approximately

10” diameter mouth, rim only)

S 1145 pole type electrical insulator (aqua; embossed: “PAT. / JAN. 25th, 1870 // FEB. 22nd,
1870 / MCH 20th 1877”)

S 1146 lacy style pressed glass bowl/plate
S 1147 bottle (clear, Blakes Variant 1, unknown size, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, paneled;

embossed: “RAWLEIGH’S / TRADE MARK”)
S 1148 tumbler (clear, round, unknown size)

1149 jelly glass/tumbler (clear, molded, 2 1/8” diameter base, 2 5/8” rim, approximately 3
½” tall, 3 crimped bands around rim)

S 1150 tumbler (clear/lead glass, fluted Gothic arches, rim only)
S 1151 small tumbler/ cruet (?) (clear/lead glass, molded, 1 7/8” diameter base, ground base,

base only)
S 1152 stemware (molded, stem only)
S 1153 canning jar (aqua, round, 3 ½” diameter base, Owen’s scar/machine made, base

only; embossed “6 / A”
S 1154 jar/bottle (red glass, round, 3 ¼” diameter base, base only)



S 1155 bottle (aqua, 2 ½” long neck, improved tool ring or oil finish, embossed, neck only)
[potentially paneled bottle from feature 6 or 7]

S 1156 bottle (aqua, applied tool ring lip finish)
1157 bottle (clear, Blakes Variant 1, 7/8” x 1 ¾” x 5 7/8” tall, paneled, 3-piece-plate-

bottom-mold, 1 ¾” long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, ball neck)
1158 bottle (clear, Blakes Variant 1, 1” x 1 7/8” x 5” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1

½” ball neck with improved tool Patent lip finish; embossed: “GRAND UNION /
COMPANY / TEA // GRAN UNION TEA CO.”)

S 1159 ale bottle (?) (black glass, applied tool brandy lip finish, lip only)
S 1160 unidentified liquor bottle (dark green/black glass, applied tool brandy finish)

Lot 169
579 relief decorated (ribbed) whiteware chamber pot or Jardinière

S 1059 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)
1063 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
1065 undecorated whiteware bowl (approximately 3 ½” diameter base, 5 ¼”- 5 ½” rim, 2

1/8” tall)
S 1066 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handless cup (?))

1067 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handless cup (?))
S 1068 undecorated whiteware cup [early]
S 1069 undecorated whiteware saucer [early]
S 1070 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate (dessert plate size; backstamp:

“IRONSTONE”)
S 1071 relief decorated (Boote’s 1851 shape pattern (?)) whiteware cup

1072 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware platter (multi-sided)
S 1073 transfer print (blue) whiteware serving vessel tureen (base only)
S 1074 redware bowl
S 1075 Albany slipped stoneware jar

S 1159 ale bottle (?) (black glass, applied tool brandy lip finish, lip only)
S 1181 pepper sauce bottle (aqua, round, approximately 1 ¾” – 2” diameter base, molded;

embossed: “LEA / & P…”)
S 1182 vial (aqua, dip molded, multi-sided, 1 3/8” diameter base, pontiled)

1183 tumbler (clear/lead, round, fluted, 2 3/8” diameter base, 3 ¾” tall, starburst base,
plunger scar)

Lot 170
S 1104 undecorated whiteware pitcher
S 968 transfer print (black) whiteware plate (approximately 9” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter

base; backstamp: “BOLOGNA” and impressed: “ADAMS”)
S 1098 transfer print (red) whiteware plate

676 transfer print (blue) whiteware saucer [see lot 185]
S 1100 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate
S 1101 transfer print (blue) whiteware saucer



S 963 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½”
diameter rim, scalloped edge)

S 1041 relief decorated (Boote’s 1851 round pattern?) ironstone saucer
S 1102 relief decorated (Gothic style) whiteware shallow serving bowl
S 1105 hand painted (black lined) porcelain saucer

1097 transfer print (purple) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S 1103 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone pitcher?
S 1106 salt glazed stoneware (thinly potted; lid or base to a refined tableware vessel)
S 1165 tumbler (clear, rounded flutes)
S 1166 ale bottle (dark green/black, 2 3/8” diameter base, dip molded, applied tool brandy

finish)
S 1047 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)

Lot 171
S 1047 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)

434 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (lusterware) whiteware washbasin
S 1091 transfer print (brown; aesthetic pattern style) whiteware saucer
S 1092 undecorated whiteware chamber pot
S 1094 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware soup plate
S 1090 relief decorated (Gothic shaped) porcelain cup (handled)
S 1093 hand painted (polychrome) porcelain cup plate (3” diameter)

1036 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) ironstone jar (approximately 5 ½” diameter
mouth, unknown height)

S 1088 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup
S 1095 yellowware serving bowl

1053 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (9 ¼” diameter base, base only)
S 1096 salt glazed/unglazed stoneware jar

1167 soda water bottle (aqua, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 2 ½” diameter base, 7” tall,
improved tool blob top finish; embossed: “M. A. FISCHER / SPRINGFIELD /
ILL”)

S 1168 jar (aqua, dip molded (?), rolled lip, round, approximately 5 ½” – 6” diameter base, 3
7/8” diameter mouth, height unknown, rim only)

S 1169 tumbler (clear/lead, 2 ¾” base, fluted, ground pontil)
S 818 pressed glass tableware/ serving bowl (fan shaped; possibly cross mends with vessel

413)

Lot 172
S 1161 jelly glass (clear, rim only)
S 1162 bottle (clear, improved tool Patent lip finish, lip only)
S 1163 canning jar (aqua, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, approximately 3 ½” diameter base,

base only; base embossed: “PAT NOV 26 67”)
S 1164 canning jar (aqua, base only)

Lot 173
1097 transfer print (purple) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)



Lot 174
S 1081 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate

Lot 175
S 1077 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware cup (approximately 2 ¼” diameter

base, unidentified backstamp
S 1078 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate

1075 undecorated whiteware soup plate (impressed: “J CLEMENTSON / IRONSTONE /
CHINA / CITRON SHAPE”)

1042 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate (8-9” diameter, rim
only)

Lot 176
S 1211 undecorated whiteware saucer
S 1212 undecorated whiteware saucer
S 1214 Albany slipped buff paste earthenware mixing bowl (jigger molded)

1205 green and brown glazed Majolica buff paste earthenware flowerpot
S 1206 tumbler (clear, round, 2 ¼” diameter base, 3 7/8” tall; base embossed: “[PAT FE]B

10 03”)
S 1207 whiskey flask (clear, semi-automatic/fire polished, lip only)
S 1208 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1 1/8” x 1 ¾” x unknown height, 3-piece-plate-

bottom-mold; embossed: “…NIMENT / …BOSTON”)
S 1209 bottle (clear, Philadelphia oval, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, 1 1/8” x 1 7/8” x

unknown height, base only)
S 1210 tumbler (clear/lead, 8-sealed, 2 ½” base, unknown height, fluted ground base)
S 1213 ale bottle (dark green/black, applied tool lip finish, neck only)

Lot 177
1067 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handless cup (?))
1080 undecorated whiteware cup
1042 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate (8-9” diameter, rim

only)
S 1059 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)
S 1059 undecorated whiteware platter (unknown size)

1023 undecorated whiteware bowl (3” tall, straight sided, approximately 12” diameter
mouth)

S 1081 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 1082 undecorated whiteware serving vessel
S 1083 relief decorated porcelain bowl
S 1079 redware jar

476 yellowware pipkin [unknown size; lightly Rockingham glazed] (base heavily
charred)

S 1086 unglazed paste earthenware flower pot (jigger molded)
S 1085 yellowware serving bowl

1084 salt glazed stoneware wine bottle (base only)
S 1170 bottle/vial (aqua, round, 1 ¾” diameter base, pontiled, dip molded, base only)



1171 bottle (aqua, Blake Variant 1, 7/8” x 1 ¾” x 4 ½” tall, 2-piece-mold, 1 3/8” long
neck with improved tool Patent lip finish; panels embossed: “FORHAS //
ALTERNATIVE / BALM”)

1172 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 1” x 1 ½” x 4” tall, 7/8” long neck with improved tool
Patent lip finish, paneled, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold; embossed: “BURNETT //
BOSTON”)

1173 bottle (clear, round, 1 ¼” diameter base, 3 ¼” tall, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, ¾”
long neck with improved tool Patent lip finish)

Lot 178
S 1047 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)
S 1034 relief decorated (unidentified pattern) whiteware cup (approximately 2 ¼” diameter

base, unidentified backstamp
1063 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
1067 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handless cup (?))
1072 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware platter (multi-sided)
1097 transfer print (purple) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
1042 relief decorated (Lily of the Valley pattern) whiteware plate (8-9” diameter, rim

only; with partial backstamp and impressed mark)
S 1112 undecorated whiteware plate
S 1113 relief decorated (gothic/ribbed) porcelain saucer

1115 hand painted Staffordshire dog (1 1/8” x 1 ¾” base, 2 ½” tall)
S 1114 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar (7-8” diameter base, base only)

1106 salt glazed stoneware bowl? (rim only, thinly potted; lid or base to a refined
tableware vessel)

S 1146 lacy style pressed glass bowl/plate
S 1166 ale bottle (dark green/black, 2 3/8” diameter base, dip molded, applied tool brandy

finish)
S 1180 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, 1 ½” diameter base, pontiled, fragile lip finish)

Lot 179
S 1081 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 1057 undecorated whiteware cup
S 1047 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)

1089 relief decorated (Gothic shape) whiteware soup plate or serving bowl
S 1088 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup
S 1079 redware jar
S 1075 Albany slipped stoneware jar
S 1147 bottle (clear, Blakes Variant 1, unknown size, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, paneled;

embossed: “RAWLEIGH’S / TRADE MARK”)
S 1180 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, 1 ½” diameter base, pontiled, fragile lip finish)

Lot 180
963 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½”

diameter rim, scalloped edge)



434 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (lusterware) whiteware washbasin (multi-
sided)

S 1046 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving vessel (Harrison pattern)
S 1047 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)

1049 transfer print (blue) whiteware pitcher (Gothic shaped possibly with backstamp:
“IRONSTONE… / FRIBUNG”) [Williams (1978:267) identifying tan pattern as
hand made by William Davenport in circa 1844]

1067 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) whiteware cup (handless cup (?))
S 1107 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) whiteware toy cup (London Urn Shape)
S 1108 annular decorated whiteware bowl
S 1109 salt glazed stoneware jar (heavily burned)
S 1088 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup

1045 transfer print (flow blue) ironstone chamber pot lid [different pattern than vessel 24]
S 1110 redware jar
S 1111 redware jar
S 1184 bottle (blue glass, applied tool lip finish, neck only)
S 1185 bottle (clear, improved tool Patent lip finish, neck only)

Lot 181
1040 undecorated whiteware serving vessel (lidded, unknown size)

S 1100 edge decorated (blue) whiteware plate
1023 undecorated whiteware bowl (3” tall, straight sided, approximately 12” diameter

mouth)
S 1046 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving vessel (Harrison pattern)
S 1047 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)

1049 transfer print (blue) whiteware pitcher (Gothic shaped possibly with backstamp:
“IRONSTONE… / FRIBUNG”) [Williams (1978:267) identifying tan pattern as
hand made by William Davenport in circa 1844]

1063 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 1109 salt glazed stoneware jar (heavily burned)

968 transfer print (black) whiteware plate (approximately 9” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter
base; backstamp: “BOLOGNA” and impressed: “ADAMS”)

1072 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware platter (multi-sided)
963 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½”

diameter rim, scalloped edge)
S 1117 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate
S 1118 transfer print (brown whiteware saucer
S 1119 hand painted (green banded rim) whiteware plate (burned) [same as vessel 28 & 75

in front yard]
S 1120 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware saucer (?)
S 1121 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (hand turned)
S 1122 unglazed red paste earthenware flowerpot (hand turned)
S 1113 relief decorated (gothic/ribbed) porcelain saucer
S 1088 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup
S 1110 redware jar
S 1079 redware jar



S 1116 undecorated yellowware plate
S 1186 bottle (clear, molded, 1 5/8” long ball neck with improved tool Patent lip finish, neck

only)
S 1187 bottle (?) (clear, burned, base only, dip molded (?))

Lot 182
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 183
S 1046 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving vessel (Harrison pattern)

1063 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
1072 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware platter (multi-sided)

S 1119 hand painted (green banded rim) whiteware plate (burned) [same as vessel 28 & 75
in front yard]

963 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½”
diameter rim, scalloped edge)

S 1129 undecorated whiteware chamber pot lid
S 1130 undecorated whiteware saucer
S 1088 relief decorated (Gothic pattern) porcelain cup
S 1128 transfer print (dark blue) porcelain saucer
S 1124 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
S 1125 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
S 1131 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
S 1126 salt glazed/Albany slipped stoneware jar
S 1116 undecorated yellowware plate
S 1095 yellowware serving bowl
S 1127 redware jar

1084 salt glazed stoneware wine bottle (base only)
S 1160 unidentified liquor bottle (dark green/black glass, applied tool brandy finish)
S 1188 bottle (clear, 1” long neck, improved tool Patent lip finish, neck only)
S 1189 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, pontiled, 7/8” diameter, base only)
S 1190 ink/mucilage bottle (aqua, molded, multi-sided, folded lip, pyramidal shape)
S 1191 chimney globe (clear, straight base)

Lot 184
S 1132 annular decorated whiteware pitcher
S 1133 transfer print (blue) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S 1047 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)

963 hand painted (monochrome green; corn flower motif) whiteware plate (9 ½”
diameter rim, scalloped edge)

S 1113 relief decorated (gothic/ribbed) porcelain saucer
S 1046 transfer print (brown) whiteware serving vessel (Harrison pattern)
S 1118 transfer print (brown whiteware saucer

1063 relief decorated (Berlin Gothic pattern) whiteware plate
S 1094 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware soup plate
S 1101 transfer print (blue) whiteware saucer



S 1117 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate
S 968 transfer print (black) whiteware plate (approximately 9” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter

base; backstamp: “BOLOGNA” and impressed: “ADAMS”)
S 1135 Rockingham glazed yellowware pitcher (handle only)
S 1136 Rockingham glazed yellowware shallow nappie or serving vessel (Alton made?)
S 1134 unglazed, red paste earthenware flowerpot pan
S 934 unidentified bottle (?) (aqua, base only, fluted)
S 1192 vial (aqua, round, dip molded, paneled, 7/8” diameter base, base only)

Lot 185
S 1140 hand painted (polychrome; small floral) whiteware cup
S 1141 hand painted (polychrome; large floral and relief decorated) whiteware saucer or

small bowl
S 1142 hand painted (polychrome, small floral) and relief decorated (Berlin Gothic shape

whiteware plate
S 1080 undecorated whiteware cup
S 1069 undecorated whiteware saucer [early]
S 1143 relief decorated (unidentified Gothic syle pattern) whiteware plate
S 1138 annular decorated whiteware bowl
S 1139 transfer print (dark blue) pearlware serving vessel
S 1137 transfer print (blue) whiteware cup (scalloped edge)

434 transfer print (blue) and hand painted (lusterware) whiteware washbasin (multi-
sided)

S 1117 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate
1049 transfer print (blue) whiteware pitcher (Gothic shaped possibly with backstamp:

“IRONSTONE… / FRIBUNG”) [Williams (1978:267) identifying tan pattern as
hand made by William Davenport in circa 1844]

S 1119 hand painted (green banded rim) whiteware plate (burned) [same as vessel 28 & 75
in front yard]

1097 transfer print (purple) whiteware plate (scalloped edge)
S 1047 annular worm mocha decorated whiteware pitcher (?)

1113 relief decorated (gothic/ribbed) porcelain saucer
676 transfer print whiteware saucer (scalloped edge; backstamp: “STONE CHINA /

ISOLA BELLE / W. ADAMS & SONS” and “5”)
S 1099 transfer print whiteware cup (scalloped edge; backstamp: “STONE CHINA / ISOLA

BELLE / W. ADAMS & SONS” and “5”)
S 1193 bottle (aqua, 1” long neck flared lip finish, neck only)

Lot 186
S 1144 transfer print (brown) whiteware plate

968 transfer print (black) whiteware plate (approximately 9” diameter rim, 5 ¼” diameter
base; backstamp: “BOLOGNA” and impressed: “ADAMS”)

S 1118 transfer print (brown whiteware saucer)
S 1194 ale or bottle (dark green/ black, dip molded, 3” diameter base, pontiled (?), base

only)
S 1195 chimney globe (clear, sheered top finish, top only)



Lot 187
S 1108 annular decorated whiteware bowl
S 1047 annular decorated whiteware bowl
S 1119 hand painted (green banded rim) whiteware plate (burned) [same as vessel 28 & 75

in front yard]

Lot 188
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 266
S 1197 redware bowl/jar

Lot 267
S 1198 relief decorated (undecorated pattern) whiteware serving vessel/bowl

Lot 269
S 1204 red paste earthenware flower pot (hand turned)

1205 green and brown glazed Majolica buff paste earthenware flowerpot
S 1200 whiskey flask (clear, semi-automatic/fire polished lip finish, coffin shape)
S 1201 whiskey flask (clear, semi-automatic/fire polished lip finish, coffin shape)
S 1202 tumbler (clear, base only)
S 1203 beer bottle (aqua, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, round, 2 3/8” diameter base, base

only)

Lot 270
S 1199 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware serving vessel/bowl (multi-sided)

Lot 271
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 272
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 273
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 274
No ceramic or glass vessel

Lot 275
579 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot/Jardinière (?)

S 1222 undecorated whiteware saucer (burned)
S 1223 hand painted (polychrome floral) whiteware cup
S 1224 decal decorated whiteware plate
S 1225 milk glass canning jar lid liner



S 1226 pole type electrical insulator (embossed: “PAT / JAN 25th 1870 // FED 22nd 1870 /
MCH 20th 1877”)

1227 tumbler (clear/lead glass, ribbed)

Lot 276
S 1228 transfer print (flow blue) whiteware plate
S 1229 undecorated whiteware plate

579 relief decorated whiteware chamber pot/Jardinière (?)
1227 tumbler (clear/lead glass, ribbed)
1225 milk glass canning jar lid liner

S 1230 bottle (clear, Blake Variant 1, 3-piece-plate-bottom-mold, base only)

Lot 277
1196 conduit bottle (clear, molded, semi-automatic machine, screw top finish/fire polished

lip finish)


